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PREFACE

MORE
than thirty years have passed since I had the

privilege of revising and editing for the Syndics of

the University Press the Commentary on Aristotle's Rhetoric,

which was left in a nearly finished form by the late Mr

Edward Meredith Cope, formerly Senior Fellow and Tutor of

Trinity. It was under the advice of two other distinguished

Fellows of that College, Mr Munro and Mr Jebb, that Mr

Cope's brother did me the honour of inviting me to revise

and complete the work, and it has now fallen to my lot to

prepare for the press another posthumous work connected

with the same subject, the Translation of the Rhetoric left in

manuscript by one of the admirable scholars above mentioned,

the late Sir Richard Jebb.

From memoranda found in various parts of the manuscript,

it appears that the translation was begun 'about August 20,

1872,' that the first two Books were finished on March 22,

and the third on May 26, 1873. Thus, in the period of

its preparation, it falls between the date of the translation

of the Characters of Theophrastus (1870), and that of the

publication of The Attic Orators (1876). The first two

Books of the Rhetoric were among the set subjects for the

Classical Tripos of 1874 and 1875, and, as an Assistant Tutor

of Trinity, Mr Jebb lectured on all three Books during
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vi Preface

the academical year 1872-3, and again in 1873-4. The

lectures were open to members of other Colleges, and among
those who attended them was one of the present Syndics of

the Press, who still retains a vivid recollection of the clear and

vigorous English in which the text was then rendered. It was

with a view to this course of lectures that a considerable

number of original and selected notes was written out, followed

{in the case of Book I) by a second draft subsequent to the

publication of Cope's Commentary in 1877. The manuscript

contains very few notes on Book III.

The whole of the translation was copied out for the press

by an amanuensis
;
and the editor has had before him the

original draft, written out with perfect clearness by the

translator himself, as well as the transcript. At an uncertain

date, a proof of the first twelve pages was prepared, but this

proof remained uncorrected, and, owing probably to the pres-

sure of other duties in an increasingly busy life, the printing

was never resumed. The translation has been carefully revised

by the editor
;
a few accidental omissions of single clauses or

whole sentences have been supplied, and some other unim-

portant oversights have been corrected. It may be added that

a certain amount of uniformity has been introduced into the

various transliterations of Greek names, in which the translator

shows, during the progress of his work, an increasing prefer-

ence for the forms in k, such as Perikles and Iphikrates,

and similarly in the case of the word '

epideiktic' A brief

analysis, partly founded on the translator's own memoranda,

has been prefixed to the translation, besides being printed in

slightly varying language in the margin of the successive

portions of the text, and, necessarily, in a still briefer form

in the head-lines of the pages. References to the sections of

each chapter in the Oxford Variorum edition of 1820, and to

the pages of Bekker's Berlin edition of 1831, have been placed
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in the margin and at the head of the pages, so that any

passage can be easily found, while the translation can

readily be used side by side with Mr Cope's Commentary

^in which the Oxford sections are indicated) as well as with

the critical editions of Bekker, Spengel, and Roemer.

As the commentaries of Spengel and of Cope are accessible

to scholars and to students, it has not been deemed necessary

to indulge in anj' large amount of explanatory annotation.

Almost all, however, of the translator's few notes on Book III

are here printed, with a selection from those on Books I and

II. These notes are distinguished by the initials of the

translator. For all the rest the editor is responsible. In the

latter, the sources of Aristotle's numerous quotations are in-

dicated, and the literary or historical allusions briefly explained ;

any variations in the text, so far as they affect the translation,

are noticed
; and, in some few cases, alternative renderings or

alternative opinions as to the author's meaning have been

added. The editor has also supplied an Introduction on the

general subject of the treatise, in which the translator's own

references to that subject, in the course of his Attic Orators,

have been specially kept in view. The Introduction is followed

by an Analysis of each of the successive chapters, while refer-

ence to the contents of the work is further facilitated by the

Index.

J. E. SANDYS.

Merton House, Cambridge,

November^ 1908.



The Treatise on Rhetoric is a magazine of intellectual riches....

Nothing is left untouched^ on which Rhetoric, in all its branches, has

any bearing. The author''s principles are the result of extensive

original induction. He sought them, if ever man did seek them, in

the living pattern of the human heart. All the recesses and windings

of that hidden region he has explored : all its caprices and affections,

—whatever tends to excite, to ruffle, to amuse, to gratify, or to offend it,

—have been carefully examined. The reason of these plianonwia is

demonstrated, the method of creating them is explained. . . . The whole is

a text-book of human feeling ; a storehouse of taste ; an exemplar of

condensed and accurate, but uniformly clear and candid reasoning.

Edward Copleston's Reply (Oxford, 1810), p. 26 f.
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INTRODUCTION

Even in the heroic age, long before the rise of any theory

Greek of rhetoric, the practice of oratory is brilliantly

^1-aehtstoric" exemplified in the Homeric poems. The eloquent
times.

speaker is there regarded as a divine being^; the

elders of Troy are able orators^ while, on the side of the

Greeks, the speech of the aged Nestor ' flows sweeter than

honey ,'^ and words 'fall like flakes of snow' from the lips of

Odysseus'*. By the side of beauty of physical form, and

soundness of intellectual sense, the Homeric triad of human

excellences includes the god-given power of discourse. The

oratory of that age is represented as an extraordinarily brilliant

type of natural eloquence, an eloquence approaching the

modern ideal simply because its great examples are to be

found in the region of debate, while the greatest of all (as the

answer of Achilles to the envoys in the First Book of the Iliad,)

take the form of reply. But the distinction of being a 'speaker

of words,' as well as a ' doer of deeds,'' was reserved for the

kings and the nobles
;
the voice of the people found utterance

only in the terse animadversions of the Homeric tis, the un-

named and hardly recognised representative of the multitude
;

and the first condition of civil eloquence, the right of the

commoner to speak his mind on affairs of State, was still

wanting*.

* Od. viii 173.
^

II. iii 150.
^ //. i 249.

*
//. iii lit. "

//. ix 433.
®
Cp. Jebb's Attic Orators, I cviii-cxi; and Essays ami Addresses, 130-133.



X Origin of Greek Rhetoric

In historic times, men of political power, such as Solon,

„, , Peisistratos and Kleisthenes, have the credit of
Eloquence of '

early Greek being able speakers, for the times in which they
statesmen.

i« i i •

lived'; but it was not until the expulsion of the

tyrants and the establishment of democracy in 510 B.C., that

civil eloquence could really flourish in Athensl Between this

date and the outbreak of the Peloponnesian war, the two
foremost Athenian orators were Themistokles* and Perikles^,

but the fame of their eloquence rests on tradition alone. In

the case of Perikles, although the historian supplies us with the

purport of three of his speeches, a iew striking metaphors, such

as those preserved in the Rhetoric'^ of Aristotle, where ^gina
is called the 'eye-sore of the Peiraeus,' and where the State that

has lost its young heroes in war is compared with 'the year
that is reft of its season of Spring,' are almost all that has de-

scended to posterity. His eloquence, like that of his political

precursors, was apparently of a purely practical type, unin-

fluenced by the theoretical treatment of the art which was

soon to reach Athens from another quarter®.

While the home of eloquence was Athens, the native land

^ . . , of rhetoric was Sicily. It was there that,
'

after
Origin of •' '

Greek the fall of the tyrants,' that is, after the expulsion
rhetoric. - _,, ^ • > t \ •

01 1 hrasydaios by the Agngentines (in 472) and

of Thrasybulos by the Syracusans (in 466), the establishment

of a democracy and the requirements of a new order of things,

with its claims for the restitution of confiscated goods, and its

suits for succession to property, aroused a distinct demand
for professional instruction in the art of speech. Among the

clever and disputatious Sicilians this demand was supplied by
Korax and ouc Korax, who is Said to have reduced the
Tisias.

practice of speaking to a formal shape by draw-

ing up a rhetorical treatise, which was the first of its kind.

Before the time of Korax and his pupil Tisias, though many

^
Cicero, Brutus, 27.

^
Brutus, 45.

^ Thuc. i 138; Cic. Brutus, 28.
* Thuc. i 139 § 4 ; Brtitus, 44.
^ in X 7.
*
Cp. Introduction to Cicero's Orator, pp. ii-iv, ed. Sandys.



Korax and Tisias xi

speakers had expressed themselves with care and precision,

and had even written their speeches, no one had composed by

rule of art.

Such is the story of the origin of Greek rhetoric, as given

by Cicero', on the authority of Aristotle. The story was

doubtless derived from the work in which Aristotle collected

all the treatises on rhetoric which preceded his own I The

loss of this work has been only in part made good in modern

times by the Artiuni Scriptores of Spengel (1828), in which

the scattered fragments of the earlier rhetorical treatises are

collected and discussed. Korax is said to have divided all

speeches into five parts, proem, narrative, arguments (d7wi/e<f),

subsidiary remarks (Trape/cySacrt?), and peroration ^ In in-

dicating the sources from which arguments might be derived,

he confined himself to the illustration of a single topic, the

argument from probability. The stock example of this is the

case of assault, when a strong man is charged with attacking

a w^eak man, in the absence of witnesses. The use of such an

argument, as shown by Aristotle, might easily degenerate into

the merest quibbling*. This topic is quoted by Aristotle from

the 'art' of Korax, to whose pupil, Tisias, it is ascribed by

Plato*. It was doubtless the common property of both.

To the school of Korax and his pupil is due the early de-

finition of rhetoric as the
'

artificer of persuasion,'^ 'a definition

which is at once immoral and inadequate; immoral, because

it makes persuasion at any price the object of rhetoric
;

inadequate, because it is equally applicable to other things,
—

for example, to bribery.'' In the familiar story of the law-

suit between Korax and his pupil for the recovery of his fee,

the pupil begins with the inquiry: 'Korax, what did you

undertake to teach me?' 'To persuade anyone you please.'

'If so, I now persuade you to receive no fee; if not, you have

failed to teach me to persuade you : in either case, I owe you

1
Brutus, 46.

"^

avfaywyr) rexvuv.
3 Walz, /ihet. Gr. iv 12.

» Rhet. II xxiv 11 ; Jebb's Attic Orators, I cxxi.

*
Phaedriis, 273 AB.

" teiQo\i% ST])juovpy6s, Proleg. in Hermogenem, p. 8.

^ Introduction to Cicero's Orator, p. v.



xii Gorgias

nothing.' Korax retorts with a similar dilemma: 'If you per-

suade me, I have taught you the art; if not, you have failed to

persuade me to remit the fee : in either case, you are bound to

pay.' Whereupon the court dismisses the case with the con-

temptuous proverb: kukov KopaKo^; kukov m6v^. It is not the

subtlety of the new art that is expressed by this story, but

rather its 'grotesque unpopularity.'^ The technical treatise

ascribed to Tisias was probably only an expansion of that of

his master, which it appears to have superseded.
The teaching of Korax and Tisias was transmitted to the

foremost representative of the Sicilian school, the
Gorgias.

link between the rhetoric of Sicily and that of

Athens, Gorgias of Leontini. 'The foremost man of his age
in rhetorical skill,' he appeared at Athens for the first time in

427, as the leading envoy of his native city, when 'the clever

Athenians, with their fondness for eloquence, were struck by
the foreign air of his style, by the remarkable antitheses, the

symmetrical clauses, the parallelisms of structure, the rhyming
terminations, and the other similar figures of speech, which

were then welcomed because of their novelty.'^ He returned

to report the result of his mission, and he probably revisited

Athens not long after. The greater part of his declining years

was spent in Thessaly, and it was there that he is said to

have counted among his pupils the famous rhetorical teacher,

Isokrates. The frequent employment of metaphor gave a

poetic colouring to the style of GorgiasS while his use of rare

and foreign words imparted a novel and striking character to

his speeches. He has been recognised as 'the founder of

artistic prose.'^

'Beauty of speech'® was the special aim, and the cultivation

of a semi-poetical type of prose the main purpose, of the Sicilian

school represented by Gorgias and his pupils.

Among these the impetuous Polos, 'colt by name
and colt by nature,'^ is familiar to us from the Gorgias of

^ Walz, Ji^/ief. Cr. iv i3f, V 215 f ; Introd. to Orator, p. vi.

2
Jebb's AUic Orators, i cxxiii.

^ Diodorus, xii 53 ; cp. Attic Orators, i cxxiii-cxxviii.
* Rket. Ill i 9.

s Attic Orators, i cxxviii.
* eviweia (of Polos), Plato, Phmdrus, 267 c. ^ Rhet. n xxiii 39 n.



Lykymnios. Alkida?7ias xiii

Plato, while from an obscure passage of the Phcedrns it has

been inferred that he not only invented a number of technical

terms, but also borrowed others from his friend
; ymnios.

Likymnios\ whose 'art of rhetoric' supplies

Aristotle with examples of needless nomenclature in the

form of new names for the different parts of the speech,

such as 'speeding on,' which he apparently applied to the

straightforward course of uninterrupted narrative, and 'aber-

ration' and 'ramifications,' to digressions from it^

Another pupil of Gorgias, named Alkidamas, insisted on

the importance of acquiring a capacity for ex-

temporaneous speech. Of the two declamations

bearing his name, the one that is almost certainly genuine is

an attack on the composers of elaborately written discourses

most prominently represented by Isokrates^ His deliberative

orations included a speech in which he pleaded for the free-

dom of the Messenians, a speech twice quoted in the Rhetoric'^.

In an extant fragment of his 'art of rhetoric' he partly antici-

pates Aristotle's definition by describing this art as the 'faculty

of persuasion.'* Aristotle quotes from his pages a considerable

number of examples of faults of taste due to his fondness for

strange words or poetic compounds, and for the inordinate use

of epithets and metaphors. Modern critics of style would

certainly be less severe than Aristotle in denouncing his

metaphorical description of the Odyssey as 'a fair mirror of

human life.'**

The use of foreign words and poetic compounds is a fault

Lykophron.
^^ taste exemplified by Lykophron", a rhetorician

poiykrates.
belonging to the middle of the fourth century^

Another rhetorician, Poiykrates, who flourished about 390, and

is best known through his 'Accusation of Sokrates' and his
' Defence of Busiris,' is only definitely named in the Rhetoric

^
Pkezdrns, 267 c, with Thompson's note. '^ in xiii 5.

3
irepl tCiv tov% ypairrovs \6yovs ypa<p(ivT(i)v, in Appendix to Antiphon, ed.

Blass, 1871.
"•

I xiii 2 ; II xxiii i.

*
Sdvafiii Tov 6vtos -mdavoO, Proleg. in Hermog. in Walz, jRAei- Gr. vii (i), 8.

®
III iii. See, in general, Vahlen, Z>fry^//e/t7r/^/^/<fawaj, Vienna, 1864; Blass,

Atlische Beredsamkeit, 11 (1892) 364 ; Brzoska in Pauly-Wissowa,
"

III iii 1-2. 8
Blass, Att. Ber. 11 364.

j^ J- b



xiv Protagoras. Thrasy77tacJios

as the author of a trivial encomium on mice, and of a lauda-

tion of Thrasybulos^; but he is also sometimes supposed to be

the author of a panegyric on Paris, anonymously quoted in

several passages^
In contrast with the 'beauty of speech' cultivated by the

Sicilians, 'correctness of speech'^ was the aim of

the Greek school represented by Protagoras,

Prodikos, Hippias and Thrasymachos. Thus Protagoras was

apparently the first to give special attention to elementary

points of grammar and philology, to distinctions of gender in

nouns^, to the classification of modes of expression, to the

criticism of poetry and to speculations on language and

etymology^ He is also noted for the Commonplaces which

he caused his pupils to commit to memory, while his Dialectic

is famous for its undertaking to make the weak cause the

stronger^ Prodikos concerned himself with

Hr**iar questions of etymology and with distinctions

of synonyms'^. Hippias included grammar and

prosody among his many accomplishments, while he also

aimed at a correct and elevated styled In the opinion of

Thrasy- Arlstotlc's pupil, Theophrastos, Thrasymachos of
machos. Chalkcdon opened a new epoch in the prose style

of Greece by blending the elaborately artificial style of writers

like Thukydides with the simple and plain style subsequently

represented by Lysias". Aristotle himself, in treating of

rhythm in prose, tells us that the rhetoricians, from Thrasy-
machos downwards, made use of the paean'". His treatise

on pathos is the theme of an elaborate allusion in the

PhcBdriis^'^, and is definitely mentioned in the

Rhetoric'^'''. Lastly, Theodoros of Byzantium,

1
II xxiv 3, 6.

2
II xxiii 5, 8, 12

;
xxiv 7. See, however, Blass, II 371.

'^

opdoiireLO, (of Protagoras), Phaedrus, 267 C.

* Rhet. Ill V 5.

^
Cope in CambndgeJournal of CI. and Sacred Philology, iii 48-52.

^ Rhet. II xxiv 11.

7 ib. iii 57; Plato, Prot. 337 A, 340 A, 358 A D, etc.

8 Plato, Hipp. I, 285 C D; II, 368 D; Cic. De Or. Ill 127.
9 Dion. Hal. Dem. c. 3 ; cp. Jebb's Attic Orators, I cxiii-cxvi; 11 423.
i« III viii 4.

"
267 C.

^'^ III i 7.
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whom Aristotle couples with Tisias and Thrasymachos as

one of the most important contributors to the develop-

ment of rhetoric^ introduced some novel terms for the

subdivisions of a speech. Plato satirically describes them

as the 'niceties of his art,'^ while Aristotle denounces them as

absurd and unnecessary^
The 'art of Kallippos,' possibly one of the earliest pupils of

Kaiiippos. Isokrates'', is described by Aristotle as including
Pamphiios. |.j^g topic of conscquence^ and that of possibility,

which was also contained in the 'art' of another early rhetorician,

Pamphiios^ Aristotle complains that the earlier writers of

'arts' (such as those above-mentioned) had confined them-

selves to the Forensic branch of rhetoric^; and the same

complaint had been made, half a century previously, by
Isokrates ^

The most independent, and the most distinguished, of the

pupils of Gorgias was the great rhetorician,

Isokrates (436—338). During part of his early

career (403—393), he was a professional writer of forensic

speeches,
—a fact which he affected to ignore at a later date.

About 392 he opened a school of rhetoric near the Lyceum.
In that school he professed to teach the art of speaking, or

waiting, on large political subjects, as a preparation for

advising or acting in political affairs,
—the pursuit, in fact,

of journalism, as a preparation for parliament. He describes

this art as his 'philosophy,' his theory of culture, and he now
casts contempt on the forensic rhetoric of his earlier career.

The fame of his school extended over the whole of the

Hellenic world, and, apart from public men such as Timotheos

and Leodamas, his pupils included the future orators, Isaeos,

Lykurgos, and Hypereides. His style is marked by a smooth-

ness due to the avoidance of 'hiatus'; he is recognised by
Cicero as the earliest artist in the rhythm proper to prose', and

by Dionysios of Halikarnassos as the master of an ample and

1
Soph. El. 183 b 32. /

-
TO. KOfi\J/a, T7JJ rixvyji, P/taedrus, 266 D.

^
III xiii 5.

•• Antid. 93.
'

II xxiii 14.
^ ib.ii. *

I i 10.

8 In Sophistas, 19 ; cp. Jebb's Attic Orators, 11 133.
"
Brutus, 32.



xvi Aristotle s relations to Isokrates,

luxuriant type of period which 'leads one on' like a winding
river^ He is the creator of a standard type of literary

rhetorical prosed
In considering Aristotle's relations to Isokrates, we have

to distinguish between the two periods of Aris-
Anstotle's ° ^
relations to totle's residence at Athens, the earlier period of
Isokfcitcs

367 to 347, and the later period of 335 to 322.

Isokrates died three years before Aristotle's return to Athens,
so that any personal relations between them must belong to

the first of the above periods and probably to its latter part.

To Aristotle, according to some later authorities, the popu-

larity of the school of Isokrates appeared undeserved, and his

indignation at the rhetorician's undue regard for mere beauty
of diction, to the neglect of the essentials of the art, led

to his determining on setting up a rival school in which

rhetoric should be studied in a more philosophical manner.

Parodying a line from a tragic poet,
—"twere shame to keep

silence and suffer barbarians to speak,' he is said to have

exclaimed,—''twere shame to keep silence and sw^qv Isokrates

to speak.'* He is also said to have sneered at the bundles of

the rhetorician's forensic speeches that were hawked about by
the booksellers*.

Notwithstanding the 'feud' between Aristotle and Isokrates

during Aristotle's first residence at Athens, both were inspired
with Macedonian sympathies. Moreover, the artificial style of

Isokrates lent itself readily to citations illustrating rhetorical

forms of expression. Hence in the Rhetoric, which belongs to

Aristotle's second period of residence at Athens, there is no
author that is more frequently quoted ;

there are as many as

ten citations in a single chapter ^ But, although Aristotle

was at Athens during the delivery of the First
Demosthenes.

.

Philippic (351) and the Three Olynthiacs (349),

he never illustrates a single rule of rhetoric from any of the

^ Dem. 4.
2

See, in general, Blass, Att. Ber. il esp. 101-213; Jebb's Attic Orators, 11

36-79 ; Introd. to Cicero's Orator, xvi-xxiii.
^
alaxp^" ffMTrdv 'IffOKpartiv d' edv \^7ei>'. Cp. Cic. £>e Or. Ill 141 ; Quint, iii

I, 14.
* Dion. Hal. De hocr. 18. ^ in ix.



Demosthenes, and Plato xvii

speeches of Demosthenes, To Demosthenes he ascribes an

isolated simile, which is not to be found in his published

speeches', while he cites the saying of a minor orator, to the

effect that the policy of Demosthenes was the cause of the

disasters of Athens, as an example of fallacious reasoning^
He illustrates the metaphorical use of ^orjaaL from an obscure

contemporary of Demosthenes^, though he might have found

a better illustration in Demosthenes himself'*. Aristotle,

who lived as a foreigner at Athens, and had close relations

with Philip and Alexander, may well have felt a sense of

delicacy in exemplifying the precepts of rhetoric from the

speeches of the great opponent of Macedonia ^

The two dialogues of Plato specially concerned with the

criticism of rhetoric are the Gorzias and the
Plato.

°

PJicedrtis. In the former he declares that

rhetoric, so far from being an art, is only a happy knack

acquired by practice^ and Gorgias and his pupil are taken to

task as representatives of the current rhetoric of the day. In

the PhcBdrus we find a treatise on rhetoric thrown into a

dramatic form. Here, as before, the writer ridicules the

popular manuals of the art, but, instead of denouncing rhetoric

unreservedly, he even draws up an outline of a new rhetoric

founded on a more philosophical basis, resting partly on

dialectic, which aids the orator in the invention of arguments,
and partly on psychology, which enables him to discriminate

the several varieties of human character in his audience,

and to apply the means best adapted to produce the

'persuasion' which is the aim of his art^ The hints

thrown out by Plato in the PhcBdrus are elaborately ex-

panded in the first two Books of the Rhetoric of Aristotle,

which deal with the means of producing persuasion. In the

first Book these are classified, while the second includes *(i) a

careful analysis of the affections of which human nature is

susceptible and also of the causes by which such affections are

1 in iv 3.
-

II x.xiv 8.
* III X 7.

* xix 92, 129.
*
History of Classical Scholarship, i (1906) 81 f.

*
463 B, 501 A. ^

Thompson's /%^t/r//5, p. xiv.



xviii Theodekteia, Rhetorica ad Alexandrum

called forth
; (2) a descriptive catalogue of the various modifi-

cations of the human character and the sort of arguments

adapted to each.'^ The first two Books, dealing with the

invention of arguments, are followed by a third, which is

occupied with style and with the arrangement of the several

parts of the speech, the subject of delivery being touched

upon in such a way as to show that its adequate treatment is

still in the future. While Plato regards rhetoric with con-

tempt, and describes dialectic as the crown or 'coping-stone

of all the sciences,'^ and rhetoric as only 'the shadow of a part

of politics,'^ Aristotle insists, at the very outset of his work,

that 'rhetoric is the counterpart of dialectic,' and a branch of

dialectic and of politics^ In his logical works he has dis-

covered the Syllogism, and has invented logic: in the Rhetoric

he declares that the rhetorical counterpart of the Syllogism is

the Enthymeme, that is, 'a syllogism drawn from contingent

things in the sphere of human action.'^

In the third Book we are told that 'the commencements of

periods have been enumerated in the Theodekteia.^^
Theodekteia.

tr^, .

This may be reasonably regarded as a reference

to a work on rhetoric written by Aristotle himself in the

earlier part of his career, probably while he was still carrying
on his rhetorical school. It derives its name from the author's

pupil Theodektes''.

Among the works once ascribed to Aristotle is the Rhetorica

Rhetorica ad ^d Alexaftdrum^ the spuriousness of which was
Alexandrum. diviued by Erasmus. It has been assigned by
Victorius and by Spengel to the authorship of Anaximenes

{c. 380—320)^ The latest event mentioned in its pages be-

^
Thompson, p. xx. The knowledge of human nature displayed in the first 17

chapters of this book finds its parallel in many passages of Shakespeare quoted in

Joseph Esmond Riddle's Illustrations of Aristotle on Men and Manners, Oxford,

1832.
^
Rep. 534.

3
Gorg. 462.

*
I i 7 ;

iv 5.
'

I ii 8 n. 6 iij ix 9 n. '
Cope's Introd. 55-67.

* Anaximenis ars rketorica, ed. Spengel (184^); Cope, In/rod. 401-^64 ; Blass,

Att. Ber. 11 378-399; Brzoska in Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. Anaximenes; P. Wendland

(Berlin, 1905) ;
and W. Nitsche, Dem. u. Anaximenes (ib. 1906). The commentary

of Didymos on Demosthenes, first published by Schubart and Diels in 1904, pre-
serves the tradition that the pseudo-Demosthenic speech [Or. xi) Trpds ttjj*

€iti<tto\t]v t7]v ^iXiiTTrov, was composed by Anaximenes.
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longs to 340 B.C., but the exact date of its publication is

unknown. It is never quoted in the Rhetoric, but it has some

superficial points of resemblance with that treatise. Its moral

purpose, however, is totally distinct. There is no extant

work that gives us a clearer view of the sophistical type of

rhetoric, which makes success at any price the aim of the art.

There is no definition of rhetoric, but the writer
Aristotle's

definition of is clearly in sympathy with the sophistical tradi-

tion which makes rhetoric the 'art of persuading,'

whereas Aristotle defines it as 'the faculty of observing or

discovering in every case the possible means of persuasion.'^

In the course of the Rhetoric Aristotle refers to the Politics,

and to his Treatise on Poetry, as well as to his
References to

his other Analytics and his Topics'^. The Treatise on
works

Poetry was, to all appearance, mainly written

after the first two Books of the Rhetoric^, but before the

third ^; the reference to the former in Book I' may have

been added by Aristotle himself at a later date.

Aristotle may possibly have begun the Rhetoric before his

Date of the second residence in Athens. The reference to

•Rhetoric- i^^^ ^^^^^ orators' and to the 'orators at Athens'

prompts the suspicion that these passages were written while

the author was still absent from Athens, but they are also

consistent with a sense of aloofness from Athenian politics

which was natural in a Macedonian resident at Athens. As a

whole, the work is best assigned to the period of his second

residence (335
—

322). In the second Book he mentions an

embassy sent by Philip and his allies asking the Thebans for

permission to pass through their territory into Attica®. This

embassy belongs to the year 338,
—

shortly before the battle

of Chaeronea^ He also mentions the
' Common Peace.'*

This has been identified with the peace which all the

Greeks (with the exception of the Lacedaemonians) made
with Alexander after the death of Philip in 336'. If 336

^
I i 14 ;

ii I, 7.
- See Index.

' Poet. c. xix (on Sidvota), iv toU wepl prjTopiKrjS Kiladu.

* Poet, mentioned in in i 13 ; ii 2, 5, 7.
^

I xi 29.
* II xxiii 6.

^
Spengel, Specimen Comment., 1844.

"
ib. 18.

®
Spengel, Specimen Comment., 1839. ^i^ general conclusion in 1851 was that

the work might be assigned to c. 330.
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was the date of its completion, the author was then 48

years of age, and a new interest is added to his own statement

that 'the mind is in its prime about the age of 49.''

While Anaximenes was the author of 'the best practical

treatise on rhetoric that has come down to us in
Anaximenes.
isokrates. Greek,' Aristotle stands alone in the philosophic
Aristotle. r \ ^ • t t- < i i i r

treatment 01 the subject. Yet the school of

Aristotle... produced not a single orator of note except Deme-
trius Phalereus; the school of Isokrates produced a host.'

'Isokrates, though inferior in his grasp of principles, was

greatly superior in the practical department of teaching.'

'Aristotle's philosophy of rhetoric proved comparatively

barren, not at all because rhetoric is incapable of profiting

materially by such treatment, but because such treatment can

be made fruitful only by laborious attention to the practical

side of the discipline. Had Aristotle's Rhetoric been composed
a century earlier, it would have been inestimable to oratory.

As it was, the right thing was done too late.'^ Nevertheless,

it was Aristotle, not Isokrates, who 'fixed the main lines on

which rhetoric was treated by most of the later technical

writers.'^

It was the opinion of Niebuhr that the Rhetoric was

Modern oie of those works of which the 'first sketch'

Niebuh^^ belongs to the early period of the author's

Brandis.
ijfe^ whilc it has continued to receive additions

and corrections down to its close^. Brandis, who was at

first inclined to accept this view, afterwards saw nothing
to suggest an early period of composition, or a long and

desultory elaboration
;
on the contrary, the regularity and

uniformity with which the plan was carried through, in-

dicated a continuous and uninterrupted application ;
he

accordingly regarded it as ein Werk mis cinem Gusse^.

Similarly, Sir Alexander Grant has observed
Grant. ^

that the first part of the work bears marks of

having been in the author's mind for many years before it

^ n xiv 4 ; cp. History of Classical Scholarship, i 8i.

^ Attic Orators, ii 431.
" Greek Literature in Cambridge Companion to Greek Studies, p. 139.
* Roman Hist, i note 39 (Cope, Introd. 40 f).
'

Philologus, iv I, 8 f.
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was reduced to writing. 'The outlines of its arrangement are

characterised by himinous simplicity, the result of long

analytic reflection; the scientific exposition is made in a

style which is, for Aristotle, remarkably easy and flowing ;

and each part of the subject is adorned with a wealth of

illustration which indicates the accumulations of a lifetime.'^

Turning from these general characterisations to some of

the more special criticisms of the condition in which the work

has come down to modern times, we note that it has been

urged by Roemer" that the present text is made
Roemer. . . r ^ • i i

•

up ot two editions oi the treatise, and that it

consists of a combination of a longer and a shorter recension.

The 13th and 14th chapters of the First Book
Hirzel.

^ t r
have been attacked by Rudolf HirzeF.

It had previously been pointed out by Spengel* and

Spengel.
Vahlcn^ that the last nine chapters of the

Vahien. Second Book, on logical proofs, ought really to

have preceded the first seventeen, which deal with proofs con-

nected with the feelings and the character; while
Cook Wilson. - r^ -i tttm i • i

Professor Cook Wilson® has argued against the

genuineness of the 25th and 26th chapters of that Book.

The author's original plan may well have been limited to

the first two Books^, and some confusion of expression may
be noticed in the last paragraph of Book II owing to the sub-

sequent addition of a third Book. The genuineness of that

Book has been attacked by Sauppe^ and Rose^
and defended by SpengeP", by Cope", and by

1 Aristotle (1877), 77 f.
2 p^gf. to Teubner text, ed. 2, 1898.

"* Abhatidl. d. siichs. Ges. xx ( 1 900) 1 1 .

* Munich Acad. 1851, 32-37.
* Vienna Acad., Oct. 1861, 59-148.

® Trans. Oxford Philol. Soc, 1883-4, pp. 4 f, criticised by Susemihl in

Bursan's Jahresb. xlii 38 f.

"^ The list of Aristotle's works in Diogenes Laertius includes r^xvrji ftriropiK^i

o
/3, Trept X^fews d ^, the latter apparently referring to the two parts of Book III,

also described as irepl X^^ews Kadapd^ a (Rose, Fragni. p. 14).
*

1863; Ausg. Schr. 354 f.
" Ar. Pseud. 137 (cp. Zeller, 78, i ; 74, 2 E.T.).

^*' Ed. 1867, ii 354, 'tertius liber, quern nostratium quidam temere et inepte
Aristotelis esse negant, si quis alius ingenuus philosophi nostri foetus est.'

" hitrod. 1867, p. 8, 'If the third book of the Art of Rhetoric did not proceed
from the pen of Aristotle, all evidence of authorship derived from resemblance of

style, manner, method, and diction, must be absolutely worthless.'
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DielsS who shows that it fits into its proper place as the im-

mediate precursor of the rhetorical works of Aristotle's pupil,

Theophrastos. The numerous lacuncB in all three Books alike,

as well as the confusion in the arrangement of the con-

Dieis_ tents of the whole work, are explained by
Marx. Marx 2 on the supposition that the work was

prepared by a pupil of Aristotle from imperfect notes of

his master's lectures. Errors in the text, such as Hege-

sippos for Agesipolis^ and r^vwiMiq for /jlvi^/mt]* in a well-

known passage of Isokrates, are attributed to the lecturer's

indistinctness of utterance °; while the last six chapters of

the work are regarded as a report of a lecture in which

Aristotle attacked a lost treatise on the several parts of the

speech, which had been put forth by some unknown pupil

of Isokrates.

J. E. S.

1 Berlin Acad. 1886, iv 1-37.
^ Ber. d. sacks. Ges. 1900, 241-328.

^
II xxiii. *

III vii.

* Aristotle was rpavKht t'^v ^osv/jp (Diog. Laert. v i).



ANALYSIS

BOOK I

Rhetoric is an Art.' Hitherto, the essence of this Art has been

neglected for the accidents, and the Deliberative branch for the

Forensic. The master of Dialectic will be the true master of

Rhetoric. Rhetoric is useful, because it is (i) corrective, (2) in-

structive, (3) suggestive, and (4) defensive. It is not concerned

with any single or definite class of subjects, but is the counterpart
of Dialectic. Its function is not to persuade, but to discover the

available means of persuasion in each case. It has a fallacious

branch, but those who pursue this branch are not, as in Dialectic,

called by any distinctive name
; they are in either case called

'rhetoricians'
(i).

Rhetoric being defined as 'the faculty of discerning in every case

the available means of persuasion/ we proceed to the subject of

proofs. These are either (i) 'artificial' or (11) 'inartificial.' Artificial

proofs are (i) ethical, (2) pathetic, (3) logical, (i) Ethical proof is

wrought, when the speech is so spoken as to make the speaker

credible; (2) pathetic, when emotion is stirred in the audience by the

speech ; (3) logical, when a truth, or an apparent truth, has been

demonstrated by the means of persuasion available in each case.

(The faculty of rhetoric has two elements, corresponding respectively

to (i) dialectical skill, and (2) political science.) Logical proof is

either (a) deductive, proceeding by means of Enthymeme, i.e. 'rhe-

torical syllogism,' or (^) inductive, proceeding by means of Example,
i.e. 'rhetorical induction.' Rhetoric must address itself to ^/a.rj-^j, not

to individuals
;
its subjects are contingent ;

and its premisses must be

probabilities. Every premiss of the enthymeme is either a 'probability'

or a 'sign.' The 'probable' and the 'sign' (whether fallible or in-

fallible) are thereupon defined
;
and a distinction drawn between

enthymemes proper and not proper to Rhetoric
(ii).
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There are three species of Rhetoric, deHberative, forensic, and

epideiktic, differing in their elements, their times, and their ends (iii).

The topics of DeHberative Rhetoric are five in number:—ways and

means, war and peace, defence, commerce, and legislation (iv). The
deliberative speaker exhorts, or dissuades, with a view to the happiness
of the persons addressed

;
the elements of happiness are good birth,

the possession of goodly and numerous offspring, wealth, good repute,

honour, health, happy old age, troops of friends, good fortune, and

virtue (v). He appeals to the interest of his audience
;
interest is a

kind of 'good
'

;
we must therefore define and analyse things

'

good
'

(vi). But the question will arise, which of two 'good' things is

'
better

'

;
hence we must treat the topic of degree (vii). The greatest

aid towards giving good counsel is to be found in discriminating the

four forms of government,—democracy, oligarchy, aristocracy, mon-

archy, and the institutions and interests peculiar to each (viii).

The Epideiktic branch of Rhetoric is concerned with Virtue and

Vice in their popular conceptions. (' Praise
'

expresses moral appro-

bation, while 'encomium' is concerned with actual achievements.)

Of all the topics that of amplification is most useful in the Epideiktic

branch of Rhetoric
; examples to the Deliberative; and enthymemes

to the Forensic (ix).

Forensic Rhetoric has for its elements, accusation and defence,

and, for its end, justice or injustice. We must therefore begin by

analysing injustice, and inquiring into the motives and aims of

wrong-doing. Actions are either voluntary (arising from habit,

reason, anger, or lust), or involuntary (from chance, nature, or

force). All things that men do of themselves are good or ap-

parently good, pleasant or apparently pleasant ;
the former has

been discussed under Deliberative Rhetoric
;

let us now speak of

the latter (x). Then follows a popular definition of pleasure, and an

analysis of things
'

pleasant
'

(xi). From the motives of wrong-doing
we pass to the characters which dispose men to do wrong, and which

expose men to suffer wrong (xii). Wrongs are classified (a) in refer-

ence to law, either special or universal
;
or {b) according as the wrong

is done to the individual or the community. The definition of an

offence often raises a legal issue. It is needful, therefore, to define

and distinguish the principal offences. In contrast to the written rules

of right and wrong are the unwritten. The latter are of two kinds:

(i) those that refer to acts that merit public praise or disgrace, public
honour or dishonour; (2) those that are supplementary to the written

law, and are concerned with things
'

equitable
'

(xiii). The topic of

degree is next applied to wrongs, with a view to distinguishing the

different degrees of wrong (xiv).
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The Inartificial Proofs proper to Forensic Rhetoric are derived

from Laws, Witnesses, Contracts (or other documents), Torture, or

Oaths (xv).

BOOK II

A good impression of the speaker's character may be produced by
means of his speech. He should make his audience feel that he

possesses intelligence, virtue, and good-will. We must therefore

analyse {a) the virtues, and {b) the moral affections. The virtues

have, in fact, been already analysed in i ix. In regard to each of the

moral affections, we have to discern (i) its nature
; (2) its antecedents;

and (3) its objects (i).

Analysis of the affections:
—

anger (ii) and mildness (iii) ; friendship

and enmity (iv) ;
fear and boldness (v) ;

shame and shamelessness (vi) ;

gratitude (or favour) and ingratitude (vii); pity (viii) and indignation

(ix); envy (x) and emulation (xi).

In appealing to the affections or feelings, the speaker must take

account of the general character of his audience; according as they are

young or old, rich or poor, etc. Hence we must analyse the character

of youth (xii), old age (xiii), and middle age (xiv) ;
also that of good

birth (xv), wealth (xvi), power, and good fortune (xvii).

A brief retrospect is here followed by an introduction to the

analysis of the ^universaP classes of argument which are applicable to

all special premisses derived from special branches of knowledge

(xviii).

These classes of argument are (i) the topic of the possible

and impossible; (2) the topic of fact past and of fact future; (3) the

topic of degree; (4) the topic of amplification and depreciation (xix).

The proofs common to all branches of rhetoric are example and

enthymeme. There are two kinds of example, involving the use of

either historical or artificial parallels, the latter including fables (xx).

A maxim, or general statement concerned with objects of action, is

an incomplete enthymeme (xxi). Then follow general precepts on

the enthymeme. (i) The rhetorical reasoner must not draw his con-

clusion from points that are too remote; (2) he must leave out those

propositions which his audience can readily supply; (3) he must know
the special facts from which enthymemes can be derived in each

subject. Enthymemes are of two kinds :
—

demonstrative, and refuta-

tive (xxii). Then follows an enumeration of twenty-eight heads of

argument from which enthymemes can be constructed; the 'demon-
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strative' enthymeme is almost exclusively treated, but the 'refutative'

can be inferred from it (xxiii). Next succeed ten topics of apparent,

or sham, enthymemes (xxiv). An argument may be refuted, either

by opposing enthymeme to enthymeme, or by bringing an objection

against a particular point (xxv). The Book ends with supplementary

criticisms, apparently meant to correct errors made by previous

writers on rhetoric, (i) 'Amplification and depreciation' are not

a mere topic of an enthymeme ; they form one of the ' common

topics' of c. xviii. (2) 'Destructive' enthymemes are not different

in kind from 'constructive.'

This may suffice for the invetitive province of rhetoric,
—the way

to find arguments, and the way to refute them (xxvi).

BOOK III

We have next to speak of diction^ or style, and first of the art of

delivery, which has not yet been touched, except by Thrasymachos
in his work on Pathos (i).

Diction in regard to single words (or diction proper) has for its

principal merits, clearness and appropriateness, the latter including

the due use of accepted terms, of proper terms, and of metaphors (ii).

Faults of style are next classified under four headings, with examples
of each :

—
(i) poetic varieties of compound words, (2) rare or archaic

words, (3) inordinate epithets, and (4) unsuitable metaphors (iii).

The simile (which is a metaphor with a term of resemblance prefixed)

is too poetical to be often available in prose ; examples of its use are,

however, quoted from Plato and the orators. Similes can readily be

converted into metaphors (iv).

Diction with regard to composition (properly o-uv^eo-ts) has for its

primary requisite idiomatic purity, dependent on the proper use of

connecting particles, the use of special and not general terms, the

avoidance of ambiguity, and the observance of gender, and of

number.

In every case a composition should be easy to read, easy to

deliver; it should avoid solecisms arising from a neglect of sym-

metry; it should also avoid long parentheses (v).

Dignity of style is aided by the use of (i) the description, instead

of the name, (2) suitable metaphors and epithets, (3) the plural

instead of the singular number, by (4) the repetition of the article,

(5) the use of conjunctions and other connective words, and

(6) of description by means of a series of negations (vi).
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Propriety of style depends on its appealing to the feelings of the

hearer, and on its being characteristic of the speaker, and proportionate
to the subject (vii).

Prose must have rhythm^ but not metre. The rhythm must not,

however, be too precise. The heroic measure is too grand ; the

iambic, too common
;
the trochaic, too comic. There remains the

paean, the '

first pcean
'

{— ^ ^ J) suiting the beginning, and the
' fourth paean

'

(v^
^ ^ -) the end of the sentence (viii).

The style must be either running and unbroken in its chain, or

compact and periodic. The period may have one or more members.

It must be neither curt nor long. The period of more than one

member may be either simply divided, or antithetical.
'

Antithesis
'

implies contrast of sense. When the members are equal, this is

'parisosis'; when their first or last syllables are alike,
'

paromoiosis,'

or, when the terminations alone correspond,
' homoioteleuton

'

(ix).

Pointed sayings depend on the use of metaphor, antithesis, and

actuality, i.e. on 'setting things before the eyes' (x). Those words

'set a thing before the eyes' which describe it in an active state,
—a

device often employed by Homer. A striking effect is secured by

using a metaphor which involves a touch of surprise. The hearer

has the pleasure of learning something new
;
hence also the pleasure

given by riddles. Then follow some remarks on similes and on

hyperbole (xi).

There is a difference between the literary and the combative style

(and, in the latter, between the deliberative and the forensic). It is

necessary to know both. The literary style is the most precise ;

the combative, best fitted for delivery ;
this fitness depends on the

expression of character, or on the expression of emotion. The
deliberative style is like drawing in light and shade

;
it is meant

to produce its effect at a distance, and will not bear looking at

closely. The forensic admits of greater finish. The epideiktic is

best suited for writing; its proper function is to be read. The

chapter ends with criticisms on various superfluous classifications

of style under the headings of 'sweetness' and 'magnificence' (xii).

Style having now been discussed, both generally and particularly,

it remains to speak of arrangement. There are only two essential

parts of a speech :
—statement and proof. The received four-fold

division applies strictly to the forensic branch alone
;

if we are to

add any parts to staterncnt and proof they can be only proe?n or

exordium, and epilogue or peroration (xiii).

Proem. In an epideiktic speech, the proem need not be closely
connected with the sequel. It is like the prelude in music, which
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is linked on to the key-note of the main theme. In a forensic speech,

the proem is comparable to the prologue of a tragedy or of an epic

poem. The contents of a proem come usually under one of two heads,

(i) exciting or allaying prejudice, (2) amplification or detraction. In

a deliberative speech, a proem is comparatively rare, for the subject

is already known and needs no preface (xiv). The various forms of

argument for 'exciting or allaying prejudice' are next enumerated (xv).

{'Amplification' and 'detraction' have already been treated in 11 xix.)

Narrative, in relation to the three branches of rhetoric. In the

epideiktic branch, it should be broken up and diversified. In the

forensic, the narrative of the defendant can usually be shorter than

that of the plaintiff. In joining issue with the plaintiff, the defendant

ought not to waste time over unnecessary narrative. In the de-

liberative branch, there is least need of it (xvi).

Proofs. These must have reference to one of four possible

issues:—(i) fact, (2) harmful quality, (3) legal quality, (4) degree.

Example (or 'rhetorical induction') is best suited for deliberative

rhetoric ; enthymeme (or
' rhetorical syllogism ')

for forensic. Proof

is harder in deliberative, since it deals with the future. The forensic

speaker, again, has the law as a mine of argument (xvii). Interroga-

tion of the adversary may be used within certain limitations, to enforce

an argument (xviii).

Epilogue. Its aim is (i) to prepossess the audience in our

favour, (2) to amplify or extenuate, (3) to excite emotion, and finally

(4) to recapitulate the facts.
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BOOK I

Rhetoric is the counterpart of Dialectic,—since both are 1354 a

Rhetoric coHcemed with things of which the cognizance
IS an Art.

j^^ j^^ ^ manner, common to all men and belongs

to no definite science. Hence all men in a manner use both;

for all men to some extent make the effort of examining and

of submitting to inquiry, of defending or accusing. People 2

in general do these things either quite at random, or merely

with a knack which comes from the acquired habit. Since

both ways are possible, clearly it must be possible to reduce

them to method
;
for it is possible to consider the cause why

the practised or the spontaneous speaker hits his mark
;
and

such an inquiry, all would allow, is the function of an art.

Now hitherto the writers of treatises on Rhetoric have 3

constructed only a small part of that art
;
for

Hitherto, proofs form the only artistic element, all else
the essence '^

of this Art being mere appendage. These writers, however,

neglected say nothing about enthymemes, which are the

Iwid'e^nts. body of proof,
but busy themselves chiefly with

irrelevant matters. The exciting of prejudice, of 4

pity, of anger, and such like emotions of the soul, has nothing

to do with the fact, but has regard to the judge. So that if

trials were universally managed, as they are at present

managed in some at least of the cities, and for the most part

in the best governed, such people would have nothing to say.

All the world over, men either admit that the laws ought 5

so to forbid irrelevant speaking, or actually have laws
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which forbid it, as is the case in the procedure of the

Areiopagos ;
a wise provision. For it is a mistake to warp

the judge by moving him to anger or envy or pity; it is as

if a man, who was going to use a rule, should make it

6 crooked. Further, it is clear that the litigant's part is simply

to prove that the fact is or is not, has occurred or has not

occurred. Whether it is great or small, just or unjust, in

any respects which the lawgiver has not defined, is a

question, of course, on which the judge must decide for

himself, instead of being instructed upon it by the litigant.

7 Now it is most desirable that well-drawn laws should, as far

as possible, define everything themselves, leaving as few

points as possible to the discretion of the judges; first,

because it is easier to get a small than a large number of men

1354 b qualified by their intelligence to make laws and try causes
;

next, because legislative acts are done after mature delibera-

tion, whereas judgments are given off-hand, so that it is hard

for the judge to satisfy the demands of justice and expediency.
Most important of all, the decision of the lawgiver concerns

no special case, but is prospective and general ;
when we

come to the ekklesiast and the dikast, they have to decide

actual and definite cases; and they are often so entangled^
with likings and hatreds and private interests, that they are

not capable of adequately considering the truth, but have

8 their judgment clouded by private pleasure or pain. On all

other points, then, we say, the judge ought to be given as

little discretionary power as possible ;
but the question

whether a thing has or has not happened, will or will not be,

is or is not, must perforce be left in his hands
;
these things

9 the lawgiver cannot foresee. If, then, this is so, it is manifest

that irrelevant matter is treated by all those technical writers

who define the other points,
—as what the proem, the

narrative and each of the other parts should contain
;

for

they busy themselves here solely with creating a certain mind
in the judge,

— but teach nothing about artificial proof, that

1
<Tvvf]pT7}Taif printed in the text of the Venice ed. and preferred by Muretus.

With the manuscript reading, (TwyprjTai, the sentence could only mean: 'and, in

their case, likings etc., are often ia/cen into accoimt '.
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is, about the way in which one is to become a master of

enthymemes. < i*-'"

It is for this reason that, though the same method apph"es 10

And the to pubHc and to forensic speaking, and though

branch'^har ^^c Deliberative branch is nobler and worthier

fo"the^Foren-
°^ ^ citizen than that which deals with private

s'c- contracts, they ignore the former, and invariably
aim at systematizing the art of litigation. In public speaking
it is less worth while to talk about things beside the subject.

Deliberative oratory is less knavish than Forensic, and embraces

larger interests. In a public debate, the judge judges in his

own cause, so that nothing more is needful than to prove that

the case stands as the adviser says. In forensic speaking
this is not enough ;

it is important to win over the hearer.

The judge's award concerns other men's affairs
;
and if he

views these in reference to his own interest, and listens in a

partial spirit, he indulges the litigant instead of deciding the

cause. Hence it is that in many places, as we said before^ 1355 a

the law forbids irrelevant pleading: in the public assembly,

t^e judges themselves take care of that.

yy/ It is manifest that the artistic Rhetoric is concerned 11 /
The master of

^^^^^ proofs. The rhetorical proof is a sort of /

Dialectic will demonstration, for we entertain the strongest
be the true °
master of persuasion of a thing when we conceive that it'

has been demonstrated. A rhetorical demon-
stration is an enthymeme,—this being, generally speaking,
the most authoritativ'e of proofs. The enth)'meme again is

a sort of syllogism, and every kind of syllogism alike comes
under the observation of Dialectic, either generally or in one

of its departments. Hence it is clear that he who is best able

to investigate the elements and the genesis of the syllogism
will also be the most expert with the enthymeme, when he

has further mastered its subject-matter and its differences

from the logical syllogism. Truth and the likeness of truth

come under the observation of the same faculty. (It may
',
be added that men are adequately gifted for the quest of truth

and generally succeed in finding it.) Hence the same sort of

^
§ 5 supra.
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man who can guess about truth, must be able to guess about

probabihties.

It is plain, then, that the mass of technical writers deal

with irrelevant matter
;

it is plain, too, why' they have leaned

by choice towards forensic speaking.
12 Rhetoric is useful, first, because truth and justice are

/^ Use of the Art naturally stronger than their opposites ;
so that,

of Rhetoric. i i , • , , , .

It is (I) cor- When awards are not given duly, truth and
rective:

justice must havc been worsted by their own
fault^. This is worth correcting. Again, supposing we had

(2) instructiv •

^^ "lost cxact knowledge, there are some people
whom it would not be easy to persuade with its

help ; for scientific exposition is in the nature of teaching, and

teaching is out of the question ;
we must give our proofs and

tell our story in popular terms,—as we said in the Topics^

0with reference to controversy with the many,
suggestive :

•' ^

Further,—one should be able to persuade, just
as to reason strictly, on both sides of a question ;

not with a

view to using the twofold power—one must not be the advocate

of evil—but in order, first, that we may know the whole state

of the case
; secondly, that, if anyone else argues dishonestly,

we on our part may be able to refute him. Dialectic and

Rhetoric, alone among all arts, draw indifferently an affir-

mative or a negative conclusion : both these arts alike are

impartial. The conditions of the subject-matter, however,
are not the same

;
that which is true and better being

naturally, as a rule, more easy to demonstrate and more con-

, , , , . vincing. Besides it would be absurd that, while
(4) defensive.

. .

'

5 b incapacity for physical self-defence is a reproach,

incapacity for mental defence should be none
;
mental effort

13 being more distinctive of man than bodily effort. If it is

objected that an abuser of the rhetorical faculty can do great

mischief, this, at any rate, applies to all good things except
virtue, and especially to the most useful things, as strength,

1
dt6Ti=6Ti, 'that' (Cope).

* If those vifho have truth and right on their side are defeated, tAeir defeat must
be due to themselves, to their own neglect of Rhetoric (Cope).

*
Topica, i 2.
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health, wealth, generalship. By the right use of these things
a man may do the greatest good, and by the unjust use, the

greatest mischief.

It appears, then, that Rhetoric is not concerned with any 14

single or definite class of subjects but is parallel
Summary:— t>v i

•

The province to Dialectic : it appears, too, that it is useful
;

and that its function is not to persuade, but tQ"
~

|

discover the available means of persuasion in each case, J
according to the analogy of all other arts. The function of
the medical art is not to cure, but to make such progress
towards a cure as the case admits

;
since it is possible to treat

judiciously even those who can never enjoy health. Further

^^ ^ „ .
it is clear that it belongs to the same art to

Its fallacious •-'

branch—how observ'e the persuasive and the apparent per-
related to the . . .

/• t-^- i • i

fallacious suasive, as, m the case of Dialectic, to observe
Dialectic. ^^ ^.^^j ^^^ ^j^^ apparent syllogism. For the

essence of Sophistry is not in the faculty but in the moral

purpose : only, in the case of Rhetoric, a man is to be called

a rhetorician with respect to his faculty, without distinction of

his moral purpose; in the case of Dialectic, a man is 'sophist'

in respect to his moral purpose ;

'

dialectician
'

in respect, not

of his moral purpose, but of his faculty.

Let us now attempt to speak of the method itself—the

mode, and the means, by which we are to succeed in attaining

our objects. By way of beginning we will once more define

the art
,
and then proceed.

TjlJ Let Rhetoric be defined, then, as the faculty of dis-

Definition of ceming in every case the available means of '

Rhetoric.
persuasion. This is the function of no other

art.^- Each of the other arts is instructive or persuasive about

its proper subject-matter ;
as the medical art about things

wholesome or unwholesome,—geometry, about the properties

of magnitudes, arithmetic, about numbers,—and so with the

rest of the arts and sciences. But Rhetoric appears to have

the power of discerning the persuasive in regard (one may
say) to any given subject ;

and therefore we describe it as

having the quality of Art in reference to no special or definite

class of subjects.
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Proofs are either artificial or inartificial. By
'

inartificial
'

Proofs-
^ mean such things as have not been supplied

I. Inartificial: bv our own agencv, but were already in exis-
II. Artificial. . u •/ , . .

"^

,

tence,—such as witnesses, depositions under tor-

ture, contracts, and the like: by 'artificial' I mean such

things as may be furnished by our method and by our

own agency; so that, of these, the 'inartificial' have only
to be used; the 'artificial' have to be invented.

Of proofs provided by the speech there are three kinds
;

Artificial
°"^ kind depending on the character of the

Proofs- speaker; another, on disposing the hearer in a
(i) ethical, .

10
(a) pathetic, Certain way ;

a third, a demonstration or apparent
3 ogica .

demonstration in the speech itself.

Ethical proof is wrought when the speech is so spoken as

1. Ethical to make the speaker credible
;
for we trust good

proof. j^gj^ more and sooner, as a rule, about everything ;

while, about things which do not admit of precision, but

only of guess-work, we trust them absolutely. Now this

trust, too, ought to be produced by means of the speech,—not by a previous conviction that the speaker is this

or that sort of man. It is not true, as some of the technical

writers assume in their systems, that the moral worth of the

speaker contributes nothing to his persuasiveness ; nay, it

might be said that almost the most authoritative of proofs
is that supplied by character.

The hearers themselves become the instruments of proof

2. Pathetic
when emotion is stirred in them by the speech ;

^^°°^- for we give our judgments in different ways
under the influence of pain and of joy, of liking and of hatred

;

and this, I repeat, is the one point with which the technical

writers of the day attempt to deal. This province shall

be examined in detail when we come to speak of the

emotions.

Proof is wrought through the speech itself when we have

3. Logical demonstrated a truth or an apparent truth by
proof. ^j^g means of persuasion available in a given
case.
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These being the instruments of our proofs, it is clear that 7

they may be mastered^ by a man who can

Jf^Rhetorf^ reason
;
who can analyse the several types of

has two Character and the Virtues, and thirdly, the
elements, •-.«_-_—--—— ' '

Emotions— the nature and quality of each

emotion, the sources and modes of its production. It results

that Rhetoric is, as it were, an offshoot of Dia-

uri^alectlcai
^sctic and of that Ethical science which may-

skill
; (2) Poll-

fajj-iy be called Politics. Hence it is that
tical Science. '

Rhetoric and its professors slip into the garb
of Political Science—either through want of education, or

from pretentiousness, or from other human causes. Rhetoric

is a branch or an image^ of Dialectic, as we said at the be-

ginning. Neither of them is a science relating to the nature

of any definite subject-matter. They are certain faculties of

providing arguments.

Enough has perhaps been said about the faculty of Dia-

lectic and of Rhetoric and about their relation to each other.

3. Logical
With regard to those proofs which are wrought 8

^^°°^- by demonstration, real or apparent, just as in

Dialectic there is Induction on the one hand, and Syllogism 1356 b

or apparent Syllogism on the other, so it is in Rhetoric. The

Example is an Induction. The Enthymeme is a Syllogism ;

the Apparent Enthymeme is an Apparent Syllogism^ I call

the Enthymeme a Rhetorical Syllogism
•» and the

ductlvefby^ Example a Rhetorical Induction. All men effect
.y/

fA^bn'^duc^-'
their proofs by demonstration, either with ex-

Exam^ie amplcs or with enthymemes ;
there is no third

way. Hence, since universally it is necessary to

demonstrate anything whatever either by syllogism or by

^
d/jLoLwua, the reading of the inferior MSS : o/JLola, that of the best MS (retained

by Spengel and Roemer).
^
Spengel's addition of these words is confirmed by Dionysiusof Halicamassus,

Ad Animaeufn, c. vi.

* "
By enthymeme, Aristotle meant a rhetorical syllogism : that is, a syllogism

drawn, not from the premisses (apx«0 proper to any particular science—such, for

instance, as medicine—but from propositions relating to contingent things in the

sphere of human action, which are the common property of all discussion ; proposi-

tions which he classifies as general (e//c6ra) and particular (iji]iJ.da) ;
and accordingly
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induction (and this we see from the Analytics'^), it follows that

Induction and Syllogism must be identical respectively with

9 Example and Enthymeme. The difference between Example
and Enthymeme is manifest- from the Topics^. There, in

reference to syllogism and induction, it has already been said

that the proving of a proposition by a number of like instances,

is, in Dialectic, Induction—answering to the Example in

Rhetoric
;
and that, when certain things exist, and something

else comes to pass through them, distinct from them but due

to their existing, either as an universal or as an ordinary

result, this is called in Dialectic, a Syllogism, as in Rhetoric

10 it is called an Enthymeme. It is clear that the Rhetorical

branch of Dialectic commands both these weapons. What
has been said in the Methodica holds good here also

;
some

rhetorical discourses rely on Example, some on Enthymeme ;

and so, likewise, some rhetoricians prefer the one and some

\the other. Arguments from Example are not the less per-

/ suasive
;
but arguments in the form of Enthymeme are the

11 jTiore applauded. The reason of this, and the way to use

either, will be explained by and by^ Now let us define the

things themselves more clearly.

i First, the notion of persuasion is relative
;
some things

being at once persuasive and credible in themselves, other

I things because they are supposed to be demonstrated by
persons who are so. Again, no art considers the particular ;

thus the medical art considers, not what is wholesome for

Sokrates or Kallias, but what is so for a certain sort of man

defines an enthymeme as 'a syllogism from probabilities and signs.' A misappre-
hension of Aristotle's meaning had, as early as the first century B.C., led to the

conception of the enthymeme as not merely a syllogism of a particular subject-

matter, but also as a syllogism of which one premiss is suppressed''^ {Attic Orators,
ii 289 f, q.v.). Cope supported the former view in the text of Introd. 102 f, and
reverted to the latter view in the note.

^ An. Pr. ii 23; Ati. Post, i i.

^ 'Is manifest' {(pavepov)
—i.e. niay be inferred from the definitions of Induction

and of the Syllogism in the Topics. Nothing is said in the Topics about Example
or Enthymeme specially.

^
Top. i I, p. 100 A. 25 (syllogism) : i 12, p. 105 A. 13 (induction).

•* The cause and origin of them (so Victorius), and the mode of their employ-
ment, we vrill describe hereafter (ii 20-24). Cope, Introd. p. 155.
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or a certain class. This is characteristic of an Art, whereas

particulars are infinite and cannot be known.
Rhetoric '

must address Hencc Rhetoric, too, will consider, not what is

classes, not probablc to the individual, as to Sokrates or
in »vi ua s.

Hippias, but what is probable to a given class,

just as Dialectic does. Dialectic does not reason for a7iy

premisses
—dotards have notions of their own—but from

premisses which require discussion. So does Rhetoric reason 1357 a

only upon recognised subjects of debate. Its 12
Its subjects

J r o j

are contingent concem is with subjects on which we deliberate,
things which . 111 j • l
men can not havmg reduccd them to systems ;

and with

hearers who cannot grasp the unity of an argu-

ment which has many stages, or follow a long chain of reason-

ing. We debate about things which seem capable of being

either thus or thus. Matters which admit of no ambiguity,

past, present, or future, are debated by no one, on that sup-

position : it is useless.j

Now, one may construct a syllogism and draw a con- 13

elusion either from facts already reduced to

must be pro- syllogisms Or from facts which have not been

proved syllogistically, but which need such proof,

because they are not probable. The former of these pro-

cesses is necessarily difficult to follow owing to its length ;

—
the umpire being assumed to be a plain man. Reasonings of

the latter kind are not persuasive, because drawn from pre-

misses which are not admitted or probable. Hence both the

enthymeme and the example must deal with things which are

(as a rule) contingent
—the example, as a kind of induction,

the enthymeme as a syllogism, and as a syllogism of few

elements,—often, of fewer than the normal syllogism. Thus,

if one of these elements is something notorious,
One premiss j^ -^^g^j j^qj- ^^^^ ^^ Stated, as the hearer himself
of the enthy-

'

meme may be suppHes it. For iustancc, to provc that Dorieus
suppressed.

has been victor in a contest, for which the prize

is a crown, it is enough to say that he has been victor in the

Olympic games. It is needless to add that in the Olympic
contests the prize is a crown ; every one is aware of

that.
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The premisses of rhetorical syllogisms seldom belong to

^4 thecfass of necessary facts. The subject-matter
Every premiss _

j - j

of the enthy- of judgments and deliberations is usually con-
meme is a . . . . .

, .

Probability tuigent ;
for it is about their actions that men

ign.
debate and take thought ;

but actions are all

contingent, no one of them, one may say, being necessary.
And results which are merely usual and contingent must be
deduced from premisses of the same kind, as necessary results

from necessary premisses :
—

this, too, has been shown in the

Analytics'^. It follows that the propositions from which ^

enthymemes are taken will be sometimes necessarily true,
'

but more often contingently true. Now the materials of \

the enthymeme are Probabilities and Signs. It follows that"'

Probabilities and Signs must answer to the Contingent and
the Necessary truths^

15 The Probable is that which usually happens; (with a

The Probable limitation, however, which is sometimes forgotten
defined. —namely that the thing may happen otherwise :)

the Probable being related to that in respect of which it is

probable as Universal to Particular.

One kind of Sign is as Particular to Universal
;
the other,

as Universal to Particular. The Infallible Sien
gjcrns.

is called tekmirion
;

the Fallible Sign has no

17 distinctive name. By Infallible Signs I mean those which

supply a strict Syllogism. Hence it is that this sort of Sign
is called iekmerion, for when people think that what they have
said is irrefutable, then they think that they are bringing a
iekmerion {di conclusive proof)

—as if the matter had been
demonstrated and coticlnded {ireTrepaa-fjievov) ;

for tekniar and

peras mean the same thing {'limit') in the old language.
18 The Sign which is as a Particular to a Universal would

be illustrated by saying,
' Wise men are just ; for Sokrat^s

was wise and just.' This is a Sign, indeed, but it can be

refuted, even though the statement be a fact
;
for it does not

make a syllogism. On the other hand, if one said— ' Here is

a sign that he is ill—he is feverish
'

; or,
' she is a mother, for

1 An. Pr. i 8.

* See Cope's Introduction, p. 159.
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she has milk,' this is a strict proof. This is the only con-

clusive sign (or tekmerion) ;
for this alone, if the fact be true,

is irrefutable. Another Sign, which is as Universal to

Particular, would be exemplified by saying— ' This is a sign

that he has a fever, he breathes quick.' But this, too, even

though it be true, is refutable. A man may breathe hard

without having a fever.

The nature of the Probable, of a Sign and of a conclusive

Sign, and the nature of the difference between them have

been explained sufficiently for our present purpose. In the

Analytics'^ a fuller account of them has been given, and of the

reason why some of them are inconclusive, while others are

strictly logical. It has been said that an Example is an 19

Induction, and the matters with which it is con-

cerned have been stated. It is neither as part

to whole nor as whole to part nor as whole to whole, but as
|

part to part, as like to like. When both things come under
,1

the same class, but one is better known than the other, that \ -f-*

better-known one is an Example. For instance, it is argued I

that Dionysios aims at a tyranny in asking for a body-guard ;

for Peisistratos formerly, when he had such a design, asked

for a guard, and, having got it, became tyrant ;

—as did

Theagenes at Megara ;
and so all the other cases known to

the speaker become Examples in reference to Dionysios—as

to whom they do not yet know that this was his motive for

the request. All these cases come under the same general

principle, that a man who aims at a tyranny asks for a body-

guard.

Such, then, are the sources from which the professedly 20

demonstrative proofs are drawn. In regard to 135^ a

betvJeen cnthymcmcs, there is an important distinction
enthymemes which has been almost universally ignored ; a
proper and not / & )

"

proper to distinction which applies equally to the syllo-

gisms employed by Dialectic. Some enthy-
memes belong properly to Rhetoric, as some syllogisms

belong properly to Dialectic
;
other enthymemes are peculiar

to other arts and faculties, either existent or still to be
1 An. Pr. ii 27.
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formulated. Hence, though the speaker does not perceive

its the more he handles his subject with technical appro-

priateness, the more he is passing out of the province of

Dialectic and Rhetoric^ My meaning will be plainer when

21 expressed more fully. Dialectical and Rhetorical

Common- syllogisms deal properly with the so-called topics
p aces.

^^ common-places), by which I mean here the

Universal topics applicable to Justice, Physics, Politics, and a

variety of other subjects of all sorts. Take the topic of More

or Less. This topic will not help us to make a syllogism or

an enthymeme about Justice rather than about Physics or

anything else, different though these things are in kind.

Particular Common-places are those arising from
The Particular

, . . , . , ,
.

Common- the propositions relative to the several species
^ ^^^^'

and classes of things. Thus there are propo-

sitions about Physics from which it is impossible to make

a syllogism or an enthymeme about Ethics,—and others

again, about Ethics from which one cannot reason upon

Physics ;
and so in each case. The Universal Common-

places will not make a man intelligent about any special

class of things ;
since they have no special subject-matter.

As to the Particular Common-places, the more carefully a

speaker picks his propositions, the nearer he will be uncon-

sciously coming to a science distinct from Dialectic and

Rhetoric
; for, if he lights upon special first principles, this

will be no longer Dialectic or Rhetoric, but that science of

2 2 which he has the first principles. Most enthymemes are based

upon these Particular or Special Common-places ;

—fewer upon
the Universal. As in the Topics^, then, so here we must dis-

tinguish, in regard to enthymemes, the Special Topics and

the Universal Topics from which they are to be taken. By
Special Topics I mean the propositions peculiar to any given

subject ; by Universal Topics, those which are common to all.

We will begin with the Special Topics. But first of all we

must determine how many branches of Rhetoric there are,

1
Omitting roi>j aKpoaras with Muretus andiSpengel.

^
Jebb's Essays and Addresses, 1907, p. 528.

^
Topica, ix {Soph. EL), c. 9.
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in order that, having done this, we may ascertain separately

the elements and the propositions of each.

iii. The species of Rhetoric are three in number, for the

^^ ^ hearers of speeches belong to that number of
The three ^ °

species of classcs. The speech has three elements—the ^^
speaker, the subject, and the person addressed; 1358b

and the end proposed has reference to this last, that is, to the

hearer. Now the hearer must be either spectator or judge ;
2

and, if judge, then of the past or of the future. The judge of

things future is (for instance) the ekklesiast
;
the judge of

things past, the dikast
;

the other hearer is a spectator

^ ,.^ . of the faculty. It follows that there must be, 3 ,

Deliberative,
•^

_
I /

forensic, and three kinds of rhetorical speeches, the delibera-f /
epideictic. . ,

- . , .... w
tive, the forensic, the epideictic.

Now the elements of counsel are exhortation and dis-

Their eie- suasion
;

siiicc both private advisers and speakers
ments.

-^^ ^^ public interest always either exhort or

dissuade. The elements of litigation are accusation and

defence
;
since the parties to a suit must be occupied with

one or the other of these. The elements of an epideictic

speech are praise and blame. The times which 4
Their times.

i i . ,i i n ,

belong to these classes severally are :
—to the

deliberative speaker, the future
;

for he offers advice,

exhorting or dissuading, about things to be
;

—to the litigant,

the past ;
for the subjects of accusation on the one hand and

defence on the other are always things past ;
—to the epi-

deictic speaker, properly the present ;
for all men praise or

blame in accordance with existing conditions, though they
often avail themselves also of reminiscences from the past
and conjectures about the future.

For these three classes there are three distinct ends, 5

namely :
—for the counsellor, utility or harm ^

Their ends. , .
, , , . , . , .

(since the exhorter advises a thing as being

better, and the dissuader opposes it as being worse), and it is

in reference to this topic that he uses the subsidiary topics of

justice and injustice, honour and shame;—for litigants,

justice and injustice,
—and these, again, use subsidiary topics

in reference to this one
;

—for those who praise or blame, the
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honourable and the shameful
;
and these, too, refer their

other topics to this standard.

6 That the end of each class is such as has been stated is

shown by this fact, that the other points are sometimes not

contested by the speakers. For instance, the litigant will

sometimes not dispute that a thing has happened or that he

has done harm
;
but that he is guilty of an injustice, he will

never admit
;

else there would be no need of a lawsuit.

Similarly, speakers in debate often give up all other points,

but will not allow that they are advising an inexpedient

course, or dissuading from one which is advantageous ; while,

as to showing that it is no injustice to enslave a neighbouring
and perhaps unoffending community, they often give them-

selves no anxiety. In the same way panegyrists and

censurers do not consider whether such an one's acts were

a expedient or harmful
;

but often make it a ground of

positive praise that, regardless of his own advantage, he did

something or other noble. For instance they praise Achilles

for coming to the rescue of his friend Patroklos, when he

knew that he must die, though he might have lived. Now
for Achilles such a death was nobler

;
but life was ex-

pedient.

7 It appears from what has been said that we must first

ascertain the propositions bearing upon these topics. Now
signs, fallible or infallible, and probabilities are the proposi-
tions of Rhetoric

;
for as, universally, a syllogism is formed

of propositions, so the enthymeme is a syllogism formed of

the above-named propositions.

8 And as there can be no performance, past or future, of

impossible things, but only of possible ;
and since things,

which have not occurred, cannot have been done, and things,

which are not to be, cannot be about to be done
;

—it is

necessary alike for the Deliberative, for the Forensic, and for

the Epideictic speaker to have propositions about the Possible

and the Impossible, and on the question whether a thing has

9 or has not happened, is or is not to be. Besides, since all

men in praising or blaming, in exhorting or dissuading, in

accusing or defending try to prove, not merely the above
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facts, but also that the good or evil, the honour or disgrace,

the justice or injustice is great or small, whether they are

taken absolutely or in comparison with each other, it is plain

that it will be necessary to have propositions about greatness

or smallness, and about greater or less, both universally and

in particular cases
;
as on the question which is the greater

or less good, the greater or less act of injustice
—and so with

the rest.

These, then, are the subjects in which it is necessary to

ascertain the available propositions. Next, we must examine

in detail each class of these subjects ; namely, those of

debate ;
those of epideictic speaking ; and, thirdly, those of

lawsuits.

iv. First, then, we must ascertain about what sort of goods
or evils the speaker in debate offers counsel, since

/ Topicrof^'
he does not do so about all things, but only

'

Rh'itoric'''^
about such as may or may not come to pass.

As to things, which necessarily are or will be, or 2

which cannot be or come to pass, no counsel can be given.

Nor, of course, can it be given about all contingent things ; 3

for there are some goods of the contingent class, both natural

and accidental, about which it is idle to offer advice.

Evidently, advice can be given only on such subjects as

admit of debate
;
and these are such as can be referred to

ourselves, and which it rests with us to initiate. For our

discussions are not carried beyond the point at which we

find that things are impossible for us to do.

Now, accurately to enumerate and classify the several 4

subjects on which men are wont to confer, and, further, to I359h

give of them, so far as possible, a really precise account, is an

attempt which need not be made at present ; first, because

this is not the business of Rhetoric, but of a more intelligent

and more exact method
; next, because already Rhetoric has

had assigned to it many more than its proper subjects of

consideration. In fact it is true, as we have said before^ that 5

Rhetoric is made up of the science of logical analysis, and of

that political science which is concerned with morals
;
and it

^
ii 7.
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has a resemblance, partly to Dialectic, partly to sophistical
6 reasoning. But, in so far as any one attempts to construct

\ either Dialectic or Rhetoric, not as faculties but as special

\
sciences, he will unconsciously abolish their very essence, by
shifting his ground and reconstructing them into sciences

dealing with particular subjects and not with words alone\

7 Even here, however, we must notice these points which it is

to our purpose to discriminate, though they still supply
matter for inquiry to political science.

Now it may be said that the chief subjects, about which
all men debate, and on which those who offer counsel speak,
are five in number :

—Ways and Means
;
War and Peace

;

Protection of the Country ; Imports and Exports ; Legis-
lation.

8 He, then, who is to give counsel on Ways and Means,

Ways and must know the sources of the public revenue,
Means. their nature and number, in order that, if any is

neglected, it may be added, or, if any is too small, it may be

increased
; further, all the expense of the State, in order that,

if any is superfluous, it may be taken away, or, if any is too

large, it may be repressed ; since, relatively to their actual

property, men become richer," not only by acquiring, but

by retrenching. A comprehensive view of these questions
cannot be obtained simply by experience in private affairs

;

it is further necessary, with a view to giving counsel on these

things, to be acquainted with the discoveries of others.^

9 As to War and Peace, one must know how great the

War and powcr of the State actually is, and is capable of
Peace.

becoming ; also, the nature of the actual power,
and of that which may be acquired ; further, what wars the

State has waged, and how. And these things must be known,
1

Xijfferat ttjc (pvaiv aiirGiv d(paviaas ry fxera^alveiv iiricTKiva^uv eh ^Trttrnjyuaj

viroKeiixivuv tlvGiv Trpayfiiruv, dXXa /jlt] (ibvov \6ywv. Vater and Jebb, and Bonitz

in the Index Aristotelictis, connect eh iirian^/xas with ^iriaKevd^wv, and not with

fiera^alveiv. Cope prefers the latter construction :
' he will be unconsciously

effacing their real nature by passing over (in his attempt to reconstruct them) into

sciences of definite special subjects, instead of (confining himself to) those which

deal with mere words,' Comm. i 6i ; Introd. 174.
2

la-TopiKbv elvai kt\., 'to be inquisitive as to the discoveries of others,' cp.

Cope, Comm. i 64.
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not only in respect to one's own State, but in respect to its

neighbours also, in order that it may keep peace with the

stronger, and have the option of making war on the weaker.

One must know, too, whether the power of the State is 1360 a

like or unlike that of its neighbours ;
for here, too, there is a

possibility of advantage or loss. In regard to these points,

again, one must have considered the issue, not only of one's

own country's wars, but of the wars waged by other States

too
;
for like causes produce like results.

Further, in regard to the protection of the country, one 10

^ , must not be ignorant how it is guarded : one
Defence. ° °

must know the strength and the species of the

protecting force, and the sites of the forts
;
but this demands

acquaintance with the country, in order that, if the garrison
be too small, it may be increased, or, if superfluous,

withdrawn
;
and that the important places may be especially

watched.

Then, as to the food question, one must know how much 1 1

outlay is enough for the State; what sort of food
Commerce. .

is produced in the country or can be imported ;

also what articles the citizens require to export or import, in

order that treaties and pacts may be made with the right

States
;
for there are two classes of States towards whom our

citizens must be kept blameless :
—the stronger, and those

useful for commerce.

For safety, it is necessary to have the power of enter- 12

taining all these questions ;
but nothing is more

Legislation.
t> n > &

necessary than to understand how to legislate,

since on its laws depends the weal of the State. One must

know, then, how many forms of government there are
;
what

things are good for each form
;
and by what things, proper to

it or adverse to it, each tends to be corrupted. When I talk

of a polity being corrupted by things proper to it, I mean
that all polities, except the best, are corrupted, both by
relaxation and by tension. Democracy, for instance, is

weakened, so that it must end in oligarchy, not only by

relaxing but by over-straining : just as the aquiline and the

snub-nosed type, which unbending brings to the right mean,

J. 2
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may also be intensified to a point at which the very semblance

of a nose is lost.

13 Now, with a view to legislative acts, it is useful to see

what polity is expedient ;
not merely in the light of history,

but by knowledge of actual foreign polities, and by seeing

what form of government suits what sort of people.

Evidently, then, books of travel are useful with a view to

legislation, since from them one can ascertain the laws of the

different nations
;

histories should be read with a view to

giving political counsel. All this, however, is the business of

Political Science, not of Rhetoric.

These, then, are all the chief subjects with which the

intending debater should be conversant. Let us now state

again the premisses, from which he must exhort or dissuade

on these and on all other subjects ^.

V. It may be said that all men, individually and in the

Analysis of aggregate, have some aim, with a view to which

Happiness.
^-^gy choose or avoid

;
and this may be summa-

rily described as Happiness, with its parts. So, for the sake

of illustration, let us ascertain what, speaking broadly, we
mean by Happiness, and what are the elements of its parts ;

for Happiness and the things which tend to it, and the things

adverse to it, are the subjects of all attempts to exhort or

dissuade
;
since we ought to do those things which tend to

create it or any one of its parts, or to increase that part ;
but

we ought not to do those things, which corrupt, or hinder it,

or produce its opposite.

Let Happiness, then, be prosperity combined with virtue;

or independence of life
;
or that existence which, being safe,

^ The connexion of the next three chapters is as follows :

" The deliberative

speaker exhorts or dissuades with a view to the happiness of the persons addressed.

Hence we must consider the popular notions of happiness which prevail among
men. Here follows a series of popular definitions of happiness, and a list of the

elements which are generally regarded as constituting it (c. 5). The deliberative

speaker appeals to the interest, to ffv/j.^^pov, of those whom he addresses. The

(TvfKpipov is a kind of dyad6v. Hence we must jconsider what are ci^a^d, A
popular analysis and list follow (c. 6). But the question will arise 'of two good
things, which is the betterT Hence we must treat the Koivh% tottos of /xSiWov xal

rJTTOf, or 'degree' (c. 7)" (R. C. J.).
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is pleasantest ;
or a flourishing state of property and of body,

with the faculty of guarding and producing this
;
for it may

be said that all men allow Happiness to be one or more of

these things.

If, then, Happiness is this sort of thing, these must be 4

parts of it :
—good birth, the possession of many friends, the

possession of good friends, wealth, the possession of good
children, the possession of many children, a happy old age ;

furthei', the excellences of the body, as health, beauty,

strength, great stature, athletic power ;
also good repute,

honour, good fortune, virtue. For a man would then be most

independent, if he possessed both the personal and the

external goods, since besides these there are no others.

Personal goods are partly mental, partly bodily ;
external

goods are birth, friends, money, honour. Further, we think

that he ought to have influence and good fortune
;

for thus

will his life be safest. So let us ascertain in like manner
what each of these, too, is.

Good birth, then, means, for a nation or a city, that the 5

people is indigenous or ancient
;
that its earliest

Good birth. , . i i i
*

^<^^.-f ^y\^'c \
representatives were conspicuous as leaders, and

that many of their descendants have been conspicuous for

those things which excite emulation. The individual's good
birth may be either on the father's or the mother's side

;
it

implies pure blood, and that (as in the case of the com-

munity) the founders of the line have been notable for

virtue or for wealth or for something else which is honoured
;

and that the family has many conspicuous members, men and

women, young and old.

The possession of good children and the possession of 6

many children are terms of plain meaning. The
Goodly and -^

. .

numerous Community has these things, if the youth be

numerous and good, first as regards excellence 13^1 ^

of body, such as stature, beauty, strength, athletic power ;

the moral excellences of a young man are moderation and

courage. The individual has these blessings, when his own
children are numerous and good, both female and male

;
the

bodily excellence of a woman being beauty and stature,
—the

2— 2
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moral, moderation and an industry which is not sordid. The

existence of all such conditions is desirable both for the

individual and for the state, and in regard to women as well as

to men
;
for people among whom the state of women is low,

as in Lacedsemon, have scarcely more than a half prosperity.

7 The elements of wealth are—plenty of money—the

possession of territory and of farms,—further,

the possession of furniture, of cattle, and of

slaves in great number, distinguished for their stature and

beauty^; it being understood that all these things are ^
safe,

worthy of a freeman, and useful. Those things are the more

useful, which are the more productive ;
those things rather

befit a freeman, which tend to enjoyment. By productive

things I mean those from which revenues come
; by things

for enjoyment, such as yield nothing worth speaking of,

except their use. The definition of secure possession is

possession of things in such a place and manner, that the use

of them depends on one's self:—the test of things being one's

own, in one's having the power of alienating them
; by

alienation I mean giving and selling. Universally, wealth

consists in using rather than in possessing ;
for wealth is the

activity and the use of possessions.

8 Good repute consists in being respected by all men, or in

being thoug^ht to have something which is
Good repute.

fc> t> i=.

desired by all men, or by most, or by the good,
or by the prudent.

9 Honour is a mark of good repute for beneficence. Those

men are honoured justly and most, who have
Honour. "^

done benefits
;
not but that honour is paid also

to a possible benefactor. A benefit has reference either to

preservation or the other causes of being ;
or to wealth, or to

some one of the other goods, of which the acquisition is not

easy, either generally, or in a given circumstance, or at a

given time
;
since many people get honour for things which

'

w\7)6ei Kal fjLey^dei Kal /caXXet vulgo ; irXridei /cat /caXXet Roeiuer, following the

text written by the first hand in the margin of the Paris MS.
'' <olKe2a> is inserted here from the context by Roemer,

* are < one's very own,
and are> safe.'
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look small
;

but the place and the moment account for it.

The elements of honour are—sacrifices
;
records in verse or

prose ; privileges ; grants of domain
;

chief seats
; public

funerals
;
statues

;
maintenance at the public cost

;
barbaric

homage, such as salaams and giving place ;
and the gifts

honourable among each people. The gift is the bestowal of

a possession and a mark of honour : gifts, therefore, are

desired both by the avaricious and by the ambitious, since

for each it has what they want : it is a possession, which the 1361 b

avaricious desire
;
and it brings honour, which the ambitious

desire.

The excellence of the body is health,—this health meaning 10

that men are to be free from disease and to have
Health.

the use of their bodies
;

for many people are

healthy in the way in which Herodicus is said to have been,

whom no one would count happy for their health, since they

have to abstain from all, or nearly all, the things which men

do. Beauty is different for each time of life : it is a youth's 1 1

beauty that his body should be serviceable for the toils of the

race and for feats of strength, while he is also pleasant to look

upon ;

—so that the practices of the pentathlum are most

beautiful, being formed at once for strength and for speed.

The beauty of a man in his prime is that his body should be

serviceable for the toils of war, while his aspect pleases and

also strikes fear
;
the beauty of an old man is that his body

should serve for the needful toils and be free from pain,

through having none of those things which mar old age.

Strength is the power of moving another as one likes, and 12

one must do so by drawing or pushing or lifting or pressing

or compressing ;
so that a strong mai> is strong either in all

or in some of these things. Excellence of size is a superiority 13

to the many in height and breadth, just so great as not

thereby to make the movements slower. Athletic excellence 14

of body results from size, strength and swiftness^
;

for the

swift man is strong. He who can throw his legs in a certain

way and move them quick and far, is fit for running ;
he who

^ KoX rdxous, bracketed by Roemer. The next clause shows that it must have

been omitted, as it adds the reason for its omission.
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can compress and hold, for wrestling ;
he who can drive with

a blow, for boxing ;
he who can do both the last, for the

pancratium ;
he who can do all, for the pentathlum.

15 Happy old age is old age which comes slowly, with

Happy old painlessness; for a man has not a happy old age
^^^' if he grows old, either quickly, or slowly indeed,

yet with pain. It comes both from the excellences of the

body, and from good fortune : for, if a man is not free from

disease and is not strong, he will not escape suffering ; nor,

without good fortune \ is he likely to have a long and painless

life. There is, indeed, a distinct faculty of long life without

strength or health
;
since many people live long without the

excellences of the body ;
but precise discussion of these

matters is of no use for our present purpose,
16 The possession of many friends—the possession of good

friends—are plain terms, when '

friend
'

has been

defined
; your friend being a person who tends to

do for your sake those things which he thinks good for you.

A man, then, who has many such well-wishers, has many
friends : he whose well-wishers are also worthy men, has good
friends.

Good fortune consists in those goods, of which fortune is

the cause, coming to pass and belonging to us
;

either all of them, or most, or the chief. Fortune

is the cause of some things of which the arts also are causes,

and of many, too, which are not artificial,
—as of those, for

instance, which Nature gives (though the gifts of Fortune may
be also contrary to Nature). Thus Art may be the cause of

health, but Nature gives beauty and stature.—Generally, those

goods are the gifts of Fortune which are the objects of envy.

Fortune is also the cause of those goods which are beyond
calculation. Suppose, for instance, that a man's brothers are

ugly, but he is good-looking : or that he found a treasure,

which everyone else had missed : or that the arrow hit the

1 oiiT Kv evTvxv^, the reading of the Paris MS, was corrected by Muretus into

oifr' dvev Ti^x'js, where we should either omit oSre, with Hermolaus Barbarus, or aher

it into oiiK, with Roth. The former is the course adopted in this translation and in

Roemer's text.
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man next him, and not him : or that he alone did not go to

a place which was his constant resort, while other people,

going once in a way, were killed. All such things are

counted pieces of good luck.

As to Virtue, since the topic of Praise has most to do 18

with it, we must define it when we come to speak
Virtue.

.'

^

of praise.

vi. It is plain, then, what things, future or actual, should

be kept in view in exhorting, and what in dissuading—the

latter being the opposite of the former. And since the aim

The end of of him who gives counsel, is the expedient (for
counsel. ^^^ debate, not about the end, but about the

means to the end
;
while the means are those things which are

expedient in action) ; since, further, the expedient is a

good ;

—it would seem that we must ascertain generally the

first principles of Good and of the Expedient.
Let Good, then, be defined as that which is desirable for 2

its own sake
;

or that, on account of which we
Good.

' '

choose something else
;

or as that which is

aimed at by all things, or by all sentient and intelligent

things ;
or which would be their aim, if they got intelligence.

Again, all that intelligence would assign to each man, and all

the individual intelligence does assign to the individual, is

good for him
;
and that is good for him,—having which he is

in a good case and independent. The independent, again, is

good ;
also that which tends to create or preserve such things

as these, and that on which such things attend, and every-

thing that tends to prevent or destroy the opposites of these.

A thing may attend upon another in two ways—as a 3

concomitant, or as a consequence. Thus, knowing attends as a

consequence on learning ; living attends as a concomitant on

being healthy. And these things are productive of others in

three .senses
;
either as being healthy produces health, or as

food produces health, or as exercise is productive of health,

because, as a rule, it produces health. These principles 4

settled, it follows that both acquisition of good things and

loss of evil things must be good : since freedom from the evil
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attends, as a concomitant, on the latter, and possession of

5 good attends, as a consequence, on the former. Again, the

exchange of a smaller good for a greater, or a greater evil for

1362 b a smaller, is good : for, in proportion as the greater exceeds

6 the less, there is acquisition of good, or loss of eviP. The

virtues, again, must be good ; for, in respect of these, their

possessors are in a good state
;

and the virtues tend to

produce and to do good things. What, and of what sort,

7 each virtue is, must be discussed separately^ Again, it follows

that pleasure is a good ;
for all animals naturally aim at it.

So pleasant things, and beautiful things, must be goods ;
for

the pleasant things are productive of pleasure, and, of the

beautiful things, some are pleasant, and others desirable for

their own sake,

8 To take one by one, the Goods must be these :
—Happi-

ness
;
for it is* desirable for its own sake and is independent,

9 and, on account of it, we choose many things ;

—
Justice,

Courage, Moderation, Magnanimity, Magnificence and the

other like habits of mind
;

for they are moral excellences.

10 Health, Beauty, and such things ;
for they are excellences of

the body, and productive of many things, as health is

productive both of pleasure and of life ; for which reason it is

thought the chief of goods, as being the cause of two things

11 supremely valued by the Many—pleasure and life. Wealth,

again :
—for it is the excellence of possession, and a thing

12 productive of many others, A Friend and Friendship : for a

friend is desirable for his own sake, and productive ot much

13 good. Honour, Reputation : for they are pleasant, and can

produce much else
;

and are attended as a rule by the

existence of those things, for which men are honoured.

14 Power of speech or of action ; for all such things are

15 productive of goods. Further—Ability, Memory, Facility

16 in Learning, Quickness, and all such things : likewise, all the

Sciences and the Arts. And Life : for, though no other good

^

Reading with the Paris MS, Toyry ylvero-L rov fiiv Xrjypis, rod 5' vTrep^oK-q.

So Spengel. tovto the reading of inferior Mss is accepted by Bekker, while rovrov

is preferred by Muretus, Vahlen and Roemer,
*

c, ix infra.
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should go with it, it is desirable for itself. And Justice : for

it is something expedient in the common interest.

These, then, may be said to be the admitted goods; and 17

from these the premisses of syllogisms must be taken in the 18

case of disputable goods. That is good of which the opposite 19

is evil
; that, too, the opposite of which is expedient for our

enemies : for instance, if it is expedient for our enemies that

we should be cowards, clearly courage is most advantageous

for us. And generally, the opposite of that which our 20

enemies desire, or at which they rejoice, seems advantageous.

This is the point of the verse—
'Surely Priam would rejoice, &c.''

It is not always so, however
;
but only as a rule : for there is

nothing to prevent our enemies' interest from being occa-

sionally the same as our own : whence the saying that evils

bring men together
—when the same thing is harmful for 1363 a

both.

Also that which is not in excess is good^ and that which 21

is greater than it ought to be is evil. That is good, too, for 22

which much toil or outlay has been incurred
;
since already

it is an apparent good ;
and such a thing is assumed as an

end, and as the end of many actions
;
but the end must be a

good. Hence the verse—
'They would leave a boast to Priam, &c.'^

and
"Twere shame, in sooth, to stay long and come back empty-handed*.'

And so, again, the proverb about dropping the pitcher at the 23

door.

That is a good, too, at which many^ aim, or which has the

prestige of being fought for: since that at which all ^wxi was,

we agreed, a good ;
and the many seem equivalent to

'

all.'

That which is praised is a good ;
for no one praises what is 24

1
Iliad, i 255.

2 ov it.i\ icnv inrep^oXri, i.e. rb fj-iaov. o is suggested by Spengel and accepted

by Roemer.
2 //. ii 160.

* II. ii 298.
8 TToXXoi : < 01 > TToXXoi is proposed by Spengel and accepted by Roemer.
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not good. That, too, which enemies [and malevolent men]^

praise :
—for the merit is now as it were admitted by all, when

even the injured admit it : they can admit it only because it

is manifest. In the same way those are worthless men, whom
their friends censure and their enemies do not censure-. On
this ground the Corinthians conceived that they had been

reviled by Simonides when he wrote—
' Ilium has no quarrel with Corinth'.'

25 That is a good, too, which some prudent or good man or

woman has preferred,
—as Athene chose Odysseus, as Theseus

chose Helen, as the goddesses chose Paris, as Homer chose

26 Achilles. And, universally, the objects of deliberate choice

are goods. Men choose to do the things above-named, and

such things as are bad for their enemies, and good for their

27 friends, and possible. Things are possible in two senses—as

having been done, and as being easy to do. Easy things are

things done without pain or in a short time; for difficulty is

28 measured either by pain or by length of time. Again, men
choose to do a thing, if they can do it as they wish; and they
wish either for no evil or for an evil smaller than the good ;

but this will be so, if the penalty is either unfelt or trifling.

Again, men choose to do those acts which are peculiar to

them, or which no one else has done, or which are signal ;
for

so there is more honour. Also, such acts as suit them
;
and

such are those which befit them in respect to their birth and

their power, or in regard to which they think that they are

deficient (however small the deficiency may be—for not the

29 less will they choose to do these acts). Also men choose to

do things easy of achievement (these, as being easy, are

possible) :
—and things easy of achievement are those in which

1
[/cat ot ^aOXot]. Bekker and Spengel rightly bracket these words. ^aOXot here

could only mean 'malevolent,' whereas, just below, it has its ordinary meaning as

a softened Ka.Kol, and, here, ol KaKQs ire-rrovdoTes suits o'l ixOpol only (R. C. J.).
^
Spengel prints : uia-irep Kai 0aOXoi [oCis oi (piXoi \}/iyovcn /cat dyadol] oi)s ol

iX^poi 1X7] ^4yov(TL. The text proposed by Jebb is : wcrirep /cat <f>av\oi. oi>s oi tplXot

^iyovai Kai oOs oi ixOpol fir] \piyovffi. The same text is independently

proposed by Roemer.
^
Simonides, fragm. 50 Bergk, ed. 4.
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all men or most, or those like themselves, or their inferiors

have succeeded. Men choose actions, too, by which they will

please their friends or incur the hatred of their enemies
;
and

all such actions as are chosen by men whom they admire.

Those actions, too, they choose, in reference to which they are

clever and experienced (for they think to succeed more

easily) ;
or those which no worthless man chooses

;
for such

things are more praiseworthy. And the things which men

actually desire
;
for such a thing appears, not only pleasant,

but also better. And each class of men chooses especially 30

those things with reference to which they are such or such. 1363 b

Thus lovers of victory rejoice in the prospect of victory,

lovers of honour in the prospect of honour, lovers of money
in the prospect of money, and so on.

vii. In regard, then, to Good and to the Expedient, our

The topic proofs must be taken from these premisses,
of degree.

Sittcc, however, men often admit that each of

two things is expedient, but dispute which is the more

expedient, we must next speak of the Greater Good and the

More Expedient.

Let, then, that which excels be defined as a certain 2

quantity and something more; that which is excelled being

the original quantity. The terms '

greater
'

and ' more '

always have respect to something else : the terms '

great,'
'

small,'
'

much,'
'

little,' have respect to average magnitude :

the 'great' is something which excels; the deficient is 'small';

and so with the terms ' much '

and '

little.' Now we describe 3

Good as that which is desirable for its own sake, and not on

account of something else
;
or as that at which all things aim,

and which, could they acquire intelligence and prudence, they

would choose
; also, as that which tends to produce or pre-

serve such things, or on which such things attend
; further,

that for which things are done is the end, and an end is that

for which all else is done, and that is a good for the

individual, which in respect to him has these attributes.

Hence the greater number of goods constitute a greater good

than one or a smaller number, supposing that one or that
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smaller number to be reckoned in with them^
;
for the larger

4 number excels, the original quantity is excelled. And if the

largest specimen of one class excels the largest specimen of

another, the one class excels the other
;
and if one class

excels the other, the largest specimen of the one excels the

largest specimen of the other. For instance, if the largest

man is larger than the largest woman, men generally are

larger than women, and conversely : for the ratio of

superiority between class and class is the ratio of superiority

5 between their largest specimens. Again, when B attends on

A, but A does not attend on B, A is the greater good : (one

thing may go with another as a concomitant, or as a

consequence, or potentially :)
—for the use of the attendant

—
:> thing is included in that of the other^' Thus life attends as a

concomitant on health, but not health on life : knowledge
attends as a consequence upon learning : cheating attends

potentially on sacrilege, since a man who has robbed a temple
6 is capable of cheating too. Again, that which excels a

given thing by a greater quantity is greater ;
for it must

7 needs excel the greater also I And those things which

produce the greater good are greater goods : for this was

involved in the assumption that they produce something

greater. Similarly, that which is produced by a greater good
is greater ; thus, if the wholesome is preferable to the

8 pleasant, health is a greater good than pleasure. Again, that

1364 a which is desirable for its own sake, is a greater good than

that which is not so
;
thus strength is better than a whole-

some thing ;
for the latter is not chosen for its own sake, but

9 the former is
;
and this was our definition of good. Again, if

^ That is to say :

'

Virtue, health, wealth, strength, are better than virtue

alone ; but this one, virtue, must be included in the list ; since virtue alone may
outweigh all the rest put together' (Schrader's explanation, accepted by Cope,
Int7-od., 178, and by Jebb).

2 Let ^ = 8, B=6, C=2. A exceeds C by 6
; .5 exceeds C by 4 ; :. A is

greater than B, which is itself t6 fiCi^ov in respect of C. Here fMel^ovi means 'by a

greater quantity.' Spengel, however, makes fiel^ovi. depend on tov aiirov, 'some-

thing identical with the greater' : e^uae stiperant quod idem est cum maiore, ipsa
maiora sunt. That which exceeds something identical with the greater, is greater

still ; for it must also be greater than the greater thing itself, as well as greater
than the equivalent of that greater thing.
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one thing is an end, and another is not, the former is the

greater good ;
for the latter is chosen for the sake of some-

thing else,
—the former for its own

;
as exercise is chosen for

the sake of a good state of body. That is the greater good 10

which has the less need of the other or others
;
for it is more

independent : and that has less need, which needs fewer or

easier things. And when B cannot come to pass without A, 11

but A can come to pass without B, A is the greater good ;

since that which lacks nothing is more independent, and

appears a greater good. Again, that which is a first principle 12

is a greater good than that which is not
; and, for the same

reason, that which is a cause is a greater good than that

which is not
; for, without cause or first principle, it is

impossible to be or to become. That, again, which comes

from the greater of two first principles or two causes is the

greater : and conversely, of two principles, or two causes, the

greater is that of which the consequence is greater. It is 13

plain, then, from what has been said, that a thing may be

greater in either of two ways. If it is a first principle, and

something else is not, it will seem greater ;
and also, if it is

not a first principle, and the other is
;
for the end is greater,

and is not a first principle. Thus Leodamas accusing

Kallistratos, said that the plotter was a worse offender than

the doer
; for, if he had not planned the thing, it would not

have been done. Again, accusing Chabrias, he said that the

doer was worse than the plotter ;
for the thing would not

have come to pass, if there had been no one to do it : men

plot only in order that they may executed

^ In 366 Oropos was seized by Oropian exiles favourable to Thebes, and

occupied by a Theban garrison. An Athenian army was sent against it under

Chares ; but Chabrias and Kallistratos effected a compromise, by which Oropos
was left in the hands of the Thebans till the claim should be settled. The
Thebans afterwards refused to give it up. Thereupou both Kallistratos and

Chabrias were prosecuted by Leodamas, who attacked Kallistratos for devising the

compromise, and Chabrias for bringing it to practical effect. In the result

Chabrias (who was defended by Lykoleon, Rhet. iii lo) was acquitted, while

Kallistratos was sent into exile in 361, and died in 355. Their prosecutor,

Leodamas, is described by Aeschines (/'« Ktes. § 138) as even excelling

Demosthenes.
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14 Then, what is rarer is a greater good than what is

abundant ;
as gold, though less useful, is more precious than

iron
;
for the acquisition, through being harder, is a greater

object. (In another way, however, what is abundant is a

greater good than what is rare, since there is more of it
;
for

' often
'

has the advantage of ' seldom
'—whence the saying

'Water is best.'^

15 In general, the harder thing is a greater good than the

easier, as being rarer
; though, in another way, the easier

thing is a greater good than the harder, for it is as we wish.

16 That, again, is greater, of which the opposite is greater, or of

which the loss is more important. Virtue is greater than no

virtue, and vice than 110 vice
;
for the one set of things are

17 ends, the others are not. Also those things, of which the

products are nobler or more shameful, are themselves greater.

Those things, again, of which the virtues or vices are greater,

have the greatest products ; since, as the causes and the first

18 principles, so are the results
;
and vice versa. Again, those

things are greater goods, of which the excellence is more

desirable or honourable : thus, keen sight is more desirable

than a keen sense of smell, sight being more important than

1364 b smell
; and, as to be fond of one's friends is more honourable

than to be fond of money, attachment to friends is better than

love of money. Conversely, the highest degrees of the better

and more honourable things are better and more honourable.

19 Again, those things are more honourable and better, the

desire of which is so
;

for the greater longings have the

greater objects ; again, the desire of more honourable and

better things is for the same reason more honourable and

20 better. The practice of those things is more honourable and

estimable, of which the science is so
; for, as is the science, so

is the actuality,
—each science enjoining that which belongs

to it. Accordingly, and for this reason, the science of the

more estimable and honourable things is the more estimable

21 and honourable. Again, that which would be judged, or

which has been judged, a greater good by the prudent or by

1

Pindar, 01. \\.
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all men or by the many or by most or by the best, must be

so
;
either absolutely, or in so far as this judgment was made

in accordance with practical wisdom. This, indeed, applies
to all other things, no less than to goods ;

for the nature, the

magnitude, the quality of a given thing are those which

science and practical wisdom would assign. We have made
the remark, however, only in reference to Goods—Good

having been defined as that which things would severally
choose if they were indued with practical wisdom ^ Plainly,

then, that is a greater good which practical wisdom announces

to be so. That, too, is a greater good which belongs to the 22

better men, either absolutely, or in virtue of their superiority;
as Courage is better than Strength, And that is the greater

good, which the better man would choose, either absolutely,
or in virtue of his being such; thus, to suffer a wrong is better

than to do one, since the former would be the choice of the

just man. The pleasanter thing is a greater good than the 23

less pleasant ;
for all thmgs pursue pleasure, desiring it for

the sake of the experience itself; and these are the criteria of

the Good and of the End. The greater pleasure is the less

troubled and the more enduring one. The more honourable 24

thing, again, is a greater good than the less honourable
;
for

the honourable is either the pleasant, or that which is

desirable for its own sake. All things, too, are greater goods, 25

of which men desire more strongly to be the authors, for

themselves or for their friends ; while those things which they
least desire to cause, are greater evils. Again, the more 26

enduring goods are greater than the more short-lived, and the

more secure than the less secure
;

for the use of the more

lasting things has the advantage in respect to time, the use of

the secure things in respect to our wish
;
for it is the use of

the secure thing which is the more available at our wish.

And so the other relations follow; as they might be inferred 27

from coordinate terms or from inflexions of the same stem^
1

§ 3 supra.
-

(7U(rrotxa are coordinate logical notions, as bUaioi, dlxaiou, SiKalws, with

dtKaiOffvvr]. TTTwcreis, or '

inflexions,' are these same coordinates in their gram-
matical aspect ; they are not confined to the cases, but include adverbs, and also

inflexions of verbs. Cp. Toxica, ii 9 (Cope's Comm. i 138).
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Thus, if to act courageously is more honourable and desirable

than to act temperately, courage is more desirable than

temperance, and to be courageous is more desirable than to

28 be temperate. Again, what all men choose is a greater good
than what is not chosen by all

;
and what the greater number

choose, than what is chosen by the smaller; for that which all

1365 a desire is (we agreed) a good ;
and so, that is the greater good

which excites the more desire. Again, that is a greater good
which is declared so by disputants or by enemies or by

umpires or by those whom they choose
;

since this is

equivalent, in the one case, to a general consent, in the other,

29 to an authoritative and intelligent verdict. Sometimes, that

in which all share, is the greater good, since not to share in it is

a dishonour : sometimes, however, that in which there are few

30 or no sharers, since it is rarer. Again, the more laudable

things are greater goods, for they are more honourable. And
so those things of which the prices are greater, price being a

sort of worths Those things, too, are greater for which the

31 penalties are greater. Also, those things which are greater

than things admittedly or apparently great. Again, the same

things seem greater when divided into their parts (than when

taken collectively) ;
for they seem to excel a greater number

of things. Hence, the poet says that (Cleopatra) persuaded

Meleager to arise by reminding him^

' How many ills come to men whose town is taken. The folk perish and fire

consumes the city and strangers lead the children away.'
^

The same effect is wrought by combining and accumulating
in the fashion of Epicharmos*—and for the same reason as in

the case of the distributive process
—because the combination

^
Or, 'And things may be regarded as greater, of which the honours and

rewards are greater; because honours and rewards are as it were a kind of

valuation^ (Cope, Conim. i 140 f).

* 6 woLrjTris (prjcn weiaai Xiyovaav rbv 'M.eKiaypov oA'aarrjva.i. ktK. Q^iyovaav is

omitted in the Paris MS and is bracketed by Buhle and Spengel, and by Roemer, who
holds that the subject of ireiffcLi. is the language of the poet).

^ //. ix 592, K-qbe oV dvdpdnroidi TrAet tGiv aarv aXi^-q- avdpas nkv

Krelvovai kt\.
^ Arist. De Gen. An. i 18, 34, (is 'YtirlxcpfJ-os iroiei ttjv ^iroLKo5bixr}<nv, €k t^s

8ia^o\ij% 7] XotSopia, iK d^ ravrr)s i) /J-dxv k.t.X. It is the figure czWed climax by the

Greek a.nd gradatio by the Latin rhetoricians (Cope, Comm. i 142).
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makes the excellence striking, and because the thing seems to

be the beginning and cause of great effects. And since that 32

which is harder and rarer is greater, seasons and ages and

places and times and faculties make things great. Thus, if a

person has done anything beyond his natural power or beyond
his years or beyond the wont of his fellows, or in a given

way, at a given place or time, this will involve greatness in

honourable acts, good acts, just acts, or their opposites ;

whence the epigram on the Olympic victor—
' Of yore, with a rough yoke on my shoulders,

I used to carry fish from Argos to Tegea.'^

Thus Iphicrates extolled himself by saying 'from what

beginnings' his fortunes had grownl Again, the natural is 33

better than the acquired ;
for it is more difficult. Whence

the poet
—

'Self-taught am I.'»

Also a conspicuous good is that which is the greatest part of 34

a great whole. Thus Pericles, in his Funeral Oration, said

that the loss of the youth to the city was as if the spring
were taken out of the year'*. Those are greater goods which 35

are useful at greater need, as in old age or sickness. Of two

things, that is the greater good which is so, both for the

individual and absolutely. And a possible good is better

than an impossible ;
for the former is a good for the

individual, but the latter is not. Also, goods at the end of

life are greater goods ;
for those things are more ends which

are close to the ends. And things chosen in reference to id

their reality are greater goods than things chosen with a view 1365 b
to reputation ;

the definition of a thing chosen for reputation

being
' a thing which a man would not choose, if he was not

going to attract notice.' Therefore, to receive benefits would
seem to be more desirable than to confer them

;
for a man

will choose the former, even if he is not to attract notice
;
but

^
Simonides, fragm. 163, Bergk, ed. 4.

^
c. ix 3 1 infra, i^ o'luv ei'j ola. The father of Iphicrates was a shoemaker.

^ Od. xxii 347.
* ni X 7 infra. This simile is not found in the Funeral Oration ascribed to

Pericles by Thucydides.
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seems unlikely to decide on conferring a benefit which will

37 not be noticed. Those things, again, are better which men
wish to be, rather than to seem

;
for they are chosen more

with respect to reality. Hence people say that justice is a

small thing, because it is more desirable to seem, than to be

38 just ;
whereas it is not so in the case of health. That is a

greater good which is more useful for many purposes ;
as that

which tends to life, and to living well, and to pleasure and to

honourable actions. Hence wealth and health are thought

39 the greatest goods ;
for they contain all these things. That

is a greater good which is the more free from pain, being
combined with pleasure ;

for there is more than one element
;

and so both the pleasure and the freedom from pain are

goods. Of two goods, that is the greater which, being added

40 to the same, makes the whole greater. And those goods, of

which the presence is perceived, are greater than those of

which the presence is unnoticed
;

for the former tend to be

more real. Hence to be rich would appear to be a greater

41 good than to be thought rich\ That is a greater good which

is a man's cherished joy, or which is his all, while his

neighbours have it along with other things 2. Thus, to put
out the eye of a one-eyed man is a greater injury than to put
out one of another man's two eyes : for the former has been

robbed of what he specially prized I

^ Sto t6 irXouretj' <f>aveir] Slv fjiei^ov ayadbv tov doKetv. 'Those goods of which

the presence is perceived are greater than those of which the presence is not

perceived.' How does the example illustrate this ? (R. C. J.). Cope has similarly

noticed that the text, as it stands, does not exemplify the preceding rule ; he

accordingly accepts Munro's suggestion, t^J SoKeiv, 'the value of wealth by this

rule may be considered to be augmented dj/ the addition of the prominent and

conspicuous display of if [Comm. i 150). t^ BokgIv is also accepted by
Roemer.

^ rb dyanrjrdv, Kal toIs jj-iv /j.6vop rois 5^ juer' &Wwv, 'that which is dearly prized,

and in some cases the only one, but in others in company with other things.' The
latter clause prevents us from rendering dyairrjrbv by 'unique' in the present

passage.
^ ' Has been robbed ofhis little alV was Jebb's first translation, altered in pencil

into ' what barely sufficed him.'' The former makes dvaTTT/rw equivalent to p.bvov ;

the latter, equivalent to one of the uses of o-vdyKoHiov. The rendering here sub-

stituted for both is supported by the previous context, in which d.ya.T:y};Tbv is

translated as ' a man's cherished joy.'
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viii. The premisses, then, from which we must draw our

Forms of proofs in exhorting or dissuading, may be taken
government. ^g stated. But the greatest and most effectual

of all helps to the faculty of persuading, and giving good
counsel, is to have ascertained all the forms of government
and to have discriminated the customs, institutions and

interests peculiar to each. For all men obey their interest
;

2

and their interest is that which preserves the commonweal.

Again, authority resides in the edict^ of the authoritative body ;

and this is different for each form of government ;
for the

several authorities are the same in number as the several

Democracy forms of government. The forms of government 3

Ariirjcl^a^y
^^^ ^°"*' *

—dcmocracy, oligarchy, aristocracy,
Monarchy. monarchy : hence the governing and arbitrating

power is always a part or the whole of these. Democracy is 4

a form of government under which the magistracies are

assigned by lot
; oligarchy one in which property^ governs ;

aristocracy, one in which power goes by discipline. I mean

by
'

discipline
'

that laid down by the law
; for, under an

aristocracy, the rulers are they who have been loyal to the

institutions. And such men must needs appear the best
;

whence that polity has been called
' the Rule of the Best.'

Monarchy, as its name denotes, is a form of government 1366a)
under which one man is master of all

;
but of monarchies

the regulated form is called a kingdom, the unrestricted a

tyranny. The end, then, of each form of government must 5

not escape us
;
for men choose the means to their end. Now

the end of democracy is freedom
;
of oligarchy, wealth; of aristo-

cracy, the maintenance of discipline and the institutions;...^

of tyranny, police. It is clear then that we must distinguish

those customs, institutions and utilities which conduce to the

end of each, since men choose by that standard. And since 6

proofs are wrought, not only by demonstration, but also by
^
Reading a.irh<pa.v(^i% with the inferior MSS instead of dird^airiy.

' Aristoteli

oTrd^affts contrarium est KaTa<t>a.(rei, unde cum deterioribus libris dir6<pavffii scriben-

dum est
'

(Spengel).
^

[oi] dirb Ti/jLr]iJ.dTuv, Camot, Spengel, Roemer.
' The 'end' of monarchy has been accidentally omitted, as observed by

Spengel.
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moral suasion (since we believe because the speaker appears
such or such a sort of man), and there is moral suasion, if he

appear good or well-disposed or both, it will be needful for

us to know the moral character peculiar to each form of

government ; since, for each, its own character must needs be

most persuasive. These characters will be ascertained by the

same means
;
for character is manifest in moral choice

;
and

this has reference to the end.

7 The objects, then, future or present, which we should have
in view in exhorting ;

—the premisses, from which our proofs
must be taken in regard to the Expedient ;

—
further, the

means and the method, by which we shall become well

instructed as to the characters and institutions proper to the

several forms of government ;

—have now been explained, so

far as suits the present occasion
; they have been accurately

examined in the Politics^.

ix. Let us next speak of Virtue and Vice and of the Noble

^^ , ,
and the Shameful (these being the objectsThe laudatory _ .

branch of of praise Or blame) ; for, in speaking of these, we
shall incidentally show the means of producing

such or such an impression about our own characters

(and this, we saw^ is the second kind of proof); since the

same means will enable us to make either another person or

2 ourselves trustworthy in respect to virtue. And since it

happens that people often praise, in jest or in earnest, not

only a human being or a god, but this or that of the lower

animals, as well as inanimate things, we must, in the same

way as before, get our propositions about these. Let us, then,

go on to speak of these matters, so far as is needful by way
of illustration.

3 That, then, is Morally Beautiful or Noble, which, being
desirable for its own sake, is also laudable; or

conci'p°ti'o"n^of which, being good, is pleasant because good.
Virtue and p^^^ jf ^j^-^ j^ ^y^^ Noblc, it follows that Virtue is

noble : for Virtue is at once a good and a laudable

4 thing. Now Virtue seems to be a faculty of providing and
^ III vii-xviii, iv init. ^

ii 4.
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preserving
'

goods
'

;
and a faculty of doing many and great

benefits to all men in all cases. The parts of Virtue are 5

Justice, Courage, Temperance, Magnificence, Magnanimity, 1366 b

Liberality, Gentleness, Prudence, Wisdom. And the great 6

virtues must be those which are most useful to others, if

virtue is a faculty of beneficence. For this reason men most

honour the just and the brave
;
for Courage is useful to others

in war, and justice in peace also. Next comes Liberality;

for liberal men are open-handed and do not contend about

money—the chief object of other people's desire. Now Justice 7

is a virtue, through which everybody has his own according

to the law; Injustice is a vice, through which a man has,

against the law, what is 7iot his own. Courage is a virtue, g

through which men tend to do noble deeds in perils and as

the law commands, and to support the law
;
Cowardice is the

opposite. Temperance is a virtue, through which men are 9

disposed as the law enjoins towards the pleasures of the body ;

Intemperance is the opposite. Liberality is a virtue tending 10

to confer pecuniary benefits
; Illiberality is the opposite.

Magnanimity is a virtue tending to confer great benefits; 11

[Meanness of spirit is the opposite^]. Magnificence is a virtue 12

productive of greatness in expenditure ;
Meanness of spirit

and Shabbiness are the opposites. Prudence is a virtue of 13

the intelligence, in respect to which men are able to consult

for their own happiness about the goods and evils above-

mentioned... -

Virtue and Vice, then, universally and in their parts, have 14

been examined sufficiently for our immediate purpose; the

Noble and the Shameful are not hard to discern. For mani-

festly those things which produce Virtue must be noble, since

they tend to Virtue
;
and also those things which come from

it; these being its signs and its works. And. since these 15

signs, and such deeds or sufferings as belong to the good man,

are noble, it follows that all deeds or signs of courage, and

all deeds courageously done, must be noble; likewise, just

^ Bracketed by Spengel as redundant in view of § 12 ad fin.

2 The definitions of the opposite of <l>p6yT]<ni, and those of (70<f>la and its opposite,

are here wanting. Roemer.
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deeds and deeds done in a just way ; (not, however, just

sufferings ;
it is distinctive of this virtue that to suffer justly

is not always noble,—as in the case of punishment it is more
shameful to suffer it justly than unjustly ;)

—and so in regard
16 to the other virtues. Also those deeds are noble, for which

the prize is honour, or honour in a greater degree than money ;

and all desirable things which a man does, not in his own

17 interest; also absolute goods,
—such as the deeds which a

man does for his country, regardless of his private interest
;

and natural goods ;
and goods which are not such for the

individual, since things good for the individual are sought
18 selfishly. Also those goods which may exist for one after

1367 a death rather than in life
;
since goods to be enjoyed in life

19 supply a stronger selfish motive. Also all things which are

done on account of others, since here there is less selfishness.

And all successes which benefit others and not oneself:—and

good deeds done to one's benefactors, for this is just; and
20 benefits generally

—for they have no selfish bearing. Also

the opposites of those things of which men are ashamed
;
for

men are ashamed when they say, do, or mean to do shameful

things ;
as Sappho has written, in answer to the words of

Alcaeus :

'

Something I would say, but shame hinders me '^:—
' If thy desire were for good things or noble, and thy tongue were not labour-

ing to utter something base, shame would not have covered thy eyes, but thou

wouldest speak about thy rightful wish.'^

21 Those things are noble, too, about which men feel trepida-

tion, without feeling fear
;
for it is by those goods which tend

22 to fame that they are thus affected. The naturally better

persons or things have the nobler excellences and works,—
23 as those of a man are nobler than those of a woman. Also

those excellences are nobler which give enjoyment to others

rather than to their possessors: whence justice and the just

24 are noble. Again, it is noble to be avenged on one's enemies

and not to make up the quarrel ;
for requital is just ;

and the

just is noble
;
and it is the part of a courageous man not to

^
Alcaeus, fragm. 55, Bergk, ed. 4.

^
Sappho, fragm. 28, ib.
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be worsted. Victory, too, and honour are among nobllf

things ;
for they are desirable though sterile

;
and they show

a superior excellence. Memorable things are noble, and the

more memorable, the nobler. So it is with those goods which

do not wait on the living, and with those on which honour

attends, and with signal things. Again, unique possessions

are the nobler, since they are more memorable. So are pos- 26

sessions which yield no fruit
;
for they are more worthy of a

free man. Those things, too, are noble which the special

usage of a people makes so, and which are symbols of things

which that people counts praiseworthy ;
thus in Lacedaemon

it is noble to have long hair, for it is a sign of a free man
;

since it is not easy for a man with long hair to do any menial

work. Again, it is noble not to ply any sordid trade
;
for it is 27

the part of a free man not to live in dependence upon others.

Then those qualities which border on a man's actual qualities 28

must be assumed to be identical with them, for the purpose

either of praise or of blame
; thus, the cautious man may be

called cold and designing ;
the foolish man may be called

goodnatured, or the callous man, mild. And so each char- 29

acter may be interpreted by the character which ranges beside

it—always in the better sense : for instance, the passionate

and violent man may be called straightforward,
—the arrogant

man, majestic and dignified. Men who represent the extremes 1367 b
must be taken as representing the virtues

; thus, the rash man
must be called courageous ;

the prodigal, liberal
;
for it will

seem so to most people, and at the same time a fallacy may
be derived from the man's motive. Thus, if he runs risks

where there is no need, much more (it will be thought) would

he brave danger where honour required ;
or if he is lavish to

the crowd, much more will he be generous to his friends : for

it is an excess of virtue to do good to all. But one must 30

consider too, to whom^ the praise is addressed, for as Socrates

said, it is not hard to praise Athenians to Athenians-. One
must represent, as existing, that which is honoured by each

^
i.e. 'the audience to whom.'

2
i.e. 'before an audience of Athenians.' Plato, Menexenus, 235 D.
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oCt of people—as by Scythians, or Lacedaemonians, or philo-

sophers. And, generally, one must draw the honourable into

the sphere of the noble,—as, indeed, they seem to be neigh-

31 hours. And all things may be treated as noble which befit

the doers—deeds, for instance, worthy of their ancestors and

their antecedents
;
for it is happy and noble to acquire fresh

honour. Again a thing is noble, if done, beyond mere fitness,

with a better and nobler tendency ;
for instance, if a man is

moderate in prosperity, but magnanimous in adversity ;
or

better and more conciliatory, the greater he becomes. An
instance of this is the saying of Iphicrates about his origin

as compared with his fortunes^
;
and the epigram on the

Olympic victor :

' Of yore I had a rough yoke on my shoulders,' &c.^

also the verses of Simonides :

' She whose father, husband, and brothers were princes,' &c.^

32 Now, since praise is founded upon actions, and it is dis-

^ . , tinctive of the good man to act according to
Epjsode on

^

° '^

eVaii/os, which moral choice, we must try to show that our
expresses , i i • t • i t

moral appro- man acts by moral choice. It is a help towards

e>i^, which this that he should be seen to have done the
is given to

thing often. Therefore coincidences and acci-
epya, as such. ^

dents should be treated as results of moral

choice
; for, if many similar instances are brought forward,

33 these will appear to show virtue and moral choice. Now
praise is language which brings out the greatness of a virtue.

We must make it evident, therefore, that the actions are of

such or such a character. But encomium is concerned with

achievements
;
the external circumstances, such as good birth

and education, being used merely to increase the credibility ;

since it is likely that good men should come of good men, and

that a man brought up in a given way should be of a given
character. Hence we give encomium to men who have done

something. The results achieved, however, are mere indica-

^
I vii 32 supra.

" ib.

^
Tral5(i}u T, oiiK rjpOrj povv is aTaffdoKirjv, Simonides, fragm. 1 1 1 Bergk ed. 4 ;

Thuc. vi 59. Archedike, daughter of Hippias, married Aeantides, son of Hippokles,

tyrant of Lampsakos. Her tomb was at Lampsakos.
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tions of the moral habit
;
for we should praise a man, even if

he had not done the thing, if we were sure that he was of such

or such a character. Felicitation and gratulation are synony- 34

mous terms, but not the same things as praise and encomium
;

rather, as happiness includes virtue, gratulation includes the

rest.

Laudatory and Deliberative Speaking have a topic in 35

common
;

since those things which, in debate,

Laudatory^o
^^^^ would suggest, bccomc, whcn differently

Deliberative exprcsscd, encomia. Given, then, the right 36
Rhetoric. r ' ' ' fe J

actions and the right character, these, when 1368a)
we use them for admonition, must be expressed in an altered

and inverted form. Thus ' A man should be proud, not of

fortune's gifts, but of what he owes to himself So when you
wish to praise, think what you would advise

; and, when you
wish to advise, think what you would praise. The modes of 37

expression will necessarily be opposite, when the prohibitive

and the non-prohibitive clauses are interchanged.

One must use, too, many means of amplification. Suppose, 38
for instance, that a man is the only one, or the first, or one of

a few who has done something, or that he has done it in the

highest degree ;
all these things are noble. The conditions

of time and occasion may also be used
;
these serving to

show that the deed was more than could have been expected.

Note, too, if he has succeeded often in the same things, for

this is great, and can seem no accident, but due to himself;

or, if the incentives and prizes of achievement were first

devised and established on his account. Such is the case of

a man like Hippolochus^ on whom the first encomium was

written
;

or of Harmodius and Aristogeiton, on whose

account the first statues were set up in the market-place".

And so with facts of the opposite kind. If you lack topics

^ 'Of Hippolochus nothing is known' (Cope, Comrn.).
"
Demosthenes, Lept. p. 478 § 70, xaX'c^i' eUova (of Konon), wairep 'Apfiodlou Kal

'ApiffToyelrovos, i(TTi)<Tav irpiirov. The first portrait-statues of the tyrannicides

were the work of Antenor, and were carried off by Xerxes. Their place was

taken by the work of Critios and Nesiotes, which was standing in the market-

place at the time when Aristotle wrote the RhetoHc. The earlier statues were

recovered at a later date.
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of absolute praise, you must praise by comparison, as Isokrates

used to do from the habit of pleading law-suits^; and your

comparison must be with eminent men
;
for this amplifies and

39 is noble, if one is better than men of consideration. Ampli-
fication naturally falls in the province of Praise,

Of all the - . ,, , ,,

topics, that of —lor it represents an excellence, and excellence

rs™most'Sui belongs to noble things. Therefore, even if you
in Laudatory ^^ j^q|- compare your man with the eminent, at
branch of ^ -^

Rhetoric, least you should compare him with the world in

pies are most general, since excellence is held to reveal virtue.

4° Ereuberl°tive^ And, uuivcrsally, of those topics which are com-
and Enthy- ^^ox\ to all speeches. Amplification is mostmemes to the '^ ' ^
Forensic Suitable to the Epideictic,—since the actions
branch.

are taken for granted, so that it remains only to

invest them with grandeur and beauty; Illustration is most

suitable to Deliberative Speaking, for we judge the future by
divination from the past ;

—Enthymemes are most suitable for

Forensic Speaking; since the past, through its obscurity,

gives the largest scope to explanation and demonstration.

41 These, then, are the premisses, from which, in almost

every case, praise or blame is drawn
;
the objects, with a

view to which we must praise or blame
;
and the sources of

encomia and of reproaches. These ascertained, their opposites

are manifest
;
blame being derived from the opposite things.

X. We must next state the number and the nature of the

Forensic f premisscs from which syllogisms are to be de-

r i^'^et°??J5>J rived in reference to Accusation and Defence.
accusation

2 and Defence Three things, then, have to be ascertained
;
the

efem^nts! and ^
nature and the number of the motives from

•* 5ia TT)v (TwijOeiav tou SiKoXoye'iv, the reading of the inferior MSS, was pre-

ferred by Jebb (i) for the reasons given by Vater, (2) because Cicero, Brutus, 48,

describes Isokrates as having been in the habit of composing forensic orations for

the use of others, and because six of these orations are still extant, (3) because

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Isokr. c. 18, refers to his forensic orations. Isokrates

nowhere deities having written for the courts. On the other hand Spengel, Cope,
and Roemer prefer accepting the reading of the Paris MS, 5ta rr\v dcrvvrideiay.
' Isocrates cultivated the habit of comparing his hero with others in consequence of

his want of «f/«a/ practice in the law-courts' (Cope, Comm. i 185).
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the end,

justice or

injustice, we
must begin
by analysing
injustice, and
inquiring
what are the
motives and
aims of wrong-
doing.

Actions are

[i] Voluntary,
from habit,

reason, anger,
or lust;

[2] Involun-

tary, from
chance,
nature, or
force.

which men do wrong ;
the states of mind in /

which they do wrong ;
the characters and situa- )

tions of those whom they wrong. We will first 3

define wrong-doing and then proceed.

Let wrong-doing, then, be defined as doing
harm wilfully against the law. Law is either

special or general. By special law I mean that

written law, under which each community lives
; by general

laws, those unwritten ordinances, which seem to be acknow-

ledged on all hands. Men do wilfully such things as they do

knowingly, but not under compulsion. Not all

wilful acts are done by moral choice, but all acts

done by moral choice are wilful
;
since no man

is ignorant of what he deliberately chooses.

The causes, through which men elect to do harm 4

and to do worthless acts contrary to the law, are

Vice and Intemperance ;
for if people have a

bad quality or bad qualities, in respect to this or these they
are unjust, as well as bad; thus the illiberal man is unjust in

respect to money, the intemperate man is unjust in respect to

the pleasures of the body, the luxurious man in respect to the

means of ease, the coward in respect to dangers ;
for cowards

leave the comrades of their peril in the lurch through fear
;
as

an ambitious man will betray for the sake of honour, a pas-

sionate man through anger, a lover of victory for the sake of

victory, a bitter man for revenge, a foolish man because he is

deceived about right or wrong, a shameless man through dis-

regard for reputation. And so each of the rest will do wrong
in respect to the subject-matter of his vice.

All this, however, is clear—partly from what has been 5

said about the Virtues S partly from what will presentl}' be

said about the Affections^ It remains to say wherefore, and

under what circumstances, men do wrong, and to whom.

First, then, let us determine what things men want to get, or 6

to shun, when they set about doing wrong ;
for it is plain

that the accuser has to consider what and how many of those

I ix supra.
^ W i-xi infra.
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objects, with which all men rob their neighbours, exist for his

adversary ;
the defendant has to consider what, and how

7 many of them, do not exist. Now, all men do all things,

either of themselves, or not of themselves. Of those things,

which they do not of themselves, some are done by chance,

some of necessity. And necessary acts are done either per-

force or by nature
;
so that all things, which men do, 7iot of

1369 a themselves, are done either by chance or by nature or per-

force. Actions which men do of themselves, and of which

they are themselves the causes, are done either from habit or

8 from appetite, rational or irrational. Now wish is an appetite

of good ;
for no one wishes, unless he thinks the thing good :

the irrational appetites are anger and lust. So that every
act of men must have one of seven causes—chance, nature,

9 force, habit, reason, passion, lust. It is superfluous further to

,
discriminate men's acts according to their ages, or their moral

states
; for, if it is incidental to youth to be passionate or

lustful, yet youths do corresponding acts, not through their

youth, but through anger or lust. Wealth, again, and poverty
are not causes

;
rather it is incidental to the position of poor

men that they desire money because they lack it, and to the

position of rich men that they desire needless pleasures,

because they command them : but these men, too, will act

accordingly, not through wealth or poverty, but through desire.

Likewise the just and the unjust and the rest, who are said to

act in accordance with moral states, will act through the above-

named causes
;
either from reason or from some affection

;

some, however, from good dispositions and affections, some
10 from the opposite. It is incidental, however, to this or that

kind of moral state to be attended by this or that kind of

impulse ; for, no sooner is a man temperate than, because he

is so, he is presumably prone to good opinions and desires in

regard to pleasant things ;
and the intemperate man, to their

11 opposites. Such distinctions, then, may be left alone; we
need only consider on what sort of conditions given results

usually depend. For instance, no one of the results noticed

above is regularly dependent on a man being fair or dark or

tall or short
; but, whether he is young or old, or just or
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unjust
—this makes a difference. And generally all those

accidents are important, which make a difference in men's

characters
;
for instance, it will make a difference in a man

whether he thinks himself rich or poor, prosperous or un-

fortunate. These points, then, shall be discussed by and by^:
let us first finish the matter in hand.

r Those things happen by chance, of which the cause is 12

indefinite and which do not happen on account of anything,
or always, or usually, or regularly : the definition of chance,

however, will make all this clear. Things happen naturally, 13

of which the cause is in themselves, and regular ;
for they 1369 6

have the same issue, either always or usually. As to things

contrary to nature, there is no need to enquire minutely
whether they happen according to some nature or other cause

;

chance, however, would seem to be the cause of these also.

Acts are done perforce, which are done contrary to desire, or 14
to calculation, by the agents themselves. Acts are done from 15
habit, which men do because they have often done them.

Acts are done by calculation when, being in the number of 16

the above-mentioned goods, and seeming expedient as ends

or means, they are done because they are expedient ;
since

intemperate men, also, do some expedient things,
—

not,

however, because they are expedient, but because they are

pleasant. The acts done through passion and anger are acts 17
of retribution. There is a difference between retribution and

chastisement
;
chastisement being inflicted for the sake of the

patient, retribution for the satisfaction of the agent. As to 18

the nature of Anger, that will appear from what we say on

the Affections-
;
the acts done through desire, are such as

seem pleasant. A habit, whether unconsciously or painfully

acquired, is among pleasant things ;
for there are many

things which are not naturally pleasant, which people do

with pleasure, when accustomed to them. Thus, to put it

shortly, all things which men do of themselves are good or

apparently good, pleasant or apparently pleasant : for I reckon

among goods riddance from evils or apparent evils, and the

*
II xii-xvii infra. -

ii ii infra.
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exchange of a greater evil for a less, since these things are in

their way desirable
; and, similarly, I count among pleasures

riddance from a pain or apparent pain, and the exchange of a

greater pain for a less. We must ascertain, then, the number

19 and nature of things Expedient and Pleasant. The Expedient
has already been discussed under the head of Deliberative

Rhetoric- : let us now speak of the Pleasant. Our definition

is to be considered adequate in each case if, without being

exact, it is clear.

C^^J Let us assume, then, that Pleasure is a kind of motion

of the soul, and a settling, sudden and sensible,

of^Fo^rens^c'^
into our propcr nature; and pain the contrary.

2
Rhetoric jf pleasure is this kind of thing-, plainly the
continued. ^ o' r j

1370 a Popular de- pleasant is that which tends to produce the
finition and ... , .1 , , ., , .

-i

analysis of Condition described
;
while that which tends to

Pleasure and 1 , .. . < ,1 ...
"the pleasant.' dcstroy it, or to produce the opposite, is pam-

3
ful. It must be pleasant, then, as a rule, to

conform with nature, particularly when the things done

according to the general law have their special natures

satisfied. Habits, too, must be pleasant ;
for an acquired

habit comes to be as a natural instinct,
—habit having a

certain likeness to nature
;
for

'

often
'

and '

always
'

are neigh-

bours, and nature is concerned with the invariable, as habit

4 with the frequent. That is pleasant, too, which is not done

perforce; for force is against nature; wherefore the com-

pulsory is painful, and it has been rightly said,
'

Every compulsory thing is grievous.
' ^

Acts of attention, earnest or intense efforts, must be painful,
for they involve compulsion and force, unless one is accus-

tomed to them
;
and then the habit becomes a sort of pleasure.

Again, the opposites of these are pleasant ;
so opportunities of

ease, moments of respite from toil or attention, sports, seasons

of repose and sleep are among pleasant things; for none of

5 these is compulsory. Everything, too, is pleasant of which
the desire exists in one

;
for desire is appetite of the pleasant.

^
I vi supra.

2 Euenus, fragm. 8, Bergk, ed. 4.
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Desires are either irrational or rational. By irrational desires

I mean those, which men form on no definite theory ;
such

being those which are called natural, as the bodily desires,—
for instance, the desire of nourishment, namely, hunger and

thirst, and so in each kind, with reference to taste, touch,

smell, hearing, sight. Rational desires are those which men

form on conviction
;
for men desire to see and possess many

things, because they have heard of them and have been con-

vinced. And since to be pleased is to experience a certain 6

feeling, and imagination is a kind of weak perception ^ the

man who remembers or hopes must always be haunted by a

certain image of that which he remembers or hopes. If this

is so, it is clear that there are pleasures, since there is per-

ception, both for those who remember and for those who

hope. So it follows that all pleasures consist either in per- 7

ceiving things present, or in remembering things past, or in

, hoping things future
;
for men perceive the present, remember

the past, hope the future. Now remembered things are pleasant, 8

Inot only in those cases in which they were pleasant at the 1370 b

time, but sometimes, though they were unpleasant ; provided

that their sequel be noble and good : whence the saying

'Sweet it is from safety to look back on toil.'-

And
' A man takes joy afterwards even in griefs, when he looks back upon much

suffered and done.'^

The reason of this is, that mere exemption from evil is 9

pleasant. Things are hoped for as pleasant, which, when

present, appear to bestow great joys or advantages. And,

generally, all things which, when present, give joy, also supply,

as a rule, pleasures of memory or hope. Hence it is pleasant

to be angry ;

—as Homer said of passioa that it is

' Sweeter far than dripping honey
' ^

;

1 See Cope's Comtn. i 205. In the sense of 'creative imagination,' <f)avTaala\s

not found until five centuries later, in Philostratus (Sandys, History of Classical

Scholarship, i 72, ed. 1906).
-
Euripides, Andromeda, fragm. 133 Nauck, ed. 2.

^ Od. XV 400 f, where the second line runs differently,
—ficrrts 5ri fiiXa ttoWo.

irddri Kal 7r6XX' iiraX-qd^.
* II. xviii 108.
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for no one is angry with a person, who seems beyond the

reach of vengeance, or who is greatly above himself in power ;

10 or, if angry at all, he is less angry. And so most of the

desires are attended by a certain pleasure ;
since either the

memory or the hope of attainment gladdens people with a

pleasurable feeling ;
as men in the thirst of fever rejoice both

11 in the memory and in the hope of drinking ;
and lovers delight

in talking, writing, or in some way busying themselves about

the beloved. Indeed, this is the beginning of love with all

men, when they rejoice, not only in the presence, but in the

recollection of the beloved, and absence is attended with

12 pain. Similarly, a certain pleasure follows on mourning and

lamentation
; for, as the pain consists in the loss, so there is

a pleasure in remembering the lost, and, in a manner, seeing
him as he lived and moved

;
so that there is truth in the

verse

'Thus spake he ; and in all of them moved the longing for lament.'^

13 Also revenge is pleasant ;
since what is painful to miss is

pleasant to get ;
and angry men are pained above measure

14 by the loss, as they are rejoiced by the hope, of revenge. To
conquer is pleasant, not only to lovers of victory, but to all

men
;
for it becomes an image of superiority ^—a thing which

everybody desires more or less. And since to conquer is

pleasant, it follows that sportive fights and contests are so, as

offering many opportunities of victory ;
also games with the

knuckle-bones
; games at ball, dice and draughts. So like-

wise the graver sports ;
some of them being pleasant, when

one is used to them, others from the first, as hunting and

every kind of field-sport : for, where there is rivalry, there may
be victory. Hence litigation and disputation, too, are pleasant

16 to people with the habit and the faculty. Honour, again, and

reputation are among the pleasantest things ;
since each man

comes to imagine that he is such, as the estimable man should

be,
—

especially when people, whom he thinks truthful, say so :

and such are the near rather than the distant
;

—associates

1 //. xxiii 108; Od. iv 183.
2 '

It gives rise to an impression (fancy or notion) of superiority
'

(Cope,
Comtn. i 210).
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and fellow-citizens rather than foreigners ; contemporaries
rather than a later generation ; prudent men rather than

foolish
; many rather than a few : since these, rather than

those, are likely to speak the truth. Thus, no one cares for

honour or reputation (for its own sake, at least) with those,

on whom he decidedly looks down, such as children or beasts
;

if he does care, it is for some other reason. Again, a friend is 17

among pleasant things ;
since to love is pleasant (no one

loving wine, who does not find joy in it), and to be loved is

pleasant ;
for here, too, one has the imagination^ of possessing

a goodness, which all, who perceive it, desire. To be loved 18

is to be dear to another for one's own sake. Again, to be

admired is pleasant, simply because one is honoured. Flat-

tery, too, and a flatterer are pleasant things ;

—the flatterer

being an apparent admirer and friend. And to do the same 19

things often is pleasant ;
for habit, as we saw^ is pleasant.

To change is pleasant ;
for to change is to follow nature

;
20

since what is always the same creates an excess of the estab-

lished state : whence the saying,

'Change of all things is sweet. '^

For this reason, too, occasional visitors or things are

pleasant ;
for it is a change from the present, and, besides,

the occasional has variety. To learn and to admire are 21

pleasant, as a rule
;
for admiring implies desiring to learn,

so that the object of admiration is an object of desire
;
and

learning implies coming into the track of nature. Again, the 22

doing and the receiving of benefits are among pleasant things;

for to receive a benefit is to get what one desires
;
while bene- 1371 b

ficence implies having enough and to spare ;

—both which

things are objects of men's ambition. And since the Pleasant

is that which benefits, it is pleasant to men to set their neigh-

bours right, and to complete imperfect things. Again, since 23

learning and admiring are pleasant, it follows that pleasure is

given by acts of imitation, such as painting, sculpture, poetry,

and by every skilful copy, even though the original be un-

^ '

Impression' or '

fancy' (Cope, i 214).
^ x 18.

^
Euripides, Orestes^ 234.
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pleasant : for one's joy is not in the thing itself; rather, there

is a syllogism
—' This is that

'

;
and so it comes that one learns

24 something^ Sudden reverses and narrow escapes are pleasant,

25 being all in the nature of marvels. Then, since that which is

according to nature is pleasant, and kindred things are natural

to each other, all things akin to one and like one are pleasant
to one, as a rule

;

—as man to man, horse to horse, youth to

youth ;
whence the proverbs,

' mate delights mate,'
' like to

like,'^ *a beast knows his fellow,' 'jackdaw to jackdaw,' and

26 so forth. And, since everything like and kindred to oneself is

pleasant, and a man is like nothing so much as himself, it

follows that everybody is more or less selfish, self being the

very standard of all such resemblances. And, since everyone
is selfish, it follows that all find pleasure in their own things,—for instance, in their deeds and words

;
whence people are

fond, as a rule, of their flatterers, of their lovers, of honour, of

their children
;
for their children are their own work. So, to

complete imperfect things is pleasant ;
for at this point the

27 work becomes one's own. And, since to rule is most pleasant,

to seem wise is also pleasant ;
for intelligence befits a ruler

;

and wisdom is the knowledge of many admirable things.

Further, since people are, for the most part, ambitious, it

follows that it is pleasant to censure one's neighbours, as well

28 as to rule. It is pleasant also to spend one's time in the

occupation in which one seems to be at one's best: as the

poet says

' Towards this he spurs, giving the greatest part of each day to it,
—to the work

which shows him at his best.'^

29 In like manner, too, since sport and all relaxation are

among pleasant things, it follows that causes of laughter must

1372 a be pleasant, whether people, or words, or deeds
;

—the subject

^ With the whole of § 23, cp. Foei. c. 4 §§ 2-5.
^ Od. xvii 218, cos aUl rbv o/jloXov ayn debs wj rbv 6/j.olov,
^
Euripides, fragm. 183, Nauck, ed. 2. The whole of this fragment is rendered

thus in Cope's Translatioti of the Gorgias, 484 E:—
' Each shines in that, to that end presses forward.

Devotes to that the better part o' the day.
Wherein he chances to surpass himself.'
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of the Laughable, however, has been discussed separately in

the Treatise on Poetry'^.

This account, then, of pleasant things may suffice
;
the

painful things are manifest in^ the opposites of these.

xii. ' These, then,are the motives of wrong-doing; let us now
consider in what frames of mind men do wrong,

ters which and to whom. The agents are ready, when they

to^do^wJ^ng; think that the thing is possible, and possible for

and which them ; next, if
^ they think that they can escape

expose men > ' y j r
to suffer detection

;
or that, if detected, they will not be

wrong.

punished ;
or that, though they be punished, the

punishment is less than the gain for themselves, or for those

for whom they care. What things appear possible, and what 2

impossible, will be said by and by^— for the subject is com-

mon to all kinds of speaking. Those who think that they,

personally, can do wrong with the greatest impunity, are those

who can speak or act, or who have had experience of many
trials, or who have many friends, or are rich. They think 3

themselves most able to do wrong, if they themselves are in

the circumstances just named
; failing that, if they have

friends, assistants, or associates, so situated
;
for thereby they

are enabled to act and to escape detection or to avoid punish-

ment. Or, if they are friends of the persons wronged or of 4

the judges ;
since friends are not on their guard against

wrong, and, besides, make up the quarrel before prosecuting ;

while judges favour their friends, and either acquit them al-

together or inflict light penalties. Men are likely to escape 5

detection, when there is a contrast between the accused and

the accusation
;
as when a weak man is charged with assault

and battery, and a poor and ugly^ man with adultery. Or
when the acts are done with great publicity ;

for such are not

guarded against, because they are inconceivable. Or if the 6

^ Not preserved in the extant Treatise.

"^

Literally,
'

from,' i.e.
' from a consideration of.'

^ elr kkv Spengel : the manuscript reading, efre h>, is retained by Roemer.
* n xix infra.
^

b irb't)% Kal [6] aiaxpoi, Spengel, Roemer.
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wrongs are so great, or of such a sort, that no one would do

them
;

for against these, again, there is no watch
;
since it

is only against customary wrongs (as against customary

maladies) that all men are on their guard ;

—no one being

on his guard against a malady which no one has ever had.

7 Or if the wrong-doer has no enemy or many enemies
; as, in

the one case, he thinks to escape detection through not being

watched, while, in the other, he escapes detection because it

seems impossible that he should have attacked vigilant foes,

8 and because he can allege this impossibility in defence. Or

if the wrong-doer has means of concealment, or other facilities

of disposal.

Again, men do wrong when, if they do not escape detec-

tion, they can stave off the trial, or get delay, or corrupt the

judges. Or if, supposing a fine to be inflicted, they can stave

off payment, or delay it for a long time. Or if\ through

9 poverty, they have nothing to lose. Or if the gains are mani-

fest, great, or immediate, while the penalties are small,

1372 b uncertain or distant. If, again, there can be no retribution

equivalent to the advantage—as seems to be the case with a

10 despotism. And if the wrong deeds are gains, while the

penalties are merely disgraces. Or, conversely, if the wrong
deeds are in a way praiseworthy (as, if it happened to the

wrong-doer at the same time to avenge father or mother, as it

did to Zeno-), while the penalty consists in a fine, in exile, or

the like. Men do wrong for both these reasons, and in both

these moods
;
not the same men, however, but those of opposite

1 1 characters. Again, people do wrong, if they have often escaped

detection or punishment, or have often failed in the attempt ;

for in crime, as in war, there are men prone to try the issue

12 afresh. Or if the pleasure is immediate and the pain sub-

sequent, or the gain immediate and the loss subsequent ;
as is

the case with intemperate men
;
and there is intemperance in

13 regard to all the objects of men's appetite. Or if, conversely,

the pain or loss is immediate, while the pleasure or advantage

is subsequent and more distant;
—such conditions being sought

^
r^
<^d> conjectured by Spengel, and accepted by Bekker, ed. 3.

^ ' Of Zeno's case, nothing is known '

(Cope).
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by the temperate and the prudent. Or if there is a possibiHty 14

of being thought to have done wrong by chance, of necessity,

by nature or through habit,—in short, to have made a mistake,

instead of being guilty of a wrong. Or if the wrong-doer is 15

sure of equitable consideration. Or if he is needy,
—'

needy
'

meaning two things,
—in need of something necessary, as poor

men are, or in need of a superfluity, as rich men may be.

Wrong is done, again, both by the very respectable and by 16

the very disreputable ; by the former because they will not

be suspected, by the latter because they have no character to

lose.

The doers of wrong, then, set to work in these moods
;
and 17

they do wrong to those persons, or to the possessors of those

things, of which they themselves stand in need,—in reference

either to necessaries or to superfluities or to enjoyment,

whether such persons are distant or near
;
in the latter case, 18

the gain is speedy, in the former, the retribution is slow,—as

it is for plunderers of the Carthaginians^ They, too, are 19

objects of injury who are not cautious or vigilant, but trust-

ful
;
for it is always easy to elude their notice. And easy-

going people ;
for it is the keen man who prosecutes. And

shy people ;
for they are not apt to fight about gain. And 20

those who have been wronged by many without prosecuting,
—these seeming, as the proverb has it,

'

Mysian spoil.'- And 21

those who have never, or who have often, been wronged ;

both being off their guard,
—the former, as being secure, the

latter, as being now exempt. And those against whom people 22

are, or may easily be, prejudiced ;
for such people neither

choose to appeal to judges whom they fear^ nor have the

power to persuade; among whom are the hated or disliked.

' The Latin transl. has Calcedonios ;
Gaisford conjectured Xa\K-7j5o«'t'oi/s ;

Spengel toi)s KaXx'jSoj'ioi's 17 Kapx'jSoi'^ouy, the former being near at hand, the

latter far off.

2
Plato, Gorgias, 521 B ; Dem. De Corona, § 72. The proverb refers either to

the helplessness of the Mysians at some given time, or to their national character

for cowardice (Cope, Comm. i 235 f).
^ The text is improved by Vahien's proposal o^re. n-poaipovvTai < ^n-e^t^vot > ,

<t>o^ovixevoi Tovs KpiTCLs, 'such people have neither the will to prosecute, from fear of

the judges.' This is accepted by Roemer.
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23 And those against whom the wrong-doer has a pretext, relat-

1373 a ing to their ancestors, themselves, or their friends, for actual

or pretended injury to the wrong-doer, his ancestors, or those

for whom he cares
; since, as the proverb says,

* Vice wants

24 only a pretext.'" And enemies and friends
;
for it is easy to

wrong friends, and pleasant to wrong enemies. And people
who have no friends. And people who are not able to speak
or act

;
since they either do not attempt to prosecute, or make

25 it up, or effect nothing. And those whom it does not profit

to spend time in waiting for a trial or a payment, as foreigners

or husbandmen
;
since they compromise the matter at a cheap

26 rate, and are easily induced to desist. And those who have

done many wrongs, or wrongs of the kind done to them
;
for

it seems next to no wrong, when a man is injured in the way
in which he had been wont to injure others: I mean, for

instance, if one was to assault a man accustomed to commit

27 outrage. And those who have done evil to one, or who have

wished to do
;
for the requital is both pleasant and honourable,

28 and appears next to no wrong. And those, by wronging
whom one will gratify one's friends or admirers or lovers or

masters or, generally, those in dependence on whom one lives.

And those whose adversary is sure of equitable consideration.

29 And those against whom one has a grievance and with whom
one has already quarrelled ;

as Kallippos did in the affair of

30 Dion": for such things seem next to no wrong. And those

who will be wronged by others, if not by oneself,—since here

there seems to be no alternative
; thus, yEnesidemos is said

to have sent the prize of Kottabos to Gelon on the latter

enslaving a town, because he had outstripped the giver in his

31 own gamel And those, by wronging whom the injurer will

^
'Any pretext will serve a knave' (Cope, Comni. i 237).

^
Kallippos, the Athenian friend of Dion and the partner of his expedition to

Sicily, ingratiated himself with Dion's mercenaries, whom he incited to murder
their general and thereby made himself master of Syracuse. Dion, who had been
informed of the plot, took no precautions for his own safety, and accordingly lost

his life. Aristotle says that Kallippos justified his act by arguing that, as Dion
had obtained knowledge of his designs, and his own life was in danger, this

anticipation of the other was a mere measure of precaution and not a crime

(Cope, Cotnm. i 241 f).
*
Gelon, the tyrant of Syracuse (485-478), had anticipated /Enesidemos, the
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be able to do many just acts
;
the supposition being that the

wrong can easily be healed. Thus, Jason the Thcssalian said

that one ought to do some wrongs, in order to have the power
of doing much rights

Again, men do those wrong things, which all or many 32

are wont to do
;
for they think to find forgiveness. And they 33

take things which are easy to hide
; such, for instance, being

those which are quickly made away with, as eatables. Or 34

things which admit of speedy alteration in form, colour, or

combination, or which it is easy to put out of sight in many

places ;
such being portable things, and those which can be

stored in small places. Or a man steals things which are 35

indistinguishable from many things of the same kind already

in his possession. Or he does wrongs, of which the wronged
are ashamed to speak,

—such as outrages on the women of

their household, on themselves, or on their sons. And wrongs
for which it would be thought litigious to prosecute

—that is,

petty or excusable wrongs.

xiii. These, then, may be said to be the moods in which 1373 b

men do wrong,—the nature of the wrongs and the
Classification 111 • t
of just and wronged,

—and the motives. Let us now dis-
unjust actions '.,,1 • i»ir 11 1

(a) in reference cnmiuate the various kinds ot wrong deeds and

Ipe'ciTi or^''" just deeds. Starting from this point. Justice and
universal, Injustfcg havc bccu defined as being relative to
(It) as wrongs •' "^

done to the the laws, and to the persons affected
;
and this

individual . /• 1 1 t 1 1
• •

1

or the in a twofold way. 1 mean that a law is either 2

community.
particular or universal

; Jhe particular law being

that which each community defines in respect to itself (a law

partly written, partly unwritten) ;

—the universal law being

that of nature. For there is a certain natural and universal

tyrant of Leontini, in enslaving some State that was the neighbour of both.

/Enesidemos accordingly sends Gelon a present of eggs, cakes and sweetmeats,

tlie ordinary prize in the game of Kottabos, in acknowledgment of his superior

dexterity. The game of Kottabos was a Sicilian invention, and success in this

game depended mainly on manual dexterity (Cope, Coinin. i 242 f).

1 This saying of Jason of Pherre has its parallel in Robin Hood's plea, that he

robbed the rich to give to the poor. Cp. Merchant of Venice, 'To do a great right,

do a little wrong
'

(Cope, 1 243).
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right and wrong, which all men divine, even if they have no

intercourse or covenant with each other
; as, in Sophokles,

Antigone is found saying that, in spite of the interdict, it is

right to bury Polyneikes, this being naturally right.

' For the life of these laws is not of to-day or yesterday, but from all time, and

no man knows when they were first put forth.' ^

Such, too, is the precept of Empedokles against killing a

living creature
;

for this is not unjust merely for one com-

munity, and just for another
;

' But a universal law, stretching without break through the wide domain of

the sky and through the vast earth too.'^

Such, again, is the saying of Alkidamas in his Messeniakos^....

2 Then, as to the object of the wrong, it must be one of two
;

as things right or wrong to do are such in respect either of

the community, or of an individual member of the community.
Therefore wrong deeds and right deeds may have that quality
in either of two respects,—in respect to a definite individual or

in respect to the community ;
thus the adulterer or striker

wrongs a definite individual
;
the defaulter in military service

wrongs the State.

4 All wrongs, then, having been divided into two classes,

according as they have respect to the community or to a

person or persons, let us, before going further, repeat our

5 definition of being wronged'*. To be wronged is to be

unjustly treated by a voluntary agent
* since wrong-doing

6 has already been defined as a voluntary act. The person

^
Sophokles, Antigone 456,

• Not of to-day nor yet of yesterday
Is this, but everlasting is its life,

And none doth know what time it came to light' (Cope).
^
Empedokles, 380, ed. Sturz,

' Law universal of no human birth

Pervades the sovereign sky and boundless earth' (Cope).
^ A declamation justifying the Messenians in their revolt from Sparta. The

declamation on the other side is the Archiddvms of Isokrates. The scholiast

supplies the missing quotation thus :
' God has given freedom to all men

; Nature
has made no man a slave

'

(Spengel and Cope). These words may be regarded
as appropriate to the context, in so far as they insist on the universal law of Liberty.
Alkidamas, a contemporary of Plato, was a popular rhetorician of the school
of Gorgias, cp. ill iii 3 infra.

*
I X 3.

I
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wronged must be harmed and wilfully harmed
;
and the

nature of the various harms is clear from what has gone
before. A separate list of goods and of evils has already

been given'. As to voluntary acts, they have been seen to be

those which men do knowingly^. So it follows that all accu- 7

sations have respect to a public or a private interest, and to

acts either unconscious and involuntary, or voluntary and

conscious
;
the latter being results either of moral choice or of

emotion. Passion will be discussed when we speak of the 8

Emotions^
;
the objects of moral choice, and the moods in

which it is made, have already been stated ^ And since people,

while admitting an act, often repudiate the accuser's descrip-

tion of it, or deny the point which the description
The definition . . . \. .

of an offence assumes
;

—
admittuig, for mstance, that they have

a leganssue. taken something, but denying that they have

Jhen,"trdefine stoleu,—admitting that they have struck a blow,

^"^h'^h" ^^^ denying that they have committed outrage,

principal —admitting intercourse, but denying adultery,
crimes. ... i r i m / •

or admittmg a theft, but not a sacrilege (since

the property was not consecrated),—admitting that they have

encroached in tilling land, but denying that the land belongs

to the State,—admitting that they have had parley with the

enemy, but denying treason,—it would seem necessary to

define also what is a theft, outrage, adultery ;
in order that,

when we wish to show the existence or the non-existence of

the offence, we may be able to make our case clear. Now, in 10

all such instances, the question is whether a man is unjust and

bad, or just ;
for vice and wrong-doing depend on the moral

purpose, and such terms as outrage and theft denote, besides

the fact, the moral purpose ;
since it does not necessarily

follow that, because one has struck a blow, one has committed

outrage, but only if the blow was struck with a certain motive,

—as for the dishonour of the person struck or the pleasure of

the striker. Nor does it follow that, because a person has

taken something privily, he has stolen, unless he took the

M vi.
^

I X 3.

' II ii infra.
*

I xi and xii.
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thing to another's detriment^ and in order to make it his own.

And, as in these instances, so it is in all others.

M • We saw that there are two kinds of rules about right and

wrong, the written and the unwritten. The things about

which laws are express have been stated. The unwritten

12 rules are of two kinds. One kind refers to excess of virtue

or vice,
—to acts which merit disgrace or praise,

^e'twTen'"" dishonour or honour, and public distinctions,—
^u"u«*"^

such as gratitude to a benefactor, requital of a

benefit, readiness to help friends, and the like.

The other kind is supplementary of a particular written law.

13 For the equitable seems to be just, and equity is a kind of

justice, but goes beyond the written law. This margin is left

by legislators, sometimes voluntarily, sometimes involuntarily ;

involuntarily, when the point escapes their notice
; voluntarily,

when they are unable to frame a definition, and it is necessary

to lay down an absolute rule, but not really possible to lay

down more than a general rule
;
also in cases which inex-

perience makes it hard to define,—such as the case of wounding
with iron of a given size and kind

;
for life would be too short

14 for a person who tried to enumerate the cases. If, then, it is

impossible to be definite, yet necessary to legislate, one must

speak generally ;
and so, if even the wearer of a ring lift his

hand against another or strike him, he is guilty of a wrong
1374b under the written law, but not in reality; and here equity

15 comes in. Now, if the equitable is such as it has been

described, it is clear what sorts of things and persons are

16 equitable or inequitable. Those acts are equitable, which

are to be excused. It is equitable not to take the same

account of mistakes, of wrongs, and of misfortunes : mis-

fortunes being things which could not be reckoned upon,
and which do not result from vice

; mistakes, things which

^ All the MSS here have dX\' et iirl /3\d/3j; 'iK\i^i. ^/(\ei//6, which is wrongly
inserted instead of ^Xa/Se, has been omitted by Bekker. The Latin translation,

in noctimentum eius, a quo accepit, has since enabled Dittmeyer to restore the true

text, dXV d em pXd^ri <tovtov, d(p' od ^Xo/Se > /cat cr^eTepttr/iu; iavTov. This is

accepted by Roemer. The clause must have dropped out owing to the similarity

between /SX^jSt; and ^Xa/3e, and, when once the clause had been omitted, its place
was wrongly supplied by the insertion of ^KXexpe.
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might have been reckoned upon, but which do not result from

vice
; wrongs, things which were reckoned upon, and which

resulted from vice. It is equitable to excuse human failings. 17

Also, to consider the legislator and his meaning, rather than the

law and its letter; the moral purpose, rather than the action; 18

the whole, rather than the part ;
the past character, invariable

or usual, of a man, rather than his character at this moment.

It is equitable to remember benefits rather than injuries, and

benefits received rather than benefits done. It is equitable to

be patient under wrong ;
to be willing that a judicial sentence

should be nominal rather than real
;

—to desire an appeal to 19

arbitration rather than to a law-court,—for the arbitrator looks

to equity, the jury-man to justice,
—the arbitrator having been

invented expressly to enforce the claim of equity.

xiv. In regard then to the cases for equity, this general ac-

count may suffice. The greater wrong is that which

di'g^ee^"^

°^ comes from greater injustice ;
whence the smallest

applied to things may be the greatest wrongs,—like that
injustice.

. .

with which Kallistratos charged Melanopos^—
viz., having defrauded the curators of the temples- of three

consecrated half-obols
; and, conversely, in regard to justice.

This results from a great wrong being potentially included in

the small one
;

since the stealer of three sacred half-obols

would be capable of any wrong. Sometimes, then, the greater

wrong is measured thus
; sometimes, by the damage done.  

That is a greater wrong, for which there can be no equal

retribution, every punishment falling short of it
;
or for which 2

there is no remedy ;
for this is hard, and indeed impossible,

to punish adequately'' ;
or for which the person wronged can-

not get satisfaction,—since such a wrong is irremediable, the

^ Kallistratos and Melanopos, as stated in Xen. Hell, vi 3, 2 f, were both

present at the congress at Sparta in 371 B.C. In V\w\.3^\c\\'s Life 0/ Demosthenes,
c. 13, they are mentioned as political rivals and opponents, but nothing is known
as to the charge mentioned in the text. Kallistratos is also named in i vii 13.

- The vaoiroioi are the iepCiv i-maKevaaral of Aristotle's A'fS/>. Ath. 50 ; neither

term is found elsewhere.
•*

xoXiirhv yap Kal dSufarof. F. Porlus proposed x^^f"'^'' 7ap t6 dSuvaTov,

Thurot xttX^TOJ' yap Kal <t6> ddvvaTov, and Muretus, approved by Vahlen, X'*^*"

irby yap vdv dvlarov.
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3 judge's verdict and the punishment being a remedy. A wrong
is the greater, if the person aggrieved by it inflicted heavy
chastisement on himself; for the wrong-doer deserves to be

chastised still more severely. Thus Sophokles\ pleading for

Euktemon, when the latter had cut his throat on account of

1375 a the outrage done to him, said that he would not ask for a

smaller penalty than the sufferer had awarded to himself.

4 That is a greater wrong, which no one else has done, or of

which one has been the first doer, or one of a few. It is a

great offence, too, to commit the same mistake many times.

That is a great offence, on account of which the means of pre-

vention or punishment were sought and devised. Thus, at

Argos a man is punished, if he has been the cause of legis-

lation. Another instance is that of the persons on whose

5 account the prison was built. Tlie^more brutal wrong, again,

is the greater ;
and that which was more deliberate

;
or that

which persons who hear of it dread more than they pity.

The rhetorical topics of amplification are of this sort
;

—that a

man has abolished or transgressed many restraints, as oaths,

plighted faith, pledges, ties of affinity ;
for here there is an

6 excess of wrong-doing ;
or that he has done the wrong in the

very place where wrong-doers are punished,
—as false witnesses

do
; for, where will not a man do wrong, if he does it even in

a law-court? Those, again, are the greater offences, which

carry the greater shame. It is a greater offence to wrong
one's benefactor

;
for one does more than one wrong,—first,

7 in injuring, next, in not benefiting. That is a greater wrong,
which transgresses the unwritten rules of right ;

for it is a

mark of the better man to be just without compulsion ; now,

the written laws are compulsory, but the unwritten are not.

In another way, that is the greater wrong, which is against
the written law

;
since one, who does wrong where there is

a danger and a penalty, will also do wrong where there is no

penalty.

^ Not the poet, but a statesman and orator advanced in life at the close of the

Peloponnesian war. He was one of the ten Tr/w/SouXot appointed after the Sicilian

disaster in 413 B.C., to devise measures for the public safety, Thuc. viH i,Rhet. in

xviii 6; XV 3 (Cope, Covim. i 263).
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XV. We have now said what makes a wrong deed greater

or less. Next we must take a rapid survey of the
Analysis of n i • •/- • i r ^ i •

"

the inartificial so-called inartificial proofs, these being proper to

forensic rhetoric. They are of five sorts :
—Laws, 2

Witnesses, Covenants, Torture, Oaths.

First, then, let us speak of the Laws, and of the way to use 3

them in accusation or defence. Now it is mani- 4

fest that, if the written law is adverse to the case,

we must rely on the universal law, and on the principles of a

higher equity or justice. Plainly, too, the clause— '

I will 5

use my best discretion
'—means that one will not absolutely

obey the written laws. Again, it may be urged that equity 6

and the universal law are eternal and immutable, for they are 1*

according to nature
;
whereas the written law often changes.

Hence the doctrine in the Antigone of Sophokles ;

—Antigone

pleads that she buried her brother against the State-law, but

not against the unwritten law :

'For these ordinances are not of to-day or yesterday, but for all 'i\w\&... These, I375 ^
then, I was not going to transgress for any man.''

Or it may be argued that justice is true and expedient, 7

but the semblance of justice is not so, and therefore neither is

the written law
;
since it does not do the work of a law. Or

that the judge is like an assayer of money, whose part is to

discern spurious from real justice. Or that constant obedience 8

to the unwritten law is the mark of a better man than con-

stant obedience to the written law. It may be noticed, too, 9

if this written law happens to conflict with another approved
law or with itself Thus, it may happen that one law enjoins

the validity of all compacts, while another forbids the making
of illegal compacts. Again, the ambiguity of the law may be 10

used for the purpose, of turning it round and seeing which

construction will fit justice or expediency, and then adopting
that construction-. Or if the circumstances for which the law ir

was made have ceased to exist, while the law survives, one

^
Sophokles, Antigone, 456, 458, where the text of Soph, has tovtwv k-^w, and

that of Aristotle to-vt oZv iyio.
^ Kal ei d/j.(pipo\os (6 v6/xoi, xp^'^'riov avT(^), wcrre <TTpi<peiv {avrbv) Kal opdi*

kt\. (Cope, Comm. i 273).
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should try to show this, and in this way to combat the law.

12 Again, if the written law favours the case, one should say that

the clause,
'

I will use my best discretion,' is not meant to

encourage verdicts contravening the law, but to save the judge

from perjury, if he does not know what the law means
;
that

one chooses, not the absolute good, but what is good for one-

self;
—

that, if a law is not used, it might as well not have been

made
;

—that it is no gain in any other art to outmanoeuvre

the doctor, since the expert's mistake does less mischief than

the habit of disobeying authority ;

—and that the attempt to

be wiser than the laws is just what the most approved laws

forbid.

13 In regard to laws, these rules will suffice. As to witnesses,

they are of two kinds, the ancient and the recent
;

Witnesses. ^^ rcceut being either concerned or not con-

cerned in the issue. JBy ancient witnesses I mean the poets

and other celebrities whose judgments stand on record. Thus

the Athenians used Homer as a witness about Salamis\ and

the people of Tenedos lately made Periander of Corinth a

witness against the people of Sigeuml Kleophon^ too, used

against Kritias the verses of Solon, and argued that the house

must have been unruly from of old, else Solon would not have

written—
' Prithee bid Kritias with the yellow locks to obey his father.'*

14 Such as these, then, are witnesses for the past. In regard

1376a to the future, soothsayers are also witnesses: thus Themis-

tokles urged naval warfare by referring to the wooden walP.

1 //. II 557 f,

Ma% S" £/c XaXa/MVOS dyev dvoKalSeKa vrjas,

(XTrjae 5' dyuv, IV
'

AdTjvalwv 'icrravTO <pa\ayye$.

These lines were quoted by Solon as an 'authority' in favour of the Athenian

claim to the possession of Salamis. Line 2 is said by Diogenes Laertius, Vi(. Sol.

48, to have been interpolated by him for this purpose. Cp. Quintilian, v 11, 40

(Cope, Cornm. i 275).
2 Of this event nothing more is known.
3 The demagogue tried and condemned in 405 B.C. Kritias was the well-

known leader of the oligarchical party opposed to Kleophon.
* Solon, fragm. 22 Bergk, ed. 4, €iwifx.€vai. Kpcrirj ^avddTpixi Trarpos

dKoveip. The father of this earlier Kritias was Solon's brother, Dropides (Cope).
® Herodotus, vii 141, 143.
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Proverbs, again, are in the nature of evidence. Thus, if one

advises another not to make a friend of an old man, he is

supported by the proverb
' Never do a good turn to an old man.' ^

Again, the principle of killing the sons when one kills the

fathers is supported by the proverb

'He is a fool who slays the father and leaves the children behind. '^

Recer^t witnesses are any well-known persons who have 15 .v\t-i.

decided a point ;
as their discussions are useful to those who '

are contending about the same questions. Thus Eubulos*

used in the law-courts against Chares^ what Plato said in

reply to Archibios^ that the habit of confessing to vice had

gained ground at Athens^ Those, too, are contemporary 16

witnesses who, in case they are suspected of perjury, share

the risk of the trial. These last testify only to the fact of

a thing having been done or not done, being so or not being
so

; they cannot testify to the quality of an act, as for instance

to its being just or unjust, expedient or inexpedient; but 17

contemporary witnesses 7wt concerned in the case, are very

trustworthy about such qualities also. The most trustworthy
of all are the ancient witnesses, since they cannot be corrupted.

The arguments in regard to testimony are these. Jf one

has no witnesses, he may argue that the decision should rest

upon probabilities^ and that this is the meaning of the juror's

oath '

to use his best discretion
'

;
that probabilities cannot be

bribed to deceive
;
that probabilities are never convinced of

perjury. ^^J'ou have witnesses, and the adversary has not,

^
Diogenianus, vi 6i, iii 89 (Spengel).

- 'Foolish is he that slayeth the sire but spareth the children.' Stasinus, Cypria,

fragm. 22 in Kinkel's Epicorum Gr. Fragmenta, i 3.
3 Eubulos, the orator and political opponent of Demosthenes, cp. Fah. Leg.

§§ 290-293, and De Cor. § 29.
* An Athenian general, who succeeded Chabrias in the command of the

Athenian fleet in 356 B.C. He was also in command in the Olynthian war (349),

and was one of the Athenian generals at the battle of Chaeronea (338).
' Otherwise unknown ; 'Apxivop was suggested by Meineke.
^ Meineke assumes that Plato is the Comic Poet of that name, but he makes no

attempt to restore the quotation. Possibly it was a trochaic tetrameter, as follows:

onoKoyetp etvai wovripovi iiriS^SuK' iv ry 7r6Xei. Spengel assumes that Plato is the

philosopher; if so, it would be unnecessary to turn the prose into verse.
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you may argue that probabilities are irresponsible things, and

that the evidence of witnesses would not have been wanted, if

it had been enough to take a theoretical view of a case.

18 The evidence of witnesses may refer either to ourselves or

to our antagonist, and either to fact or to character. Plainly,

then, one can never be at a loss for serviceable testimony ;

for, if we have no evidence of fact agreeable to our own story,

or against that of the adversary, at all events we can get

evidence of character, tending to show our own respectability

19 or our adversary's worthlessness. Particular points about a

witness—as whether he is friendly, hostile, or impartial,
—of

good, bad, or indifferent character,—and such-like distinctions

must be argued from commonplaces of the same sort as those

from which we take our rhetorical syllogisms.

20 In regard to Contracts, the resources of rhetoric may serve

to exalt or depreciate their value, to confirm or
Contracts, ,. , rr i

1376 b or other to discrcdit them. It we have contracts on
ocumen s.

^^^ ^^^ side, we will support their credit and

authority ;
if they make for the adversary, we will do the

21 opposite. The method of establishing or destroying the

credit of contracts is just the same as the method of dealing

with witnesses
;

since the credit of contracts varies as the

character of the subscribers or custodians. The existence of

the contract being admitted, we must, if it is on our side,

make much of it
;

for the contract is a private and particular

law, and it is not the contract that gives validity to the law,

but the law to a legal contract. And, universally, the law

itself is a kind of contract
;
so that anyone who disobeys or

22 annuls a contract, annuls the law. Besides, most of the

dealings between man and man—indeed, all voluntary

dealings
—are matters of contract

;
so that, if contracts are _

invalidated, the intercourse of men is abolished. The other
"

23 appropriate arguments are obvious. If the contract is against

us and on the side of the adversary, we may, in the first place,

) use those weapons which one would use against an adverse j^

law—arguing that it would be strange, if we were forced to

« comply with all contracts, while we repudiate the duty of
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complying with ill-framed and faulty laws. Or, we may argue 24

that the umpire of justice is the judge ;
and that, therefore,

he must not look to the contract, but to the higher justice :
—

adding that absolute justice cannot be changed by fraud or

force, since it is natural
;
whereas contracts may be made

under a delusion, or under compulsion. Further, we ought to 25

see whether the contract is against any law, written or uni-

versal
; and, if against a written law, whether against one of

our own or of a foreign country ; next, whether it is contrary

to any other contract, later or earlier
;

—
arguing, as may suit

us, either that the later contract is valid, or that the earlier

contract is right and the later fraudulent. Then, we should

look to expediency, and see whether the contract may not be

against the interest of the judges ;
and so on, with other

topics of the same kind, no less obvious than in the former

case.

Torture is a kind of evidence, and is thought to be trust- 26

worthy, because it is attended by a sort of
Torture. ^

. . .

compulsion. Here, too, it is easy to point out

the available arguments. If the testimony extorted is in our

favour, we must magnify its worth, and say that this is the

only kind of evidence which is absolutely true. If the testi- 1377 a

mony is against us and for the opponent, we may quash it by

saying what is the truth about torture generally,
—namely,

that, under compulsion, men are as likely to lie as to tell the

truth, whether they persevere in refusing to tell the truth,

or lightly make a false charge in hope of a speedier release
;

and one should be prepared to refer to cases in point, which

are known to the judges.

[It may also be argued that extorted testimony is not true, since there are

many thick-witted men—men with thick skins, too, and resolute souls—who

endure tortures gallantly ; whereas cowardly and timid men are scornfully bold,

until they have seen the ordeal of the others : so that torture is utterly untrust-

worthy^.]

^ The above sentence, though preserved in the best manuscript, is un-

Aristotelian in language. It is omitted in the old Latin version, and is already

implied in the previous context. It is therefore rejected by Victorius and Bekker,
and by Spengel, who suggests that the copyist may have quoted it from some other

rhetorical treatise (Cope, Introd. 201 note).

J- s
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27 In regard to oaths, four cases may be distinguished. A
person may either tender and accept the oath

;

or he may do neither, or one without the other,

—that is he may tender the oath (to his opponent) without

accepting {i.e. taking) it himself, or he may take the oath

himself, without tendering it to his opponent. In addition to

these, there is the case of an oath having been previously

taken by either of the parties.

28 The arguments for 7iot tendering the oath are—that men

lightly perjure themselves
;

—that the adversary, if he takes the

oath, is sure not to make restitution, whereas, if he does not

take the oath, you think that the judges will condemn him
;

—or again, that you prefer to put your stake upon the honour

of the judges, for you trust them and do not trust him.

29 If you refuse the oath, you may say—that it represents so

much money :
—that, if you had been a knave, you would have

taken it at once—for it were better to be a knave for some-

thing than for nothing :

'

so, by taking the oath, I should win

at once—by refusing, I risk it
;
and so my refusal must come

from a high motive, not from mere fear of perjury.' And the

saying of Xenophanes^ is in point
—that

' No equal challenge can come from a godless to a god-fearing man '.^

It is as if a strong man were to challenge a weak man to strike

30 or to be beaten. If you accept the oath, it is because you
have confidence in yourself, but not in the other. Then you

may reverse the saying of Xenophanes and argue that the

fair way is not for the godless man to tender the oath and the

god-fearing man to take it
;
and that it would be monstrous,

if you were not willing to swear to facts, which you ask the

31 judges to affirm under oath by their verdict. If you tender

the oath, you may say that it is religious to leave the decision

to the gods, and that your adversary ought not to require

others to judge for him, as you commit the judgment to him-

32 self. And you may say that it is absurd for him to refuse an

^ Of Kolophon, founder of the Eleatic school of philosophy.
-
Xenophanes, fragm. 25, MuUach, ovk tarj irpSKX-qa-is avrrj d(T€^e2 irpos evcre^ij,

a trochaic tetrameter, with hiatus after avr-i], and the first syllable of dae^ei

lengthened (Cope, i 288).
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oath about matters which he expects others to decide under

oath.

As it is now clear how we ought to argue in the simple

cases, it is also clear how we are to argue when these cases

are combined; as, for instance, (1) when you are willing to

take the oath but not to tender it, or (2) to tender but not to

take it, or (3) to accept and to tender it, or (4) to do neither.

Such cases are necessarily combinations of those above- 1377 b

mentioned, and so the arguments, too, must be framed by
combination.

Suppose that you have already made an oath contrary to

your present oath—you must argue that it is no perjury ;
for

wrong-doing must be voluntary, and perjury is wrong-doing ;

but things done under constraint or delusion are involuntary.

And here you should argue that perjury, in particular, depends 33

on the intention, not on the utterance. If, on the other hand,

it is your adversary who has sworn conflicting oaths, say that

he is subverting all things by breaking his first oath
;

is it not

because oaths are sacred that justice is administered under an

oath ?
'

They expect fou to observe the oath, under which

you sit in judgment, while they do not observe it themselves.'

And so on, with the other arguments for exalting the majesty
of an oath.

[This, then, may suffice as an account of the inartificial

proofs.]

5—2



BOOK ir

i. This, then, is an account of the premisses to be used

in exhorting or dissuading, praising or blaming, accusing or

defending, and of the popular notions and propositions avail-

able for producing belief in each case
;
since the enthymemes

concern these and come from these, if we take each branch of

2 Rhetoric by itself And since Rhetoric has a view to judg-

ment, for, both in debates and in lawsuits, there is judging,

the speaker must not only see that the speech shall prove its

point, or persuade, but must also develope a certain character

3 The speaker
^^ himself and in the judge, as it matters much

may produce for persuasiveucss,
—most of all in debate, but

impression of secondarily in lawsuits too—that the speaker
his character ,11 • r 11
by means of should appear a certam sort of person, and that
IS speec . ^^ judges should conceive him to be disposed

towards them in a certain way ;

—further, that the judges them-

4 selves should be in a certain mood. The apparent character

of the speaker tells more in debate, the mood of the hearer in

lawsuits. Men have not the same views when they are friendly

and when they hate, when they are angry or placid, but views

1378 a either wholly different or different in a large measure. The

friendly man regards the object of his judgment as either no

wrong-doer or a doer of small wrong : the hater takes the

opposite view. The man who desires and is hopeful (supposing
the thing in prospect to be pleasant), thinks that it will be,

and that it will be good ;
the man who is indifferent, or who

feels a difficulty, thinks the opposite.

^ The arrangement of Book 11 is singular. In Book i the \(yyiKy) Tria-ris,
—the

third of the ivrexvot Triareis, was partly analysed. Chapter 20 of Book li returns

to this subject, and completes it. But the first eighteen chapters deal with the

other two hrexvoi Triareis,
—the tjOikt^ and the iraOijriK-^ (R. C. J.).
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The speakers themselves are made trustworthy by three 5

things ;
for there are three things, besides demon-

mak^hii'^ strations, which make us believe. These are,

fe"? 'that' he intelligence, virtue and good-will. Men are false

possesses j^ their statements, and their counsels, from all
intelligence, t^ . i i i

virtue, and or ottc of the following causes. Either through 6
good-wi .

folly, they have not right opinions ;
or having

right opinions, they say through knavery what they do not

think
;
or they are sensible and honest, but not well-disposed ;

whence they may happen not to advise the best course, although

they see it. Besides these cases there is no other. It follows

that the man who is thought to have all the three qualities

must win the belief of the hearers. Now the means of appear- 7

ing intelligent and good are to be got from the

posl*"we'' must analysis of the virtues ^

;
for the same means will

analyse (<.) the
g^iablc One to givc such a character either to

virtues and o
(b) the moral another person or to himself. Good-will and
affections.

^
, i- 111

friendliness have now to be discussed under the

head of the Affections.^ The Affections are those things, being 8

attended by pleasure or pain, by which men are altered in

regard to their judgments ;—as anger, pity, fear, and the like,

with their opposites. In respect to each, three 9

eacrorthe" poiuts are to be determined
;
in respect to anger,

affections we
f^j. instance, in what state men are prone to

have to see ' *

(i> its nature; ancfer,—with whom they are wont to be angry,
(2) its ante- ^ '

, ,
. r •

1

cedents; —and at what things: for, supposing we knew
(3) its objects.

^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^jj^ ^^ ^j^^gg things, it would

be impossible to excite anger ;
and so in the other cases. As

then, in the former part of the subject, we sketched the avail-

able propositions, so we propose to do here also, applying an

analysis of the same kind.

ii. Anger, then, may be defined as an appetite, attended

with pain, for revenge, on account of an apparent

uie^iffect^ons. slighting of things which concern one, or of

Anger and
onesclf, or of one's friends, when such slightingmildness. ' ' o o
is unmeet. If, then, this is anger, it follows that 2

1
I ix supra.

' iv infra.
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the angry person is always angry with an individual (as with

1378 b Kleon, not with the genus
' man

'), and because that individual

has done something, or intended something, against the angry
person or his friends : it follows, too, that all anger is attended

. by a certain pleasure which comes from the hope of revenge ;

for it is pleasant to think that one will attain one's aim
;
and

no one aims at things impossible for him—the angry man
aims at things distinctly possible for him. So it has been
well said of anger that

'It swells in men's breasts far sweeter than honey dripping from the rock.'^

A certain pleasure attends on it, not only for this reason,
but also because men dwell in thought on the act of the

revenge. So the image, which then arises, excites pleasure,
like the imagery of dreams.

3 Now, slighting is an active form of opinion about some-

thing thought worthless. We think both bad things and good
things worthy of earnestness—and the things which tend to

them. But things which tend to them not at all, or very
little, we deem worthless. There are three species of slighting

4
—disdain, spite, and insolence. The man who disdains,

slights ;
for people disdain all things which they fancy worth-

less
;
and what is worthless, they slight. Again, the man

who spites appears to disdain
;
for spiting is a thwarting of

wishes, not for the spiter's gain, but for the other's loss.

/ A man slights, then, not for his own gain. Clearly he

supposes that the other can do him no harm (or he would
fear instead of slighting) ;

and also that he is not likely to do
him any good worth mentioning (or he would give heed to be

5 his friend). The man who insults, again, slights ;
for inso-

lence is to do and say things which shame the sufferer
;
not

in order that anything may accrue to the insulter, or because

anything has been done to him, but in order that he may have
6 joy. Requiters do not insult; they avenge. The source of

pleasure to the insulters is this,—they fancy that, by ill-

treating the other people, they are showing the greater

superiority.

^
//. xviii 109, quoted in I xi 9, supra.
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Hence young men and rich men are insolent
; they fancy

that, by insulting, they are superior. Dishonouring is a part

of insolence; and the man who dishonours, slights. For what

is worth nothing has no honour,—no price either as good or

evil. So Achilles says in his wrath—
'He dishonoured me: for he hath taken the prize himself,''

and
'Like some dishonoured vagabond,'*

—as if it was these things that made him angry. Men think 7

that they ought to be made much of by their inferiors (i) in

birth, (2) in power, (3) in goodness ;
and generally, a man

expects honour for that in which he decidedly excels^,—as, in 1379 a

respect to money, the rich man excels the poor,
—in speaking,

the man of rhetorical faculty excels the man of none
;
as the

ruler excels the ruled, and the man, who thinks himself worthy
to rule, excels the man who deserves to be ruled. Whence
the saying

'Great is the anger of Zeus-nurtured kings'''

and
' Yet afterwards he bears a grudge.'"

It is their superiority which makes them feel indignant.

Again, (a man resents a slight) from those to whom good has 8

been done, is meant or was meant, by himself, or by some one

else at his instance, or by one of his friends.

It is now plain, therefore, from what has been said, in what 9

moods men are angry, and with what persons, and at what

things. Men are angry when they are pained ;
for the man

who is pained is aiming at something. Whether, then, he is

thwarted directly in anything—as, if a thirsty man were

thwarted about drinking—or indirectly, the offence appears
the same

;
whether one acts against him, or fails to act with

him, or in any other way annoys him, while in this state of

desire, he is alike angry. Hence people who are ill, who are 10

in poverty, (who are at war,)*^ who are in love, who are thirsty,

^
//. i 356.

2
//. ix 648.

•* The translator here accepts ^i* y (Lv ns inreptxv iroXij,
—

Spengel's conjecture
for iv (^ ^'' ratirifi virep^xv iroXi/. The Paris MS has raOra inrep^x*** ^^^ Roemer
ravra virtp^xV'

•*
//. ii 196.

5 //. i 82.
*

iroXefiodfTd added by Bekker, ed. 3.
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—
generally, who have some ungratified desire—are irascible

or easily incensed, chiefly against those who slight their

present need. Thus, a sick man is enraged by want of

sympathy with his illness,
—a poor man, by indifference to his

poverty, the wager of a war by indifference to his war, the

lover by indifference to his love, and so in the other cases
;
...^

each person being predisposed by his actual plight to his

11 particular anger. Again, a man is made angry by a result

contrary to that which he expects ;
for a great surprise is a

greater pain, just as, when the desired thing happens, it is a

greater joy. Hence it is plain what times and seasons, what

circumstances, what periods of life, are favourable to the

exciting of anger ;
and the more people are under these

conditions, the more easily they can be excited.

12 These, then, are the moods in which men are prone to

anger ;
the persons with whom they are angry are those who

laugh at them and jeer them and mock them
;
for these

insult
;

—and those who do them such harms as are signs of

insolence. Such are necessarily those which are neither

retributive nor of advantage to the doers
;
for it seems to

13 remain that the motive is insolence. Men are angry, too,

with those who disparage and despise them in regard to the

things about which they are most in earnest
;
as those who

pride themselves on their philosophy are made angry by dis-

paragement of their philosophy, those who are proud of their

appearance by disparagement of their appearance, and so

14 forth
;
and they feel this much more strongly, if they suspect

that the thing in question does not belong to them, or belongs

1379 b to them insecurely, or is not recognised ; for, as soon as they

are quite sure that they possess the things about which they

15 are mocked, they do not care. And the anger is felt against

friends more than against those who are not such
;
for men

think that from their friends they deserve good treatment

16 rather than bad. A man is angry, too, with those who are

wont to show him honour or regard, if they alter this be-

^ <et' 5e
fi-r},

kIlv otiovv &\\o dXiyup'g Ttj> is inserted in the text by Susemihl,

followed by Roemer. The old Latin transl. has si autem non, et quodcunque
aliudparvipendat quis. d Be jxr) corresponds to /xd\i<TTa fxiv, four lines earlier.
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haviour
;
for he thinks that he is despised by these persons ;

else they would go on doing as before. He is angry, too, 17

with those who do not requite his benefits, or who do not

make an equal return ;
and with those who act the contrary

way to himself, if they are inferiors
;
for all such persons seem

to despise him,—the latter sort treating hwi as their inferior,

the former sort treating (his benefits as coming) from an

inferior.

And men especially resent a slight from men of no account
; 18

for the anger caused by a slight is assumed to be directed

asrainst those whom it does not become to inflict it, and it

does not become inferiors to do so. A man is angry with his 19

friends for failing to speak well of him, and to do him good,—
still more for speaking and doing evil

;
or for failing to per-

ceive his need,—as Antiphon's^ Plexippos was angry with

Meleager ;
for the non-perception is a sign of slighting ;

since

things, about which we care, do not escape our notice. Again, 20

we are angry with those who rejoice over our misfortunes, or

who, in a general way, are made cheerful by them
;
since this

is the token of an enemy or a contemner. And with those

who do not care whether they give pain ;
hence men are

angry with the bearers of bad news. And with those who 21

hear of, or behold, their weaknesses
;
since these are like con-

temners or enemies, since friends share one's pain, and all

men feel pain in contemplating their own weaknesses. Fur- 22

ther, men are angry with those who slight them before five

classes of people
—

(i) their rivals; (2) those whom they

admire
; (3) those by whom they wish to be admired

;

(4) those whom they revere
; (5) those by whom they are

revered ;
a slight in the presence of these makes men

especially angry. Again, men are made angry by slights 23

directed against objects which they are bound in honour to

vindicate—as against their parents, children, wives, subjects.

We are angry, too, with those who do not requite a favour
;

1 This Antiphon is the tragic poet mentioned in II vi 27. The text here

refers to his Meleager, two lines of which are quoted in il xxiii 20. Plexippos was

the brother of Meleager's mother, Althea. Cp. Nauck, Trag. Gr. Fragvt.,

p. 792, ed. 2.
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24 for the slighting is undue\ And with those who meet our

25 earnestness with irony ;
for irony implies disdain. And with

those who do good to all others, if they do not do good to us
;

for it is a mark of disdain to rate us below the whole worlds

26 Forgetfulness, again, tends to produce anger,
—

forgetfulness

of names, for instance, small as the matter is
;
since forgetful-

ness, too, seems to be a sign of slighting ;
for forgetfulness

comes through carelessness, and carelessness is a kind of

slighting.

27 The persons, then, with whom men are angry ;
the moods

1380 a in which they are angry, and the causes of their anger, have

been stated together. It is plain that it will be necessary to

bring the judges by our speech into a mood which lends itself

to anger, and to represent our adversaries as guilty of these

things, at which men are angry, and as the sort of people,
with whom they are angry.

iii. And since growing mild is the opposite of growing

angry, and anger of mildness, we must ascertain in what moods
men are mild, and towards whom, and by what means they are

2 made mild. The process of making mild, then, may be de-

3 fined as the allaying and calming of anger. If, then, men are

angry with those who slight them, and slighting is a voluntary

act, plainly men are mild towards those who do nothing of

this kind, or who do it involuntarily, or who seem to be of

4 such a character ;

—towards those who meant the opposite of

what they did
;

—towards those who treat themselves in the

5 same way,—for no one is supposed to slight himself
;

—towards

those who confess their fault and are penitent ;

—for we accept
this pain for the offence as satisfaction, and forego our anger.
A case in point is the punishing of servants :

—we chastise

more severely those who bandy words with us and deny the

fault, but we cease to be displeased with those who admit the

justice of the punishment. The reason is, that denial of the

^

Trapa to TrpoffrJKoi' yap i] dXiywpla,
'
for the slight is a violation of the ticUural

claim, duty, or obligation
'

(Cope, Conim. ii 30 f).
^

lit. 'to consider us unworthy to be treated in the same way as every one else'

(Cope, ii 31),
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manifest is shamelessness
;
and shamelessness is a kind of

slighting and disdain
;
at least we feel no shame before those

whom we greatly disdain. Again, we are softened towards 6

those who humble themselves before us and do not gainsay
us

;
for they seem to admit their inferiority ;

inferiors feel

dread
; and no one slights while he dreads. That anger is

disarmed by humility, the very dogs show, when they abstain

from biting those who sit down'. We are softened, too, towards 7

those who deal earnestly with our earnestness
;
for this earnest-

ness seems to exclude disdain
;

—towards those who have laid 8

us under obligations ;
towards those who entreat and depre-

cate,—for, so far, they are humble
;

—towards those who do 9

not insult, jeer or slight anyone, or any good man, or anyone
like ourselves. And, generally, the things which make men 10

mild are to be inferred from the things which make them

angry. We are not angry with those whom we dread or

revere, so long as we have those feelings ;
for it is impossible

to feel fear and anger at the same time. With those, again, 11

who acted through anger, we are not angry, or we are less

angry ;
since they do not appear to have meant a slight :

—
for no one who is angry slights, as slighting is painless, while

anger involves pain. And we are mild towards those who
revere us.

Plainly, too, men are mild under the conditions adverse to 12

anger,
—as in sport, in laughter, at a festival, in good days, 1380 b

in success, in fulness of content,—and generally, in painless-

ness, and in pleasure, which is not insolent, and in a worthy

hope. Also, if a long time has gone by, and their anger is no 13

longer fresh,—for time cures anger. And an earlier vengeance
taken upon one person can cure a stronger anger against

another; so that Philokrates^ was right when some one said

— ' The people is angry—why do you not defend yourself?
'—

and he answered,
'

No, not yet
'

;

'

When, then .-*';' When I

see that some one else has been slandered.' Men become
mild when they have spent their anger on some other head—

'
Homer, Od. xiv 29-31.

2
Philokrates, whose name is best known in connexion with the ' Peace of

Philokrates' (346 B.C.), was impeached by Hypereides and went into voluntary
exile in 343.
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as happened in the case of Ergophilos ; for, though they were
more irritated against him, than against Kallisthenes, they

acquitted him, because the day before they had doomed

14 KaUisthenes to death ^ Men are softened, too, if they pity",
or if the offender has suffered a greater ill than the angry
persons would have inflicted

;
for they think that, in a way,

15 they have received satisfaction. Or, if they think that they
themselves are in the wrong and are suffering justly ;

for

anger does not arise at what is just, since men no longer think

that they are suffering unduly ;
but anger, we saw, implied

this. Hence it is well to reprove before we punish; for then

16 even slaves resent punishment less. Men relent, too, if they
think that the offender will not perceive that he is punished
on their account, and in return for their sufferings ;

for anger
is against the individual—as is plain from the definition.

So there is truth in the verse—
'Say that it was Odysseus, sacker of cities,''

—as if the Cyclops would not have been punished, unless he

perceived both for whom and for what he was punished.
Hence we are not angry with such as have no consciousness of

^ In 362 B.C. Athens was at war with Perdikkas III, king of Macedonia, and
also with Kotys, king of Thrace. KaUisthenes was in command against Perdikkas,
and, without authority from the people, made terms with him. Ergophilos was
beaten back by Kotys.

Kallisthenes was put to death. From Aeschines, Defalsa legat. § 30, it appears
that his condemnation was commonly ascribed to his defeat ; but that the Athenians
were at least ashamed of this report, since Aeschines takes credit for having denied
it (A. Schaefer, Dent. U7id seine Zeit, ii 14).

2
{i) KoX kkv kXeuxri, a reading due to the corrector of the Paris MS, accepted by

Bekker and Spengel. Spengel points out that eav iXeioffiy must be taken closely
with what follows :—if they pity the offenders, on the grou7id that they have suffered
&c. It would be a truism to say absolutely that

'

if they pity
'

they are appeased :

Va.v €\€U3<TLv [Kal] is merely a way (Spengel thinks) of prefacing the statement of a

special ground for pity, that is, for clemency. (2) The ordinary text, Kal idv
^Xucrip means,

'
if they have convicted him.' Spengel objects that this, if taken of

judicial conviction, clashes with (acir^p d\ri<piyai. Why? if there is a full stop at
^XwffiK ? The real thing, and the image of the thing, will then be kept distinct

(R. C. J.). Kal idv 'iXuaiv is retained by Roemer, who defends it by quoting Plato's

Rep. 558 A, rj irpadrris Muv twp diKaad^vruv ov Ko/xxj/ij; ktX., which is only parallel
to the present passage (irpdoi ylyvovTai), if irpa6T7?j ktX. means '

mildness towards
the condemned' (see Adam, Rep. vol. ii3i2f).

* Od. ix 504.

\
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us, nor are we any longer angry with the dead, deeming that

they have paid the last penalty, and can no more have that

conscious pain which the angry man aims at exciting. So

the poet says well, speaking of Hektor, and wishing to cure

Achilles of his anger against the dead—
'

Indeed, 'tis the dull earth he vexes in his fury.'
^

It appears, then, that those who wish to soothe must use 17

these topics, bringing their hearers into the moods described,

and representing those with whom their hearers are angry as

formidable, as worthy of reverence, as having conferred favours,

as unwilling offenders, or as very sorry for what they have

done.

iv. Let us now state the objects and the causes of men's

Friendship friendship and hatred,—after first defining friend-

and hatred.
ghip and friendliness. Friendship, then, may be 2

defined as wishing for a person those things which one thinks

good,
—wishing them for his sake, not for one's own,—and

tending, in so far as one can, to effect these things. A friend 1381 a

is one who likes, and is liked in return
;
and men think them-

selves friends, when they think that they are thus related to

each other. This granted, it follows that a friend is one who 3

rejoices in our good and grieves for our pain, and this purely

on our account. All men rejoice at the occurrence of what

they wish, and grieve at the reverse
;
so that the feelings of

pain or pleasure point to the wish. They are friends, then, 4

for whom the same things are good and evil, and who are

friends and enemies of the same people ;
for they must needs

have the same wishes
;
and so, one who wishes for another

just what he wishes for himself, appears to be that person's

friend. Men like, too, those who have done good to them- 5

selves, or to those for whom they care
;

—whether such bene-

fits were great, or zealously done, or done at such or such a

moment, and for the recipient's sake.

We like also those who, we think, wish to do us good.

We like our friends' friends, and those who like the persons 6

^ //. xxiv 54.
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whom we like
;
and those who are liked by those that are

7 liked by ourselves; and those who are the enemies of our

enemies—who hate the persons whom we hate—who are

hated by the objects of our hatred
;
for all these consider

the same things to be good as ourselves, so that they must

wish our good,—and this, we saw, is the part of a friends

8 Also, we like those who are apt to benefit us pecuniarily, or

in regard to the protection of life
;
hence we honour the

9 generous and brave, and the just. Such we conceive to

be those, who do not live on others
;
and such are they,

who live by labour,—chief among these, agriculturists, and

10 chief among the agriculturists, the small farmers. We like

temperate men, too, because they are not unjust ;
and men

11 who are no meddlers, for the same reason. We like those

whose friends we wish to be, if they show themselves willing ;

and such are the morally good and those held in repute either

by all or by the best or by those whom we ourselves admire,
12 or by those who admire usl Again, we like those who are

pleasant to live with, and to pass one's time with—such being
the good-tempered,

—those who do not tend to expose our

mistakes,—those who are not disputatious or quarrelsome ;

for all such are combative, and combatants seem to wish

13 against us. Men are liked, too, who have tact in giving and

taking badinage; for the good-humoured butt, as well as the

14 judicious joker, has the same drift as his neighbour^ We
like those who praise the good things which we possess,

^ As defined in § 2.

2
^ €>> Toij davfia^ofMefOLS u<p' avTuiv f) iv rots Oavfia^ovcriv avTo6i, so Bekker

(and Roemer). If this is right, iv atraaiv and iv roh ^eXria^TOis must mean

persons, not things. (All the MSS have iv oXz 6avfj.d^ovai.v followed in the

inferior MSS by airois, and in the Paris MS by airol.) Spengel, with the Paris

MS, has rj iv oh davfia^ovcnv aiirol, bracketing the previous clause, which is

identical in meaning ; for the clause in brackets he proposes to substitute ^ iv oh

Oavfxd^ovTai avrol—but this topic comes below. What is the objection to Bekker's

text? (R. C. J.). The only objection is that it departs from the reading of all the

MSS by changing oh into toTs, and abandons the Paris MS by accepting avroijs.

Jebb's note shows that he preferred Bekker's text
; his translation of SpengePs text

('
the morally good and the distinguished—whether in all things or in the best

or in those which zue ourselves admire') has been altered accordingly.
^ 'The mind of each party is set upon the same thing as his neighbour,' i.e.

on mutual amusement (Cope, ii 48).
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especially those which we fear we do not possess. We like 15

those who are cleanly in their person, their dress, their whole

life. We like those who do not reproach us with our mis- 16

takes, or their benefits
;
for both tend to put us in the wrong. 1381 b

We like those who do not bear a grudge, who do not hoard 1 7

their grievances, but are ready to make up a quarrel ;
for we

think that they will be to ourselves such as we conceive that

they are to the rest of the world. We like those who are not 18

evil-speakers, and who know, not the bad, but the good, in

their neighbours and in us
;
for this is the part of the good

man. We like those who do not strain against the angry or 19

the eager ;
for such are combative. We like those who have 20

some earnest feeling towards us, as admiration, a belief that

we are good, or a delight in us
; especially when this is felt

about the things, for which we ourselves most wish to be

admired, or to be thought good or pleasant. We like those 21

who resemble us and have the same pursuits, provided that

they do not thwart us, and that our livelihood does not come

from the same source
;
for then it becomes a case of '

potter

against potter''. We like those who desire the same things, 22

—
provided it is possible for us to enjoy them at the same

time : if not, the last case is repeated. We like those to whom 23

we are so related that, while we do not despise them, we do

not feel shame with them as to appearances ;
and those before 24

whom we are ashamed of the things really shameful. We
like those with whom we vie, and those by whom we wish to

be emulated, not envied
;
to these we are, or wish to be,

friends. We like those, with whom we work for good, sup- 25

posing that we ourselves are not to have greater ills. We are

friends to those who show kindness equally to the absent and

to the present ;
hence all men like those who are thus true to 26

the dead. And, generally, we like those who are strongly

attached to their friends, and do not leave them in the lurch :

for, of good men, we most like those who are good at liking.

We like those, too, who do not sham to us
;
and such are they 27

who speak even of their own weaknesses. For, as has been

1 11 X 6 infra ; Hesiod, Op. et D., 15,

KoX Kepafifiis K€paiJ.€l Kor^ei Kal tIktovi. tIktuv,

KoX TTUX^s iTTUxf (pdoviei Kal do(56s doi8<^.
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said, we feel no shame with friends about appearances. If,

then, one who feels such shame is not a friend, he who does

28 not feel it, resembles a friend. We like those who are not

formidable, and with whom we feel confidence^
;
for no one likes

29 him whom he dreads. The several species of friendship are

—Companionship, Intimacy, Kinship and the rest. Among
the things which cause friendship are graciousness

—doing a

thing unasked—and doing without publishing it
;

for so it

seems to be done simply for our own sake.

30 Enmity and Hatred of course may be illustrated by the

1382 a opposite considerations. Among things which
'

31

Hatred.
causc Enmity are anger

—
spiting

—slander. Now

anger arises from things which concern ourselves
;
but Enmity

may exist without this personal concernment
; since, if we

conceive a person to be such or such, we hate him. Anger is

always concerned with particulars, as with Kallias or Sokrates
;

Hatred is directed also against classes
;
for everyone hates a

thief and an informer. Anger can be cured by time
;
Hatred

is incurable. Anger is an aiming at pain ; Hatred, at evil
;

for the angry man wishes the other to feel
;
the hater does

not care. Now, painful things are all to be felt; but the

worst evils are the least to be felt,— Injustice and Folly ;
for

the presence of the vice gives no pain. Anger is attended

with pain, hatred is not
;
for the angry man is pained, but not

the hater. The angry man is capable of pity, when much has

happened,—the hater, never
;
for the one wishes the object of

his wrath to suffer in return,—the other wishes him not to be.

32 Hence, then, clearly we can prove that people are enemies

or friends ; or, if they are not, make them such
; or, if they

pretend, refute them
; or, if they contend with us through

anger or through enmity, bring them into whichever mood

we choose^

1 oOr eappovfifv the reading of the Paris MS, supported by the old translation,

and accepted by Bonitz, and Spengel, and Roemer ;
the inferior MSS have oh d.,

adopted by Bekker ; Shilleto conjectured oOj {' in whose presence '),
which proved

to be the reading of the best MS.

2
(i) If they are angry, to greater anger or to friendliness ; if hostile, to greater

enmity or to mildness; or (2) if angry, to mildness; if hostile, to friendship.

(i) seems best. Does the plural favour (i) ? (R. C. J.)
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V. The objects of fear, whether things or persons, and

the moods in which men fear, will be seen from

what follows. Fear may be defined as a pain or

trouble arising from an image of coming evil, destructive or

painful ;
for men do not fear all evils,

—
as, for instance, the

prospect of being unjust or slow
;
but only such evils as mean

great pains or losses, and these, when they seem, not distant,

but close and imminent. We do not fear very distant things ;

thus, all men know that they will die, but because it is not

near, they do not care. If, then, fear is this, such things must 2

be fearful as appear to have a great power of destroying, or of

doing harms which tend to great pain. Hence the signs, too,

of such things are fearful, since the dreaded thing seems near
;

K for this is danger, the approach of something dreaded. Among 3

such things are the enmity and anger of persons who can do

something : for it is plain that they have the will, and so they

are close to the act. Again, injustice armed with power is 4

terrible
;
for the unjust man is such in virtue of his choice to

do wrong. Outraged virtue, when it has power, is terrible
; 5

for plainly, when it is outraged, it wills to punish, and in this 1382 b

case it is able. Again, fear felt by those who can do some- 6

thing is fear-worthy ;
for such persons, too, must be in the act

of making ready. And since most people are more or less 7

bad,—unable to resist lucre, and cowards in danger, it is

terrible, as a rule, to be in another man's hand
;
and so the

accomplices of a criminal inspire him with the fear that they
will denounce him, or leave him to his fate. Also, those who 8

can wrong are formidable to those who can be wronged ; for,

as a rule, men do a wrong when they can. Those, too, who

have been wronged, are formidable ;
for they are always

biding their time. And those who have done a wrong, if

they have power, are terrible, being afraid of requital ;

—for we

saw aboveS that powerful injustice was terrible-. We fear, 9

too, those who are our competitors for things which cannot

belong at once to them and us
;

—we are always at war with

such persons. And we fear those who ought to be feared by 10

^
§ 4 supra.

^
viriKeiToyap t6toio0to (popef>6v. totoiovto—this general character. (R.C.J.)

J-
6
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our betters (since, if they can hurt our betters, rather will

they be able to hurt us) ;

—and, for the same reason, those

11 whom our betters actually fear. We fear those, too, who are

attacking our inferiors
;

for they are to be feared, either

already, or when they shall have grown. Among our victims,

our enemies or antagonists, we fear, not the quick-tempered,

and outspoken, but the mild, the ironical, the unscrupulous ;

for it is uncertain, whether they are close on us, and so i^ is

12 never plain that they are far off. All formidable things are

more so, in which a mistake cannot be repaired,
—whether it

is absolutely irreparable, or reparable only at the discretion

of our enemies, not at our own. Those things are formid-

able, too, for which there is no help, or no easy help. And,

generally speaking, those things are fearful to us, which, when

they befall or threaten others, are piteous.

These, then, may be said to be the chief things which

deserve or which excite fear. Let us now describe the moods

13 of the fearers. Now, if fear is attended by an expectation of

some destructive suffering, it is plain that no one fears unless

he thinks that something will happen to him
;
nor does he

fear things, which he does not think will happen, or persons,

at whose hand he does not expect them, or at times when he

does not expect them. It follows, then, that those who fear

are those who expect to suffer something—and this from

certain persons and in a certain form and at a certain time.

14 Suffering is not expected by those who are, or seem to be,

1383 a in great prosperity
—whence they are insolent,' supercilious,

and rash, the things which make such characters being wealth,

strength, multitude of friends, power—nor by those who fancy

that they have already suffered every horror, and are callous

to the future, like those who are on the point of being beaten

to death. There must be left some hope of deliverance from

that, about which they feel trepidation. Here is a token :
—

fear makes men deliberative
;
but no one deliberates about

15 hopeless things. We must therefore bring our hearers into

this state of mind, when it is better for them to fear, that they

are liable to suffering ;

—
arguing that greater people have

suffered—showing, too, that persons like them are suffering.
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or have suffered, and this from persons at whose hands they
did not think to suffer, and in a way, and at a time, which

they did not expect.

It being manifest what fear is—what things are fearful— 16

and in what several moods ^ men fear, it is further

manifest from this, what it is to be bold, and

about what things men are bold, and under what conditions
;

for boldness is the opposite of fear, and that which emboldens

of that which terrifies ;
so that the hope is attended by an

image of salutary things as near, and of terrible things as non-

existent or far off. We are emboldened both by the distance 17

of danger and by the nearness of comfort. Also, if the means

of amendment and succour are many, or great, or both
;
or if

people have neither suffered nor done a wrong ;
and if they

are not our adversaries
;
or if, having power, they are our

friends, and have done us good or received good from us.

Men are bold, too, if those who have the same interests with

them are the larger party, or the stronger, or both. And 18

when they themselves are in the following circumstances :
—

when they think that they have succeeded in much and

suffered little, or when they have often come into danger and

escaped. For men are made indifferent to peril by two things—by want of experience, and by having resources
;
as perils

at sea are faced boldly by those who have never been in rough

weather, and by those whom experience has taught how to

meet it. We are bold, too, in regard to anything which is 19

not terrible to those like us, or to our inferiors, or to those

whose superiors we think ourselves,—that is, to those whom
we have conquered, or whose betters or peers we have con-

quered. Or if we think that we possess in superior number 20

or degree, those things, excellence in which makes men
terrible— these being riches, bodily strength, wealth of 1383 b

friends or land, or of all or the chief munitions of war. Or 21 .

if we have done wrong to no one, or to few, or not to those

of whom we are in fear. Or generally, if we have the favour

of the gods, as shown especially by signs and oracles
;
for

^ or circumstances. (R. C. J.)

6—2
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anger gives boldness^
;
to be a sufferer, not a doer of wrong,

excites anger ;
and heaven is supposed to help the wronged.

And we are bold when we think that, by our enterprise, we
are likely or certain to take no harm, or to succeed.

vi. These are the things which terrify, or embolden. The

things or persons in regard to which men are

ashamed or shameless, and the conditions in

2 which they are so, will appear from what follows. Shame,
then, may be defined as a pain or trouble about those ills,

present, past or future, which seem to tend to ignominy ;

Shamelessness is a kind of negligence or indifference about

3 these things. Now, if Shame is such as it has been defined,
the evils of which men are ashamed must be those which

they think shameful to themselves, or to those for whom they
care. Such evils are all the acts which come of vice—as

throwing down one's shield, or running away ;
for it is an act

4 of cowardice. Withholding a deposit or doing a wrong ;
for

5 these are acts of injustice. Intercourse with improper persons
or in forbidden places or at forbidden times

;
for it comes of

intemperance. Making gain from petty or base sources, or

from helpless persons, such as the poor or the dead (
—whence

the proverb, 'to plunder a corpse,')
—for this comes from a

6 love of base gain, and from meanness. Not to help another,
when we can, with money, or to help less than one can

;
or to

7 accept help from those who are worse off. To borrow when
one will be thought to ask a gift,—to ask a gift when one will

be thought to claim a debt, or vice versa
;
—to praise in order

that one may seem to ask,—and this no less, though one has
8 failed—for all these are signs of meanness. It is shameful,

again, to praise people to their faces—to praise their good
points extravagantly, and gloss over their weak points— to
show exaggerated sympathy with one in pain ;

and the like
;

9 for these are signs of flattery. It is shameful not to endure
( 1384 a toils, which are borne by older men or the luxurious, or by those

higher in authority, or generally by those less fit to suffer
;

^
i.e. if the gods are with us (in a strife), we have been wronged ; this makes

us angry, and anger makes us bold (R. C. J.).
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for all this is a sign of effeminacy. To receive benefits, or 10

repeated benefits, and to upbraid another with a benefit done
;

for all such things show a small and abject soul. To talk at 11

large of oneself, and make large promises ;
or to claim what

belongs to others as one's own : for these things show a

braesrart. And so the acts which come from each of the

other moral vices, with their signs and the things like them
;

for they are shameful, and tend to make ashamed^ More-, 12

over, it is shameful to have no part in those honourable

things, in which all men or all who are like us, or most of

them, share. By those like us I mean people of the same

race—fellow-citizens, contemporaries, kinsmen, and generally

those who are on the same footing with us
;
for at this point

it becomes shameful to be excluded,—as, for instance, not to

be educated up to a certain point,
—and so in other things.

All these deficiences are the more shameful, if they seem to

be our own fault
;

for then they come to be results of vice

rather than anything else, supposing that we ourselves are

the authors of such things as have belonged to us, or belong,

or are to belong.

The things which men are ashamed of suffering, or having 13

suffered, or being about to suffer, are those which tend to dis-

honour and reproach ;
these are such as have to do with

subservience in lust or in base deeds,—among which is the

endurance of outrage. In relation to intemperance, the

suffering is shameful whether willing or unwilling; in regard

to compulsion, when it is unwilling ;
since the endurance and

the failure in self-defence must come from unmanliness or

cowardice.

These, then, and such-like are the things of which men are 14

ashamed
;
and since Shame is the imagining of ignominy,

—
ignominy considered in itself, and not with a view to its con-

sequences
—it follows that we feel shame before those of

whom we make account. Now we make account of our 15

admirers,—of those whom we admire, of those by whom we

wish to be admired, of those with whom we vie,
—of those

1
at'o-xwrt/cct, Bekker; dvaicrxwra, 'shameless,' the Paris MS, followed by

Spengel.
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16 whose opinion we do not despise. We wish to be admired

by those, and we admire those, who possess some good thing
which is honourable

;
or from whom we greatly need some-

17 thing of which they are masters,—as lovers need
;
we vie with

those like us
;
we respect as truth-speakers the intelligent ;

18 and such are the elderly, and the educated. Greater shame is

felt for things done before all eyes and openly ;

—whence the

proverb that ' Shame sits in the eyes.'^ For this reason men
feel more shame of those who will be always with them, or

who give heed to them
; since, in both cases, eyes are upon

1384 b them. We feel shame before those who are not liable to the

same charges ;
for it is plain that they hold the opposite

19 views. And before those who are not indulgent to those who
seem to err

;
for what a man does himself, he is said not to

resent in his neighbour ;
so it is clear that what he resents is

20 what he does not do. Or before those who are apt to spread
a report widely ; for, if no report is spread, it is all one as if

we were not suspected. Those who tend to spread reports

are they who have been wronged—since they are on the

watch—and evil-speakers ; for, if the latter do not spare the

innocent, much less will they spare the guilty. We feel

shame, too, before those who give their whole minds to their

neighbours' mistakes,—as scoffers and comic poets ;
for these

are, in a way, evil-speakers and spreaders of reports. We
feel shame before those who have never seen us break down

;

for we are in the position of people who are admired. Hence
we are ashamed to refuse those who make a first request of

us, because we are as yet blameless in their sight ;
and such

are they who are just inclining to be our friends
;
for they

have seen our best side, (hence the answer of Euripides to the

Syracusans^ is good,)
—

or, among old acquaintances, those

^
Euripides, Kresphontes, fragm. at'Stlis kv 6<pdoXfx6i(jL ylyveTai, riKvov.

^
According to the scholiast, Euripides, when he was sent as an ambassador to

Syracuse, on finding the Syracusans unwilling to agree to terms of peace and

friendship, said :
— ' Men of Syracuse, you ought to respect our homage and

admiration, if for no other reason, yet because we have only just begun to ask

favours of you.' This embassy of Euripides is otherwise unknown
;
but he was

a favourite in Sicily, and may have been sent on some negociations shortly after

the Sicilian expedition. Droysen thinks it was not the poet, but a trierarch

mentioned by Dem. Or. lx § 68.
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who know nothing bad of us. Men are ashamed, not merely 21

of the shameful things just mentioned, but of their signs,
—as

in the case of sexual intercourse
;
not merely of doing, but

also of saying, what is shameful. In the same way, we feel 22

shame not only before the persons above-mentioned, but

before those who will inform them, as their servants or friends.

Universally, we are not ashamed before those whose opinion, 23
in respect to accuracy, we greatly despise ;

thus no one is

ashamed before children or beasts
;
nor of the same things

before familiar friends and strangers ; but, before familiar

friends, about things which seem really shameful,—before

strangers, about conventionalities.

The personal situations in which men are likely to feel 24

shame are these ;

—
first, if they have any people related to

them in such a way as those before whom, as we said, they
feel shame. These, we saw\ are those whom they admire, or

who admire them, or by whom they wish to be admired, or

from whom they crave some boon, which they will not obtain,

if they are discredited. And these persons inspire shame,
whether they are eye-witnesses

—
(as Kydias made them in his

speech on the settlement of Samos", when he asked the

Athenians to imagine the Greeks standing around them)—or

neighbours
—or likely to become aware. Hence men are

unwilling to be seen in their failures by those who once

emulated them
;
for emulators are admirers. And men feel 25

shame when they have achievements and fortunes to disgrace, 1385 a—whether these are their own, or their ancestors', or belong
to other persons, with whom they have some tie. And,

universally, we feel shame on behalf of those whom we our-

selves respect ;

—such being the persons enumerated and

our dependents ;
or those whose teachers or advisers we

have been
;
or those, with the like of whom, perhaps, we

have a rivalry. Men do much, and refrain from much, 26

through shame on account of such persons. And they feel 27

1
§ 15 supra.

^ Not the allotment of 440 B.C. but that of 352, subsequent to the re-conquest
of Samos in 366. It was against the latter allotment that a protest was raised by

Kydias (Cope). The text is the only reference to Kydias quoted ia Sauppe's

Fragments of the Attic Orators, p. 318.
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the more shame when they are destined to live in the sight
of those who know their disgrace. Hence, when Antiphon
the poet^ was about to be beaten to death by order of Diony-
sios, and saw those doomed to die with him covering their

faces, as they went through the gates, he said—' Why do you
cover your faces ? Are you afraid of some of these people

seeing you to-morrow ?
'

Shame- ^° ^^^ °^ Shame
;
as to Shamelessness, of

lessness.
coursc, the opposite considerations will supply

topics.

vii. Towards whom men feel favour, and for what things,

and in what circumstances, will appear when we
2

 

have defined favour. A favour, considered as

the expression of favour felt, may be defined as a service

rendered to a man at need, not in return for anything, and

not for the doer's, but for the other's gain ;
it is great, if

rendered at urgent need, or in great and hard things, or at such

or such a time
;
or if this is the only, the first, or the greatest

3 instance of its being rendered. The appetites are needs,—
especially those of them which are attended by pain if dis-

appointed ;
and such are the desires, as love. Again, there

are the needs which spring from bodily injuries and dangers ;

and, both in danger and in pain, a man desires. Hence those

who stand by us in poverty or exile, even if their services

are small, have our favour, because the need is great and

critical. Take the case of a man who gave a mat to another

4 at the Lyceum^. The service, then, must have reference

either to these things,
—or else to equal or greater things ;

so

that, since it is plain by whom, and for what things, and in

what circumstances, favour is gained, we must of course take

1 The tragic poet, mentioned in ii ii 19. Dionysius is said to have given
orders for his execution, either because the poet ventured to criticise the tyrant's

tragedies, or because, in reply to the question which was the best bronze in the

world, the poet answered that the best was that of which the statues of the

tyrannicides, Harmodius and Aristogeiton, was made (Cope, ii 87).
"^ The circumstances are unknown. The scholiast invents a story (R. C. J.).

The incident, whatever it was, must have exemplified the principle that 'a friend

in need is a friend indeed.'
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our arguments from these topics,
—showing that the persons

obliged are or have been in pain or want of this kind, and

that the others have rendered or are rendering them this kind

of service in this kind of need. We see, too, how it is possible 5

to do away with the sense of favour, and to make men un-

grateful ;
we may argue that the service is or was done for 1385 b

the sake of the doers alone
;
but this, we saw\ is not 'a favour'

;

—or that it happened by chance, or that the doer was driven

to it, or that it was a repayment, not a gift, whether con-

sciously or unconsciously made; for, in either case, it is a

return, so that here, again, there can be no *

favour.' And we 6

must take account of all the categories- ;
for the favour is

such, as being this thing
—or so much—or of this kind—or

done at a certain time, or in a certain place. It is a sign that

one has not done a favour, if he has failed to do a smaller

favour, or if he has done the same favour, or an equal, or

a greater, to our enemies
;
since plainly neither has he done

this for our sake. Or if the doer knew the thing to be

trifling; for no one admits that he is in need of trifles.

viii. We have spoken of showing favour and of ingra-

titude
;

let us now say what things are piteous, what persons

men pity, and under what conditions.

Pity may be defined as a pain for apparent evil, destructive 2

or painful, befalling a person who does not de-
' ^'

serve it, when we might expect such evil to

befall ourselves or some of our friends, and when, moreover,

it seems near. Plainly the man who is to pity must be such

as to think himself or his friends liable to suffer some ill, and

ill of such a sort as has been defined, or of a like or compar-
able sort. Hence pity is not felt by the utterly lost

;
for they 3

think that they cannot suffer anything further
; they have

suffered :
—nor by those who think themselves supremely

prosperous,
—rather they are insolent

; for, if they think that

^
§ 2 supra.

- In c. 4 of the Categories, Aristotle enumerates ten :
—essence or substance ;

quantity ; quality ;
relation

; place ; time ; position ; possession or having; activity ;

and passivity (Crete's Aristotle, i 93 f). Five of these appear in the text.
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they have all goods, of course they think that they have

4 exemption from suffering ill
;
this being a good. The belief

that they may possibly suffer is likely to be felt by those who
have already suffered and escaped,

—by elderly persons, on

account of their good sense and experience,
—by the weak,

and especially by the rather timid
;

—by the educated, for

5 they are reasonable. By those, too, who have parents,

children, or wives
;

for these are their own, and are liable

6 to the sufferings above-named. And by those who are not

possessed by a courageous feeling, such as anger or boldness,

for these feelings take no account of the future,—and by those

who are not in an insolent state of mind,—as such are reckless

of prospective suffering :
—

pity is felt by those who are in the

intermediate states. And by those, again, who are not in

great fear
;
for the panic-stricken do not pity, because they are

7 busied with their own feeling. Men pity, too, if they think

that there are some people who may be reckoned good ;
for

he who thinks no one good will think all worthy of evil.

1386 a And, generally, a man pities when he is in a position to

remember that like things have befallen himself or his friends,

or to expect that they may,
8 These, then, are the circumstances in which men pity.

What things they pity, is plain from the definition. All those

things are pitiable, which, giving pain or anguish, tend to

corrupt or utterly to destroy ;
and those great evils, of which

9 Chance is the cause. Things which give anguish and destroy

are—death in all forms, bodily tortures or harms—old age,

10 sicknesses, want of food. Ills of which Chance is the cause

are—friendlessness, dearth of friends
; separation, too, from

friends and familiar companions is pitiable
—and deformity,

weakness, being maimed. It is piteous that an evil should

befall from a quarter whence good fortune was due : or that

11 this should happen often. It is piteous that some good
should come, when all is over with a man

;
as when, after

the death of Diopeithes\ the presents from the Great King

^
Diopeithes, the Athenian general in the Chersonesus (344-341), was arraigned

at Athens by the partisans of PhiHp, and was defended by Demosthenes in his

speech On the Chersonesus (341). The date of his death is unknown. The
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came down for him. It is piteous that no good should ever

have happened to a man, or that, when it did happen, he

should have been unable to enjoy it.

The things, then, which excite pity are these and the like;

the persons whom we pity are, first, our friends, if they are not 12

very near friends
;
in the case of near friends, we feel as if we

ourselves were threatened. Hence Amasis^ shed no tears, they

say, when his son was led to death, but wept when his friend

begged ;
for the latter thing was piteous, the former dreadful

;

now the dreadful is different from the piteous, and tends to

drive out pity, and often serves to rouse its opposite. Again, 13

men pity- when the danger is near themselves. And they

pity those like them in age, in character, in moral state, in

rank, in birth
;
for all these examples make it more probable

that the case may become their own
;
since here, again, we

must take it as a general maxim that all things, which we

fear for ourselves, we pity when they happen to others. And, 14

since it is when they seem near that sufferings are piteous,

(while things which are ten thousand years off in the past or

the future, and to which we look neither forward nor back, are

not pitied at all, or pitied in a less degree), it follows that

those who aid the effect with gesture, voice, dress,
—in a word,

who dramatise,—are more piteous ; for they cause the evil'

to seem near by setting it before the eyes as future or past.

And things just past or soon to be are more piteous. Hence 15, 16

we are moved by the tokens and by the actions of sufferers,
— 1386 b

as by garments and such-like memorials of those who have

suffered, and by the words or such-like traits of those who

are suffering,
—

as, for instance, of men at the point of death.

scholiast invents a story of his having been 'banished' by the Persian king. The

king was Artaxerxes III (Ochus), 362-339 B.C. (R. C. J.).
^
569-525 B.C. Herodotus (ill 14) tells the story of his son, Psammenitos, who

reigned only six months and was conquered by Cambyses in 525. Some regard
this as a slip of memory ; while Spengel thinks that Aristotle may have written

^ayU/iTjvtros b' kii.a.(Sio% (R. C. J.).
"

Itl iXeouffLf : Vahlen, approved by Spengel and followed by Roemer,

proposes <ov yap> ?ti iXeoucriv.

^ t6 KaKbv is bracketed by Roemer, who understands to. irddr) from the previous

context, thus retaining at the end of the clause the neuter plural participle of the

Paris MS ;
—ws fiiWovra r) ws yeyov&ra.
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And it is especially piteous when the men, who are in such

crises, are good men. All these things excite pity the more,

because the evil seems near us
;

since the suffering is

undeserved, and is also set before our eyes^.

ix. The proper antithesis of Pity is what is called Indig-

nation
;
since pain at undeserved good fortune

Indignation. . . , i i_ i

corresponds m a way to pam at undeserved bad

2 fortune, and springs from the same character. Both feelings

show a good character
;
since it is right to feel sympathy and

pity for undeserved misfortune, and indignation at undeserved

prosperity, because all that happens to a man contrary to his

deserts is unjust, and this is why we ascribe indignation even

3 to the gods. Envy, too, might seem to be opposed in the

same way to Pity, as being nearly related to, or identical with

Indignation ;
but it is different. Envy also is, indeed, a dis-

turbing pain, and is directed against prosperity ; not, however,

the prosperity of an undeserving person, but that of our like

or equal. The condition, that we feel thus, not because any-

thing untoward is to befall us, but on our neighbour's account

only, must be present alike in Indignation and in Envy ;
for

it will be no longer either one or the other, but Fear, if the

cause of the pain and the trouble is that our neighbour's good

fortune is to have some bad result for us. And, plainly, these

feelings will be attended by their counterparts ; thus, he who

is pained by undeserved misfortune will feel joy, or no pain,

at deserved misfortune
;

—thus, no good man would be grieved

at the punishment of parricides and assassins
;
such things

are matters of rejoicing, and so is deserved good fortune : for

both are just, and cause the good man to rejoice, since he

cannot but hope that, what has come to one like him, may

4 come to him. All these feelings belong to the same character

as their opposites to the opposite ;
for the man who envies is

1387 a also spiteful, since, when one is pained at a thing happening

or existing, one must needs rejoice at its being taken away or

^ The evil seems near us, (1) because innocence has not served to avert it; and

(2) because it is graphically represented (R. C J.).
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destroyed. Hence all these feelings, though different for the
5

reasons just given, tend to check pity; so that all of them

alike may serve to destroy a plea for pity.

First, then, let us inquire as to Indignation
—towards 6

what persons, at what things, and under what conditions,

it is felt
;

—next, we will take the other feelings. Our first
7

question is clear from what has been said. If to be indignant
is to be pained at the appearance of undeserved good fortune,

it is plain in the first place that Indignation cannot be felt at

all goods. Thus, no one will be indignant with another for 8

being just or brave or for acquiring virtue
;
since neither is

pity felt in the opposite cases. Indignation is felt at wealth,

power and the like—in a word, at those things which are

deserved by good men and by the possessors of the natural

goods, such as good birth, beauty and the like. And since 9
' old

'

seems neighbour to
'

natural,' it follows that, of two

persons that have the same good, he who is new in its posses-

sion, and prosperous on account of it, is an object of the

greater Indignation ;
for the newly rich are more vexatious

than the men of old and hereditary riches
;
and so in regard

to ruling, influence, wealth of friends, happiness in children,

or any like thing. And, if through such thing some further

good accrues to the possessor, this again causes Indignation :

for in this case there is greater vexation—as the newly-rich,

when through their wealth they rule, are more annoying than

the men of old wealth
;
and so in all other instances. The 10

reason is, that the old possessor seems to have what is his

own, but the new what is not
; for, what has appeared all

along to be thus or thus, seems true
;
and so the new men

seem usurpers. And, since the goods severally are not meet 11

for any chance man (there being a certain proportion and

fitness, as there are arms which suit, not the just, but the

brave man, marriages which suit not the newly-rich but the

well-born), it follows that, if a man, though good, gets what

does not suit him, it is a case for Indignation. And it is a

matter of Indignation that the worse man should contend

with the better,
—first and most, when they are such in the

same thing (whence the verse—
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* But he shunned the battle of Ajax, son of Telamon, for Zeus was indignant

with him, when he fought with a better man ;

' ^

1387 b or next, when the worse in any sense contends with the

better—as the cultivated man with the just man
;
for justice

is better than culture.

12A The objects and grounds of Indignation are plain, then,

from all this : they are these, or of this sort. Men are in the

mood for Indignation, when they are worthy of the greatest

goods and possess these
;
for it is not just that the like things

13 should be bestowed on inferior men. Or, secondly, if they are

(simply) good and estimable^
;
for then they judge well and

14 hate unjust things. Or, if they are ambitious, and eager for

certain things ; especially, if the objects of their ambition are

15 things which others get without deserving. And universally,

those who think that they themselves have deserts which they
do not allow in others, tend to feel indignation towards the

others and about these things. Hence the slavish, the worth-

less, the unambitious, do not feel Indignation ;
for there is

nothing of which they think themselves worthy.

16 It is clear from this, at what cases of misfortune and

disaster, or of non-success, we are to rejoice, or feel no pain ;

for the things enumerated make their own opposites clear.

Hence, if our speech bring the judges into these frames of

mind, while it proves that those who claim pity, and the

things for which they claim it, deserve no pity, but the

reverse, it will be impossible to feel pity.

1 The first line is found in //. xi 54'2, but the second has only been preserved

by Aristotle, from whom others have quoted it.

^
devTepov 8', clv oVres dyadol Kal <nrov5aioi Tvyx'^'Vccaiv. ov rvyxdvovffiv

(meaning /lit? Tvyxo.vu<nv) is proposed by Muretus, who thinks that the same class

of people are meant as in the last clause. These, being
'

worthy of the greatest

goods,' are, he says, of course dyadol and ffirovda'ioi. Spengel seems to admit this,

but contends that the meaning sought by >luretus is virtually contained in the

text. He thinks that the distinction is between good people who are also

prosperous, and good people simply. May not Aristotle be distinguishing

(i) those 'worthy of the greatest goods' as persons who possess the greatest goods
of fortune ivithout deserving them, while (2) the 'good and estimable' are men of

special moral worth, whether prosperous or not ? Yet Spengel may be right.

Aristotle may mean to distinguish ( i) the case of moral worth joined to prosperity ;

(2) the case of moral worth alone (R. C. J.).
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X. It is plain, also, at what things, towards what persons,
and under what conditions Envy is felt

;
if Envy

Envy. . .
, . . , ,

IS pain at apparent prosperity in regard to the

goods above-mentioned, and, in the case of equals, not because

the envier wants the thing, but because the other has it.

Envy will be felt by those who have, or seem to have, equals.

By
'

equals
'

I mean equals in birth, by kinship, in age, in 2

moral state, in reputation, in possessions. They will envy,

too, who just fall short of having everything. Hence, men
of great deeds or fortunes are envious

;
for they think that

all men are robbing them. So are they who are signally 3

honoured for anything—especially for wisdom or prosperity.

And the ambitious are more envious than the unambitious.

Pretenders to wisdom, again, envy ;
for they are ambitious

about wisdom. And, generally, they who desire reputation

for anything are envious about it. Sipall-minded men are

envious, for everything seems great to them. The good 4

things which excite envy have been stated. All those deeds 1388 a

or possessions which arouse the love of honour and the

craving for fame, and all the gifts of fortune, may be said to

be objects of Envy ; especially those things for which the

envier himself longs, or which he thinks that he ought to have,

or in the possession of which he is rather above, or rather

below, the average. The persons, too, whom we envy are 5

clear
; they have been named at the same time. We envy

those who are near us in time, place, age, reputation^ (whence
the saying

'

Aye—kinsfolk can be enviers too ') ;

^

and those with whom we vie
;
such being the persons just

named,—(for no one vies with people who lived 10,000 years

ago, or with the unborn or the dead, or with people at the

Pillars of Herakles^
;
or with those, whom, in our own judg-

^ Roemer inserts <^:ai 'yivei> ,
'and in kinship,' to lead up to the

following quotation.
^ '

Kinship is well acquainted even with envy
'

;
a line ascribed to Aeschylus

(Fragtn. 305 Xauck, ed. 2) by the scholiast, who was perhaps thinking of Again.

841, vavpois yap avbpCov iari cvyyevis rdSe, \ <pL\ov tov eiirvxouvT &v(v <f)d6vo\i

(Ti^eiv (R. C. J.).
^ The western limit of the known world, Pindar, 01. iii 79, Neni. ill 35, Isth.

iv 20.
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ment, or, as we think, in the judgment of others, we are far

below, or much above). In like manner we vie with those

6 engaged in such or such pursuits^ And, since men vie with

their competitors, with rivals in love, and generally with those

who aim at the same things, it follows that they are especially

envious of these
;
whence the saying

' Potter spites potter.'
^

7 Those who have got a thing with difficulty, or have failed to

8 get it, envy those who have got it quickly^ We envy those

whose wealth or success is a reproach to us
;
and these, again,

are those near^, or like us
;
for it is plain that, in comparison

with these', we have missed the good thing ;
and so this,

9 paining us, causes envy. We envy those who have naturally,

or by acquisition, things which were once our own attributes

10 or acquisitions. Hence older men envy younger. And those

who have spent much, envy those who have spent little on an

11 object. It is plain, too, at what things^ such men rejoice, and

in the case of what persons, and in what circumstances
;
for

the same mood in which they feel pain will cause them to feel

joy in the opposite things''. So, if the judges are brought
into this mood, while those for whom it is claimed, that they
should be pitied, or win some good, are such as have been

described, it is plain that they will not win pity from the

masters of the situation.

^
oxrai^rcijs /cat Trpos rom wepl to, roiavTa, the Paris MS, followed by Spengel

and Roemer. The earlier editions have : wcraiJTws /cat irpbs tovtovs Kal irepl to.

Toiavra, which Cope translates:—'and the same is true with regard to similar

things, as to these /(?;'^t7K5.'

^
I xi 25 ;

II iv 2 1 supra.
'^ Kal Tois raxv oi rj /x6Xts TVXovTes ^ firj rvx^vres (jidovovaiv, Bekker's text.

Spengel follows the Paris MS in placing this clause, in the form koI toTs raxi/ ot

fi-/liru) rvx^vTes kt\ immediately after § lo, where it harmonises with the previous

context.
^

elfflv S^ Kal ovToi <ot> ^771)?, Vater, Spengel, Roemer.
'

Trap' avTovs, rather, 'owing to our own fault' (Cope).
^

i(f oh, Spengel, Cope, Roemer ; [e^'] oh Bekker.
''

dis yap ^xoi'Tcs Xvwovvrai, oCrtJs ^x'"'"''^^ ^""^ '''<''* evavrlois Tjad-qaovrai. The

best MS has ws yap ovk 'ixovre^, but ovk is omitted in the old Latin translation and by
Muretus (who is followed by Roemer). Spengel and Cope object that this makes

<pd6vos and iirixaipeKada the same Trci^os. But why should not ^xo"'''^^ denote the

general moral state, out of which both alike arise? Evidently the envious man
will also feel a spiteful joy (R. C. J.).
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xi. Under what circumstances emulation is felt, and what

things or persons excite it, is seen from what
Emulation. ^ „ , . . . ,

tollows. l^mulation is a pain at the apparent

presence, in the case of those like us by nature, of honourable

goods possible for ourselves, not because our neighbour pos-
sesses them, but because we do not possess them. Hence,
Emulation is good and a mark of a good man, as envy is

mean and a mark of a mean man, since the former, through
his emulation, prepares himself to win the good things, while

the latter, through his envy, aims at depriving his neighbour
of them. It follows that they are emulous who think them-

selves worthy of goods which they have not...^ for no one 1388b

expects things which seem impossible. Hence the young and 2

the magnanimous are emulous. And they who have such

goods as befit honoured men
;

—these being^ wealth, abun-

dance of friends, governments, and the like
; for, in the belief

that it becomes them to be good men, they desire such goods,

since these, we saw, befit those who are good^ They, too, are

emulous, whom others think deserving. And they, whose 3

ancestors or kinsmen or intimate friends or nation or city are

honourable, are emulous in regard to such honours
;
for they

think that these are their own, and that they deserve them.

And, since the honourable goods are the objects of emulation, 4

it follows that the virtues must be such, and all things which

are useful and beneficial to others
;

—for we honour benefactors

and good men
; also, those goods which yield enjoyment to

our neighbours, as wealth, and beauty, rather than health. It 5

is plain, too, who the emulated persons are
; they are the

^ Muretus (approved by Spengel) would here insert, iv8ex^lJ-ffov (or rather

ivdexofi-ivi^v) avrols Xa^uy, 'these being possible for them.'
2

^cTTi de ravra, as conjectured by Thurot and Roemer ;
the old Latin

translation has sunl autem talia. The MSS have tari. ycLp ravra.

*
(i) is yap wpocrrjKov avrois dyaOoi^ elvai, otl TrpoffTJKe rois d7a^ws ^x'^^'^'-i f>7^oi/(r£

TO. Toiaura rCiv ayadCjv, the manuscript text, retained by Spengel (and Roemer).

(2) Bekker, on Vahlen's conjecture, has in the second clause :
—6ti d irpoo-qKe

Tois d^aGois ?x<'i'<'''» 'because they already have those things which, we saw,

benefit the good.' In that case, we require irpo<rrfK€i*. (3) Muretus proposed:
—

ws yap irpoarjKov aiVots ayaddi'i elvai, on TrpoarjKei rois ^xoi"''' '''^ roiavra rdv

dyadCov, fTjXoOtrt. Spengel would prefer Stl irpotxriKe tois d^aGws ?x°^<'''' '"'*

ToiaCra tQv dyaOdv, ^ifKomL. a.ya.Qa%, Spengel says, is certain (R. C. J.).
*

Actually found in the scholium which suggested Vahlen's proposal.

J. 7
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possessors of these things and the like—namely of the things

above-mentioned, such as Bravery, Wisdom, Power
;
for much

good can be done to many by men in power,
—by generals,

speakers, and all who possess such faculties. They, too, are

emulated, whom many wish to be like, or who have many
acquaintances or friends

;
or whom many admire, or whom we

admire ourselves
;
or who are celebrated with praise or en-

comium by poets or chroniclers \ We despise the opposite

sort
;
for contempt is opposite to Emulation and contemning

to emulating. And those, who are so circumstanced as to

feel, or to excite, emulation, tend to show contempt to or

about those who have the evils contrary to the emulated

goods. Hence we often despise the fortunate, when their

good fortune is not attended by the honourable goods.

This, then, is an account of the topics, by which the

several feelings are excited or destroyed, and from which the

proofs connected with them are furnished^.

xii. We will next discuss character—in relation to feel-

ings, moral states, ages, fortunes. By feelings I

to the feelings, mean augcr, desire and the like, of which we

must^'tTk^^'^ have spoken before*; by moral states, I mean
account of the yirtucs and vices, and these, too, have been
general

' ' '

character of discussed before*,
—when we saw what things

^
'Speech-writers' {i.e. especially, writers of panegyrical speeches) is the

translation preferred by Cope. \oyQiypa.<poi, in its earlier signification, means

'chroniclers,' i.e. the earliest historians and writers of prose ;
in its later and more

common sense, it is applied to 'professional writers of speeches.' '\oyoypd<pos

may mean either a '

speech-7vrifer,' as opposed to piiTup, or a writer oi prose as

opposed to poetry (Cope, ii 136 f). In iii xii 2 it certainly means a 'speech-

writer.'

2
5i' wj' ixkv odv ra irddri iyyiyverai Kai StaXiJerat, ef wv al vlffTeii ylyvovrai irepl

avTuv, eipijrai
• so Bekker and Roemer. (i) Spengel refers i^ uv to irddrj, and

puts a comma after yiyvovraL, remarking that, for avrwv, we should expect rovruv.

(2) Bekker (whose text is followed in the above translation), has no comma after

ylyvovrai. Then, Spengel says, i^ dv and irepl airCiv must bot/i refer to ir&dr),
—

which cannot be. But why should not i^ u)v refer to 5i' u>v—to the things by

which the various feelings are excited, and from which the topics about them are to

be drawn ? One MS has Kal i^ uv, and the old Latin translation has, 'el ex quibus'

(R.C.J.).
^ II I supra.
*

I ix, and in the immediately previous context.
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his audience; are objccts of moral choice^ and of action for
whether they , . r r^x , ,

are young or cach sort oi men. 1 he ages are youth, the prime
old, rich or

Qf jjfg^ ^^^ qJ^ ^^^ g^ fortuHe I mean good 1389 a^poor, etc.

birth, wealth, influence, and their opposites,
—in

a word, good fortune and bad.

Young men are lustful in character, and apt to do what 3

Character they lust after. Of the bodily desires, they are
of the young. xnost apt to indulge, and to exceed in, the sexual.

They are changeable and fickle in their desires, which are 4
violent but soon appeased ;

for their impulses are rather keen

than great-, like the hunger and thirst of the sick. They 5

are passionate, quick to anger and apt to obey their im-

pulse; and they are under the dominion of their passion, for,

by reason of ambition, they cannot bear to be slighted, and

they are indignant, if they think they are wronged. They are 6

ambitious, or rather contentious^
;

for youth covets pre-

eminence, and victory is a form of pre-eminence. They
are both ambitious and contentious rather than avaricious

;

this they are not at ail, because they have not yet experienced
want—as goes the saying of Pittakos* about Amphiaraos.

They think no evil, but believe in goodness, because as yet 7

they have not seen many cases of vice. They are credulous,

because, as yet, they have not often been deceived. They are 8

sanguine, because they are heated, as with wine, and also

because they have not had many disappointments. They
live for the most part by hope ;

for hope is of the future,

as memory of the past, and for young men the future is

long and the past short
; since, on the first day of a life,

there is nothing to remember and everything to hope. They
are easily deceived, for the same reason,—since they hope

easily. They are comparatively courageous ;
for they are q

passionate and hopeful, and passion keeps men from being

fearful, while hope makes them bold : no one fears while he

is angry, and to hope for a good thing is emboldening. They 10
^
Cp. I vi 26.

*
i.e. 'strong or enduring' (Cope).

2 KoX (piXoTi/jLoi fj.4u el<Ti, fiaWov 5e <pi\6viKoi,
' fond as they are of honour, they

are still fonder of victory
'

(Cope).
* Of Mytilene.y?. about 612 B.C. This saying has not survived.

7—2
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are shy ; for, as yet, they have no independent standard of

1 1 propriety, but have been educated by convention alone. They
are high-minded ;

for they have not yet been abased by Hfe,

but are untried in its necessities
;
and to think oneself worthy

of great things is high-mindedness ;
and this is characteristic

12 of the hopeful man. They choose honourable before ex-

pedient actions
;

for they live by habit rather than by
calculation ;

and calculation has the expedient for its object,

13 as virtue has the honourable. They are fond of their friends,

their relations, their companions, more than persons of the

1389 b other ages, because they delight in society, and because, as

yet, they judge nothing by the standard of expediency, and

14 so do not apply it to their friends. All their mistakes are on

the side of excess or vehemence—against the maxim of

Chilon^; they do everything too much; they love too much,

hate too much, and so in all else. They think they know

everything and are positive ; this, indeed, is the cause of their

15 overdoing all things. Their wrong deeds are done insolently,

not viciously. They are ready to pity, because they think all

men good, or rather good ;
for they measure their neighbours

by their own innocence, and so conceive that these are suffer-

16 ing wrongfully. And they are lovers of laughter,
—hence also-

lovers of wit
;

for wit is educated insolence.

xiii. Such, then, is the character of the young. Elderly

Character men who have passed their prime are charac-
of the old.

terised, as a rule, by the opposite things. As

they have lived many years, and have been deceived or have

erred more often, and as most things are disappointing, they
are positive about nothing, and do all things much too feebly.

2 They think, but are never sure
;
in their uncertainty, they

always add '

maybe,'—'

perhaps
'

; they speak thus on all

3 subjects, and positively about nothing. They think evil
;
for

evil-thinking is to put the worst construction upon every-

thing. Further, they are suspicious through their incredulity,

4 being incredulous through their experience. For these reasons

^
ix.-r\hkv dyaf, ne quid nimis.
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they neither like nor hate strongly, but, according to the advice

of Bias\ like, as if they would afterwards hate, and hate, as if

they would afterwards like. They are mean-souled, through 5

having been abased by life
;
for they desire nothing great or

extraordinary, but only the appliances of life. They are 6

illiberal
;
for property is one of the necessaries

; and, at the

same time, they know from their experience, that it is hard

to acquire, but easy to lose. They are cowardly, and afraid 7

of everything ;
for they are of the opposite temperament to

youth ; they are chilled, while youth is hot
;
and so old age

has prepared the way to cowardice, since fear is a chill. They 8

cling to life, and the more on their latest day, since the object
of desire is the absent, and since, too, men most desire that in

which they are deficient. They are unduly selfish
;
for this, 9

too, is a meanness of soul. And, because they are selfish,

they live too much for the expedient, too little for the honour-

able
;
the expedient being a relative good, the honourable an 1390 a

absolute good. They are not shy, but rather shameless
; for, 10

as they do not care, in the same degree, for what is honourable,

as for what is expedient, they disregard appearances. They 11

are slow to hope, owing to their experience,
—since most things

which happen are unsatisfactory and turn out for the worse,—and also from their cowardice. They live in memory more 12

than in hope ;
for the remainder of their life is small, and the

past part large
—and hope is of the future, as memory of the

past. This is the reason of their talkativeness
;

—they are

for ever speaking of the past, since the retrospect gives them

pleasure. Their fits of passion are sharp, but feeble
;
hence 13

they are not lustful, nor apt to act after their lusts, but rather

for gain. Hence men of this age appear temperate ;
their

desires have become slack, and they are slaves to lucre. And 14

their life is regulated by calculation rather than by moral

instinct
;
calculation having expediency for its object, while

moral instinct has virtue.. Their wrong deeds are done

viciously, not insolently. Old men, like young, are com- 15

^
Bias, of Priene in Ionia, the last of the 'Seven Wise Men' flourished about

550 B.C. The saying in the text is often quoted. See, for example, Sophokles,

Ajax, 678-680, with Jebb's Appendix, p. 231 f.
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passionate, but not for the same reason as young men
;
the

latter are so from benevolence, the former from weakness
;

for they think that every possibility of suffering is near them-

selves, and this, we saw, was a condition of pitying. Hence

they are given to lamentation, and are not witty or lovers of

mirth
;
for the love of lamentation is opposite to the love of

mirth.

16 Such, then, are the characteristics of the young and of the

elderly. All men give a hearing to those speeches, which are

framed after their own character, and which reflect it. It is

now plain how we are to manage our speaking, so as to give

this character to ourselves and to our speech.

xiv. Men in their prime will evidently be of a character

intermediate between these, abating the excess
Character of • i i i V /• i • •

men in their of cach
;

—neither excessively bold, for this is

^"'"^'
rashness, nor over-timid, but rightly disposed

2 in both respects, neither trusting nor distrusting all things,

but rather judging by the true standard, and living neither

1390 b for the honourable alone, nor for the expedient alone, but for

both
; inclining neither to frugality nor to extravagance, but

3 to the just mean. And so, too, in regard to passion and

desire, they will be courageously temperate and temperately

courageous. Young men and old men share these qualities

between them
; young men are courageous and intemperate,

old men are temperate and cowardly. To speak generally
—

those useful qualities, which youth and age divide between

them, are joined in the prime of life : between their excesses

4 and defects, it has the fitting mean. The body is in its full

vigour from thirty to five and thirty ;
the mind at about

forty-nine^

^ Of the numbers here mentioned, 35 and 49 are muUiples of seven. The

septenary theory of the stages of human life is found in a fragment ascribed to

Solon, fragm. 27 (3), which is preserved by Philo and Clement of Alexandria.

According to Solon, a man's strength is best in the 4th septenary period {21-28) ;

his intellect is being matured in the 6th (35-42) ; and he is best in j'oOs and -{kCiacxo.

in the 7th and 8th (42-56). Cp. Pol. IV (vn) 16, 1355 b 32, where the diavolas

dKfiT], according to
' the poets,' is placed at about 49 (Cope, ii 160 f).
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XV. This, then, may suffice as an account of the characters

proper to youth, old age, and the prime of life. We will next

speak of those goods of fortune by which the characters, too,

of men are influenced in a certain way. It is characteristic of

Character of good birth that its possessor is the more ambi-
the well-born, ^j^^g .

{-qj. ^jj j^gj^^ when they have got anything,

are wont to add to the heap ;
and good birth means an

honoured ancestry. The man of good birth tends to look

down even on those who are like his own ancestors
;
for the

same things are more honourable, and form a greater boast,

when they are far off than when they are near^ ' Well-born
'

refers to goodness of stock
;

'

generous
'

to non-degeneracy ;

—a condition not present, as a rule, in the well-born, most of

whom are little worth. In the human stocks, as in the growths

of the fields, there is a certain yield ; sometimes, if the stock

is good, extraordinary men spring from it for a space, and

then it falls back'-. The clever stocks degenerate into the

type of insanity, as in the posterity of Alkibiades and the

elder Dionysios ;
the sedate stocks degenerate into stupidity

and dulness, as in the posterity of Kimon, Perikles, and

Sokrates'\

1
i.e. the noble is apt to despise even those who are in the same position as

his own ancestors; since (in the case of his own ancestors) this position of dignity

is enhanced by antiquity (R. C. J.).
"^ KdTreira TrdXiv dvadidwcnv. (i) Victorius gives two versions ;

in the second

he understands the verb as transitive, and as equivalent to rtirsus edit ac gigriU,

approved by Spengel, and by Cope, whose rendering is: 'they begin again to

produce them.' (2) The verb is translated in the text as intransitive ; this is in

agreement with Rost and Palm, in their Lexicon, zuriickgehen, and with Bonitz, in

the ' Index Aristotelicus,' deficit.
3

Plato, in the Politicus, p. 310, says that insanity comes of men of high spirit

(av^peloL) intermarrying {or genexiiXXons; and stupidity (vw^pdxTjs) of orderly persons

(KbffixLOL) doing the same. In the Meno, p. 93 f, he states that the sons of

Themistokles, Aristides, Perikles, and Thukydides (the opponent of Perikles), all

degenerated from their fathers. The younger Alkibiades is the speaker of an

oration written in his defence by Isokrates:— Or. xvi, De Bigis (r. 397 B.C.), and

he is also the speaker in two orations ascribed to Lysias, Or, xiv-xv {c. 395 B.C.),

where he defends himself on a charge of desertion and of failure to serve in the

army. Dionysios II (who succeeded his father Dionysios I in 367) was an abject

voluptuary. Of the posterity of Kimon, nothing is known ; the sons of Sokrates
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xvi. The character which goes with Wealth is on the

Character surface for all to see. Rich men are insolent and
of Wealth.

Overweening, being distempered by their pos-

1391 a session of wealth
;
for they feel as if they had all goods,—

wealth being a sort of measure of the worth of all else, so

2 that it seems to command all things. Rich men are luxurious

and swaggerers ;
luxurious because they have luxury, and

display their prosperity ; swaggerers and offenders against

good taste, because all the world is wont to busy itself with

what the rich love and admire, and because they think that

all the world is emulous of the same things as themselves.

Nor is it unnatural, either, that they should be thus affected
;

for many are they who have need of the wealthy. Hence the

saying of Simonides^ about wise men and rich, in answer to

the question of Hiero's wife—'which is best, to be rich or

wise ?
'

'

Rich,' he said
;

'

for I see that the wise men spend

3 their time at the doors of the rich.' It is characteristic of the

rich to think themselves worthy to govern ;
for they think

that they have things which give a claim to govern. To sum

up,
—the character of wealth ^

is that of a prosperous fool.

4 The character of those who have newly acquired wealth differs

from the character of those who have long had it, in that the

newly rich have all the vices, in a stronger and lower form
;

for to be newly rich is, as it were, uneducatedness in wealths

The wrongs which they do are not acts of malice, but either

of insolence or of intemperance, as in the case of assault or of

adultery.

are described as '

stupid
'

(a.-wbir\i\KToC) in Plutarch's Life of the Elder Cato,

c. 20.

^ About 477 Simonides of Keos {556-467) left for the court of Hiero I, tyrant

of Syracuse, and remained there for the rest of his life. We have an allusion to

the above story in Plato's Rej>. 489 B, without mention of the name of Simonides.

Aristippos, in Diog. Laert. II 69, assigns the statement of the reason to Dionysios

and not to Simonides.
2

TjOos ttXoutov, written by the first hand in the Paris MS (Lat. transl. mores

divitiarum), corrected by a late hand into ^^os TrXoOros. ^Bov% 6 irXovros, in

Bekker's text, comes from the inferior MSS.
' The noiiveau riche has never had any training in the proper use of wealth.
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xvii. In regard to Power, again, its general characteristics

Character f^ay be Said to be manifest. The characteristics

of Power. q{ Power are partly the same as those of Wealth,

partly better. Men in power are more ambitious and more 2

heroic in character than rich men, because they aim at such

deeds as their power enables them to do. They are more 3

earnest because they are administrators' and are forced to

look to the interests of their power. They are dignified 4

rather than oppressively important ;
their rank gives them a

certain dignity, and so they are moderate, dignity being a

tempered and decent oppressiveness. And, if they do wrong,

their wrong deeds are not small but great.

Good Fortune in its several departments has the charac- 5

Character of teristics of the Conditions just described,—Good
Good Fortune, girth—Wealth—Power—for the forms of Good

Fortune, which are thought highest, tend to these
; further, it

disposes men to be greedy of happiness in children and of 1391 b

the bodily goods. It makes men, indeed, more arrogant and 6

irrational
;
but one excellent characteristic attends on it

;

men stand in a definite relation of love to the gods, believing

in them on account of the gifts of Fortune.

This, then, is an account of those characters which depend

on age^ and fortune^ ;
for the opposites of the characters

described appear from the opposite considerations,—as the

characters of the poor, the unlucky, and the powerless.

xviii. The use of all persuasive speech has a view to a

decision^
;
for there is no further need of speaking

spect, with about things which we know and have decided.

to the ana°ysis This is no Icss the case when the speaker aims

1
<Tirov5a(rTiKWT€poi dia rb iv iiri/xeKeiq. elvai.

' More active and energetic, by
reason of the constant attention they are obliged to pay in looking to the means of

maintaining their power' (Cope). In i xi 4, iiri/j.^\€iai, 'acts of attention,' are

coupled with ' earnest and intense efforts,' <rirov8al and awrovlai.

- II xii-xiv. ^
II xv-xvii.

*
§ I ^irei 5' 17 Twc viQavCiv \(yywv xpv<^i-^

—toi)? \6yovs ridiKovs iroirp-^ov. Here

the protasis, inel etc., has no apodosis answering to it, either in grammar or in

sense, (i) Grammar. This difficulty is not insuperable. Aristotle is often

careless in the same way: e.g. Poet. 9, iird 5e...w(rre ava.'^Kii), Analyt. Post, i 25

p. 866, ?ri d d.pxv--'^'^^^ ^eXriuv. (3) Sense. 'Since all rhetorical speech has
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of the four at cncouraging or dissuading one man only, as

ci^s'serof'
those who seek to admonish or to persuade may

argument, (Jq That oiie man is no less a iudee ; for he,
applicable to j t> ' >

all special whom wc have to persuade, is, speaking generally,
premisses . a i • • n
derived from a judge. And it IS SO equally, whether we are

branlThes of Speaking against a real adversary or against an
knowledge.

imaginary case
;
since here we have to use our

speech for the overthrow of arguments opposed to us, and to

these arguments we address ourselves as to a living opponent.
The same thing holds good of epideictic speaking : the speech
is framed with reference to the spectator considered as a judge.
As a rule, however, he alone is a judge in the simple sense,

who decides a question in some issue of civil life
;

for there is

a question of fact both in regard to the matter of a lawsuit

and in regard to the subject of a debate. The characters of

the several polities have already been treated under the head

^of Deliberative Rhetoric^ We may be considered, then, to

Jhave defined the way and the means of making our speech

^;
reflect a character.

2 And since each species of Rhetoric has, as we saw, a

distinct end-; since, in regard to all of these, we have now

a view to a judge
— it follows that it has been shown how to make speeches

characteristic' This is a false connexion of protasis and apodosis. The following

solutions have been suggested :
—

{a) Cope thinks that a sentence is lost after

fiovXeiovTai, before the last sentence in § r.
^ Since all rhetoric is addressed to a

judge, < I have therefore analysed the yjd-r] and irddrj, in order to help the speaker
to conciliate these judges ;> the Tro\iT€t.u)v rjOrj, too, have been discussed, and so

(ware) this part of the subject is finished.' {S) Spengel thinks that eTrei 5' ij rwv

vidavuv \6y<i}v XPW''^
—

^ovXevoyrai is a mere amplification of II i 2 iirei 5* ^veKa

Kpicreus
—Tov KpiTTjv KaracrKevd^eii'. In his Rhetores Graeci he brackets it as an

interpolation. He thinks that the end of c. 17 and the first half of c. 18 hang

together thus;—Trept itiv ovv tuiv Kad' rfKiKiav
—ddwdrov irepl 5i tQv Kara ras

TToKLTeias rjduiv
—

Troir)Tiov. iwei 5^ irepl 'iKasTov nh -yivos kt\. Muretus and

Vater think that the apodosis to eirei 5' 7} tQiv irLdavQiv is \oiirbv rnxiv bieKdelv Trepl tCov

Koivuv. But the second iirel di (§ 2) is against this (R. C. J.). Spengel's view

has been supported by Vahlen, Zur Kritik Ar. Schriften in the Transactions of

the Vienna Academy, xxxviii (1861) 121-132; and opposed by Brandis, Gesch. der

gr. Philos. Ill I, 195, and Thurot, Rtudes (i86i) 228-236. In Roemer's view,

§ I in the present chapter is the original form of the abridged sentence in 11 i 4,

and this original was accidentally inserted in this place owing to the fortuitou.^

fact that it began with ktr^X 5^, which is also the beginning of § 2 {J>raef. xcviii-ci).
^

I viii.
"^

I iii.
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got those popular principles and premisses from which men
take their proofs in debate, in display, in forensic argument^ ;

since, further, we have defined the available means of making

speeches ethical-;
— it remains for us to discuss the general

appliances^ All men are compelled in speaking to apply the 3

topic of Possible and Impossible ;
and to try to show, either

that a thing will be, or that it has been. Further, the topic of 4

Size is common to all speeches ;
all men use depreciation and

amplification in debate, in praising or blaming, in accusing or

defending. When these topics have been defined, we must 5

try to say what we have to say of Enthymemes generally, i3(

and of Examples, in order that, by the addition of what is

still wanting, we may fulfil our original purpose. Of the

general commonplaces, that of Amplification is, as has been

said-*, most popular to Epideictic speaking; that of the Past

to Forensic, for the decision concerns past facts
;
that of the

Possible and Future to Deliberative.

xix. First, then, let us speak of the Possible and Im-

possible. Now if, of two opposites, one can exist

the^Possi^b°e °^ comc iuto existence, the other also would seem
and im- ^q j^g possible. For instance, if a man can be
possible.

^

healed, he can also fall sick : for the potentialitx'

of opposites, as such, is one. And, if of two like things one 2

is possible, the other is. And, if the harder is possible, the 3

easier is so. And, if the good and beautiful form of a thing 4

can come into being, the thing generally can come into being ;

for it is harder for a fine house, than for a house, to exist.

And, if there can be a beginning of anything, there can be an 5

end
;
for no impossibility comes or begins to come into exis-

tence. Thus it neither happens, nor could begin to happen,
that the diagonal of a square is commensurate with its side.

And, if the end of a thing is possible, the beginning is so
;
for 6

all things come from a beginning. And, if that which is later

in existing, or in being born, can arise, that which is earlier

^
I iv-viii.

^
I ix; x-xv.

•*

KoivCiv, i.e. both the kowoX -rovoi and the Koivad iriareis, Enthymeme and

Example (R. C. J.)-
*

I ix.
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can
;
for instance, if a man can come into existence, a boy-

can
;
for boyhood is the earher stage—and, if a boy, then a

7 man
;
for boyhood is the beginning. Those things, too, are

possible, of which the love or desire is natural
;
for no one, as

8 a rule, is enamoured or desirous of impossibilities. Those

things, of which there are sciences and arts, can exist and

9 come into existence^ Things are possible, again, which have

the beginning of birth in things which we can compel or per-

suade
;
such being those powers of which we are the superiors

10 or the masters or the friends. When the parts of a thing are

possible, the whole is so ; and, when the whole is possible, the

parts are so—as a rule. Thus, if the various parts of a shoe,

the toe-piece, the strap, the side-leather, are possible, shoes are

possible ; and, if shoes are possible, the toe-piece, the strap,

11 and the side-leather are possible, and, if the genus belongs to

1392 b the number of possibilities, the species does
;
and vice versa

;

thus, if a sailing vessel can exist, a trireme can, and vice versa.

12 If, of two things naturally interdependent, one is possible, the

other is so
; as, if double is possible, half is so

;
and vice versa.

13 And, if a thing can come to pass without art or preparation,

much more can it do so with them
;
whence Agathon's

saying—
' Some things we have to effect by art

;
others come to us by necessity or

chance.' -

14 If a thing is possible for the worse and weaker and more

foolish, it is more so for their opposites ;
as Isokrates said

that it was strange if Euthynos** had learned this, and he

^ bvvarbv raOra Kal elvai Kal yev4(7dat, Bekker, with inferior MSS and the old

Latin translation : dwara ravra Kal ^(xtl Kal ylyverai, Spengel and Roemer, with

the Paris MS. The former is the text here followed.

^
Fragm. 8, Nauck, ed. 2,

Kal HT]v TO. /Ji^v ye XPV "r^X^V '"'pda-creLv, to. bk

r)iuv dvdyKTi Kal t^jxv 'TpoffyiyveTai..

In 1. I all the MSS have ry tijxv ;
in 1. 2 all have ri^xT?. except Q, E, m, which

have rix^V (accepted by Muretus). Camozzi and others transferred rix^V to 1. i,

where tt) rix^O is accepted by Spengel and Roemer, while xp^ t^X^V is proposed

by Person, on Medea 1090 (ed. 1826). For irpdaaeiv the Paris MS has Trpdo-crei

(adopted by Roemer).—Agathon follows the Sophists, who made all things

happen either <t>v(Tei or tvxv or r^x"?/. Plato, Laws, x, p. 185.

3
Euthynos, not the Euthynous of Or. XXI (R. C J.). Possibly a quotation

from Or. xvni {Against Kallimachos) 15, Baijia^t^ V el aiirov /xev lKav6v yvCivai
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should not be able to discover it. The topics for Impos- 15

sibility are of course to be found in the opposites of these.

The question of Past Fact may be treated on these prin- 16

Past and ciplcs. First, if the less natural thing has
Future.

happened, the more natural thing must have

happened too. Again, if the usually later thing has hap- 17

pened, the earlier has happened ;
for instance, if he has

forgotten a thing, he also learned it once. If he could and 18

would, he has done the thing: for all men do what they
would and can

;
there is nothing in the way. Again, if there 19

was no external hindrance and he was angry; or, if he had
the power and the desire, he has done the thing ; for, as a

rule, men do, if they can, the things for which they have an

appetite,
—bad men, through intemperance; good men, because

they desire good things. Or, if he was going to do the things 20

(you can say that he has done it) ;
for it is probable that one,

who intended an action, did it. A thing has happened, if 21

those things have happened, of which it was the natural

sequel or motive
; thus, if it has lightened, it has thundered

;—if he attempted the action, he did it. Or, if, again, those

things have happened, to which it was the natural antecedent

or means
; thus, if it has thundered, it has lightened ;

or if he
did the act, he made the attempt. In all such cases, the

conclusion may be either necessarily or only generally true.

The topics for the negation of Past Fact will obviously be 22

found in the opposites of these.

The way to treat Fact Future appears from the same con- 23
siderations. That will be, for which there is the power and 1393 a

the wish; or, which desire or anger^, coupled with power,

prompts. Hence, too, if^ there is the impulse or the intention

vo(i.i^ii..AiJ.h 5' oIk hv oieraL rovr i^evpe'iv, in which case Eitthyttos (for which the
'

scholiast has Euthynous) is a mistake for Kallimachos ; cp. Usener, Rhein. Mus:
XXV 603.

1
et ^/tteXXe \y[yvt(jea.i KaX\ voieiv Spengel, Bekker (ed. 3), and Cope ; the words

bracketed (on the ground that the i/iini^'s come below) are defended by Vater, and

by Vahlen on Ar. Poef. p. 153, and retained by Roemer.
- Most MSS add /cat XoyicrfK^, omitted by one MS, and bracketed by Spengel,

but retained by Bekker and Roemer.
3 5(0, Tavra Kal d, so Bekker. ravra Kai (the reading of the Paris MS) is

accepted by Roemer; Spengel suggests Kal to (omitting Sia ravra and el).
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to do a thing, it will be
; for, as a rule, things which are about

to happen, come to pass rather than things which are not so.

24 A thing will be, if its natural antecedents have already come

25 to pass; thus, if it is cloudy, it is likely to rain. Or, if the

means to an end have come into being, the end is likely to

be
; thus, if there is a foundation-stone, there will be a house.

26 As to the Greatness and Smallness of things, greater and

More and \qss, and generally great things and small, all is

^^^^- clear from what has been already said by us.

Under the Deliberative brand of Rhetoric we have discussed

the relative greatness of goods \ and the abstract greater and

less^. Now, as in each kind of speaking the proposed end

is a good,
—namely, the Expedient, the Honourable, or the

Just,
—it follows that all speakers must derive their topics

27 of amplification from these goods. It is waste of words to

inquire further about abstract greatness and pre-eminence ;
for

particulars are more momentous in practice than universals.

Enough, then, of the Possible and Impossible; Fact Past,

Fact Future, the negation of these
;
and further of the Great-

ness or Smallness of things^

XX. It remains to speak of the Proofs common to all

Rhetoric, as we have spoken of their particular
Proofs com- .

montoaii elements. The common proofs are generically
Rhetoric.

^^^—Example and Enthymeme ;
for the maxim

2 is part of an Enthymeme. First, then, we will speak of the

Example ;
for the Example is like Induction, and Induction

is the primary process.

There are two kinds of Example. One kind consists in

the use of historical parallel, another in the use
xamp es.

^^ artificial parallel. Artificial parallel takes the

form either of comparison or of fable, like -^sop's or the

3 Libyan fables. It would be using historical
IS onca .

parallel, if one were to say that we must arm

against the Great King and not let him subdue Egypt ; for,

in a former instance, Darius did not come over till he had

1393 b got Egypt, but, having got it, he came
;
and Xerxes, again,

1
I vii.

^
I vii, I.

* On c. xix see Appendix to Book II.
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did not attack us till he had got it, but, having got it, he

came^
;
and so this man- too, if he gets it, will come over—

therefore he must not be allowed to get it.
'

Comparison
'

4

means such illustrations as those of Sokrates—saying, for

instance, that magistrates ought not to be appointed by lot,

for it is like appointing athletes, not by athletic power, but

by lot, or as if the appointment of a pilot from among the

crew were to go, not by skill, but by lot^. In- 5

stances of fables are that of Stesichoros^ about

Phalaris, and that of yEsop on behalf of the demagogue.
When the people of Himera had made Phalaris their

military dictator, and were going to give him a body-guard,

Stesichoros told them, among other things, a story about a

horse, who had a meadow all to himself, until a deer came

and began to spoil his pasturage. When the horse, wishing

to be avenged on the deer, asked a certain man whether this

could be done with his help,
'

Yes,' said the man,
'

if you are

bitted, and I mount you armed with javelins.' The horse

agreed, and was mounted
; but, instead of being avenged, he

was himself enslaved to the man. ' So in your own case,' said

Stesichoros— ' take care that, in your desire to chastise your

enemies, you do not fare like the horse. You have the bit in

your mouths already ;
if you give him a guard, and allow him

to mount, you will be finally enslaved to Phalaris.'

^sop, defending at Samos a demagogue who was being 6

tried for his life, said that a fox, trying to cross a river, was

once swept into a crevice in the rocks, and, not being able to

get out, suffered miseries for a long while, being covered with

dog-fleas. A hedgehog in his wanderings, seeing the fox,

took pity on her, and asked whether he should remove the

^
Egypt became a Persian satrapy in 528 B.C., when it was conquered by

Kambyses. In 490 Darius sent Datis and Artaphernes against Greece. In 486

Egypt revolted. In 485 Darius died. In 484 Xerxes reconquered Egypt, and in

480 invaded Greece (R. C. J.).
- Artaxerxes III (Ochus), 361-338. Ochus apparently made three expeditions

against Egypt,
—the tirst at an uncertain date, the second probably in the winter

of 351-350 B.C., and the third (in which he reconquered Egypt) probably in 345.

This last is the date accepted by A. Schaefer, in ed. 2 of his Dcm. u. s. Zcit

(i 482-4), instead of 340, the date adopted in ed. i (p. 437).
*
Cp. Xen. Mem. i ii 9.

* Of Himera.y?. 610 B.C. ; accession of Phalaris, 570.
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fleas. The fox objected ; and, on the hedgehog asking why,
said—' These are sated, and draw little blood

; but, if you
take them away, others will come with an appetite, and drain

what blood is left to me.'
' Now you, too, Samians, will take

1394 a no more hurt from this man
;
for he is rich

; but, if you kill

him, others will come poor, and will fritter and waste your

public wealth.'

7 Fables suit public speaking, and have this advantage, that,

while it is hard to find historical parallels, it is comparatively

easy to find fables in point ;
in fact, one must contrive them,

as one contrives comparisons, if one can discover an analogy,

8 which literary knowledge^ will make easy. The fabulous

parallels are more easy to provide, but the historical parallels

are more useful for the purpose of debate
; since, as a rule,

the future is like the past.

r"^

When we have no Enthymemes, Examples must be used

as demonstrations (for they are the means of proof) ;
when

we have, as testimonies
;

—
using them as epilogue to the

Enthymemes : for, when the Examples are put first, they

seem like an induction, but induction is not appropriate to

Rhetoric except in a few cases
; whereas, if they are subjoined^

they seem like testimonies
; and, in all cases, a witness is

persuasive. Hence, if you put the Examples first, you must

use many ;
if at the end, even one is enough ;

for even one

.1 witness is useful, if good.

xxi. It has now been explained how many kinds of

example there are, and how and when theyMaxims. iiii 1 a 1 •• r -<<. t •

should be used. As to the citation of Maxims
;

when a maxim has been defined, it will best appear, in regard
to what subjects, and at what times, and by whom, maxims

2 may fitly be used in speaking. A maxim is a statement, not

about a particular fact, as about the character of Iphikrates,

but general ;
not about all things, as about '

straight
'

being
the opposite of '

curved,' but about those things which are the

objects of action, and which it is desirable or undesirable to

^
(piXoaocpias, 'literature'; an Isokratic use of the word. Cp. J?/ieL ad Alex.,

c. I, y\
Tujv \6ywv <piKo<TO(f>la,

' the study of literature
'

(cp. Cope, Comvi. ii 256).

I
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do. So, since the Enthymeme is that syllogism which con-

cerns such things, maxims may be said to be the conclusions  

and the premisses of Enthymemes without the syllogism :
— ^

i

as

' No man of good sense should have his children brought up over-wise
'

:

this is a maxim
;
when the cause, the wherefore^ is added, it is

the complete enthymeme, as :
—

'

for, besides the general charge of sloth, they reap jealous dislike from their

fellow citizens.'^

Again:— 1394^
'There is no man who is wholly prosperous':

— ''

and
'There is no man who is free'—

are maxims
; but, when placed beside the sequel, they are

enthymemes :

'For he is the slave of money or of chance.'^

If, then, a maxim is what has been said, it follows that 3

there are four kinds of maxims. The maxim either will, or

will not, have a reason subjoined. Those maxims which need 4

demonstration are such as state something unexpected or

disputed ;
those which state nothing unexpected, have no

reason added. Of the latter class, some will not need the 5

added reason, because they are familiar beforehand
;
as—

'It is an excellent thing for a man to be healthy, to ou7- thinking'
— *

for most people think so. Others do not need the added

reason, because they are plain at the first glance, as—
' A lover is ever kindly.'*

Of the maxims which have a reason added, some are 6

imperfect enthymemes ;
as

'No man of good sense,' &c. ;^

Others are in the nature, but not in the form, of enthymemes ;

1
Euripides, Medea, 296 ff.

^
Euripides, Fragm. 661 Nauck, ed. 2.

*
Euripides, Hecuba, 858.

* Ascribed to Simonides or Epicharmus by the scholiast; the latter ascription
is accepted by Meineke.

"
Euripides, Troades, 1051.

J. 8
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and these are the most popular. They are those in which the

reason for the statement is implied ;
as

'Do not, being a mortal, cherish immortal anger.
'^

To say that it is not right to cherish anger is a maxim : the

added words,
'

being a mortal,' are the wherefore. Similarly
—

'The mortal should have mortal, not immortal thoughts.'^

7 It is clear, then, from what has been said, how many kinds

of maxim there are, and in what case each kind is suitable.

When the statement is a disputed, or a startling one, the

maxim should have its reason added. We may put this

reason first, making a maxim of the conclusion :
—as—' For

my part, as it is not desirable to be envied or to be inactive,

I hold that it is better not to be educated.' Or this maxim

may be stated first, and the former clause added. When the

statement is not startling, but merely not self-evident, the

reason ought to be added in as terse a form as possible.

8 Laconic or enigmatic sayings also suit cases of this kind : as

1395 ^ the saying of Stesichoros to the Locrians, that it is better not

to be insolent, lest the grasshoppers* should have to sing on

9 the grounds The use of maxims is suitable to elderly men,
and in regard to subjects with which one is conversant

;
for

sententiousness, like story-telling, is unbecoming in a younger
man

; while, in regard to subjects with which one is not con-

versant, it is stupid and shows want of culture. It is token

enough of this that rustics are the greatest coiners of maxims,
and the readiest to set forth their views.

10 Spurious generalization is most convenient in expressing

bitter complaint or indignation'; and here, either at the out-

1 1 set, or when the fact has been proved. Even trite and common
maxims should be used, if they can serve

; since, just because

^ Nauck, Fragm. Adespola, 79, ed. 2
; cp. Bentley, Phalaris, pp. 229, 243,

ed. Wagner.
2 Ascribed by Bentley to Epicharmus.
^ Or 'cicalas.'

^
Implying that the trees would be cut down. The cicalas usually sit on trees

when they chirp; //. iii 151 (of TerrtYes), 5ivdp(j) €<f>e^6/iii>oi, and Ar. I/tsL An. v

30, 01' ylyuovrai Si Timyei diTrou divopa /jlt) iari.

^
<rxeT\La<7fJLt^ koI deiviba-ei. In the former the sense of cruelty is uppermost ;

in the latter, the sense of injustice (R. C. J.).
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they are common, they seem right, on the supposition that all

the world is agreed about them. Thus, one who calls his men
into danger before they have sacrificed, may quote—

'The one best omen is to fight for one's country ';i

or, if he calls on them to face danger when they are the

weaker—
'The war-god is for both sides.'*

Or, if he is urging them to destroy their enemies' children,

though these are doing no wrong—
' He is a fool, who slays the father, and leaves the children. '^

Some proverbs, again, are also maxims
;

—as the proverb i:

*an Attic neighbour.'^ Our maxims ought sometimes to con- i

trovert sayings which have become public property (as
' know

thyself,'
— ' Do nothing excessively '^), if thus our character will

appear better, or if our maxim expresses passion. It would

express passion if, for instance, an angry speaker were to say— ' The saying that it is well to
" know thyself," is a lie. If

this man had known himself, he would never have presumed
to be general.' This would make our character more attrac-

tive— ' We ought not, as some say, to love in the expectation
of hating

—rather we should hate in the expectation of loving.'

One should make one's moral predilections plain by the very i^

statement of the maxim
; or, failing this, one should add one's

reason ^—as by saying—* We ought to love, not, as some say,

but in the expectation of loving always ;
for the other sort of

love is insidious.' Else thus :
— ' But I do not like the saying ;

for the genuine friend ought to love in the expectation of

loving always.'
' Nor do I like the saying. Do nothing ex-

cessively. Bad men should be hated excessively.'

One great help, which maxims lend in speaking, arises 15

from the vulg^rity'^ of the hearers. They are delighted when i;

^ //. xii -243.
2

//_ xviii 309.
^

I xv 14 supra.
•*

Quoted by Zenobios n 28. The Corinthian envoy in Thucydides (i 70)
describes it as the national character of the Athenians 'neither to remain in peace
themselves, nor to suffer others to do so.'

^ The maxims of Solon and Chilon, respectively.

.^ost;
*

i-e- you must add the reason why you disapprove of the received maxim
;
xiii 4.

'
i.e. their love of the commonplace.

8— 2
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a general statement of the speaker hits those opinions which

they hold in a particular case. My meaning will be clearer

when put as follows—and at the same time we shall be set on

the track of the best maxims. A maxim is, as has been said,

a general statement, and men are pleased when a sentiment,
which they already entertain on special grounds, is stated in

general terms. Thus, if a man is afflicted with bad neigh-
bours or bad children, he will give ear to the statement, that

nothing is so trying as neighbourhood ^ nothing so foolish as

begetting children. Hence, we must guess what sort of pre-

possessions they have, and how they came by them
;
then we

must express, in general terms, these views on these subjects.

16 This, then, is one of the advantages of using maxims. It has

another still greater :
—it gives a moral character to our speech.

Speeches have a moral character, when they show a moral

purpose. All maxims do effect this, since the man who uses

a maxim makes a general declaration of his moral predi-
lections

;
so that, if the maxims are good, they give the

appearance of a good character to him who uses them.

In regard to maxims, then—their nature, their kinds, the

way to use them and the advantages they yield
—this account

may suffice.

^ xxii. Let us now speak of Enthymemes—first, generally,
of the way to look for them—then, of their topics ;

for these

two parts of the subject are distinct.

2 It has been said already^ that the enthymeme is a syllo-

gism, and in what sense it is a syllogism, and

Enthymeme. ^ow it differs from the dialectical syllogism ^

3
pre"ce^pts.

^^ must not draw conclusions from far back,

and we must not take everything in. If we do
the former, the length of the chain causes perplexity ;

if the

latter, our statement of what is obvious is mere garrulity.

This is the reason why the uneducated are more persuasive
than the educated for popular audiences,—as the poets say of

the uneducated, that 'they have a finer charm for the ear of

'

Demosthenes, Or. SS § i, x<*^^'''ciTe/)OJ' ovbkv yeirovos irovripov.

''iii§§8, 13. , 3iii§ir.
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the crowd.'^ Educated men state general principles and draw

general conclusions
;
uneducated men draw conclusions, which

lie close at hand, from facts within their own experience. We
must not argue, then, from all opinions, but from those of the

sort defined,—as from those of the judges, or those of persons
in whom they believe

;
it must be clear, too, that these opinions 1396 a

are universally or generally entertained. And we must reason,

not exclusively from necessary premisses, but also from merely

probable premisses.

Now, first of all, we must grasp the necessity of knowing 4

all or some of the special facts belonging to the subject on

which we are to speak and reason,—whether the subject of

the reasoning be political or of any other kind
; for, if you

know none of these facts, you will have no premisses. How, 5

for instance, could we advise the Athenians on the question of

going to war, unless we knew the nature of their power,
—

whether it is a naval force or a land force, or both,—and its

amount
; then, what their revenues are, and who are their

friends or enemies
; further, what wars they have waged, and

how
;
and so forth. How could we praise them, if we were 6

not prepared with the seafight at Salamis, or the battle of

Marathon, or the services rendered to the Herakleidae, and

such things ;

—since all men found their praise on the glories,

real or seeming, of its object } Similarly, they rest their 7

censure on the opposite things, considering what dishonour

attaches or seems to attach to the censured—as that they

brought the Greeks under the yoke, or enslaved those who

had bravely fought with them against the barbarians—the

men of yEgina- and Potidaea^—and so on
; or, if there has

been any like mistake on their part. In the same way,

accusers and defenders have in their view the special con-

ditions of the case. It makes no difference whether our 8

subject is the Athenians or the Lacedaemonians, or a man
or a god. Suppose we are advising Achilles, praising or

blaming, accusing or defending him
;
we must take those

things which are, or seem, peculiar to him, in order that our

1
Euripides, Hippolytus, 989.

^ Thuc. Ii 27; iv 57.

.
2 Thuc. II 70.
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praise or blame may set out from his particular honours or

dishonours, our accusation or defence from his injustice or

9 justice, our advice from his interests or dangers. And so in

regard to any subject whatever. Thus, the question whether

Justice is or is not a good^ must be argued from the attributes

of Justice and of the Good.

10 So, since we always efifect our proof by these means,
whether our reasoning process is comparatively strict, or

1396 b rather lax
; since, that is, we do not take our premisses from

things in general, but from things peculiar to our special

subject—and it is plain that the properly logical proof can

be wrought in no other way—it is plainly necessary, as we
showed in the Topics"-, to have (first of all) a selection of

premisses about the possible and the most convenient sub-

11 jects; secondly, to deal with sudden contingencies on the

same plan—that is, by referring, not to indefinite generalities,
but to the special subject-matter of our speech,—bringing into

the sphere of our argument as many facts as possible, which
have the closest bearing on the subject ; for, the larger our

knowledge of its particular conditions, the easier will be the

proof; and, the closer we keep to the subject, the more appro-
12 priate and the less general will be our topics. By 'general'

topics I mean, for instance, praising Achilles for being a man
and a hero and having gone against Troy—these things being
true of many other persons, so that such a speaker praises
Achilles no more than he praises Diomede. By 'special'

topics I mean things which are attributes of Achilles and of
no one else—as having slain Hektor, bravest of the Trojans,
and Kyknos=', the invulnerable, who hindered all the Greeks
from landing—or because he was the youngest man of the

expedition, and bound by no oath—and so forth.

13 This, then, is one principle, and the first, on which our,

Enthymemes, cnthymcmes are to be chosen—in reference to

tive,^"""^
'^^"

their special materials. Now let us speak of
(3) refutative. ^h^ir elementary forms. By the 'elementary

^
^ firi d^aWv, omitted in the Paris MS and the Latin transl., and bracketed

by Gaisford, is retained by Spengel, who regards it as a reference to the

argument in Plato's Republic.
2

j j^
*
Pindar, 01. Ii 82 (of Achilles) bi"'&KTop ((7<}>a.\€...'KvKvov re Oavdnp trbpev.
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form
'

of an enthymeme I mean the place (or class) to which

it belongs. There are two kinds of enthymemes. One kind 14

is Demonstrative (affirmatively or negatively); the other kind

is Refutative :
—the distinction being the same as in Dialectic

between Refutation and Syllogism. The Demonstrative 15

Syllogism consists in drawing a conclusion from consistent pro-

positions ;
the Refutative, in drawing a conclusion from conflict-

ing propositions. Now it may be said that we are in possession 16

of our topics in regard to the several special subjects, which

are useful or necessary. We have chosen our propositions in

regard to each; so that we have already ascertained the topics

from which enthymemes are to be drawn about Good or Evil,

Honourable or Shameful, Just or Unjust^ ;
likewise about char-

acters, feelings, moral states^ But further, and from another 17

point of view, let us get commonplaces for enthymemes in 1397 a

general. We will point out, side by side^ the Refutative and

the Demonstrative topics; and the topics of what appear to

be enthymemes, but are not so, since they are not syllogisms.

When these matters have been explained, we will determine

the several modes of destroying^ or attacking^ enthymemes.

xxiii. I. One topic of Demonstrative Enthymemes is from

Anenumera- opposites. We must sce whether the opposite
tion of heads holds good of the opposite, for the purpose of
of argument, ^ . .. , . .,
from which refutation, if the argument is not on our side;—
can beTorT-^^ Or, for the purpose of establishing the point, if it

structed.
jg g^ T\\\x?>

'

It is good to be temperate; for it is

harmful to be intemperate.' Or, to take the instance in the

Messeniakos'^— '

If war is the cause of the present evils, we

must correct them by means of peace.''
'

If it is not just to wax wroth with unwitting wrong-doers, neither are thanks

due to him who does a good deed because he must.'*

1
I iv 7-xiv.

2 The virtues and vices (ll xii i) ; see, in general, II i-xviii.

*
irapa(Tr]/j^aiv6fi€voi, 'pointing out, side by side' (as if in parallel columns).

This seems better than the sense given in the Berlin Index, praeterea cuinotare and

in Liddell and Scott, 'note in passing.'
* c. xxv infra.

^
ivariaitjiv, instantiarum, 'objections to one of the premisses.'

•> Of Alkidamas, cp. I xiii 2, supra.
^
Fragm. 2, Sauppe.

8 Nauck, Fragtn. Adesp. 80 ed. 1
;
ascribed to Agathon or Theodektes.
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'

But, if there is such a thing in the world as specious lying, thou mayest be sure

of the opposite
—that there is much truth, which does not win men's trust.' ^

2 2. Another topic is supplied by the various inflexions of

the stem. What can or cannot be said of one form, can or

cannot be said of another. Thus—'The just is not always

good ;
else justly would be always well\ but the fact is that it

is not desirable to be put to death justly.'^

3 3. Another topic is from Relative Terms. If it can be

said of the one person that he acted well or justly, it can be

said of the other that he has suffered v^oW or justly; or, if the

command was right, the execution of the command has been

right. Thus Diomedon, the farmer of taxes ^ said of the taxes—
'If it is no shame for you to sell, it is no shame for us to buy.'

And, if 'weir or 'justly' can be predicated of the sufferer, it can

be predicated of the doer. This argument, however, may be used

fallaciously : for, granting that the man has deserved his fate, it

does not follow that he deserved it from you. Hence we ought to

1397 b consider separately the fitness of the suffering for the sufferer,

and the fitness of the deed for the doer, and then turn the argu-
ment in whichever way is convenient;—for sometimes there is

a discrepancy, and (the justice of the suffering) does not hinder

(the deed from being wrong). Thus, in the Alkmaon of

Theodektes^:

'But did no one in the world hate thy mother?'

Alkmaeon answers—
'

Nay, one should take the question in two parts.'

And when Alphesiboea asks 'how?', he rejoins
—

'They doomed her to death, but spared my life.'

Take, again, the lawsuit about Demosthenes and the slayers
of Nikanor':—since they were judged to hg^ve slain him justly,

he was held to have deserved his death. Or the case of the

^
Euripides, Thyestes, Fragm. 396 Nauck.

*
I ix 15.

^
Nothing more is known of him.

*
376-335 B.C., pupil of Isokrates; Fragm. 2, Nauck ed. 2. Alkmason

murdered his mother Eriphyle, for betraying Amphiaraoe. Alphesiboea was
the wife of Alkmseon.

' This lawsuit is unknown.
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man who was killed at Thebes ^—in which the accused asks

that it may be decided whether that man deserved to die,—
meaning- that it cannot be wrong to have slain a man who
deserved death.

4. Another topic is that of Degree; as—'If the very gods 4

are not all-knowing, men are not likely to be so'; for this

means that, if a condition is not present, where it would be

more natural, of course it is not present, where it would be less

so. The inference that a man strikes his neighbours, seeing
that he strikes his father, comes from this argument—that, if

the rarer thing exists, the more frequent thing exists also
;

for people strike their fathers more rarely than they strike

their neighbours. The argument, then, may stand thus. Or
it may be argued that, if a thing does not exist, where it

is more frequent, it does not exist where it is rarer; or that,

if it exists where it is rarer, it exists where it is more frequent—according as it may be needful to prove that it does or that

it does not exist-. Again, this topic may be used in a case of 5

parity:
—hence the lines—

'Thy father is to be pitied for having lost his children ; and is not CEneus to be
'

pitied for having lost his famous son?'^

So it may be argued that, if Theseus did no wrong, neither

did Paris; or that, if the Tyndaridae did none, neither did

Paris; or that, if Hektor killed Patroklos, Paris killed Achilles^•
or that, if other artists are not contemptible, neither are philo-

sophers^; or that, if generals are not contemptible, because in

^
Euphron, tyrant of Sikyon till about 364 B.C. When an oligarchy was

reestablished, he fled. With the aid of Athens, he afterwards regained the city ;

but, finding it necessary to gain the support of Thebes, he went thither to obtain

it. He was followed by some of his enemies, who murdered him in the Kadmeia,
Xen. Hellen. vii 3 (R. C. J.).

- ' The inference
'— ' does not exist.' A translation of the longer form of this

passage, preserved in the Paris MS, and adopted by Spengel and Roemer.
^
Fragm. Adesp. 81 Nauck, from the Meleager of Euripides or of Antiphon.

The scholiast suggests that CEneus may be speaking to Althaea—Althaea's

brother having been killed by Meleager.
*
Polykrates, Sauppe, Fragm. Or. Alt. ix. 7. Theseus, with the aid of

Peirithous, carried off Helen from Sparta, while she was a young girl, and placed
her at Aphidnte in Attica, under the care of /Ethra, mother of Theseus. While
Theseus was absent in Hades, the Dioskuri made an expedition into Attica,—took

Athens, delivered Helen, and brought ^thra a slave to Sparta (R. C. J.).
^

Isokrates, Antid. §§ 209
—

214.
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many cases they are put to deaths neither are sophists; or, 'if

a private person ought to respect the opinion of Athens^
Athens ought to respect that of Greece.' ^

6 5- Another topic is from considerations of time. Thus

Iphikrates said in his speech against Harmodios^—'If, before

doing the deed, I had claimed the statue on condition of doing
it, you would have given it : now that I have done the deed,

will you not give it .* You are ready to promise rewards,
when you expect a benefit;—do not withdraw them, when

you have reaped it.' Again, the argument about the Thebans

1398 a allowing Philip to pass through into Attica:—'If he had asked

this before he came to the help of Phocis, they would have

promised it. It is absurd, then, if they are to refuse him a

passage because he waived the point and trusted them.''*

7 6. Another topic is taken from things said (by the

adversary), applied to our own case^ as compared with his.

The ways of doing this are various''—as in the Teiicer\ Iphi-

krates used this against Aristophon,—asking whether Aristo-

phon would betray the ships for money .^
—and, when he said

'No,' rejoining
—'So you, being Aristophon, would not betray

them; would I, being Iphikrates?'^ It is necessary that the

adversary should be more liable to the suspicion of crime;

else, the effect will be ludicrous—as if one were to say this in

answer to the accusations of Aristeides. The argument is

1 davarovvTat. Paris MS, Spengel : vulgo tjttusvtoh.
^

Lysias, Or. xviii, Fragm. i Sauppe.
^
Dionysios, De Lysia, c. 12, mentions the Speech on the Stattie of Iphikrates

as probably spurious on grounds of style and chronology (R. C. J.).
*
Shortly before Chseronea, 338 B.C., Philip and his allies demanded that the

Thebans should either join them in invading Attica, or give them a passage

through Boeotia, Dem. De Cor. § 213. Spengel thinks this is quoted from the

representations made by Philip's envoys (R. C. J.).
* Ka.d' avTovs vulgo; Kad' avrov, 'against myself,' is conjectured by Bywater,

and accepted by Roemer.
^

Siarpepei 5' 6 rpdiros, 'the character of the speaker is important,' 'it is the

character that here makes the difference
'

(Spengel) ;

'

this method excels all

others' (Gaisford). Tp6iros is interpreted as rdTros by Victorius and Muretus.
' Of Sophokles ; cp. in xv 9. Teucer is here defending himself against

Odysseus.
*

Lysias, Or. LXV, Fragm. i. In 355, Aristophon, the Azenian, and Chares

prosecuted Iphikrates for his failure in the last campaign of the Social War.

Iphikrates was acquitted ; cp. iii x 7 (R. C. J.).
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meant to create distrust of the accusers; for, as a rule, the

accuser is by way of being better than the defendant: this

assumption, then, should always be confuted. Generally

speaking, a man is absurd when he upbraids others with what

he himself does, or would do; or when he exhorts others to do

what he himself does not, or is incapable of doing.

7. Another topic is from Definition. Thus—'What is the 8

supernatural } Is it a god or the work of a god ? He, however,
who thinks that there is the work of a god, must needs think

that there are gods.'^ Or, take the saying of Iphikrates-, that

the best man is the noblest, for Harmodios and Aristogeiton
had nothing noble about them, until they had done a noble

deed;—and that he himself is more nearly akin to them:—'At

all events my deeds are more nearly akin than yours to the

deedsof Harmodios and Aristogeiton.'* Another example is the

remark in the Alexandros* :
—'

all will allow that men of unruly
life are not contented with the enjoyment of one love.' Or the

reason which Sokrates gives for not going to Archelaos :
—'It

is an insolence not to be able to make an equal return for

benefits, just as it is to requite them with evil '^ In all these

cases the speaker defines and ascertains the meaning of a

term with a view to reasoning on his subject.

8. Another commonplace is from the various senses of a 9
word—of which 'rightly' was our example in the Topics^.

9. Another is from Division: as 'AH men do wrong from 10

one of three motives—on account oi this, or this, or this; here

two of the motives are out of the question, and the accusers

themselves do not impute the third.'

10. Another topic is from Induction: as, from the case of 11

the woman of Peparethos', it might be argued that women

^
Cp. Plato, Apol. Socr. 27 c-E.

2 In the d7roXo7ia against Harmodios, 371 B.C. ; § 6 supra (cp. Cope, Conim.

ii 256).
2

Lysias, Or. xviii, Fragm. 2.

*
Polykrates, Alexandras, ix fragm. 2, p. 223 Sauppe.

*
Xenophon, Apol. Socr. 17 ; Diog. Laert. Vit. Socr. u 5, 25.

®
I 15. The word dpdds, however, is not used there as an example. Muretus

omits the clause ; Robortelli and Riccoboni propose irepi tovtov opdQs eiprjrai.
' A small island off the coast of Thessaly, east of Halonnesos. This passage
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always discern the truth about their own children. Thus in

1398 b an instance at Athens, when the orator Mantias was at law with

his son, the mother settled the point for him*; in another in-

stance at Thebes, the woman of Dodona declared Ismenias to

be father of the son whom Stilbon was disputing with him, and

on this ground the Thcbans held Thettaliskos to be the son of

Ismenias". Take,again,the example in theZ«ze/ of Theodektes^:

'If men do not entrust their own horses to those who have taken

bad care of other people's, neither will they entrust their own

ships to those who have upset the ships of others. If it is so,

then, in all cases, we ought not to use for our own protection

those who have ill-guarded the safety of others,' Or, take the

saying of Alkidamas^, that 'all men honour the wise:—at least

the Parians have paid honour to Archilochos, though he was a

reviler; the Chians to Homer, though he was not their fellow-

citizen; the Mytileneans to Sappho, though a woman,—the

Lacedaemonians even raised Cheilon to their Senate, though

they are anything but fond of letters; the Italiots honoured

Pythagoras ;
the Lampsakenes gave burial, and still pay

honours, to Anaxagoras, though an alien...<They who use

the laws of philosophers always prosper> for the Athenians

prospered by the use of Solon's laws, and the Lacedaemonians

by using those of Lykurgos; and, at Thebes, no sooner did

is paraphrased by Eustath. on Od. i 215, 'A woman of Peparethos, by her

deposition that a boy was her own son, solved the contention about him,' i.e. the

mother, who had not seen her son for a long time, was able, by memory or

insight, to bring some evidence which settled the point (R. C. J.).
^ The general statement, that mothers always know their sons, is here confirmed

by two instances :
—Mantias had one legitimate, and two illegitimate sons. The

legitimate son, Mantitheos, brings an action against the elder of the illegitimate

sons, who claimed the name of Mantitheos, but who ought to bear the name of

Boeotos (Dem. Or. xxxix irp6s Botwro;' Trept tov ovofxaTos). The illegitimate

Mantitheos had previously brought an action against Mantias ; and his mother

Plangon had sworn to his being the son of Mantias and to his brother being so

(Dem. /. c. § 4). Again in Or. xl [wpbs B. -n-epl TrpoiKbs) § 4, she is spoken of as

^faTrar^catra opKip (R. C. J.).
^ Ismenias and Stilbon disputed the fathership of Thettaliskos. The story

seems to be unknown (R. C. J.).
"*

§ 17 infra. A declamation on the legal regulation of the position of

mercenaries at Athens; Sauppe, Or. Alt. ni 247 a.

*
Fragtn. 5, from the M.ovadov, Sauppe, 155 a.
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philosophers^ become the leading men, than the State

prospered.'

II. Another topic is taken from a decision on the same 12

point, or on a like point, or on the opposite point
—

especially

if it has been the decision of all men at all times; or else of a

majority of mankind,—or of wise or good men, most or all,
—

or of our own judges, or of them to whom they listen; or of

those whose decision, being that of the masters of the situation,

it is impossible to reverse, or discreditable to reverse, as that

of the gods, or our father or our teachers,—as Autokles' said

of Mixidemides, that it was strange, if trial before the Areio-

pagos was good enough for the 'Awful Goddesses, but not

good enough for Mixidemidesl Or, take Sappho's saying

that death is an evil—for the gods have so judged, or they

would die. Or the remark of Aristippos, in answer to a saying

of Plato's, which he thought rather compromising—'Well, at

least our friend' (meaning Sokrates) 'said nothing of the

kind.'* Again, Agesipolis^ asked the god at Delphi (after first

consulting the oracle at Olympia), whether he took the same

view as his father—implying that it would be indecent to 1399 a

contradict his father. And thus Isokrates represented Helen

as good, since Theseus chose her*; Paris as good, seeing that

the goddesses preferred him''; Evagoras, again, he says, is

good, inasmuch as Konon after his misfortune* passed by all

others and came to Evagoras^
12. Another topic consists in taking separately the parts 13

of a subject^": as in the Topics^^
—what sort of motion is the

^
Epameinondas and Pelopidas.

2 Autokles, son of Strombichides, one of the Athenian envoys at the congress

of Sparta in 371 B.C.; Xen. Hellcn. vi 3 § 2.

*
Sauppe, p. 220.

*
Cp. Grote's Plato., iii 47 1, and Cope's Comm. ii 265 f.

5 Muretus and Bekker, ed. 3; cp. Xen. Hellen. iv 7 § 2, first quoted by

Victorius. The Mss have 'H7T)cri7r7roj retained by Roemer; Spengel points out

that'HYTjo-^TroXts is the normal Ionic equivalent for 'A7i7(rf7roXis.

E
Isokrates, Helen, 18-38.

^
Helen, 41-48.

* In 405, after /Egospotami ;
Xen. Hellen. II i § 20.

*
Isokrates, Evagoras, 51 f.

1* No. 12 and no. 8 are hard to distinguish. Here, the idea of dealing

separately with the parts is uppermost ; there, the idea of showing what parts are

comprised
in the whole (R. C. J.).

"
ii 4 ;

iv 2, 6.
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soul? It must be this kind or this kind. The Sokrates of

Theodektes affords an example—'Against what temple has he
sinned? What gods, acknowledged by the city, has he failed

to honour?''

14 13- Since it happens, in most cases, that the same thing
has the same result, good or bad, another topic consists in

arguing from the Consequence,—whether in exhorting or dis-

suading, accusing or defending, praising or blaming. Thus:—
'Culture has the bad consequence of exciting envy, and the

good consequence of making one wise.'^ Therefore 'we ought
not to cultivate ourselves, for it is not well to be envied.' Or
rather—'we ought to cultivate ourselves, for it is well to be

wise.' The Art of Kallippos^ is simply this topic, with the

addition of the topic of Possibility and the rest, as described

above (c. xix).

15 14. It is another topic, when we have either to exhort or

dissuade in reference to two opposite things, and have to use

the method just stated in regard to both. There is this

difference that, in the former case, any two things are con-

trasted; here, the things contrasted are opposites. For

instance, the priestess urged her son 7iot to speak in public;

'for,' she said, 'if you speak justly, you will be hated by men;
if unjustly, by the gods.' Or, 'A^^—you ought to speak in

public; for if you speak justly, the gods will love you; if un-

justly, men.' This is the same thing as the saying about

buying the salt along with the marsh*; and in this consists the
'

retortion'^ of the dilemma—when each of two opposite things
has both a good and a bad consequence, opposite respectively
to each other.

16 15. As men do not approve the same things in public
and in their secret thoughts, but in public must approve just

1
Sauppe, 247 a.

"
Cp. Euripides, Medea, 294 ; 11 21 § 2 supra.

^
§ 21 ; one of the early writers on the Art of Rhetoric, possibly the person

described as one of the first pupils of Isokrates in Afitid. § 93. He is not to be
confounded with the Kallippos mentioned in i xii 29 (Cope, Comm. ii 271 f).

*
i.e. 'The unprofitable and unwholesome marsh with the profitable salt

inseparably connected with it
'

(Cope) ; a proverb not found elsewhere.
^
^Xaljuaii from /3\at(r6y, valgus,

' with legs bent in,' here used of 'retorting' a

dilemma.
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and honourable things, while, from their private point of view,

they are apt to prefer their own advantage, another topic
consists in trying to infer either of these sentiments from the

other. This is the most effective sort of paradox.
16. Another topic is taken from the symmetry of results. 17

Thus Iphikrates\ when they were trying to make his son take

a public service, because though he was under age, he was a

big boy, said that, 'if they count big boys as men, they must
enact that little men are boys.' And Theodektes in his Law'-: 1399 b

'You make citizens of mercenaries, such as Strabax^ and

Charidemos'', for their merit; will you not make exiles of

those, who have done fatal mischief with the mercenaries.-"

17. Another topic consists in arguing identity of cause 18

from identity of effect. Thus, Xenophanes^ said that those

who allege the gods to have come into existence are as

impious as those who allege that they are dead; for, either

way, it results that at one time the gods were not. And,

universally, any given result may be treated as constant:—
'You are about to decide the fate, not of Isokrates, but of the

pursuit of Philosophy.'** Or, it may be argued, that '

to give
earth and water"' means slavery

—'to share in the Common
Peace'^ means obeying orders. (We must take whichever

view may serve.)

18. Another topic is taken from the fact that men do not 19

always make the same choice at a later as at an earlier time,

but may reverse it. This enthymeme gives an example—'

It

is strange if, when we were in exile, we fought to return, and,

^
Sauppe, p. 219.

^
Sauppe, p. 247.

^ Mentioned by Dem. Lept. § 84, as having received privileges for the sake of

Iphikrates.
•' Of Oreos in Euboea ; he first entered the Athenian service as a mercenary

under Iphikrates about 367.
^ The Eleatic, c. 620-520 B.C. 'The One is God.' Being is self-existent,

and therefore eternal (R. C. J.). Fragm. Incert. 7 Mullach.
* Isokr. Antid. 173 f, quoted by Spengel in support of his substitution of

'I<roK/)dTous (accepted by Roemer) for the manuscript reading Sw/cpdroi/s.
"^

Cp. Herodotus, iv 126.
^ The 'Common Peace' made between the Greeks (except the Lacedaemonians)

and Alexander, after Philip's death in 336 B.C. Pseudo-Demosthenes, Or. XVII

30, TJ\% KOivrji f.iprjvrii ytter^xf'-
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having returned, are to go into exile to avoid fighting^ In the

one case, they chose to keep their homes at the cost of fighting:—in the other, they chose not to fight at the cost of losing
their homes.

20 19. Another topic consists in treating the conceivable as

the actual reason for a thing existing or having come to pass.

Suppose, for example, that one has given something to another

for the purpose of paining him by withdrawing it :
—whence

the saying—
* The god bestows large blessings on many men, not in kindness, but that the

troubles which they find may be more signal.'^

Or the passage from Antiphon's Meleager-.
—

' Not that they may slay the beast, but that they may witness the bravery of

Meleager to Greece.'*

Or the remark in the Ajax of Theodektes, that Diomedes*
chose Odysseus, not in order to honour him, but in order that

his own follower might be a lesser man; for this motive is

possible ^

21 20. Another topic is common to the lawcourts and to

debate—viz. to consider the inducements and drawbacks, the

reasons for doing or avoiding an action
;
for these are the

conditions which, according as they are present or absent,

make an action desirable or undesirable: the former, if, for

example, it is possible, easy, advantageous to the doer or his

friends, hurtful and damaging to his enemies,—or if the

penalty for the act is comparatively small. The grounds

1400 a of suasion .are these—the grounds of dissuasion are the

opposite. The same motives form grounds of accusation or

defence:—the deterring motives, of defence; the inciting

motives, of accusation. This topic represents the whole

Art of Pamphilos® and of Kallippos.

1
Lysias, Or. xxxiv ii.

"^

Fragm. Adesp. 8a Nauck. Victorius quotes Caesar, De B. G. I 14.
3

p. 792 Nauck.
* //. X 218-254.
*

p. 801 Nauck.
*
Pamphilus, like Kallippos (§ 14), 'belonged to the early school of

Rhetoricians of the age of Gorgias.' Cicero, De Or. Ill 82 (Cope, Contm.

ii 285).
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21. Another topic concerns things which appear to have 22

happened, but which are incredible. We may say, that men
would not have fancied them, if they had not been true or

nearly true. Or we may say, that this makes it more certain
;

for the things in which men believe are either facts or prob-
abilities

;
if then it be incredible and not probable, it must be

true
;
because its probability and plausibility are not the reason

for this belief about it. Thus Androkles^ the Pitthean said in

arraigning the law, when they interrupted his speech—'The
laws need a law to correct them, just as fish need salt—
improbable and surprising as it is that creatures reared in

brine should need salt—^just as dried olives need olive-oil—
though it is incredible that olive-oil should be needed by the

sources of its own being.'-

22. Another topic, useful for Refutation, consists in taking 23

account of any inconsistency in the series of dates or acts

or statements, and this in three separate ways. First, in the

case of the adversary
—as :

—' He says that he loves you,
but he conspired with the Thirty.' Secondly, in our own
case

;

— ' And he says that I am litigious, but cannot prove
that I have ever been engaged in a single lawsuit.' Thirdly,
in our case, as compared with that of the adversary :

— ' He
has never lent anything, but / have ransomed many of you.'

23. Another topic, useful for persons and causes dis- 24

credited, or seemingly discredited, by a prejudice, is to give
the reason of the paradox; for then there is something which
accounts for the prejudice. Thus a woman, who had palmed
off her son on another woman, was suspected from embracing
him of being the youth's paramour ; but, when the cause was

stated, the prejudice was dispelled. Thus, again, in the Ajax
of Theodektes^ Odysseus tells Ajax why he is not thought
braver than Ajax, though he is really so.

^ Androkles denounced Alkibiades for the mutilation of the Hermoe, in 41 5 B.C. ;

he was put to death by the oligarchs at the beginning of the reign of terror which

preceded the revolution of the Four Hundred, in 411. Thuc. VHI 65; Andok.
De Myst. § 27 (R. C. J.).

^
Sauppe, p. 153.

^
p. 801 Nauck ; his Alkmceon is quoted in § 3.
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25 24. Another topic consists in arguing, from the presence

or absence of the Cause, the existence or non-existence of the

Effect ;
for Cause and Effect go together, and nothing is

without a cause. Thus, when Thrasybulos^ charged Leodamas^

with having been recorded as infamous^ on the acropolis, and

having erased the record in the time of the Thirty, Leodamas

said in his defence— '

It is impossible; the Thirty would have

trusted me the more for my enmity with the people being

registered.'*

26 25. There is another topic, when it was or is possible to

devise a better course than the speaker is recommending or

1400 b taking, or has taken. Clearly, if the course is not this better

course, he has not taken it
;
for no one willingly and wittingly

chooses the worse. (This however is a fallacy ;
for the better

plan often becomes clear after the event, though it was doubtful

before it.)

27 26. When an intended action is contrary to some former

action, another topic consists in viewing them together. Thus,

when the people of Elea asked Xenophanes' whether they

should sacrifice to Leukothea^ and waiF for her, his advice

was—'If you consider her a goddess, do not wail: if a woman,
do not sacrifice.'

28 2"]. Another topic consists in founding accusation or

defence upon mistakes. Thus, in the Medea of Karkinos^

the accusers contend that she has slain her children—at any

rate, they are not to be found ;

—for Medea had made the

mistake of sending her children away. She says, in her

defence, that she would have slain, not the children, but

Jason ; for, supposing her capable of the other murder, it

1 Of Steiria, the restorer of the Democracy in 403 B.C.

2
I vii 13 supra (cp. Cope, Comm. ii 291).

'
ffTi}\iTT]i, cp. Isokr. De bigis, § 9, ar-i)S!iTi\v avaypa<(>eiv (of 'posting'

Alkibiades as a public traitor), Dem. Phil, in 45; Andok. de Myst. 51. A
similar argument is used by Lysias on behalf of the men denounced by Agoratos,

Or. XIII 51 (R. C. J.).
*
Sauppe, Oral. Ait., Fragm., p. 216. '

§ 17 supra.
® The name of Ino after her death, just as Palaemon was the name of

Melikertes.
^
Probably the ritual represented her sufferings in life (R. C J.).

* Nauck's Fragm. Tr. Gr., p. 798.
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would have been a blunder for her not to have done this.

This special topic of enthymeme constitutes the whole of the

Art in use before Theodoros^

28. Another topic is from a play on names. Thus 29

Sophokles—
'

Steel, truly, like the name thou bearest.'*

This is commonly used in praises of the gods. Thus, too,

Konon punned on the name of Thrasybulos' ;
Herodikos* on

the names of Thrasymachos* and Polos®, and said of Draco the

lawgiver that his laws are 'not the laws of a man but of a

dragon—they are so cruel' And thus in Euripides, Hecuba

says of 'Aphrodite (the Foam-born),'
' Well may her name be the beginning of folly.'

^

And Chaeremon—
'

Pentheus, with name prophetic of his doom.'*

The Refutative Enthymemes seem more brilliant' than 30

the Demonstrative, because the refutative enthymeme is

the bringing together of opposites in a small compass ; and,

when two things are put side by side, they are plainer to the

hearer. But, of all syllogisms, whether refutative or demon-

^
T) wpSrepov Qeoddipov t^x^V' Spengel remarks that what is known of Korax

and Tisias agrees with this. Inferior Mss have i) irporipa, either (i) 'the former

Art of Theodoros,' implying that he had written two Arts, or (2) 'the earlier Art

of Theodoros,' as compared with Aristotle's own time. On Theodoros cp. in xiii

5, and Plato Phaedr. 266 E (R. C. J.).
^
Frag. 597, Nauck, ed. 2. The line refers to the cruelty of Sidero (the wife

of Salmoneus) to her step-daughter Tyro. (rtSijpw, the reading of the best MS, is

preferred by Nauck and accepted by Roemer.
^

§ 25 supra.
* Ilerodikos of Selymbria, besides being a physician (cp. I v 10), was a

sophist {Trd(T<To<f>os apijp, Plato, Protag. 316 a).
^ dei 6paavfjLaxo^ el, Thrasymachos of Chalkedon, the second of the techno-

graphers, Tisias being the first, Theodorus the third (Ar. De Soph. EL). Cp. Plato,

Phcedr. 361 c. 'Mitioris sophistae obiurgatio est in vehementiorem' (Spengel).
* dei o-i> TrtoXot el, 'Colt by name and colt by nature' (Thompson's Introd. to

Gorgias p. v, n. 4). Gorg. 463 E.

''

Troades, 990. Aphrodite and a.<ppo<Tvvy) have the first half of the word in

common (Cope).
^
Fragm. 4, Nauck. Cha;rem6n, an Athenian tragedian, later than Aristo-

phanes. Some think he was alive in Aristotle's time, Poet, i and 24, Probl. \\\

16. This line probably comes from his Dionysos (R. C. J-).
^

eiidoKLfieL Cp. Ill ix 17.

9
— 2
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strative, those are most applauded, of which we foresee the

conclusion from the beginning
—and this, not because they are

superficial ;
for we are at the same time pleased with our own

quickness^:
—or those, with which we can just keep up, as soon

as they are stated.

xxiv. As there can be both a real and a sham syllogism,

it follows that there can be both a real and a
Topics of

apparent sham enthymemc,—the enthymeme being a sort
enthymemes. r it • o

of syllogism \

2 I. Among the topics of Apparent Enthymemes is the topic

1401a from Diction ^ («) One department of this topic, as in Dialectic,

consists in making a final statement, as if it were a logical

conclusion, when no reasoning process has been performed.
* So it is not thus or thus';

' So it must be thus or thus.' And,
in the case of enthymemes, a compact and antithetical ex-

pression has itself an air of enthymeme*; such expression

being the province of enthymeme. The figure of the Diction

seems to be the source of this fallacy. It is a help towards a

syllogistic style of Diction to state the sum of many syllogisms—* He saved some—he avenged others—he freed Greece.'*

Each of these points has been proved from other things; and,

when they are put together, we have the effect of a fresh

result,

{b) Another department of the topic consists in Equivoca-
tion:—as, to say that the mouse is a noble animal, since the

most august of all rites, that of the Mysteries, is derived from

* We are pleased (not only with the speaker and his enthymeme, but) with

ourselves also (S/ao) for our sagacity in anticipating the conclusion ; (and therefore

we do not think it superficial). Cope, Comm. ii 300.
*

I i 1 1 supra.
^

irapa ttjv Xi^iv. Here the Fallacies of Diction are classified as (i) Traparb

(rxw«) arising from the fashion or style of the language used (Cope), (a) when a

conclusion is drawn, without having been established by reasoning ; (d) when
mere smartness of antithesis is made to do duty for an enthymeme ; (2) irapa tt)v

opLuvvfilav, depending upon equivocation, or play on words (R. C. J.). On the

classification in De Soph. El. cp. Cope, Comm. 11 301, 304.
* <Kat iv> Tols ivdvfirifiaai. to <rwe<TTpaixp.ivov koL avTiKUfiivtij^ direiv (palverai

ivdiix-qiJia, Vahlen's proposal, approved by Spengel and Roemer.
*

Isokrates, Evagoras, 65-69.
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30

iV. Or, suppose that the encomiast of a dog were to avail

himself of the constellation so called, or of Pindar's saying

about Pan—
'Blest one, whom the Olympians call the Great Mother's faithful hound, taking

all forms by turn.'^

Or one might argue :
—' As it is a great disgrace that there

should be no dog in a house—so it is plain that the dog is

honourable.' Or— * Hermes is the most liberal of the gods ;

for he is the only one, about whom there is such a proverb as

" Shares in the luck of Hermes !

" '^ Or ' The gift of speech'' (by

which we express our estimates) is the best of things, since good
men are not valued at so much money—they are esteemed'; for

the same words may mean '

worthy to have the gift of speech'

or 'worthy of esteem.'

2. Another topic consists in putting together two separate

statements or dividing a composite statement
;

—
for, since

things which are not identical often seem so, one should

represent the fact in whichever way will serve best. This is

the argument of Euthydemos; as, about knowing that there

is a trireme in the Peiraeus : the man knows the two facts

separately'^. Or the argument that he who knows the letters

knows the word, since the word is the same thing;
—or that,

if twice anything is noxious, the thing by itself cannot be

wholesome; for it is absurd that two good things should

make a bad thing. Put thus, the enthymeme is refutative
;

thus, demonstrative®—' A good thing cannot consist of two

bad things.' The whole topic lends itself to false reasonings.

1
Polykrates, Fragm. vi p. 22 1 f, Sauppe.

''

Pindar, Fragm. 96 Christ. Pan is the k'uu)v TravTo5aTr6s, 'the faithful

guardian, taking all forms by turn,' of the Great Mother, because his statue stood

before her temple. Cp. Fragm. 95, cS X\6.v, 'ApKa5las fxediuv, /cat crefivCiv aSirruiv

<f>v'Ka^, Marpbs /Mf.ydXas diraSi, ff€/j.va,v 'Kaplrui' fj.^\r]fji.a Tipirvbv, and Pyth. Ill 77

(R. C. J.).

3 (cotvos 'Ep/i^s, Theophrastus, Char, xxx (xxvi Jebb).
*
X670J is here used in two senses :

—
(i) speech, ratio, (2) thought, or estimate,

oratio (R. C J.).
^ De Soph. El. c. 20 p. 177 b 12, koX 6 Ey^u5T?^iov 5e Xbr^o'i, ap olSat <tv vvv

oUa-ai iv Ueipaiei TpiripeLi iv "ZiKeKlq. we ; 'Do you, being in Sicily, know that there

are triremes now in the Peirseus?' (see Cope's Comm. ii 307 f).

'
i\eyKTtK6v, it refutes the contention that the thing is good; deiKTiKdv, it

establishes that contention (R. C. J.).
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Take, again, the saying of Polykratesi about Thrasybulos,
tiiat he put down thirty tyrants*—where the speaker uses

Composition 3. Or the passage in the Orestes of Theodektes,
which illustrates Division:—

' 'Tis just that whoso slays her husband '*

should die: it is just moreover that the son should avenge his

1401 b father: well, these are the things which have actually been
done":—(a fallacy,) for, when put together, they perhaps do
not form a just act. (This might, however, be a Fallacy of
Defect—as the speaker does not say by whose hand the

woman should die.)

4 3. Another topic consists in establishing or destroying a
statement by indignant assertion «. This is when the speaker,
without proving the fact, makes much of it

;
for it is made to

appear either that the thing has not been done, when it is the
defendant who amplifies, or that it has been done, when it is

the accuser who is passionate. This is not, then, an enthy-
meme: the hearer wrongly concludes that the act was or was
not done, though this has not been proved.

5 4- Another topic is from a Sign^; for here, again, the

reasoning is not strict. Thus suppose one to say
—' Lovers

are serviceable to States; for the love of Harmodios and

Aristogeiton overthrew the tyrant Hipparchos.'s Or suppose
one to say

'

Dionysios* is a thief, for he is a bad man.' This,
of course, is inconclusive,—for a bad man is not always a thief,

though a thief is always a bad man.
6 5. Another fallacy is from the Accident—as in the saying

^

Quint. Ill vi 26 ; Sauppe's Or. Att., Fragm., p. 221 b.
^
Sauppe, p. ^^\ b.

'
avmldriffi ydp. It is true, in regard to each of thirty men individually, that

he was a member of a government put down by Thrasybulos. But the speaker
joins each of those thirty to his 29 colleagues, and makes him represent a separate
tyranny (R. C. J.).

*
Fragm. 5 Nauck.

' ovKow [Acat] T-aCra v^TrpaKTai, Spengel, Roemer. «
SeLvuKxei, xxi 10.

^ De Soph. El. c. 5 refers this to the next topic but one,—where the fallacy is

due to 'the Consequence.'
8 Thuc. VI 54 f; Plato, Symposium, 182 C.

^

*
Dionysios, like Sokrates and Koriskos, elsewhere, here means 'anybody'

(Cope).
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of Polykrates' about the mice, that they did good service by

gnawing through the bow-strings =". Or one might argue that

an invitation to dinner was a great honour, for it was on

account of not being invited that Achilles was wroth with the

Greeks at Tenedos*: he was wroth on the ground that he was

slighted, and the slight consisted in the absence of the

invitation.

6. Another fallacy is from the Consequence. Thus, in 7

the Eficomium on Paris*, he is said to be high-minded ; for,

scorning the converse of the crowd, he lived alone on Ida. As

high-minded men are of this character, Paris also might be

deemed high-minded. Again—because he is finely dressed

and goes about at night, he is an adulterer ;
for these are

their ways. A like argument is that poor men sing and

dance in temples, and that exiles can live where they please.

These are attributes of men reputed prosperous ;
and so

people might be thought prosperous for having these attri-

butes. It is the 'how' that makes the difference; hence this

fallacy comes also into the topic of Defect.

7. Another topic is to treat as cause that which is no 8

cause—on the ground (for example) that one thing has

happened along with another, or just after it,
—the sequel

being assumed to be the effect. This is a favourite topic with

men in public life : thus Demades said that the policy of

Demosthenes had been the cause of all the mischief; for after

it came the war*.

1
Sauppe, p. 211 b.

' Herodotus, u 141.
*
Sophokles, 'Axatwj' (ri)\\o70j, p. 161 Nauck.

*
Polykrates, p. 223, Sauppe; quoted in c. 23 §§ 3, 8, 12.

'
Fragm. 2, p. 318 Sauppe. Spengel asks, Why should Aristotle quote this

charge against Demosthenes from Demcuies, when the same charge is made by a

more illustrious speaker, Aeschines, in the Speech against Ktesiphon, § 134

(330 B.C.)? He answers :
—

(i) probably the words /xer' iK(lvy)v yap awi^ri 6 ir6\e/xoj

are the actual words of Demades ; (2) probably the Rhetoric was written before

330. The passage of Philip through Phocis (338 B.C.) is mentioned in 11 xxiii i
;

and the 'Common Peace' of 336 is noticed, ib. § 18. Spengel would put the

Rhetoric between 336 and 330. He makes a needless difficulty in assuming that

the words ^er' iKelvrjv kt\, as applied by Aristotle, imply that Demosthenes'

public activity did not continue after the war. They only imply that it had

begun before the war (R. C J.).
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9 8. Another topic is from the Defect^ of 'when' and

'how': as in the argument^* that Paris had a right to take

Helen; for the choice was given to her by her father'. Not,

it may be supposed, for ever, but only in the first instance.

After the first choice, the father's authority ceases. Or, one

1402 a might argue that to beat free men was outrage. It is not so

in every case, but only for him who strikes the first blow.

10 9. Again, an apparent syllogism may be derived, as in

Eristic, from the interchange of the absolute with what is not

absolute, but only particular:
—

as, in Dialectic, it may be

argued that the non-existent is, for the non-existent is non-

existent
;
and that the unknowable can be known, for we can

know about the unknowable that it is unknowable. Thus, in

Rhetoric also, an apparent enthymeme may be derived from

the confusion o{particular with absolute probability. A prob-

ability is not universal—as^ Agathon says
'

Perhaps one might call this very thing a probability
—that many improbable

things should happen to men.'^

For that which is against probability (sometimes) happens,
and so that too which is against probability is probable. And
if this is so, the improbable will be probable. In fact, however,

probability is fiot absolute. Just as in Eristic, it is the omission

to add in what respect, and in reference to what, and in what

way, which makes the trap ;
so here it comes from the prob-

11 ability not being absolute but particular. The rhetorical art

of Korax® is made up of this topic. If a man is not liable to

^
TTopa T7)v ^Weiyf/iv. He has said, above, that a case of SiaLpecris belonging to

Topic (2) might be referred to this; so, again, of Topic (6). In De Soph. El.

c. 5, he refers Topic (4) to no. 6, and also says that the Topic ivaph, t^v IXXet^ti/

might be treated as Tropa Xe^ic. This illustrates the crudity of the whole classifi-

cation (R. C. J.).
2

Polykrates, p. 223 Sauppe.
^ Eur. Iph. Aul. 66.

* Does tScTTrep refer to KaOHKov or to ov Ka96\ov ? Probably the latter, rax Ai*

\4yoL implies the poet's dissent, which the context perhaps explained (R. C. J.).
'
Fragm. 9 Nauck.

*
71 KdpaKos TixvTj. Plato, Phcedr. p. 273 A, quotes this very abuse of ehbi

from the rix^'^l of Tisias, with the illustration of the brave man tried for beating a

coward (Thompson, p. 131). There is probably an allusion there to Korax—Tio-^as

fj S-Wos Scrris Si)iroT cDc rvyx^^"^'- '^°''- oir6d€v X'*^/'" ovofia.^dfxevot. Cp. Spengel's

ffvyaywyii rexvCJu, p. 33 (R. C. J.).
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a charge
—

(if, for instance, a weak man is charged with assault

and battery,) you say
—'

It is not probable.' If, again, he is

liable to the charge (as, by being strong), you say— '

It is not

probable ;
for it was sure to seem probable,' And so in all

other cases. A man must be either liable or not liable to the

charge. In either case there is an apparent probability ; but,

in the one case, it is an (abstract) probability^ ;
in the other,

it is not abstract, but, as has been said-, particular. This,

again, is what is meant by
'

making the worse seem the better

cause,'
^ and for this reason men justly disapproved'' of the

undertaking of Protagoras^ It is a fallacy
—not a real, only

an apparent probability
—and has a place in no art except

Rhetoric and Eristic.

XXV. An account has now been given of Enthymemes,

Methods of ^eal and apparent". We have next to speak of
refutation. Refutation. An argument may be refuted either

by a counter-syllogism or by bringing an objection. As to

the counter-syllogism, it can evidently be constructed from the

same topics. Our syllogisms are taken from popular beliefs
;

and there are many such beliefs contrary to each other.

^ TO fxh eUbi, i.e. the defence that the man did not do it becmise it was sure to

be suspected, is analogous to saying that it is probable that improbable things will

happen. We go merely on the general ground that, as the man was likely to do

it, it is likely that he did not do it, because man's estimate of likelihood is often

wrong. In the other case,
—when we say that his strength makes it likely

—
this is more than dirXws ei/i-6s,

— it is an cJkos in the proper sense—a general

illustration applied to the partiadar circumstances of this case. Most men who

commit assaults are strong : this man is strong. See the definition of et/c6s in

I ii t5, where it is said to be oi/rws ^x"** ""pos iKelvo 7rp6s 6 eUds, us rb Ka66\ov

TTpos rb Kark fj.ipoi. When we say
' the improbable is probable,' the etV6s is so,

not in reference to rb Kara fiipos, to any particular case, but to that which is itself

general, viz. the other tUbs. This is what he here calls dTrXws or KaObXou ei\-6y,

as opposed to rl elxbi (R. C. J.).
^ ' In the way that has been already stated,' i.e. under the conditions and

circumstances before mentioned (Cope).
^

Cicero, Brutus, 30.
*

idva-x^paivov. Cp. Eur. MeJ. 580 f; Arist. A''ud. 889-1 104; Plato, Apo/.

Socr. 19 B.

'
Plato, Protag. 319 A.

' The rest of the chapter is held to be spurious by Professor J. Cook Wilson

(Trans. Oxford Philol. Soc. 1883-4, p. 4 f), who is opposed by Susemihl in

Bursian's Jahresb. xlii 38 f.
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3 The mode of bringing objections
—as has been shown in the

Topics^
—is fourfold.

Either the adversary's enthymeme furnishes it from itself;

or it is taken from an analogous case
;
or from an opposite

case
;
or from previous decisions.

4 I. As an example of the first case, suppose the enthymeme

1402 b to argue that love is good. The objection can be brought in

two ways: either generally, by saying that all want is an evil;

or particularly, by saying that there would be no such proverb
as

' Kaunian love,''' if there were not some bad loves,

5
2. As an instance of objection from the opposite, suppose

the enthymeme to have been—' The good man does good to

all his friends.' We object
—'No, the bad man does not do

evil to all his enemies.'

6 3. It would be an objection from analogy—supposing the

enthymeme to be that men who have been ill-used always
hate—to say

'

No, men who have been well treated do not

always feel friendship.'^

7 4. The Decisions available are those of well-known men*.

Suppose the adversary's enthymeme to have been, 'We must

make allowances for drunken men, as they err unwittingly,'

our objection is—' Then Pittakos" is not praiseworthy, or he

would not have enacted greater penalties for an error com-

mitted in drunkenness.'

^ Not the special treatise of this name (says Schrader), but the dialectical art

in general (see further in Cope's Comm. ii 323). Top. viii 10, p. 157, speaks
indeed of a fourfold division, but not in the same sense. There it is (i) complete
Xi/crij, (2) Jrpos rov ipuiTCivTa., (3) Trpos rot ijpujTrjixiva,

—the form of the adversary's

question, (4) irpbi rbv xp&^'ov. The really parallel place is Atial. Pr. \\ 26, where

we have the four in the text, only that (i) ef ka.vTov has no specific name, and (4) is

Ik toO KO-ra. So^av (R. C. J.).
"^ The incestuous passion of Byblis for her brother Caunus, Ovid, M^L ix 453.
^ A bad example, because it does not mark the difference between the

ivaraffis iK rov ofiolov and that iK toO ivavriov. The analogous thing, rb ofioTov, is

here another case in which a certain kind of usage does not uniformly produce a

certain failing. Ill-treatment, it is argued, always produces hatred : good-treat-

ment, it is answered, does not always produce friendliness. Take this instance:—
'Men are always grateful to those who help them to pay theirdebts.' Objection:

—
' Men are not always grateful to those who defend them when they are slandered

'

(R. C.J.).
*
Objections founded on authority, on the previous decision of weighty judges.

* Of Mytilene (651-569 B.C.). Cp. Politics, il xii.
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Enthymemes* are taken from four things ;
these are 8

(i) Probabilities; (2) Examples; (3) Infallible Signs; (4)

Fallible Signs.

They are taken from Probabilities, when they are con-

cluded from some general rule, real or seeming. They use

Examples when they proceed by induction* from an analogy
in one or more cases—the speaker assuming a universal rule,

and thence reasoning on the particular case. They are wrought

by the Infallible Signs, when they turn on something neces-

sarily true
; by the Fallible Signs, when they depend on a

statement, general or particular, which may or may not be

true.

Now, as the Probable is that which happens generally but

not invariably, it follows that Enthymemes from Probabilities

may always be refuted by bringing an objection, though this 9

objection may be apparent and not always real ;
since the

objector refutes the conclusion, not as being improbable, but

as being unnecessary. Thus, an unfair advantage may always 10

be gained by this fallacy,
—more easily, however, in defence

than in accusation. The accuser proves his case by probabili-

ties. To refute a conclusion as improbable, and to refute it

as unnecessary, are two different things. A conclusion from

what generally happens is always open to objection ;
else it

would not be a probability^ but a constant and necessary
truth. Yet, if the conclusion is shown to be unnecessary*, the

judge fancies that it is not probable, or that he must not con-

sider it as probable ;

—
reasoning falsely, as we said

;
for he

ought not to judge merely on grounds of necessity ;
he ought

to judge also on grounds of probability
—this is the meaning

^ Here = ot iv avT(^ rcjj \6ytf) irlareL^, including 'examples.'
^
Spengel (followed by Roemer) brackets 5i' iirayuyrjs, Victorius thinking that

either tliese words or the Sid. before tou bixolov must go. But Spengel presently
adds that Victorius has shown the words 5t' ^7ro7W7^s to be right, from Anal. Pr.

n xxiv. Every use of 'example' implies an inductive process (R. C J.).
'
Vahlen, followed by Roemer, adds <ws iirl rd voXu Ka'o to the sentence

translated in the text, ov yap hv t)
< wj ^ttI t6 ttoXu Kal > tiKos dXX' del Kal avayKOtoy.

* For the impossible manuscript reading dv oiVws eXvdri, Bekker substitutes fl

oCtws (\ij07i, while Spengel (followed by Roemer) would prefer &,v ovtu \v0^, and

Cope 8i.v oirruffl \vd-^.
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of 'using his best discretion.'^ Hence it is not enough if

the defendant shows that the charge is not necessarily true
;

he ought to show that it is not probable. This latter thing

will be achieved, if his objection agrees better with what

11 generally happens. The objection may be of this kind in two

ways—(i) in respect of the time: (2) in respect of the facts'^:—
1403 a it will be most effective, if it is such in both respects :

—
for, if

a majority of instances are on our side', this makes a stronger

probability.

12 Fallible Signs, again, and the enthymemes which employ

them, can be refuted, even though the facts are real—as was

said at the beginning*; for we see from the Analytics^ that no

13 Fallible Sign can lead to a strictly logical conclusion. The

^
Kplveiv, Spengel prefers KpLveiv. Cp. i xv 5.

^
f) Tip XP^^V ^ 'o's irpdyfiaffi. A stronger probability may rest on either of two

grounds.
I. Ftrsi Interpretation:

—
(i) ry xp6i'(jj

= 'frequency' (Victorias); a majority

of instances vcidiy he against our opponent. (2) Toh irpa.yixa.tn.v. The majority of

apparently similar instances may be on his side ; but there may be something in

the special facts of this case which distinguishes it from these cases. (How can

this be called /xaWov us iirl rb iroKvl) The superior probability will be most

firmly established if both arguments are on our side ; i.e. if we can show (i) that

the thing usually happens as we say, not as he says; (2) that the special circum-

stances of the case are against his story.

II. Second Interpretation. The adversary makes a statement of facts.

Suppose I cannot dispute his facts ; I may, however, be able to show that, at the

titne to which he refers, some conditions were present, which altered the signifi-

cance of these facts. Thus, he says: 'I am accused of being lukewarm in the

cause of the democracy ; but, five years ago, I subscribed three talents for the

public defence.' This may be quite true ; the irpayixara may be as he states them.

But I may be able to show that, at that time, three talents was a very small sum,

though, now that the State has been impoverished, it seems a large sum. This

would be refuting his argument ry XP^^V—'by a consideration of the time.' Cp.

the gth topic in c. xxiii, iK toO tov x/>6«'oj' ffKoireiv. This is my own view. The

clause el yap to, TrXeovdKis oiirus refers to rois irpdyfiaaiv. If it can be shown, not

only that the time affects his case, but that experience is against his account of

the facts, so much the better.

III. Cope (Introd. p. 274) understands ry Xpl>''V of t^e time which the

speaker assigns to the facts alleged by the adversary. The adversary says
—this

or that happened in 1872. I may dispute the facts, or I may admit them, but

refer them to 1871.
—The ^vcrracns wphs rbv xp^''ov in Top. Viii 10, p. 161 a 10,

means merely 'an objection to gain time.' (R. C. J.)
*

el yap rot irXeovaKis oiirus. Roemer, following the scholium and Victorius,

prints el yap rd <Tr\elu Kal>- irXeovdKis ovtus, as in § 13.
*

I ii 18.
* n 27.
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mode of solution which appHes to Probabilities applies also to

enthymemes of Example. If we have one^ contrary instance,

the conclusion is refuted as being unnecessary, though a

majority of instances or the ordinary course of things is

against us. If the majority of instances and the ordinary

course of things are against us, we must contend that the

present case is unlike, or has conditions which are unlike, or

at least presents some difference.

Infallible Signs, and the Enthymemes taken from them, 14

will not admit of refutation on the ground that the reasoning

is not strict:—this, again, we see from the Analytics"^. It

remains to show that the alleged fact does not exist. If it

is shown that it does exist, and that it is an Infallible Sign,

then there is no further possibility of refutation
;

for this

amounts to a manifest demonstration.

xxvi. Amplification and Depreciation do not constitute

suppiemen. merely an elementary form of enthymeme ; (by
tary criticisms,

'elementary form' I mean the same thing as a

'commonplace'
—that being an 'elementary form' or a 'common-

place,' under which several enthymemes fall.) Amplification

and Depreciation are efithymemes^
—

tending to show that a

thing is great or small
; just as there are enthymemes to show

that a thing is good or bad, just or unjust, or the like—in short, 2

that it is any of those things with which syllogisms and enthy-

memes are concerned. If these several enthymemes are not

commonplaces of enthymemes, neither are Amplification and

Depreciation.

Nor are Destructive Enthymemes a different species from 3

Constructive*. Evidently we refute a conclusion by a Demon-

stration or by an Objection; and what we demonstrate' is the

1
^XWAic <ei'> ri Vahlen, Roemer. The punctuation of the rest of the

sentence is that of Vahlen and Spengel, which is adopted by Cope and Roemer.
"^

II 1"].

*
ivdvu-fifxara, omitted in one MS, and by Muretus, Spengel, and Roemer.

* dXXo Twv KaraffKevaffTiKup omitted in the Paris MS and the old Latin

translation, and bracketed by Spengel and Roemer.
'^ itTaTToBfiKvvovfftv : avraTrodelKvvffii', supported by the scholiast and the Latin

translation, is preferred by Spengel.
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opposite of that conclusion. Thus, if the adversary showed
that the thing has happened, we show that it has «i?/ happened ;

or vice versa. This, then, cannot be the difference. The
same instruments are used on both sides : enthymemes are

4 brought to show that the thing is or is not. As to the

Objection, it is not an enthymeme'; as we said in the Topics^,
it means stating some popular principle from which it shall

appear that the adversary has not reasoned strictly or has
made a false assumption.

5 There are three departments of Rhetorical inquiry. This

may be taken as a sufficient account of Examples, Maxims,
Enthymemes, and generally of the Inventive province—of the

1403 b way to find arguments and the way to refute them. It remains
to discuss Diction and Arrangement^.

Appendix on Book II, Chapter XIX.

On 'Topics' in Aristotle's Rhetoric.

The Enthymeme is a syllogism from likelihoods and signs,

that is, from general statements and from particular statements,
in regard to such contingent things as human action can

influence.

These general and these particular statements are drawn

, ., chiefly from a store of popular knowledsre which
the rhetorician must possess. This store of

popular knowledge is divided into departments corresponding

^
^ 7d/) 'ivcTaci.<i kt\. An. Pr. II 27, 'An objection is a proposition opposed

to a proposition, but differing from a proposition in that it may be particular (cTri

M^poiyy), whereas a proposition either cannot be particular at all, or at least not in

^if«i?ra/ syllogisms
'

(R. C. J.).
^ This follows from Top. vill 10, p. 157, though it is not expressly said there

(R.C.J.).
^
§5. eirei 5e dr] rpla

—\4^€us Kai rd^eu}!. Spengel thinks that Aristotle wrote we/ji

fitv odv Trapa5(i-yiJ.6.Twv KTX.—eiprjadu} Tocravra, and that Xonrbv d^—rd^ewv, the last

clause in this Book, is a false addition ; for
( 1) it is contrary to his usage to place

eipricrdoj Toaaura in the protasis, and (3) he has nowhere promised to treat X^|tj
and rd^ts. In li xviii 5, to. Xonra Trpo<r0ivT€s may refer to the irloTds only; and

-r} i^

dpxfjs Trpbdeuis may mean 'the purpose to treat them' (R. C. J.). Vahlen would
even omit the words /cat oXws tup mpl tt]v didfoiai' (see further in Cope's Comm.
» 333 0-
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to the departments q>{ scientific knowledge, the most important
of these being the Ethical and Political. Each of these de-

partments of the rhetorician's knowledge must be stocked

with a certain number of facts and propositions available as

premisses in argument. These facts, relative to different

special branches of knowledge, are called ei'^Ty, or more

strictly tottoc to)v elhwv
; also, l^Lai 7rpuTdcrei<;

—'

propositions

peculiar to this or that subject' (II xxii i
;

I ii 22).

But, besides this classification of the materials of the

II. TOTToi enthymeme, it will help the memory to have
kvevmi-6.r^y. also a rough classification of the forms in which

the enthymeme can be built.

To supply this, Aristotle enumerates in II xxiii twenty-eight
such forms. These are, in the proper sense, tottoi tojv ivOu/xr]-

lidroiv. The word roiroii means the place in which a thing is

to be looked for in the memory. The propositions about

special subjects are Xhiot tottoi—places in the memory where

special materials for the enthymeme are to be looked for.

The Toiroi rcov ivOvfjLr^fidrwv are places in the memory where
certain forms or types of enthymematical argument are to be

looked for
;

—
genera or classes of enthymemes.

Further, besides these special materials and these forms,

III. The are there any general notions with which all
«oc.oi ro^oc. Rhetoric and all Dialectic necessarily deals, and
towards dealing with which the rhetorician ought to have
some formulas ready ?

Aristotle answers that there are four such general notions,

(i) A speaker may wish to argue that a thing would be desirable,

if only it was possible; but it is impossible. It will be a

help to him if he has fixed in his memory some general

grounds on which anything may be argued to be possible
or impossible:— if there is in his mind, a place, a region
of arguments about the possible or impossible. This then

is our first universal topic
—the topic of the possible or

impossible. (2) Next, a speaker may wish to contend that a
certain thing has happened or will happen. He should be

prepared with some general principles by which the proba-

bility in each case may be measured. The second universal
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topic is that of fact past and fact future. (3) Again, he may
wish to argue that though this is good, that is better;

though this is strong, that is stronger. He ought therefore

to have some principles of comparison : there should be in his

mind a place, a topic, oi degree. Here (in c. xix 26 f) Aristotle

explains that, if the rhetorician knows what is a good and

a greater good, or is just and more just, what is noble and

more noble, he will practically be sufficiently armed. There

is no practical use in his studying the abstract principles of a

comparative estimate as such.

Lastly (4) the speaker may have to show that this is a great

deed, a great man, a stnall deed, a small man : he may want to

magnify, or to lower, depreciate. The fourth topic is that of

amplification and depreciation ;
or more correctly, of great

and small. For in c. xxvi {ad init.) he says that av^eiv koX

/xeiovv is not the topic merely of an enthymeme ;
not merely

one of those moulds into which an enthymeme may be cast
;

but is itself an enthymeme. To amplify—to depreciate
—are

enthymemes to show that a thing is great or small; just as

there are other enthymemes to show that a man is good or bad,

just or unjust. We do not call the proving of a man to be

just or unjust a separate class of enthymeme : the class of the

enthymeme depends on the arguments used to prove the man

just or unjust. No more, then, can we say that the proving

of a thing to be great or small is in itself a separate class of

enthymeme. It is an enthymeme which may be built on any

argument, but which always deals with the general conception

of great and small. Now, as the rhetorician deals not with

abstract greatness, but with great good, great justice, great

honour, it is no more necessary in this case, than in the case of

fxdWov and rjTTov, to have abstract principles. Knowing what

is a good, we shall know what is a great good.

Thus, then, of the four kowoI tottol, it is only two—the

possible and impossible, fact past or future—which need

special treatment in a rhetorical treatise. The other two

are worth mentioning, because they serve to remind the

rhetorician of two general ways in which his special know-

ledge may be used (R. C. J.).



BOOK III

i. There are three subjects of rhetorical inquiry,
—

first, as 1403 b

regards the sources of the proofs,
—

secondly, as regards the

tc>* style,
—

thirdly, as to the order in which the parts of the speech

are to be placed. We have spoken of the proofs, and of their

several sources, showing that these are three in number^—
showing, too, of what kind they are, and why their number is

not larger,
—viz. because all men are persuaded either by some

affection of their own minds, when they are the judges, or by

conceiving the speakers to be of a certain character, or by a

demonstration.

Enthymemes, also, have been spoken of, and the sources

from which they must be provided,
—these being, on the one

hand, the special commonplaces of enthymemes, on the other,

the general commonplaces".
We have next to speak of Diction; for it is not enough to 2

Diction, or know wliat we are to say ;

—we must say it in tlu

^*y*^*
right way :

—^this contributes much toward deter-

mining the character of the speech. The first subject of our 3

inquiry was naturally that which comes first in nature—as

to the means by which persuasiveness shall be given to our

facts. The second question is how to dispose these in language ;

the third is one of the greatest importance, but one, with

which it has not yet been attempted to deal—
regarding the art of delivery. It was long before

this art was applied even to tragic or epic recitation
;
for the

earliest poets used to act their own tragedies. Now it is

plain that delivery concerns rhetoric, just as it concerns

*
I ii 3.

^ Books I and n.

J. 10
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poetry ;
and a few writers—Glaukon of Teos among the rest—

4 have treated it. The art of Delivery^ is concerned with the

voice : it is the art of knowing how to use it for the expression

of each feeling ;
of knowing, for instance, when it should be

loud, low, or moderate
;
of managing its pitch, shrill, deep, or

middle
;

—and of adapting the rhythm to the subject. These

are the three things, which speakers have in view—volume,

harmony and rhythm. The honours of dramatic contests fall,

as a rule, to the actors
; and, just as, on the stage, the actors

are at present of more importance than the poets, so it is,

owing to the vices of society^ in the contests of civil life.

5 The rules of delivery have not yet been reduced to an art—
indeed, the art of Diction itself was of late development ; and,

1404 a^ properly viewed, the subject is thought vulgar. As, however,
the whole discipline of rhetoric aims at appearance, we must

give our attention to this subject, considered as necessary, not

as desirable in itself; for, strictly speaking, our sole aim in our

language should be to give neither pain nor pleasure ;
our

facts ought to be our sole weapons, making everything super-
fluous which is outside the proof; owing to the infirmities of

the hearer, however, style, as we have said, can do much.

6 (At the same time, style has necessarily a certain small value

in every kind of exposition ;
the mode of expression chosen

makes some difference to the clearness,—not such a very great

difference, however
;

it is all imagination and relative to the

hearer
; thus, no teacher commends geometry by graces of

style.)

7 When the Art of Delivery comes to us, it will perform the

function of the actor's art
; hitherto, but slight progress has

been made towards treating it, as by Thrasymachos in his

work on Pathos^. The dramatic faculty is a gift of nature
"^

rather than of Art
;
but Diction is in the province of art.

Hence those who are strong in diction gain honours in their

turn, just as do speakers who excel in delivery ;
for speeches

of the literary class are stronger in diction than in thought.

^
(WTT] ixlv MSS : aiJTT? schol.

^
Or, 'owing to the defects (or depravity) of our political constitutions.'

^
Sauppe, Or. Ait. Ill p. 164, 4; Spengel, Artium Scriptores, p. 93 f.
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The first improvement in style was naturally made by the 8

poets ;
for words are instruments of imitation, and the voice

is the most imitative of all our organs. Thus the arts of

recitation, the art of acting, and more besides, were formed.

And, as the poets seemed to have won their present reputation \ 9

even when their thoughts were poor, by force of their style, the

first prose style was led to become poetical ^ like that of

Gorgias*. To this day, indeed, the mass of the uneducated

think that such persons are the finest talkers. It is not so,

however
;
the diction of prose and the diction of poetry are -^

distinct. This appears from what is happening now : the

writers of tragedies are themselves modifying their style; and,

just as they passed from tetrameter to iambic, because the

iambic measure is, of all, the most like conversation, so they
have discarded all those words which violate the ordinary

idiom, but which the earlier writers used for ornament^ and

which to this day the writers of hexameters so use^ It is

absurd, then, to imitate those who have themselves dropped
the fashion

;
and it becomes plain that we need not enter 10

minutely into the whole question of style, but need discuss
, « ,,^v_,

only that style of which we are speaking. The other style has

been treated in the Poetics.

ii. These points, then, may be taken as discussed. One 1404 b /

virtue of Diction may be defined to be clearness. /.
Clearness..

This appears from the fact that, if our language
does not express our meaning, it will not do its work. Again,

Appropriate- diction Ought to be neither low nor too dignified,
"^^^" but suitable to the subject. (The diction of poetry
could hardly be called 'low,' yet it is not suitable to prose.)

Diction is made clear by nouns and verbs used in their proper 2

^
Ty\v Zk hbla.v Paris MS, TijvSe ti]v S6^av other MSS; r-^vSe disapproved by

Spengel and bracketed by Roemer.
2 'The language (of prose) first took a poetical colour' (Cope).
^
Spengel, Art. Scr. p. 69.

* oh S' ol TrpwToi iK6<r/j.ouv : oh ol irpbrepov ktK, the Scholiast and Spengel :

oh [5'] ol irpCiToi kt\, Roemer. atpflKaaiv is bracketed by Twining, Spengel, Bekker

ed. 3, and Roemer; but retained by Vahlen, and by Bywater, /ourna/ of Philology,

xvii 73 f.
'

c. 20-22.

10— 2
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sense; it is raised and adorned by words of the other classes

mentioned in the Poetics'^. Deviation from the ordinary

idiom makes diction more impressive; for, as men are

differently impressed by foreigners and by their fellow-

3 citizens, so are they affected by styles. Hence we ought

to give a foreign air to our language ;
for men admire

j

what is far from them, and what is admired is pleasant.

In the case of metrical composition there are many things

which produce this effect, and which are in place there
\
for

the things and persons concerned are more out of the common.

In prose the opportunities are much fewer, the subject-matter

being humbler. Even in poetry, if fine language were used by
a slave, or by a very young man, or about mere trifles, it would

be somewhat unbecoming ;
even in poetry, there is a sliding

""> 4 scale of propriety. We must disguise our art, then, and seem

to speak naturally, not artificially ;
the natural is persuasive,

thp artificial is the reverse; for men are prejudiced against it,

as against an insidious design, just as they are suspicious of

doctored wines. The difference is the same as between the

voice of Theodoros^ and that of other actors
;
his voice seems

5 to belong to the speaker,
—

theirs, to other men. A successful

illusion is wrought, when the composer picks his words from

the language of daily life
;
this is what Euripides does, and first

hinted the way to do^.

Language is composed of nouns and verbs,—nouns being

/)
of the various classes which have been examined in the Poetics*.

J Strange words, compound words, words coined for the occasion,

should be used sparingly and rarely :
—where, we will say by

and by^ The reason of this has been given already:
—the

6 effect is too odd to be fitting. Accepted terms, proper terms,

and metaphors, are alone available for the diction of prose.

This appears from the fact that all men confine themselves to

these : all men in talking use metaphors, and the accepted or

^
c. xxii.

* A celebrated tragic actor, mentioned in Pol. 1336 b 2%, and in Dam. De

Fals. Leg. § 274.
3 He 'gave us the earliest glimpse of this kind of writing' (Cope); cp. Cope's

Introd. 284 note 2.

*
c. xxi.

^
c. iii and vii.
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proper terms for things ;
so it is plain that, if the composer is

skilful, the foreign air will be given, the art may be concealed,

and he will be clear. And this, we saw, is the excellence of

rhetorical language. Equivocal terms are the class of words 7

most useful to the sophist, for it is with the help of these that

he juggles ; synonyms are most useful to the poet. By 1405 a

synonyms in ordinary use I mean, for instance, 'to go' and
' to walk

'

:
—these are at once accepted and synonymous

terms\ .

The nature of each of these kinds of words,—the number
[

of sorts of metaphor,—and the supreme import-
etap or.

^^^^ ^^ mctaphor both in poetry and in prose,

have been explained, as we said, in the Poetics-. In prose the 8

greater pains ought to be taken about metaphor, inasmuch

as prose depends on fewer resources than verse. Clearness,

pleasure, and distinction, are given in the highest degree by

metaphor ;
and the art of metaphor cannot be taught^ Our 9

metaphors, like our epithets, should be suitable. This will

result from a certain proportion ;
if this is lost, the effect will

be unbecoming, since the contrast between opposites is strongest

when they are put side by side. As a crimson cloak suits a

young man, what (we must inquire) suits an old man ? The

same dress will not suit him. If we wish to adorn, we must 10

take our metaphor from something better in the same class of

things ;
if to depreciate, from something worse. Thus (oppo- _

sites being in the same class) it would be an example of this

to say that the beggar 'prays' or that the man who prays
'

begs
'

;
as both are forms of asking. So Iphikrates said that

Kallias was a 'begging priest,' not a 'torch-bearer'*; and

Kallias replied that he must be uninitiated, or he would not call

him a 'begging priest,' but a 'torch-bearer'*: both are con-

1
§ 7, 'Aristotelis quidem esse videntur, sed fortasse ex ampliore exemplar

huic loco adnexa sunt' (Roemer, Praef. Ixxx).
- c xxl, xxii. ./

* Lit. 'it is impossible to acquire it from anyone else'; Poei. xxii 9,
' This

jf;

alone cannot be imparted by another; it is a mark of genius,—for to make good.//

metaphors implies an eye for resemblances' (Butcher). /

* dXV ov dq-^ouxov, bracketed by Diels and Roemer.
* A hereditary office of high distinction, in connexion with the Ekusinia, here

described as held by Kallias, the third of that name, the son of the third

Hippouikos. Iphikrates is the self-made man of Rhet. I ix 31.
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cerned with a god, but one is a title of honour, the other of

dishonour. Some people call actors 'creatures of Dionysos/
but they call themselves '

artists.'^ Both terms are metaphors,
the one calumnious, the other complimentary. Again, pirates

nowadays call themselves '

purveyors.' So we may speak of

the wrong-doer as '

making a mistake,' or the erring man as
' '

guilty of a wrong.' We may say that the thief has merely
.

'

taken,' or that he has '

plundered.' The expression in the

Telephos of Euripides
—

'

Ruling the oar.

And, having landed on the Mysian coast, '...^

is unsuitable, because the word '

to rule
'

is above the dignity

..=.
II of the subject; so no illusion is produced. There is another

fault, which may arise from the form of a word, when the

sound which this symbolises is not pleasant. Thus Dionysios
' the brazen

' ^ in his elegiacs cal Is poetry the
' scream of Kalliope,'*

both being sounds; the metaphor from inarticulate sounds, how-

"•12 ever, is unworthy. Again, the metaphors, by which we give

names to nameless things, must not be far-fetched, but drawn

from things so kindred, and so similar, that the affinity appears

1405 b at first sight: as in the well-known riddle—
'
I saw a man who had glued bronze to a man with fire.'^

The operation has no name; but, both processes being applica-

rtions,

he has called the application of the cupping-instrument
a 'glueing.' As a general rule, good riddles supply good

metaphors ;
for metaphors are in the nature of riddles, and so

^ The term is so used by Dem. De Fals. Leg. i\i. Aiopv<roK6\aKes became

proverbial, as in Diogenes Laertius, x 418; Athenseus, 538 F; and Alkiphron,
iii 48.

^ The next line was irpav/uiaTladrj 7roXe/i((^ ^pax^ovi, 'was sorely wounded

by a foeman's arm' ; Fragm. 705 Nauck.
^ A poet and rhetorician of the early part of the fifth century, who was called

'the brazen' from his having been the first to suggest the use of bronze money at

Athens.
4
Fragm. 7 Bergk, P. L. G. ed. 4.

* The next line is preserved by Athenseus, 452 c, oCrw avyKbWoyi uare

aOvaifxa iroieiv, 'I saw a man who welded brass with flame upon his fellow, so

closely as to bring the blood together.' The riddle is ascribed by Plutarch to

Cleobulina or Eumetis; cp. Bergk, P. L. G., Po'etae Eleg. vii.
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of course the metaphors are happy. Also, metaphors should 13

be taken from beautiful things :
—the beauty or ugliness of a

word consisting, as Likymnios^ says, either in the sound or in

the sense. There is yet a third consideration, which answers

the sophistic argument. Bryson'* said that there could be no

j

such thing as foul language, if the meaning is the same, whether

Lwe use this or that term. This is false. One term may be

^^more appropriate than another, more in the image of our

/^thought, better suited to set it before the eyes. Again, this

term and that term do not describe the thing in the same

aspect
—and so, on this ground also, one of them must be

regarded as fairer or fouler than another. Both words denote

the fair or foul things, but not qua fair or foul
; or, if so, yet

in dififerent degrees. Our metaphors must be taken from this

quarter,
—from things beautiful in sound or in significance,

—
beautiful to the eye, or to some other sense. It makes a

difference whether we say, for instance,
'

rosy-fingered morn,'^

or '

crimson-fingered,' or worse still,
'

red-fingered.' In using 14

epithets, too, we may characterise an object either from its

mean or base side, as, 'Orestes, the matricide' or from its _^
better side, as,

'

avenger of his father.'* Thus Simonides, when
the winner of the mule-race^ offered him a small fee, declined

to write, on the ground that he did not like to write about

half-asses. But, when the pay was made enough, he wrote—
'Hail, daughters of wind-swift steeds!'®

(yet they were the daughters of the asses too). Then, without i5>^

^ A pupil of Gorgias, probably identical with Likymnios, the dithyrambic

poet of Chios (c. 12 § 2). His Art of Rhetoric is mentioned below, in c. 13 § 5.

Cp. Plato's Phadriis, 267 c ; Blass, Die Attische Beredsamkeit, i 85 f, ed. 2.

"^ A sophist of Herakleia in Pontus ; cp. Cope in Journal of CI. and Sacred

Philol. ii 143 and Natorp in Pauly-Wissowa.
^ //. i 477 etc.

* Eur. Ore:tes, 1587 f :
—

Menelaus. 6 fi-qTpo<p6vTe% iirl cf>6v(i) irpdcro'ei (pbvov.

Orestes. 6 irarpbi dfxijUTup, 8v <ri) irpoCSwKas daveiv.

' Anaxilas of Khegium and Zankle, who died in 476 B.C. ; the name of the

victor is preserved by Herakleides Ponticus, Pol. 25. Simonides died in 467, and

the race with the Chariot drawn by mules, founded in 500 B.C., was abolished in

444. Cp. Bentley's Diss, upon Phalaris, 156 {198 Wagner).
*
Fragm. 7 Bergk.
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changing one's word, one may extenuate it^ This extenuation

consists in making less either of the evil or of the good : as

Aristophanes in the Babylonians'^ jokingly uses ' coinlet
'

for
'

coin,'
'

cloaklet
'

for
'

cloak/
'

gibelet
'

for
'

gibe,'
—'

plaguelet
'

&c.—Both in metaphors and in epithets, however, we must be

cautious and observe the mean.

-^- iii. Frigidities of style have four sources. First, compound
words. Thus Lykophron* speaks of the

'

many-

fty^e!^

°*^

/«c^(^ heaven (above) the high-peaked earth
'

;

—
Compound ^j^^j ^^ ' ftarrow-channelled shore.'* Gorgiaswords. °

spoke of 'the beggar-poet^ flatterer'; 'forsworn

or ultra-veracious.' Alkidamas^ has—' the soul filling with

passion, and the face h&covamgJlame-/med' ;
'he thought that

their zeal would prove doom-fraught' ;
he describes

' the per-

suasiveness of his speech' as
'

end-fulfilling'^ ;
and 'the floor of

the sea' as 'dark-hued.' All these phrases seem poetical,

because they are composite.

^
Similarly Spengel (who doubts the genuineness of t6 o-vto),

' ut epithetis rem

maiorem vel minorem reddere licet, sic verba ipsa extenuari possunt.' This

implies that rb avrb is the accusative after viroKopi^e<r6ai. In Liddell and Scott,

however, the verb is regarded as intransitive :
—'to use diminutives' ; and Cope's

paraphrase is as follows:—'Further the same thing may be effected (as by

epithets in the way of elevation or depreciation) by diminutives,' /«/• 'Diminutives

are, or amount to, much the same thing as epithets.' Diminutives are only a

special variety of epithets.
^
Fragm. 90 Kock.

* The rhetorician and sophist. Several of the following phrases may have

come from a panegyric on Theseus and other Athenian heroes.
* A reference either to the Hellespont, or to the narrow path running along

the Scironian cliffs in Megara. Cp. Blass Ati. Ber. ii 235, and Cope's Comm.
iii 37-

* or '

beggar-witted
'

(Cope).
'
Alkidamas, a rhetorician and sophist of the fourth century, who was a pupil

of Gorgias. He is the reputed author of two extant declamations. The first of

these, On the Sophists, argues in favour of an aptitude for extemporaneous discourse,

as contrasted with the elaborately written compositions of Isokrates. The second

purports to be a speech of Odysseus attacking Palamedes, and is less likely to be

his genuine work. Aristotle's quotations apparently come from a lost work in

praise of philosophy and culture, and from a discourse on the Odyssey. See-

Vahlen, S. Ber. of the Vienna Acad. 1863, 491-528 ; Blass, Att. Ber. ii (1892)

345 f; and Brzoska, in Pauly-Wissowa.
'
Shakespeare's

'

thought-executing.'
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This is one source of frigidity. Another is the use of 2

Archaic or Strange words. Thus, with Lykophron, Xerxes
rare words. jg ^ ' mammoth man,' Skiron a 'fell wight';

Alkidamas offers a 'playful theme '^ to poetry, and speaks of

the
*

distraughtness of a man's nature
'— ' whetted with the

untempered anger of his thought' ^^
A third cause is the use of lengthy, unsuitable or frequent 3 |

Inordinate epithets. In poetry it is fitting to say 'white

Epithets. milk'*; but in prose such epithets are either

somewhat unsuitable, or, when too abundant, they betray

the trick, and make it clear that this is poetry. It is right

enough to use some epithets : they relieve the monotony, and

give an air of distinction to our style ;
but we should aim at

a mean, for too much art does more harm than utter careless-

ness : the latter is not good, but the other is positively bad.

This is why Alkidamas seems frigid ;
his epithets are not the

mere seasoning but the actual meat, so thickly packed and

over-grown and obtrusive* are they. It is not ' sweat
'

but ' the

damp sweat'
;
not 'to the Isthmian games' but 'to \}ci& solemn

festival of the Isthmian games.' It is not ' the laws,' but
' those laws which are the kings of the state

'

;
not * with a

rush,' but ' with the impulse rushing from his soul! He
does not say

'

having taken to himself a school of the

Muses,' but 'to Nature's school of the Muses'; (he speaks

of) the solicitude of his soul as
'

sullen-visaged' \ (he says)

not,
' the winner of favour,' but ' the winner of multi-

tuditious favour.' Again— '

dispenser of pleasure to the

hearers
'

;

' he hid it (not among branches, but) among the

branches of the wood! ' He veiled
'—not his body, but— ' the

shame of his body.' He calls the soul's desire
'

7nirror-like
'—

(this being a compound word, as well as an epithet, so that we

get poetry); and, in the same way, the excess of his depravity

as '

abJiormal!*' Hence, by using poetic language, they

make their style absurd and frigid owing to the impropriety,
^

a$vp/jLa 'a. toy,' or 'playful and sportive theme,' a 'bagatelle'; part of

the quotation below in § 4.
2

e.g. 11. iv 434.
'

^TTiS^Xots, 'glaring'; i-Ki 5^\ots, proposed by Bernays, is approved by Vahlen

and Roemer. .
* Or 'exotic'

I
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—and obscure, owing to the wordiness
; for, when the speaker

reiterates what is already understood, he overclouds and

darkens the sense. People generally use compound words,

when there is no name for a thing, and when the compound
is easy,

—as ^pastime
'

; but, if this is carried too far, it becomes

1406 b distinctly poetical. Thus, compound words are most useful

to writers of dithyrambs,
—the dithyramb being sonorous

;

—
rare words to epic poetry, since the rarity has grandeur and

boldness
; metaphor, to iambic verse,—iambic verse being, as

-^ we have said, the present metre of tragedy^
4 The fourth and last source of frigidity is metaphor. Meta-

phors, too, may be unsuitable, either from their
Metaphors. , ,. , . , , . , .

absurdity (comic poets have their metaphors), or

from an excess of tragic grandeur :
—they are obscure, when

they are far-fetched. Thus Gorgias spoke of events being
'

fresh, with the blood in them still
'

;

'

you sowed this shame-

ful seed, and have reaped this evil harvest' This is too

poetical. Again, Alkidamas calls philosophy
' a fort planted

on the domain of the laws,' and the Odyssey
' a fair mirror of

human life.' He speaks of 'offering no such playful theme'*

to poetry.' All these phrases fail to be winning, for the

reasons just given. The address of Gorgias to the swallow,

which had polluted his head in its flight, is a masterpiece of

the tragic style.
'

Nay,' he said,
'

this is unseemly, Philomela.'

The act would not have been unbecoming in a bird, but was

unbecoming in a girl. It was a judicious reproach, then, to

call her what she was, and not what she is.

iv. The Simile, too, is a metaphor; the difference is but

small. When the poet says of Achilles,
' He

sprang on them like a lion,'nhis is a simile. When
he says 'The lion sprang on them,' this is a metaphor; for, as

both the animals are brave, he has transferred the name of

_ 2
'

lion
'

to Achilles. The simile, too, is available in prose ;

rarely, however, as it is poetical. Similes must be used like

metaphors ;
for they are metaphors, differing in the point

stated.

M 9.
^

§ 2 supra.
^

lbs 5^ \tix)v iirdpovcrev. Cp. /had x\ 164, upro \iwv wj.
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The following are examples of similes. Androtion said of 3

Idrieus^ that he was '

like curs which have been unchained—
they rush on one, and bite

;

—and so Idrieus, freed from his

bonds, is savage.' Theodamas said that ' Archidamos was

like Euxenos,—without his knowledge of geometry,'
—and,

vice versa, Euxenos will be ' an Archidamos, who knows

geometry.'^ In Plato's Republic'^, those who strip the dead I

are compared to
' curs who bite the stones, while they do not

touch the thrower'; the people are likened to 'the captain ofy

a ship, who is strong but a little deaf '*
;
the verses of poets to

'persons, who have bloom, without beauty''; these seem

different, when their prime is passed, and similarly with

verses, when resolved into prose. Perikles said of the 1407 ^

Samians' that they were '

like children who took the sop, but

cried
'

;
and of the Boeotians, that they were '

like oaks
;
for

an oak is shattered by an oak, so are the Boeotians by their

wars with each other.' Demosthenes'" compared the people to

'sea-sick voyagers'; Demokrates" compared public speakers

to
' nurses who swallow the morsel, and, in doing so, just

touch the children with the saliva.'' Antisthenes^" said that

the lean Kephisodotos" was '

like incense—his consumption

gives pleasure.' All these may be used either as similes, or

as metaphors. Metaphors, which have gained applause, will,

of course, serve as similes too
;
and similes, with the ex-

planation omitted, will be metaphors. A '

Proportional
'

4

^ The Athenian orator and Atthidographer, Androtion, was sent as envoy to

Mausolus, prince of Caria (377-351), who was succeeded by his brother Idrieus.

Nothing is known of the imprisonment of the latter, which must have preceded

his accession.
^ Of these three persons nothing is known.
3
469 u. *

488 A. ' 601 B.

^ After the final reduction of the island by Perikles, 440 B.C.

^
Supposed by Victorius and others to be the Athenian general, sine causa

says Spengel.
® Notorious for his bitter and offensive sayings. Two of the name are

mentioned in Isseus and Demosthenes respectively, but nothing worth mentioning

is known of either.

9
Cp. Arist. Eq. 715-8.

^^ Almost certainly the Cynic.
" The orator mentioned in Dem. Lept. 146, 150. Three of his sayings are

quoted below, iii 7.

-r
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metaphor^ must always apply reciprocally to both of two

things in the same class
; thus, if a bowl is the shield of

Dionysos, it is fitting to call a shield the bowl of Ares.

V. These then are the elements of language. The first

condition of style is Purity ;
and this depends on

2
TeqlTisites of

^^^ things, (i) First, on connecting particles,

style, in ^ud on their use in that correspondence and
regard to '

composition; natural sequcncc, which some of them require ;

idiomatic , j'\ / • c>' a '
<i > T"U*»

purity, de- as yu,er and e7ce> /^ey require he. and oe. 1 nis

fi^^properuse Correspondence should be satisfied, while the
of connecting hearer's memory is fresh; we must not have
particles.

' '

a long dependent clause, or insert a clause

before that which is required for the apodosis ;
this is rarely

fitting,
'

I, as soon as he had told me, (for Kleon had come

praying and insisting,)
—went with them.' Here, clauses

have been inserted before that which is to form the apodosis.

If what comes before the word 'went' is made

1 Ipedafand lo^i?. ^^^6 Sentence is obscure. (2) The first

"eTm^^""^' excellence, then, depends on the connexion of

clauses : the second, on the use of terms that are

4 special and not generals (3) Thirdly, we must avoid am-

(3) Avoidance biguous language ;
that is, unless we deliberately

of ambiguity. wish to be obscurc—as writers wish, who have

^ In the Poetics, xxi 4, Aristotle defines metaphor as 'the imposition of a foreign

name' by means of a trattsference 'either from genus to species, or from species to

genus, or from species to species, or proportionally.' Of these four kinds of

'metaphor' the first two are simply cases of synecdoche, as (1) the generic vessel

for the specific ship, or (2) the specific sail for the generic ship. The third is

metonymy, as 'rob' for 'cut off,' both being species of 'taking away.' It is only

the fourth kind, the proportional metaphor, that corresponds to our use of the

word. Here there are always four terms, and as a is to b, so is c to d; for

example, as the shield is to Ares, so is the bowl io Dionysos. The 'shield' and

the 'bowh' both fall under the same genus, viz. 'the characteristic badge of a

deity'; and both can be reciprocally transferred. Thus, a bowl can be called the

'shield of Dionysos,' and a shield 'the bowl of Ares.' The latter phrase was

actually used by the dithyrambic poet, Timotheos :
—

riTeL S' ripuss 6' 6ir\ov <pia\r)V

'Apeus Kara Ti-jj-bdeov, Athen. 433 D. Similarly, as the 'evening' is to the 'day,'

so is 'old age' to 'life' ; hence we may call evening the ' old age of the day,' and

old age the 'evening of life
'

(Poet, xxi 6). Cp. Cope's Introd. 290 f, 374 f.

* So Cope, in Comm. iii 57.
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nothing to say, but pretend that they mean something. Such

persons express themselves in poetry, as Empedoklcs did
;

for the comprehensive language mystifies by its vagueness',

and the hearers are affected, as people are ordinarily affected

by soothsayers, to whose ambiguous utterances they assent in

either sense:—
'Croesus will destroy a great empire by crossing the Halys.'*

Soothsayers speak of their subject in general terms, because

as a rule the mistake will be less. As, in the game of odd or 1407 b

even, one is more likely to be right in saying
' even

'

or *

odd,'

than in guessing the exact number
;
so it is safer to say a

thing tvill be than to say wJien
; and, for this reason, sooth-

sayers do not trouble themselves to define the when. All

these cases of ambiguity are alike; and so, when we have no

such object as that mentioned, we should avoid ambiguity.

(4) Observance (4) The fourth point concerns the genders of 5

of gender nouns, as distinguished by Protagoras into mas-

culine, feminine and neuter. These, too, must be properly

given :
— '

Having come and spoken (^feminine participles), she

went away.'

(5) The fifth condition is the observance of grammatical 6

anjj ,5)
number:—'

Having come (^plural participle), they
number. struck me.' ^

In every case a composition should be easy to read, or,

what is the same thing, easy to deliver. This quality is not /[

present, where clauses are multiplied, or where punctuation is
/

difficult, as it is in the writings of Herakleitos. Herakleitos

is troublesome to point, from its being doubtful to which of

two clauses, the former or the latter, a word belongs ; as, at

the beginning of his treatise, where he says—
'To grasp that philosophy which is needful ever slow are men.'^

It is not clear with which clause we are to take 'ever.'—
Further, a solecism may arise from a neglect of symmetry, if 7

with two words you couple another, which suits only one of

' 'this circumlocution deludes us by the accumulation of words' (Cope).
^ Herodotus, I 53, 91.
'
Fragm. 11, ed. Bywater.
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them. Thus suppose a sound and a colour to be in question :

'see' will not apply to both, but 'perceive' will.

Obscurity is caused by not stating your meaning at the

outset, when you have many details to insert. Thus—'

I

meant, after speaking to him to this effect, in this way, &c.
;—to go

'

;
instead of—'

I meant to go, after speaking to him
;

then this or that happened thus or thus.'

vi. Dignity of style is assisted by these rules,/ (i) To use

V, Dignity of
^^ description instead of the name : as by saying,

^*y'^-
not,^' Circle,' but

' A plane surface, every point on

the circumference of which is equally distant from the centre.'

With a view to conciseness, on the contrary, we must use the

2 name instead of the description. If there is anything ugly or

unseemly in the idea, we should use the name, when this

ugliness resides in the description,
—the description, when it

3 resides in the name. (2) To express our meaning by meta-

4 phors and epithets
—avoiding a poetical colour. (3) To use

the plural instead of the singular, as the poets do. Thus, one

harbour being in question, still they say,
' to Achaian har-

bours.'^ Again— ' Here are the tablet's folds with many
5 doors.'* (4) To use the Article with each of two words, in-

stead of connecting them with one Article :
—as t^? yvvaiKo^;

T^9 r}fieTepa<i. For conciseness, the reverse—t>/? ri^eTepa<i

6 yvvaiKO'i. (5) To use a conjunction (and other connectives); or,

in concise writing, to write without connectives, but not with-

1408 a out connexion ^ Thus—'

having gone and spoken
'

;
or'hav-

7 ing gone, I spoke.' (6) Also the device of Antimachos* is

useful—to describe an object by the qualities which it does

not possess
—as he does in the case of Teumessos* :

—
'There is a little breezy hill.'®

^
Fragm. Adesp. 83 Nauck.

* 'Here are the many-leaved folds of the tablets
'

(Cope) ; Eur. ^A. Taur. 727.
^
Cope, Comm. in 67.

* The epic poet of Klaros, an elder contemporary of Plato, and the author of

a prolix poem, the Thebdis, on the expedition of the Seven against Thebes.
^ A village in the Theban plain, standing on a low hill of the same name.
* In the original the description was expanded by the addition of all

the characteristics that did noi belong to it. The context, which is lost, was

well known in Strabo's time, p. 409.
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This mode of amplification may be applied to any extent.

It is applicable either to such good qualities, or to such bad

qualities, as the object does not possess, according as may be

convenient. From this topic the poets take such epithets as
•

stringless,' or '

lyreless
'

song,
—which they derive from the

negation of qualities. This device is effective in
'

proportional
'

metaphors, as when we say that the trumpet is a '

lyreless

song.'^

vii. Style will have propriety, if it is pathetic, charac-

teristic, and proportionate to the subject. This 2

Propriety. . , . ,
. in

proportion means that important subjects shall

not be treated in a rando7n way, nor trivial subjects in a grand

way ;
and that ornament shall not be heaped upon a common-

place object ;
otherwise the effect is comic, as in Kleophon's-

writing ;
for some of his phrases were as if one should say

' Venerable fig-tree." Passion is expressed, when an outrage 3

is in question, by the language of anger ;
when impious or

shameful deeds are in question, by the language of indignation

and aversion
;
when praiseworthy things are in question, by

admiring language ;
when piteous things, by lowly language—and so in the other cases.

The appropriateness of the language helps to give prob- 4
'^'

ability to the fact; the hearer's mind draws the fallacious ___/

inference that the speaker is telling the truth, because, where

such facts are present, men are thus affected ;
the hearer

^ The '

proportion
'

is, as the trumpet is to the sound of the trumpet, so is the

lyre to yA\o^, the proper term for the sound of the lyre. Hence, if you wish to

express the 'sound of the trumpet,' you may substitute the fourth term, fiiXos, for

the second, but you must make the latter applicable to the trumpet by the use of

a negative epithet, AXvpov, showing that you are in the present case not applying
the word to the lyre. As examples of the use of these '

limiting epithets
'

in Greek

tragedy, we have Kw/iov avauXdrarov {P/icen. 8i8), dlaaov d^aKxevrof {Or. 319),

fjLTjvvTTJpos a.<p6^yKT0v, dirripoii TrwTrjfiaffiv (£um. 245, ^So), &p5is dvvpos, Z^jvij

oLKpayeh Kiyi/es, Ato? irTrjvbi kvwv [P. V. 822, 888, 1024), Kiaaivov ^i\os, /j-ox^ois

dcrtSijpois (Bcuch. 25, 1104).
* Identified by Cope with Kleophon, the supposed tragic poet mentioned in

Poel. ii and xxii
;
but here regarded as an unknown orator by Tyr\vhitt, with whom

Spengel agrees. The opinion of Robortello, Dacier, and Ritter, that he was an

epic poet, is supported by Bywater in journal of Philology, xii 19-21.
* or 'sovran fig' ;

here the poetic word irbTvia, 'lady,' is applied to a common-

place object.
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thinks, then, that the case stands as the speaker says, whether

it does so stand or not\ and invariably sympathises with the

5 passionate speaker, even when he is an impostor. Hence

speakers bften confound their audience by making a noise.

\^ 6 This representation of facts by means of appropriate signs

is also '

characteristic,' since each class of men, and each dis-

position, has a style suited to it.
' Class

'

may represent a

difference of age, as between boy, man, and old man
;
or the

difference of sex
;
or the difference between Laconian and

Thessalian. By dispositions I mean those things which give

a definite character to a man's life
;
not every disposition

7 gives such a character. Now, if the speaker's words are

appropriate to the disposition, he will represent the character
;

for the educated man would not use the same words, nor use

them in the same way, as the boor, (An impression may be

made on hearers by a trick which speech-writers use to nauseous

excess :
—' Who does not know this ? ',

' All men know it !

'^

The hearer allows it from sheer shame, in order to be even

with the rest of the world.)

8 The difference between a seasonable and unseasonable use

1408 b affects all the special rules of propriety. The corrective for

9 every excess is the notorious one—to censure oneself at the

same time^ : the thing seems to be true, since at all events

10 the speaker knows what he is doing. Again, the conditions

of just proportion should not all be observed at the same
time

; in this way an illusion is wrought on the hearer.

Suppose, for instance, that our words have a harsh sound
;

we must not make our voice harsh, and our features harsh,

and have everything else in keeping; else, each several detail

is seen to be an artifice : whereas, if some of them are appro-

priate and some not, the artist does the same thing unnoticed.

(Of course, if soft words are said in a harsh voice or vice versa,

^ il KoX fiTj oCrws Ix" t^s 6 X^yuv, bracketed by Vahlen and Bekker, in ed. 3.

ws 6 X^7w>' is awkwardly used for uis <f>riai.v 6 X^yuv. wj alone is bracketed by
Roemer.

^
Frequent in Isokrates, and in Macaulay.

3
irpoa€irnr\-/iTTtiv, the manuscript reading retained by Bekker, Spengel and

Roemer. irpoeirLirXiqTTtLv, suggested by the quotation in Quintilian, viii 3 37, is

preferred by others, including Cope.
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persuasiveness is lost.)
—Compound words, epithets in tolerable 1 1

number, and foreign words, are most suitable to the language
of passion ;

an angry man may be excused for saying that a

wrong
'

cries to heaven
'

or calling it
'

colossal.' Or such words

may be used, when the speaker has got hold of his audience,

i and has worked them up to enthusiasm with praise or blame,

anger or kindness : as Isokrates does at the end of his Pane-

gyricus'^, with his
' fame and name,' and '

they who had the

heart, &c.'^ Men use such language, when they are enthu-

siastic, and therefore allow it, of course, when they are so

affected. Hence it has been found to suit poetry ;
for poetry

is an inspired thing. Such language, then, should be used

either thus, or in irony, as Gorgias used it, and as it is used in

the Phcedrus^,

viii. The form of our composition should be neither metri-

cal, nor devoid of rhythm ;
the first is not per-

Rhythm. . ... . ~ . . . , ,

suasive, tor it has an artihciai air, and at the

same time distracts the attention, for it makes us look for the

recurrence of the cadence :
—

^just as children chime in, when

the herald asks—' whom does the freed man choose as his

patron.'''
—'Kleon.'^ On the other hand, that which has no 2

rhythm is as the illimitable
;
and a limit we must have, though

not a metrical limit
;
for the infinite, being beyond our grasp,

is unpleasing. It is number which gives definiteness to all

things ;
and that number which belongs to the form of com-

^

§ 186, (ji-r]fj.y)v d^ Kal fxvrjfxriv Kai d6^ov iv6a-qv riva XPV vofd^eiv fj f'tDj/raj i^eiv

^ reXevrriaavTOS KaraXeixf/eiv Tovi ^v rotoi^rots rots ?pyoi^ dpiaTevffavras; In Aristotle's

text all the MSS have ip-^nrj d^ kuI yvu/irj, first corrected by Victorius.
2

o'iTiv€i IrXrjffav, 'in that they brooked, etc' The prosaic phrase olVicej

iroXfJiriffav is the manuscript reading in Isokr. Paneg. § 97, where it has been
corrected with the aid of the text of Aristotle, Isokrates' own quotation in De
Perm, (shortly before p. 332), and the quotation in Dionysius, Dem. c 40.

^
231 D

; 241 E.

*
Cope implies that the great demagogue is meant :

' Can it be that the custom
had been handed down from generation to generation for a century or so after

Cleon's death? If so, it is a very remarkable fact.' {Com/n. iii 84.) But Kleon

may mean any demagogue or popular irpoaTaryji of the day. The Index Aristo-

tehctis recognises only one historical reference to Kleon in Aristotle, and classifies

all the other ten under the heading of nomen usitatu/n ad significandum quemlibet
hominem, as here and in Rhet. Ii ii 2, iii v 2, Poet, xx 11.

J- II
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3 position is rhythm, of which metres are sections^ Prose must

therefore have rhythm, but not metre^
;

for then it will be

poetry. This rhythm, however, must not be precise ;
and

precision will be avoided, if it is carried only to a certain

point.

4 One kind of rhythm is the heroic
;

this is grand, and

remote from the measure of common conversation ^ The

iambic, on the other hand, is the very cadence of common
talk

;
hence men use iambics in conversation more than any

other kind of metre. But we must have majesty ;
we must

carry our hearers away. The trochee, again, is too much

1409 a akin to the comic dance,—as appears in the tetrameter, which

has a tripping rhythm. There remains the pa^an, which

rhetoricians began to use from the time of Thrasymachos^,

though without being able to say what it was.

The paean is the third rhythm, and closely connected with

those just mentioned. It is as three to two
;
of the others,

one is as one to one; the other, as two to one. Between these

two last ratios the ratio of i^ to i is intermediate
;
and such

5 is the psean^ The other rhythms, then, must be dismissed,

^
Tfj.r}Td MSS : TfjiT^fiaTa Bywater.

^
Cicero, Oralor, 228.

'
ffe/jLvbs Kal XeKTiKrjs ap/j.ovias Sei/^evoy, the suggestion made by Tyrwhitt on

J-'oei. iv 19, is adopted in the texts of Spengel and Bekker (ed. 3) and by Cope.
Vincentius Madius, i.e. Maggi, in his ed. of Poet., 1550, had already proposed

vi\J.vos dWa XeKTiKTji ecrlv dpnovias 8e6/j.evos, which is adopted by Roemer, with the

sole omission of iarlv. The MSS have crefj.vbs /cat XeKriKos /cat dp/xoi^lai Sebfievos,

where the statement that the heroic measure is 'deficient in harmony' is untrue.

*
Thrasymachos of Chalkedon, who was born about 457 B.C. and is repre-

sented as a man of mature years, as compared to Lysias, in the Republic of Plato,

marked an epoch in the history of prose style in Greece. His style was

intermediate between the elaborately artificial style of Thukydides and the plain

style of Lysias (Dion. Hal. Dem. init.). Cicero, Orator, 175, describes him as the

inventor of rhythmical prose. The Panegyric, Burisis and Amartyros of Isokrates

begin with the first pa;an, e.g. TroXXd/cts €\davnaffa, and the De Bigis and

Trapeziticus with the fourth paean, e.g. wepl fiiv ovv.

^
Cp. Cicero, Orator, 188. 'Pes enim, qui adhibetur ad numeros, partitur in

tria, ut necesse sit partem pedis aut aequalem esse alteri parti aut altero tanto aut

sesqui esse maiorem. Ita fit aequalis dactylus, duplex iambus, sesquiplex paean.'

The ratio between the two parts of the foot is i : i in the case of the dactyl (or

spondee) ; 2 : i in the case of the iambus or trochee ; and the mean of these two,

3 : 2, in the case of the psean, which consisted of three short syllables combined

with one long syllable, the long syllable being either at the beginning or the end, or

in the second or third place. Two short syllables count as equivalent to one long.
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for the reasons just given, as well as because they are metrical
;

the paean must be adopted, since it is the only one of the

rhythms above-named, which does not constitute metre, and
so it attracts least notice. At present the same form of paean
is used both at the beginning and at the end of sentences

;
but

the end ought to be distinguished from the beginning. And
there are two opposite kinds of paean, one of which suits the

beginning, where the present usage places it
;

this is the

paean which begins with a long syllable and ends with three

short ones, as AaXoyeve<i,
j

etVe AvKi,\av, or )(^pvae6K6fji\d "E/care, |

irat Ato?^ The other paean, on the contrary, begins with

three short syllables and ends with a long one : fxera he '^av \

vSard T u)K\edvov Tj\(pdvLae vv^^. And this paean forms a con-

clusion
;

for the short syllable mutilates the rhythm by its

incompleteness'. The period ought to be broken off by a

long syllable, and the end ought to be marked, not merely by
the copyist or by a marginal note*, but by the rhythm.

ix. We have seen, then, that our composition must be

rhythmical and not unrhythmical ;
we have seen what

rhythms, and what arrangement of them, make it so.

Further,—the style must be either rimnmg and unbroken

in its chain, like the preludes of dithyrambs, or

Ste^con-"^ compact, like the '

strophe
' and '

antistrophe
'

of

the^com^act
^^^ °^^ pocts. The running style is the ancient

one, as—' This is the setting forth of the inquiry
of Herodotos of Thurii.' In earlier times it was universal,

though now it is used only by a few. By a
'

running
'

style I

mean one which has no end in itself, until the sense comes
to an end. It is unpleasing on account of this indefiniteness

;

for everyone wishes to descry the end. This is the reason

why men gasp and become exhausted only at the goal* ; they

*
Simonides, fragm. 16 b Bergk, ed. 4.

^
ib. Cp. Orator, 214, 218.

^
Cp. Orator, 192-5; Cope, Cotnm. iii 88 f; Marx, Neiie Jahrb. Apr. 1908.

* A short dash below the first word of the line in which the sentence is about

to close. Examples may be found in the British Museum papyrus of the Funeral

Oration of Hypereides. Orator, 228, 'interductu librarii.'

^
^iri Tol% Ka/jiTTrjpdiv, the turning-point of the Slav\o$, is here the goat of the

ffTadiov or single race (Cope, Cotnm.).

II 2
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do not grow weary before, because they have the end in view.

3 This, then, is the rtmning species of style. The compact stylej

is that which is in periods ;
and by a period I mean a sentence"

which has a beginning and an end in itself, and is of a size to

1409 b be taken in at one view^ Such a style is pleasing and easy
to follow

; pleasing, because it is the reverse of indefinite, andj
because the hearer always fancies that he has grasped some-

thing, and has got something defined
;
whereas it is unpleasant

to foresee nothing, and to get nothing done. The style is easy
to follow, because it is easy to remember

;
and this, because]

periodic composition involves number, the easiest of all things!

to remember. Hence all men remember verse more easily!

than unfettered prose ;
for verse has a number, which is its!

4 measure. The period must also contain a complete sense
; itj

must not break off in the middle—as in the lines of SophoklesJ
'

Lo, this is Kalydon, of Pelops' land....'^

Such a break may suggest a meaning the opposite of the true]

one : thus, in the instance just given, one might suppose that]

Kalydon was in the Peloponnesus,

5 A Period is either of several ' members '

or simple. Thej

period of several
' members '

is a sentence complete in itselfJ

with distinct parts, and such that it can be comfortably de-

livered—not with the aid of an arbitrary division, as in the]
case of the period just quoted, but as a whole structure. A
' member '

is one part of this period ; by a simple period ij

6 mean that which consists of one ' member.' '

Members,' as]

well as periods, must be neither curt nor long. Brevity often!

trips up the hearer
; for, when he is still straining forward

toj

that measure, of which he carries a definition in his own mind,]
and then is violently checked by the cessation of the

sentence,]
it necessarily happens that he stumbles, as it were, from thej

revulsion. Long sentences, on the other hand, leave the]

1 'Of a size to be taken in at a glance' {Attic Orators, i 35, ed. 1876).
^ KaXiiSwz' ixkv 7J8e yala, UeXowlas x^ocos

^v dvTiTrdpdfiois ireSf ^xova^ evdaifiova.

These are the opening lines, not of any play of Sophokles, but of
the]

Meleager of Euripides, Fragm. 515 Nauck. Kalydon, so far from being part of]

the Peloponnesus, is on the opposite side of the strait, as shown by the fact that
j

IleXoTT^as x^'"'o^ iii the first line is the gen. after avTitrbpBfjiois in the second.
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hearer behind
; just as people, who turn beyond the ordinary

limit, leave behind the companions of their walk. In the

same way the period which is too long becomes a speech in

itself, or something like the prelude of a dithyramb, and the

result is expressed by the joke of Demokritos of Chios' against

Melanippides^ for having written such preludes instead of

antistrophic dithyrambs :
—

' A man contrives ill for himself when he contrives it for another ; and the

long prelude is worst of all for its maker. '^

This may fittingly be said of the users of long periods too.

On the other hand, the period, of which the ' members '

are

too short, is not properly such at all
;
and so it sends the

hearer headlong.
The period of more than one 'member' is either simply 7

divided, or antithetical. Simply divided, as in this example :

—'

I have often wondered at the holders of solemn assemblies,

and the founders of athletic contests.''* Antithetical, when, in

each of the two '

members,' opposite is balanced by opposite,

or when two opposites are linked under the same word. Thus, 1410 ^
'

They served both classes—both those, who had stayed be-

hind, and those, who had followed them
;
for the latter, they

acquired a new territory larger than their own home-land
;
to

the former, they left land enough at home.'' Here the op-

posites are 'staying at home—following,'
—'enough—more.'

And so—' both those, who want to get money, and those, who
wish to enjoy it';®

—where enjoyment is opposed to acqui-

sition. Again— '

it often happens, in such enterprises, that

the prudent fail, and the foolish succeed.''' 'At the time, they
were crowned with the prize of valour

; and, not long after,

they got the empire of the sea.'^
' To sail through the main-

land and march through the sea, bridging the Hellespont and

cleaving Athos.'^ '

Though citizens by nature, they were

' A musician contemporary with his namesake, Demokritos of Abdera.
"^

Melanippides of Melos, the most famous master of dithyrambic composition
in the earlier half of the Peloponnesian war.

* Mullach, Fragm. of Demokritos, p. 91. The second line is a parody of

Hesiod's Works and Days, 266, 17 5^ ko-kt] /Soi/Xtj rif) ^ovKtmavTi KaKLcTTrj.

*
Paneg, § i, immediately followed (as it happens) by a regular antithesis.

« ib. § 35.
«

ib. § 41.
7

ib. § 48.
8 ih^ § 72.

9
il, § 8p.
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deprived of their city by law.'' 'Some of them perished

miserably, and others were saved shamefully.'^
' In our

private capacity, to receive barbarians to dwell with us, while,

in our public capacity, we endure to see many of our allies in

slavery.'^ 'To enjoy in life, or bequeath after death.''* Take,

again, what was said in a law-court of Peitholaos and Lyko-

phron':
— ' These men sold you, while they were at home, and

now they have come to you and bought you,'

All these expressions have the contrast above mentioned.

8 This mode of expression gives pleasure, because opposites are

most striking ;
and are still more easily recognised, when put

close beside each other
;
also because the antithesis resembles

a syllogism ;
for the refutative syllogism consists in bringing

opposites together.

9 This, then, is the nature of Antithesis.
'

Parisosis
'

is when

the
' members

'

are equal ;

' Paromoiosis
' when each ' mem-

ber' has the extremes alike^ This must be either at the

beginning, or at the end. At the beginning, the likeness

must always be between whole words
;
and at the end, it may

be in the final syllables of words, or inflexions of the same

word, or in the repetition of a word. Thus, at the beginning
—dypov yap eXa/Beu apyov Trap avrov''.

SwprjTol T iireXovro irapdpprjToi t eireeaaiv^.

At the end— (pr}6r]aav avrov Traihlov reroKevai, dW
avTOV atriov yeyovevai. iv Tr\eiarai<i he <f)povTcat Kai,

iv iXaxI'Crrai'i eXiricnv. Or, with inflexions of the same

word—d^LO^ he aradrjvai p(;a\/toi/<?, ovk d^io<i oov ^aXKOv;^

1 Pamg. § 105.
''

il>. § 149-
^

i^- § i8i. "
tl>. § i86.

^ Brothers of Thebe, the wife of Alexander of Pheras, apparently the

defendants in some cause of which nothing more is known. Someone on the side

of the plaintiff says :
—'These are the men who, in their own Thessalian home, at

Pherse, se/l your fellow-countrymen as slaves, and, now that they liave entered

your court, have bought and bribed you.' (Cp. Cope's Comm, iii 103.)
8 d»'Ti^e(rts = contrast of sense.

7ra/)/(ra;(ns
= parallelism of structure.

7ropo/xoiw(ris
= parallelism of sound.

This last is subdivided into bixoioKarapKrov , ofioior^Xevrov and irapovofj-aala,

according as the 'parallelism of sound' affects the beginning, the end, or the

whole, of the two contrasted words.
''

Aristophanes, i fragm. 649 Kock. ^ //. ix 526.
'
Spengel and Roemer regard this as a question. 'Is he worthy to have a

bronze statue, when he is not worth a brass farthing?'
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Or, with the same word—crv 8' avrov kuI ^oivra eXeje^; KaK(i)<;

Kal vvv ypd(f>ec<; KaKM<;. Or, with one syllable,
—rt dr €7ra6e<;

Becvov, el avSp' etSe? apyov ; The same sentence may unite 1410 b

all these things, and have at once '

Antithesis,'
'

Parison,' and
' Homoioteleuton.' (The possible beginnings^ for periods have

been pretty well enumerated in the Theodekteia-.) There

are also false antitheses, such as Epicharmos' used to make—
' There was a time, when / was in their house

;
and there was

a time, when their roof was over me.'

X. These points having been settled, we have to speak of

the sources of those smart sayings which win
The means ' °
of giving applause. To invent such, is for the clever or
vivacity and
winning practiscd man : the busmess of this treatise is to
applause. i . , . ,tt , i

•

draw attention to their use. We must then explain
and classify these means ;

and we may start from this principle.

All men take a natural pleasure in learning quickly ;
words

denote something ;
and so those words are pleasantest which

give us new knowledge. Strange words have no meaning
for us

;
common terms we know already ;

it is
Metaphor. , ,

.
, . .

, . ,

nietaplior which gives us most of this pleasure.

\ Thus, when the poet calls* old age
' a dried stalk,'® he gives

/\us a new perception by means of the common genus ;
for both

the things have lost their bloom. Now poets' similes have

the same effect
; hence, when they are good, they have this

sprightliness. A simile, as has been said before^ is a metaphor

^
6i.px'>-^ Mss: Rose's suggestion dperat is accepted by Roemer.

"^

Cope infers from this passage of the Rhetoric, that Aristotle in the earlier

part of his career, probably whilst he was still carrying on his rhetorical school,

composed a work upon this subject, mainly devoted to style and composition and

arrangement, the contents in extenso of the third book of his extant Rhetoric, to

Avhich therefore the latter would naturally refer for fuller details. To this he gave
the name of his friend Theodektes, himself a proficient in the art, and also the

author of a treatise on it {Introd., 1867, p. 57)- Diels sums up his opinion thus:—
'Die Kunst des Theodektes nur eine Ausgabe der Aristotelischen Rhetorik (und

zwar die alteste) darstellt' {Ahhandlung of Berlin Acad., 1886, Ueber das dritte

Buck der Aristotelischen Rhetorik, p. 12).
3
Fragm. 49, p. 273 Lorenz. * orav yhp etirg, as in iv i.

* Od. xiv 213, dW ifivris Ka\dfir]v yi a dtofiai elcropdwvTa \ yiyvwa-Kfiv.
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with a preface ;
for this reason it is less pleasing because it is

more lengthy ;
nor does it affirm that this is that

;
and so the

mind does not even inquire into the matter. It follows that

a smart style, and a smart enthymeme, are those, which give

us a new and rapid perception. Hence superficial enthy-
memes are not popular

—meaning by
'

superficial
'

those

which are obvious to all, and which demand no inquiry
—

nor, again, those which, when stated, are not understood
;
but

either those which convey knowledge, as soon as they are

uttered, though this knowledge was not possessed before
;
or

those, behind which the intelligence lags only a little^
;
for

here there is a sort of acquisition : whereas, in the other cases,

there is neither sort-. In respect to sense, then, these are the

popular enthymemes. In respect to style, the popular form
is the antithetic, for example,—'

regarding the
Antithesis.

i • i i r ^ i i •

peace, which the rest ot the world enjoys m
common, as a war upon their private interests,''^ where war is

contrasted with peace. The popular words are the meta-

phorical,
—the metaphor being neither remote, since this is

hard to see at a glance, nor trite, for this excites no emotion.

The third condition is, that the thing should be set before the

eyes ; for the hearer should see the action as
Actuality.

' ,—-^,„ ..
_

present, not as future. We must aim, then, at

these three things,
—Metaphor, Antithesis, Actuality^

Metaphors are of four kinds,—the most popular being
those ' from analogy.'® Such was the saying of Perikles

that the youth, who had perished in the war, had vanished

from the city in such sort as if the spring were taken out of

the year*'. And so Leptines said in reference to the Lace-

daemonians that we ' must not suffer Greece to lose one of her

two eyes."' When Chares^ was anxious to give account of

his conduct in the Olynthiac war, Kephisodotos' expressed

^
II xxiii 30.

- Neither immediate nor slightly subsequent acquisition of knowledge.
'

Isokrates, Philippus, § 73.
^ Or 'Vividness'—but tMs^isJ^-i^etstiR. C. J.).
^
Cp. note on iv 4.

^
Cp. I vii 34.

^ The other 'eye' being of course Athens, the eye of Greece.
® Commander of mercenaries in the Olynthiac war, 349 B.C. ^ HI iv 3.
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indignation, saying- that Chares proposed to give his account

'while his grasp was upon the people's throat.'^ On another

occasion, when he was urging the Athenians to make an

expedition to Euboea, he said that '

they must go out with

the decree of Miltiades for their commissariats The
Athenians having made truce with Epidauros and the sea-

board, Iphikrates expressed his irritation by saying that
'

they had been stripped of their stores for the campaign.'*

Peitholaos described the Paralos'' as
' the people's cudgel,'

and Sestos* as
' the meal-shop of the Peiraeus.' Perikles

urged the removal of that '

eyesore
'^ of the Peiraeus, ^Egina.

Moerokles^ said he was no worse than such an one—naming
a respectable citizen

;
that person was a scoundrel for 33^ per

cent, he for ten per cent. Or, take the iambic line of Anax-

andrides® about the delay of his daughters to get married—
'The bridals of my girls are overdue.'^

Or the saying of Polyeuktos^" about a certain apoplectic

Speusippos",
—that he ' could not keep quiet, although fortune

^ ih TTvly/xa Tov Sjjuov ^xo^^a MSS ; dyaydvra Dionysius ; Ayxovra Abresch (and

Bywater) followed by Roemer. This correction accounts for both the variants.

- All the MSs have iwiaiTKraixivovs, 'having taken for their provisions prompti-
tude like that of the decree of Miltiades' at the time of the first Persian invasion.

The future, itnaiTiffOfiivovs, is preferred by Victorius, Lobeck, Spengel, and Cope,
who paraphrase the passage thus :

—
they must march out at once to the aid of Eubo;a,

and there provide themselves with provisions like Miltiades' decree; they were

to lose no time in making provision at home. This hurried expedition belongs
to the year 358 B.C., Dem. Androt. 14, Ey^oeOa-o/ rjfiepQv rpiQv i^o-qd-qcraTe.

*
Epidauros was a weak neighbour which could be plundered with impunity.

* The swift State-galley sent to apprehend public offenders. Demosthenes,
Chers. 29, names the Paralos as one of the three instruments of State-punishment.

"
Sestos, on the Hellespont, one of the emporia for the corn imported from the

Kimmerian Bosporos and other parts of the Euxine coast.
® An annoying obstacle to the happiness of Athens.
^ An anti-Macedonian contemporary of Demosthenes. He was inclined to

exaction in money-matters {Fals. Leg. 293), and here uses a metaphor from money
to describe his own view of his comparative respectability.

^ A poet of the Middle Comedy; Com. Fr. 11 fragm. 68 Kock.
' Or 'my daughters' marriage- bonds have passed their date'; virepiqfji.€poi., a

metaphor from a delinquent who has failed to pay a legal due by the proper date.
^" An Attic orator on the same side as Demosthenes.
^^ The tone of the reference shows that this was an unimportant person who

bore the same name as Plato's successor, who, curiously enough, was also a

paralytic (Diog. Laert. iv i 3, 4).
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and his disease had put him in the pillory.' Kephisodotos
called triremes, 'painted mills'^: and Diogenes^ described

taverns as 'the public messes of Attica.' ^sion' spoke of

their 'having poured the city into Sicily';
—this is a meta-

phor, and puts the thing before the eyes.
' So that Hellas

cried aloud' ^—this is, in a way, metaphorical and vivid.

Again, Kephisodotos' warned the city not to have too many
concourses^. Isokrates used the same term in reference to the

'concourse' at the festivals^ In the Funeral Oration, it is

said that ' Greece might well cut off her hair at the grave of

those who fell at Salamis, deeming her freedom buried with

^ their valour.'^ The saying that ' Greece might well mourn,
since her valour was buried in that gravel is a vivid metaphor ;

141 1 b while the juxtaposition of valour and freedom gives a certain

antithesis. Again, Iphikrates said—'

the path of my speech

^ Instruments of grinding oppression against the tributaries of Athens,

dififering from ordinary mills, in being gaily painted. iroi/ciXous is here a 'privative'
or 'limiting' epithet; cp. in iv 4 supra.

^
Diogenes the Cynic had already left Athens. There is nothing in the text to

show that he was already dead. He is said to have died in 323, and an attempt
has been made to place the date of the Rhetoric between Midsummer 323 and the

death of Aristotle in Midsummer 322. The date of the death of Diogenes is

itself doubtful (see Diels in Rhein. Mus. xxxi 14), and Aristotle mentions in his

treatise (il xxiv) Demades and Demosthenes, both of whom were still alive (Diels,
Berlin Abhandlung, 1886, p. 10 f).

^ An Athenian orator contemporary with Demosthenes, whose speeches he

regarded as reading better than those of his precursors, Plutarch's Dem. c. 11.
*

/3oav is metaphorically used of inanimate things by Demosthenes, Fals. Leg.

93; 01. i 2.

*
Kephisodotos, an author of pointed sayings already mentioned in iv 3

and X 6.

"
4KK\r]fflai bracketed by F. A. Wolf and Roemer.

^
Philippiis § 12.

8
'Lysias,' Epitaphios, § 60, wot' 6.i^iov y\v ivl T(^de T<f5 rd^w rdre KelpacrOai ttj

EXXdSi /cat wevdrjffai tovs (vddde Kei/xivovs, dis (XvyKaTaOaTTTO/j^vrjs ttjs avrwv

eXevdepias rrj tovtcjv dperrj. This Epitaphios was delivered over those who died

at ^gospotami towards the end of the Peloponnesian war. Hence ec SaXa/it^'t

was omitted by Dobree, Adv. i 13, approved by Schoell. A friend of Babington's

(Hyp. Epit. 29) proposed to alter those words into iv Kaiiiq., thereby introducing a

reference to a Funeral Oration shortly after the death of Aristotle. This is

accepted by Sauppe {Ausg. Schr. 356), who regards this passage as a later addition

to the text. The whole clause eirl ry Taffn^-^TekevryjffdvTiov is omitted by Diels,

Berlin Abhandl. 1886, 5-8. Wilamowitz, ib. 35-37, would retain the clause, and

assign the passage to the Epitaphios of Gorgias.
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lies through the midst of the deeds of Chares '*; this is a

metaphor of proportion, and the phrase 'through the midst'

is graphic. Again, to speak of 'summoning dangers to the

rescue of dangers''' is a vivid metaphor^ Lykoleon said in

defence of Chabrias^— '

They did not revere even his symbol
of supplication, the brazen statue

'

;
this is a metaphor for the

time, but not for all times
;

it serves, however, to give vivid-

ness
;

it is when he is in danger, that his statue is a suppliant,—that (of course) lifeless image of life, the record of public

services'*.
' In every way studying to be spiritless

'

;

—a meta-

phor, since 'studying' implies increasing something**. And
'God has kindled intellect to be a light in the soul''; both

intellect and light show something.
' We are not composing

but postponing our wars '*
:
—both things are of the future,

—
postponement, and the kind of peace in question. It is a

metaphor to say
'

this treaty is a trophy much nobler than

those won on battlefields
;
these commemorate small things

and a single issue; the treaty is a monument of the whole

war '*
:
—for both '

trophy
' and '

treaty
'

are tokens of victory.

Or—'

Cities render heavy accounts to the censure of man-

kind'":—the account being a sort of just penalty.

xi. We have seen, then, that smartness depends on 'pro-

Those words portional
'

metaphor, and on '

setting things
'set a thing bcfore the eyes.' We must now explain what
before the "^

, ,
^

eyes
' which we mean by

'

setting things before the eyes,'
describe it in

, , ,,,..-- , ^^, .

an active and by what methods this is enected. ihis is

^*^ ^*

my definition—those words 'set a thing before

the e;^^^ which describe it in an active state. For instance,

1 Said by Iphikrates in his prosecution of Chares in 355 B.C. Cp. 11 xxiii 7.
2 The author is unknown.
'

n-p6 dfi/xdruv <Kai>- neratfiopa. is proposed by Thurot, and accepted by
Roemer.

•* On the occasion of his trial in 366 B.C. Cp. Grote, c. 79. Nothing more is

known of Lykoleon.
' The statue represented Chabrias obnixo genu scuto proiecta hasta; Nepos,

Chabrias, i.

* Isokr. Paneg. 151.
' The author is unknown.

^ Isokr. Paneg. 172.
• ib. 180.

^° The author is unknown. There is a parallel passage in Isokr. De Pace^- 120.

I ^
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to say that a good man is
'

four-square
'
^
is a metaphor, since

both the man and the square are complete ;
but it does not

describe an active state. This phrase, on the other hand,
'

in

the flower of his vigour '2; or this, 'at large, like a sacred

animal,'
=•—are images of an active state. And, in the verse—

'From thence the Greeks, then, darting with their feet,'*

the word '

darting
'

gives both actuality and metaphor—for it

3 means swiftness. Or, we may use the device, often employed
^

by Homer, of giving life to lifeless things by means of meta-

phor. In all such cases he wins applause by describing an

active state: as in these words—
'Back again plainward rolled the shameless stone. '^

'The arrow yf-jw.'"
' The arrow eager to fly on.'''

1412a 'The spears stuck in the ground quivering with hunger for the flesh.'^

'The spear-point shot quivering through his breast.'^

In all these cases the thing is shown in an active state by

being made alive
;

—'

to be shameless,'
' to quiver,' &c., are

active states. These terms are applied with the help of

a proportional metaphor;—as the stone is to Sisyphos, so

4 is the shameless man to the victim of shamelessness. This,

again, is among his admired images for lifeless things
—

'Curved, white-crested—some in front, and more behind— .'^^

V All such expressions make the thing moving and living
—and

an active state is movement.

5 Metaphors, as has been said before, must be taken from

appropriate but not obvious things ; just as in philosophy

acuteness is shown by discerning resemblance between things

apart ;
as Archytas" said that ' an arbitrator and an altar were

1 Simonides, Fragm. 5 Bergk ed. 4.
* Isokr. Philippus, ro.

^ Isokr. Philippus, 127.
* Eur. Iph. Aul. 80, TovvT€v6ei> oSv "EWrjve^ g^avres dopi, quoted iroffiv by

Aristotle. The manuscript reading in the Phei. rovXevdepov 8', was corrected by

Victorius into Tovvrevdev ovv.

' Oii. xi 598, avTis liretra Tr^dovde (here quoted as iirl ddireBdvSe) KvXtvdero Xaai

dvai.STjs, 'Downward anon to the valley rebounded the boulder remorseless.'

« //. xiii 588.
7 //. iv 126. 8 //. xi 574.

9 //. XV 541.
1" //. xiii 799,

' The waves of the bellowing ocean ; bending their heads foam-

crested, they sweep on, billow on billow.'

1' The Pythagorean philosopher and mathematician of Tarentum.
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the same thing'
—for each is a refuge for injured innocence.

Or, one might say that 'an anchor and a swings were iden-

tical
'

;
for each is the same sort of thing, with the difference

between 'above
'

and '

below.' To speak of States having been

'put on the same level'- is to use the same phrase of things

which are far apart, equalisation being here the point in

common between a superficies and political resources.

; Now smartness, too, is given, as a rule, by means of meta-

phor 3, with the addition of a deception. The fact that the

hearer has learned something is made plainer \iy
its contrast

with his expectation ;
the mind seems to say—' Indeed ! So I

was wrong.' The smartness of apophthegms, too, depends on

a meaning beyond the mere words—as when Stesichoros says,
' the grasshoppers'* will sing to themselves on the ground.'

Good riddles are pleasing for the same reason
;
there is a new

perception and there is a metaphor. The like is true of what

Theodoros' calls 'novelty' in style. This happens when the

thing is a surprise, and, as he says, does not answer to our

presentiment ;
like those words, formed by a change, which

comic writers use. Jokes which depend on the change of a

letter have this effect : they deceive. And so in verse
;
the

hearer is disappointed by the line,
—

'

Statelily stept he along, and under his feet were his—chilblains'®:

one expected
'

sandals.' (This kind of point, however, must

be obvious on the instant.) The verbal joke depends on a

meaning which is not proper to the word, but twists it
;
for

instance, the saying of Theodoros about Nikon the cithara-

player
— '

^parretcre'^: he affects to mean,—dparrei. ae,
—and

^
Kpefiddpa, a hanging basket.

2
ufxaXlcTdai, Victorias' correction for avuiMaXiadai. Aristotle has in mind the

passage in Isokr. Philippus^ 40, ofSa 70^ aTracas (ras 7r6\ets) wjxa\i<jjx.ivas.

** He has said, at the beginning of § 5, that metaphor as a rule is from olKeluv

Kal ixT) (pavepuy. That kind of metaphor which gives 'smartness,'—that also

involves a surprise (R. C. J.).
* Or 'cicalas'; cp. il xxi 8.

° The rhetorician of Byzantium, already mentioned in II xxiii 28.

* The author of the original is unknown.
' Meineke proposed Qpqrr ^ffe\ Cope regarded the phrase as a play of words

between dpaTrei, 'you are confounded,' and Qpq.TT' el, 'you are a Thracian maid-

servant'; Cobet suggested Qpq.TTrjs el; Susemihl, Gp^rrtfei, 'he is playing the

Thracian
'

(the 'other meaning,' according to Jebb), or Gp^rr/fei ere, 'it makes you

play the Thracian.'
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deceives us
;
for he has another meaning. So, when this is

1412 b perceived, it gives pleasure (of course, if the hearer does not

understand that Nikon is a Thracian, he will see no point in

7 it). Or this—'you want him to find his Mede.'^ (Both kinds

of smartness^ must be used seasonably.) Of the same sort

are such pleasantries as saying that,
'

for the Athenians the

apxr] 6akdTTr)<i was not the apxv KaKuiv—they benefited by it :

or that, as Isokrates* said, the dp-^ri was an dp-^v KaKwv for the

city. In each case the thing said is unexpected, and, at the

same time, its truth is recognised. In the latter case, there

would be no point in saying that op^?; is dp^v, were there not

a double meaning ;
in the former case, the dp-^v which is the

subject of the negation has a different sense from that first

8 named. In all such instances, however, the merit of the pun,

or of the metaphor, depends on its fitness. Thus, in saying
that 'Ai/ao-^ero? is ovk dvaa-x^TOf;*, there is a pun with the

negative ;
but it is fitting only if Anaschetos is disagreeable.

Again :
—

' Thou canst be too much our stranger-friend
'

;

^

[or]^
' Thou canst be too much,' &c., is equivalent to saying,

' The stranger must not always be a stranger
'^

;
for this same

word ^ez/09 means 'alien.'* Of the same kind is the admired

saying of Anaxandrides,^
' Well is it to die ere one has done a deed worthy of death,'"

for this is equivalent to saying
— '

It is a worthy thing to die,

without being worthy to die,' or ' without doing deeds worthy

9 of death.' The species of diction is the same in all these

cases
; but, the more compact and the more antithetical the

1 Some play of words between iripaai (for iripdu) and Uipaai is apparently

intended; but the point is not clear.

^
i.e. the 'surprise' and the 'joke that depends on the letter.'

3
Philippus, 61 ; Paneg. 119; De Pace, loi.

* 'There is no bearing Baring.'
^ Com. Fragm. iii 209 Kock. ® Bracketed by Spengel.
'
Bekker, followed by Roemer, omits ^evos after the iambic line above quoted.

Vahlen, approved by Cope, would read :
—ovk av y^voio, fxaWov ^ ^4vos ^yos fj oi

fiaWov fj fff Set. rh avrb Kai' ov 5e? ktK.
^ Or 'this too is again of a different kind' (Cope).
^ HI X 7 supra.
10

Or, "Tis well to die ere doing a deed deserving death.'
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expression, the greater the applause. The reason is, that our

new perception is made clearer by the antithesis, and quicker

by the brevity. Further, the saying must always have, either 10

a personal application, or a merit of expression, if it is to be

striking as well as true. It may be true and yet trite
; thus,

' one ought to die innocent
'

is true, but not smart. ' Wife and

husband should be well matched
'—this is not smart. Smart-

ness depends on having both qualities : thus '

it is worthy of a

man to die, while he is unworthy of death.' The greater the

number of conditions which the saying fulfils, the greater

seems the smartness
; as, for instance, when the words are

metaphorical, and the metaphor of a certain kind,—with anti-

thesis, parallelism of structure, and actuality.

Similes, also, of an effective kind, as has been said above\ 11

are in a sense metaphors^ ; for, like the '

proportional
'

meta-

phor, they always involve two terms. For instance, a shield .^ !

(we say) is 'the goblet of Ares,'^—a bow is a '

chordless lyre.'^

Thus stated, it is not a simple metaphor ;
it would be a simple 1413 a

metaphor to say that the bow is a lyre, or the shield a goblet.

There are similes, also, of this simple kind,—as the comparison 12

of a flute-player to an ape, or of a shortsighted man to a

sputtering lamp (since both wink). But the happy simile is

where there is a '

proportional
'

metaphor :
—as one may com-

pare a shield to a 'goblet of Ares,' a ruin to the 'rag of a

house,' or say that Nikeratos is a '

Philoktetes stung by
Pratys,'

—to use the comparison of Thrasymachos, when he

saw Nikeratos defeated in recitation by Pratys, and with long
hair and still squalid^ It is in these things that poets are

most hissed for failure, or most applauded for success—as

when they make it come just right thus—
'

Curly as stalks of parsley are his legs.'

^ The sense is in favour of following the scholiast and Spengel and Roemer by
reading ilaXv hk koX aX eUdves.-.ai (for ael) evdoKifioOaat kt\.

^ Timotheos, Fragm. i6 Bergk, ed. 4.
* iv 4 supra.

^
Thrasymachos compares the rhapsode Nikeratos, defeated by Pratys, to the

hero Philoktetes bitten by the serpent,
—

Soph. P/n7. 267, TrXriy^yT ixiSmj^ aypii^

Xapd7yLiar(. The point of the comparison is heightened by the fact that Philoktetes

led the life of an unkempt hermit during his ten years on the island of Lemnos.
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'Just like Philammon struggling with the sand-bag.'^

All things of this kind, too, are similes
;
and that similes

are metaphors has been often said.

14 Proverbs, again, are
'

metaphors from species to species.'

Suppose for instance that one introduces something in the

expectation of profiting by it himself, and then is injured, he

says 'This is like the Carpathian and the hare'^;—since both

he and the Carpathian have had the fate in question.

^ The sources and the theory of smartness in style may now
^

15 be considered as explained. It may be added that hyperboles
of the most popular kind are also metaphors ;

—as the hyper-

bole about the man with the black eye— ' You would have

taken him for a basket of mulberries
'

:
—the bruise being

something purple ;
but the quantity of the purple makes the

exaggeration. The formula,
'

like so or so,' may be a hyper-

bole differently stated.
' Like Philammon struggling with the

sand-bag
'—otherwise—' You would have thought that he was

Philammon boxing with the sand-bag.'
' With legs curling

like parsley
'

;
otherwise— ' You would have thought he was

not on legs, but on stalks of parsley, so curly are they.'
"^

Hyperbole is boyish, for it expresses vehemence. Hence it

is most used by angry people :
—

' Not if his gifts to me were as the sand or the dust : I will not marry the

daughter of Agamemnon son of Atreus, never, though she should vie in beauty

with golden Aphrodite, and in skill with Athene.'^

1413 b (Hyperbole is most used by the Attic orators.) For the

reason given above, it does not suit an elderly speaker.

r— xii. It must not be forgotten that each branch of Rhetoric

J General types
^as its fitting Style. There is a difference between

of style. |.]^g literary and the agonistic style ; and, in the

latter, between the parliamentary and the forensic style. It

^
T^J KupijKCx}. A sack filled with bran or sand, used for practising boxing, the

/ol/ts pugilatorius of Plautus, Rudens, 722. The names of the authors of the

last two quotations are unknown. The athlete Philammon is mentioned in Dem.

De Cor. 319.
^ A proverbial reference to the Carpathian, who imported a pair of rabbits

into the island between Crete and Rhodes, and lived to see the island overrun and

devastated by their progeny.
3 //. ix 385 f.
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is necessary to know both styles. A knowledge
The style of ^

• , i c
literature and of the agonistic Style means simply the power of

speaking good Greek
;
a knowledge of the literary

style means not being tongue-tied, when one wants to impart

something to the world at large, which is the case with those

who have no skill in composition. The literary style is the 2

most accurate
;
the agonistic is the best adapted to delivery.

This fitness depends upon one of two things ; expression of

character, or expression of emotion. Hence actors seek plays,

and poets personages, of these types. (The poets who write

to be read have a circulation \ however,—as Chaeremon'*,—
who has all the finish of a professional speech-writer

—and,

among dithyrambic poets, Likymnios^ On a comparison,
the speeches of the literary men seem thin in actual contests

;

while speeches by orators, which were well delivered'', seem

unworkmanlike when they are read. The reason is that their

style is suitable only in the arena of debate. For the same

reason, devices suited to delivery, when not helped by delivery,

seem silly because they are not doing their proper work.

Thus asyndeta and reiterations of the same word are rightly

reprobated in the literary style, but not so in the agonistic

style,
—indeed public speakers use them, for they are dramatic.

But when we reiterate, we must also vary,
—an art, which is, 3 A

as it were, introductory to the whole art of delivery.
' This

is the thief in your midst—this is the knave—this is he who

finally sought to be a traitor.' Philemon, the actor, illustrated

this by his delivery of the passage about Rhadamanthys and

Palamedes in the Gerontomania of Anaxandrides^ and by his

pronunciation of '

I
'

in the prologue to the ' Good Men '

:

^
/SacTctfovTat, lit. 'are carried about in the hands.'

* The tragic poet already quoted in II xxiii 29. His elaborate finish is

exemplified by his enumeration of all the flowers in a garland, Athen. 679 F.

'
III ii 13 supra.

*
ei5 Xex^^i'Tes (understanding X6701) comes from the scholiast, eC /i^v KexO^vres.

The Mss have fj tCiv XexO^vTuv or eC XexO^vTwv, 'who have been well spoken
of.' The sense requires something like Xex^^vres eiidoKL/MtOvTes, 'though highly

esteemed, when delivered.'
' Athen. 614 c,

' Anaxandrides in the Gerontomania even describes Rhada-

manthys and Palamedes as inventors of jests, writing thus': Kairoi iroWol. ye

vovoOfiev I

Toi' adfi^oXov evpe yeXota Xiyeiv 'Va5dfji.ai>dvs Kal IlaXa/j.r}87js.

J. 12
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indeed, if one is not dramatic in such repetitions, it becomes

4 a case of '

the man who carries the beam.' So it is, too, with

asyndeta.
'

I came— I met him— I made my petition
'

: one

must act this,
—not say it as if it was a single clause, with

f unvarying sentiment and tone. Asy7ideta have this further

property
—a greater number of things seems to have been

said in an equal time
;
for it is the connecting particle which

makes one of many, and so, if the connecting particle is

removed, of course many will be made out of one. Hence

asyndeton serves to amplify :
—'

I came, I spoke to him, I

besought
'

(these seem many things) ;

' he disregarded all

that I said.'^ This is what Homer^ wishes to do in the

passage :
—

'

Nireus, again, from Syme—
'

Nireus, son of Aglaia
—

;;

'Nireus, fairest of all— .' ')

A person of whom much is said must needs be mentioned \

often ; if, then, he is mentioned often, it seems as if 7nuch were
|

said
;
a fallacy which has enabled the poet to make Nireus

^

important by a single mention, though nowhere does he say
'

a word about him afterwards.

f e The Deliberative style, then, is exactly like rough fresco-

painting*:
—the larger the audience, the more distant the

spectacle ;

—in both, then, minute touches are superfluous,

and are seen at a disadvantage. The Forensic style is more

finished; most so, when the cause is heard by,a single judge*;

for then it depends least upon rhetorical artifices^
;
the relevant

and the irrelevant are then more easily seen in one view, and

the turmoil is absent, so that the judgment is serened Hence

the same speakers are not brilliant in all these different kinds
;

where there is most room for declamation, there finish is least

^
Reading, with Spengel and Roemer:— ''liKBov, dieX^x^Vt iKerevo-a"' iroWa

doKel' "vTrfpeldev oca eTwov."
*

//. ii 671 f.
^ Or 'like scene-painting' (Cope).

*
71 <ii'> €vi KpLTy Spengel and Roemer.

*
i\dxi<^TOv yap e<TTiv et> pTjTopiKois inferior MSS;...e»' prjTopiKTis Paris MS; iveari,

p7)TopiKrjs Spengel; <€vi> p-qropiKris (sc.
evi Kpir-g) Vahlen. We may also suggest

iXdXi-CTov yap ^vi
{
= ef€(rTi) priTopiKT}s. iariv in the MSS may have arisen from an

explanation of ivi as equivalent to iveari, but this use of ^vl is very rare in Aristotle.

« Or 'unclouded' (R. C. J.).
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in place ;
and this is where voice, especially loudness of voice,

has scope.

The Epideiktic style is the best suited to writing ;
for it is

doing its own work when it is being read
;

—next, the Forensic.

A further classification of style, according to its need to be

'sweet' or 'magnificent,' is unnecessary. Why these, rather

than '

temperate,'
'

liberal,' or any other note of moral virtue ?

'

Sweet,' of course, it will be made by the qualities above

mentioned,—assuming the excellence of style to have been

rightly defined ^ With what other object is it to be 'clear,'

and ' not grovelling,' but '

suited to the subject
'

? If it is

diffuse, or if, again, it is curt, it will not be 'clear' : the fitting

thing is plainly the mean. Sweetness will be given to style

by the happy mixture of the things aforesaid—the familiar

and the foreign, and the rhythm, and that persuasiveness which

comes of propriety.

/
xiii. Style has now been discussed, both generally- and in

relation to each branch of Rhetoric^ It remains
Arrangement. ,

to speak of Arrangement. The speech has two

parts :
—it is necessary to state the matter which is our subject,

and to prove it. We cannot, then, have a statement without

a demonstration, or a demonstration without a previous state-

ment
;

for the demonstrator must demonstrate something,
and the expositor set a thing forth, in order to prove it.

One of these processes is Statement, the other Proof:—just as 2

one might divide Dialectic into Problem and Demonstration.

The division now in use is absurd. ' Narrative
'

belongs, I 3

presume, to Forensic speaking only. In Epideiktic or in

Deliberative rhetoric, how can we have Narrative in their

sense, or Refutation of the adversary, or Epilogue to the 1414 b

argument? Again, 'Proem,' 'Contrast,' 'Review,' have a

place in Deliberative speaking, only where there is a personal

controversy. Accusation and Defence, also, are often present
in such a speech, but not qua Deliberative speech. The

Epilogue, again, is not essential even to a Forensic speech—
as, when the speech is short, or the matter easy to remember

;

' c. xii, note.

12— 2
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for the advantage of Epilogue is abridgments The necessary

parts of the speech, then, are Statement and Proof. These

are proper to all. The greatest number that can be allowed

is four—Proem, Statement, Proof, Epilogue. 'Refutation'

comes under the head of Proof; 'Contrast' is a way of

amplifying one's own argument, and is therefore a part of

Proof, since he who does this, is demonstrating something.

This is not true of the Proem, nor, again, of the Epilogue,

which merely refreshes the memory. If, then, we are to follow

Theodoros^ in taking into our division such terms as the above,

we shall have ' Narrative Proper
'

distinguished from '

Supple-

mentary
'

or
'

Preliminary Narrative
'—' Refutation

' from
'

Supplementary Refutation.' Now a new term should be

brought in, only where there is a distinct kind of thing to

differentiate ; otherwise, it is empty and nonsensical, like the

terms used by Likymnios^ in his Art—'

Speeding on '—
' Aberration

'—' Ramifications.'

xiv. The Proem is the beginning of the speech,
—ana-

logous to the Prologue in poetry and the Prelude
^°^^'

in flute-playing. All these are beginnings, and

pave the way, as it were, for what follows. The musical

Prelude is most like the Epideiktic proem. Flute-players

begin by playing anything that they can execute brilliantly ;

and then knit this on to the key-note of their theme^ The

same kind of composition suits epideiktic rhetoric. The

speaker should start by saying whatever his fancy prompts

^

ffv/x^aivei yap tou inrjKovs acpaipeiadai, 'contingit enim e longa magnaque re

partem abscindere' (Victorius). 'For what happens (in an ordinary epilogue) is a

subtraction from the length'
—not the brevity of a speech; i.e. an epilogue is

appropriate to a long speech, not a short one (Cope). 'E longa oratione licet

delibare quibus peroremus' (Spengel). We may suggest crvfi^abu yap tov

fi-rjKovi d^aipeladaL <?feKa>, 'for the epilogue exists for the very purpose of

subtracting from the length of the speech.'
2 xi 6 suj^7-a. The superfluous subdivisions of Theodores are noticed in

Plato's Phadrus, 266 D.

3 A rhetorician, as well as a dithyrambic poet, xii 2 supra.
*

T(p ivdoai/i({), 'the actual opening, preliminary note, of the subject, which

gives the tone to the rest' (Cope), to ivdoaifiov is defined by Hesychius as rd vpb

T^s (j55^s Kcddpifffia. See p. 182 n. i infra.
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—then strike his key-note, and knit his proem to his theme :

and this is just what they all do. Take, for instance, the

proem to the Helcn'^ of Isokrates
;

—there is nothing common
between the Eristics and Helen. And here, even if the speaker

passes into a foreign region, it is fitting, rather than that the

speech should be monotonous. The proems of epideiktic
2

speeches are taken from topics of praise or blame,—as by

Gorgias in his Olympiakos,
—' Ye deserve the admiration of

many, Hellenes
'—where he is praising the founders of the

great festivals
;

—as Isokrates-, on the other hand, censures

them for having crowned athletic excellence, but assigned no

prize to mental prowess. Another topic is from advice
;

—as 3

that ' we ought to honour the good,'
—and, accordingly, the

speaker himself^ lauds Aristeides ;

—or that
' we should honour

men, who are not popular, nor yet unworthy^—who are good,

but unrecognised
'—as Paris son of Priam. Such a speaker 1415 ^

is giving us advice. Another topic is borrowed from forensic 4

proems,
—namely from the appeal to the hearer to be in-

dulgent, when our subject is paradoxical, difficult, or trite.

Thus Choerilos—
' But now, when all the spoil has been divided.'*

The proems of Epideiktic speeches, then, should be from

one of these topics
—

praise, blame, adhortation, dehortation,

2
Paneg. §§ r, i.

^ The speaker is unknown.
*
Probably from the encomium Alexandri, already quoted in il xxiii 5, 8, 12;

xxiv 7, 9.
'" From the exordium of Choerilos' epic poem on the Persian war. The

context, preserved by the scholiast, and quoted by Victorias, Gaisford, Spengel

and Cope, is as follows :

a fjAKap, Sa-Tii ^rjv Keivov XP^^O" I'^P" aoiSrjs,

Mouffdwj' Oepdwwv, or d/CTjparoj riv Iri \eifi.wv'

vvv d' ore iravra Sedaffrai, ^x^i"''' ^^ veipara rixvo-i-,

Coraroi ofcrre Sp6fJ.ov KaraXeiTTOfifd', oiid^ ir-g iari.

v6.vT-q iraTTTaivovTa veo^vyk^ aptia iriXdffaai.

Oh ! the bards of olden ages, blessed bards in song-craft skill'd,

Happy henchmen of the Muses, when the field was yet untill'd.

All the land is now apportion'd ;
bounds to all the Arts belong;

Left the last of all the poets, looking keenly, looking long,

I can find no bright new chariot for the race-course of my song.

History of Classical Scholarship, i 40, ed. 1906.
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appeals to the hearer; the key-note of the piece^ may be
either foreign, or proper to its subject.

5 As to the Proems of Forensic rhetoric, one must grasp the

fact that they are equivalent to the prologue of drama and to

the introduction of an epic poem—as the dithyrambic prelude
is analogous to the epideiktic proem :

'For thy sake,—for thy gifts and for thy trophies.
'^

6 But, in drama^ and in epos, the introduction is an indication

of the subject, in order that the hearers may know it before-

hand, and that their thoughts may not be in suspense ;

—for

the indefinite bewilders
;

—so that he who puts the opening

(as it were) into the hand of the listener, makes it immediately

easy* for him to follow the story. Hence

'Sing the anger, goddess.'^

'Tell me, Muse, of the man.'^
* Lead me forth on another story, how from Asia a great war came to Europe.'^

In the same way the tragic poets explain the action
;

if

not directly, as Euripides does, at all events somewhere in a

prologue : as Sophokles—
' My father was Polybos....'^

And so in Comedy. This, then, is the essential and proper
task of the proem,—to explain the object of the work

; hence,
if the subject is plain and short, there is no need for a proem.

7 All other applications of the proem are merely remedial and
are common to all three branches^ They are derived (i) from

the speaker ; (2) from the hearer
; (3) from the subject ;

(4) from the adversary. From (i) the speaker and (4) the

*

(i) i.e. the topic, which links the proem on to the treatment of the subject,

may be immediately connected either with the proem or with the subject. This is

indifferent, so long as the ivMci^j-ov serves the purpose of a link. Or (2) ivddji/ji.a

may here be loosely used for irpoolfua ; so Cope, Introd. 339, Comm. iii 167 (R. C. J.).
^
Bergk's F. L. G. iii 728, frag. anon. 124.

^
Reading rois Spd/xaai (with Susemihl), for roh \6yois (R. C J.). toTs

vp6\6yois is the text of the scholiast and the Latin translator. tV 5^ tois [\6yois

/cat] ^TTfffi is the text of Spengel, who suggests e> S^ rots < StKoviKot j > \6yoLS.
*

ix&fievoy, 'immediately easy' ; or (with Cope) 'supplies him with a clue, as it

were, 6y which he may hold, so as to enable him to follow the story.'
5 //. i I.

« Od. i I.

^ Part of the exordium of Choerilus' epic on the Persian war (cp. 181 n. 3 supra).
8

(Edipiis Tyrannus, 774 f.
» Or 'general' (R. C. J.).
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adversary, when they are concerned with allaying or exciting
a prejudice. There is, however, this difference. The defen-

dant must begin by answering hostile insinuation : the accuser

must place his hostile insinuation in the epilogue. The reason

is plain enough : the defendant, when he wants to have his

innings^ must first remove the hindrances, and must therefore

begin by doing away with the prejudice against him
;
the

man who has evil to suggest, must suggest it in the epilogue,

in order that people may remember it the better,

/(^4) Appeals to the hearer have for their object to make
him friendly to us or angry with the adversary :

—sometimes

to make him attentive, or the reverse. Sometimes
;
for it is

not always expedient to make him attentive
;
and hence

speakers often try to move their hearers to mirth. The whole;'

art of proem may be summed up, if you like, in this—making V'
the hearer docile, and making yourself seem estimable

;
for i

estimable people are heard with more attention. (3) Men are 1415 b

attentive to important subjects, to those which concern

themselves, to the marvellous, to the pleasant ;
therefore the

speaker must instil the notion that his subjects are of this

kind. If he wishes to render them inattentive, he must say
that the subject is trifling, unimportant for them, or painful.

It must not be forgotten, however, that all such topics are 8

beside the question : they are addressed to an infirm hearer,

who listens to what is irrelevant
; for, if the hearer is not of

this kind, there is no need for a proem, except in the sense of

stating the subject summarily, in order (so to say) that the

body may have a head. The task of making the hearers 9

attentive belongs, it may be added, to any part of the speech,

when the need arises
;
indeed the hearer relaxes his attention

everywhere more than at the beginning. It is absurd, then,

to fix this at the beginning,
—the point at which everyone

listens with most attention. So, wherever there is occasion,

we must say,
' Attend to me : it is as much your concern as

mine' : or

'

I will tell you that, the like of which you never yet
' *

^ ' When he is about to introduce his own case,' Cope.
* From an unknown tragic poet.
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heard for terror, or for wonder. This means the rule of

Prodikos, in fact :
—' Whenever the audience are drowsy,

throw in a flavour of the fifty-drachm.'^ Plainly these appeals
are made to the hearer, not simply as set hearer of a cause.

10 Everyone seeks to instil prejudice, or to remove misgivings,
in his exordium :

—
'King, I will not say that it was in haste—'^

'Why dost thou use preface?'*

In particular, preface is used by those who have, or are thought
to have, a bad case

;
it is better for them to dwell on anything

rather than on their case itself Hence slaves do not answer

the questions put them, but talk round about them, and use

11 preface. The mode of inspiring the hearer with good will,

and all similar feelings, has been explained^. It is well said

' Grant that I may come to the Phseacians with a claim on their l(/ve and

their pity.'
^

These, then, are the two things at which we should aim.

In the Epideiktic proem, the hearer should be made to

think that the praise applies to himself, or to his family, or to

his pursuits, or is shared by him in some other way ;
for it is

a true saying of Sokrates in the Epitaphios, that
'

it is not

hard to praise Athenians among Athenians, but only among
Lacedaemonians.'*

12 The proems of the Forensic speech furnish those of the

Deliberative :
—in which, however, it is naturally rarest. The

subject is one which is known already, and which requires no

preface, unless (i) on account of the speaker himself, (2) on

account of his opponents, or (3) because the hearers make
either more or less of the matter than one wishes. Hence we

^
ttJs irevT7]KovTadpdx/J-ov, sc. emdei^ews,

' the fifty-drachm discourse^ Prodikos'

most famous, and interesting, and expensive lecture. Cp. Plato's Cratylus, 384 B,

ryjv irevTTiKovTddpaxfJi-ov iirioeL^iv (Cope).
^
Sophokles, Antigone, 223 f. For (tttouS^s vtto, in Aristotle's quotation, the

MSS of Sophokles have to-xovs vtto, retained by Jebb on the ground that 'Aristotle's

quotations seem to have been usually made from memory, and his memory was
not infallible' (see note on Ant. 223).

*
Euripides, /p/t. Taur. 1162.

*
II iv and viii. ^

Odyss. vii 327.
^

Plato, Menexentts, 235 D ; i ix 30 supra.
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must either (i) seek to raise a prejudice, or (2) to clear our-

selves, or (3) to amplify, or (4) to make less of the^subject^

These, then, are the objects of the proem, or else its object is

ornament ; since, without a proem, the speech seems slovenly 1416 a
—like the encomium of Gorgias on the Eleans; where, with-

out so much as squaring his elbows,—without any preliminary

sparring
—he begins at once with '

Elis, happy city.'

XV. In dealing with a calumny^, one topic may be derived

Proem, from the means by which one would clear oneself
continued. from any unpleasant suspicion ;

it does not

matter whether the suspicion has been lettered or not
;
and

this topic is universal.

A second topic consists in meeting the issues actually 2

raised
;
either by denial of the fact

;
or by saying that it is

not injurious, or not injurious to the complainant ;
or not so

great as stated
;
or no wrong, or only a small wrong ;

or not

dishonourable
;
or of no importance. The controversy always

turns on some such point ;

—as when Iphikrates said, in answer

to Nausikrates, that he had done what Nausikrates alleged,

and had done a harm
;
but had done no wrong. Or, if the

speaker is wrong, he may strike a balance, urging that, if the

deed is hurtful, at all events it is honourable :
—if it is painful,

at least it is advantageous,
—or something of that kind.

A third topic is to show that the thing was a mistake, or a 3

misfortune, or unavoidable. Thus Sophokles said, that he

was not trembling for the reason given by his calumniator—
namely, that he might seem an old man—but of necessity ;

it

was not by his own choice that he was eighty years old. Or,

we may substitute a different motive for the motive alleged :

—thus :

' He did not mean to do a harm, but to do this' :

' he

did not mean to do that, with which he was slanderously

charged,
—it was an accident that injury was inflicted.'

'

It

would be just to hate me, had I acted with a view to this

result.'

^ These four points are arranged in two pairs: (i) raising or rebutting a

prejudice, (ii) amplifying or minimising the subject.
^

VipX 5iapo\rji= irepl roO dTro\v€<70ai Sia^oXrjv (R. C. J.).
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4 There is a fourth topic, when the calumniator, or anyone
nearly related to him, is or has been involved in the charge.

5 A fifth topic is, when other persons are involved, who are

generally acknowledged not to be liable to the charge ;
thus

it may be argued— '

If he is an adulterer because he is neat in

his person \ then so-and-so is an adulterer too.'

6 A sixth topic is when the calumniator, or another, has

brought the same charge against other persons ;
or when,

without being expressly accused, they were suspected as the

speaker is now
;
and have proved innocent.

7 A seventh topic consists in recrimination.
'

It is absurd,
if belief is to be given to the statements of one who is himself

untrustworthy.'
8 It is an eighth topic when there has been a previous

decision. Thus Euripides in the exchange-case answered

Hygiaenon's contention, that he was impious for having
written a verse which encourages perjury

—
'My tongue is sworn—my soul is unsworn.'^

'

It is unjust of him,' said the poet,
'

to bring before a lawcourt

points already decided in the Dionysiac contest. In the

theatre I have rendered my account for these—or will yet
render it, if he likes to accuse me.'

9 A ninth topic is to denounce calumny,—to show how great
an evil it is,

—how it raises false issues,
—how it means distrust

of one's real case.

The topic from tokens is common to accuser and apolo-

1416 b gist. Thus, in the Teukros^, Odysseus says that Teukros is a

near relation of Priam, Hesione being Priam's sister. Teukros
answers that his father, Telamon, was a foe to Priam

;
and

that he himself did not betray the (Greek) spies,

10 An eleventh topic, proper to the accuser, consists in praising
some small merit at length, and then expressing a weighty
censure concisely ; or, first noticing many merits of the adver-

sary, and then blaming in him some one thing, which is of

1 d 6ti Kaddpios 6 <8€lva> /ioixi^s Richards (Roemer), or, simply, el 6 KadApioi

fioix^s. Cp. u xxiv 7, KaWuiriaTrjs.
2
Hippol. 608,

' My tongue has sworn ; my mind remains unsworn.' See

Cope's Comm. iii 183.
^ Of Sophokles.
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paramount significance for the issue. Such accusers are the

most artistiCj and the most unfair : they try to hurt a man

through his merits, by mixing these with evil.

A device common to accuser and to apologist depends on 11

the possibility of several different motives for the same act.

The accuser must adopt a malignant and disparaging con-

struction : the apologist must take the better construction.

Take for example the preference of Diomedes for Odysseus^
One speaker must ascribe it to a belief that Odysseus was the

best man. The other, denying this, must ascribe it to the fact

that Odysseus alone was so worthless as to be no rival for

Diomedes.

xvi. This may suffice in regard to the art of exciting

prejudice.

In Epideiktic speeches the Narrative must be not con-

tinuous, but broken up. We have to relate the

actions, on which the speech is founded. The

speech is composed of two elements
;

—
first, the inartificial,

since the speaker is in no way the author of the actions
;

secondly, the artificial,
—which consists in proving that the

fact is so, if it be hard to believe,
—or that it is of a certain

character-, or of a certain importance ;

—or in proving all

these things. Hence it is sometimes undesirable to relate all 2

our facts continuously, since this mode of exposition tasks the

hearer's memory. Rather—' These facts show that our hero is

brave
'

;

'

these facts show that he is wise or just' This kind

of statement is simple : the other is intricate and lacks plain-

ness. Well-known facts should be merely recalled to the 3

memory ;
hence^ most people require no narrative—as when

your purpose is to praise Achilles
; everyone knows his actions

—you have only to use them. If Kritias, on the contrary, is

your subject, narrative is needed—for not many people know^
An absurd rule is current to the effect that narrative 4

should be rapid. When the baker asked whether he was to

^
//. X 242 f

; cp. II xxiii 20, 24 supra.
^
Corresponding to (2) and (3) in c. xvii i.

*
5id, 'since the facts are well-known' (R. C. J.).

* On the lacuna at this point, cp. Cope, Introd. 349, Comm. iii 1 88.
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make the cake hard or soft, his customer asked—' Why can-

not you make it right}' Just so here. Our narrative ought
not to be lengthy, any more than our proem or the statement

of our proofs ; here, again, excellence lies neither in rapidity

nor in brevity, but in the mean; that is, in saying just so,

1417 a much as will explain the matter; or, as will establish the
fact,]

the injury, or the wrong,
—

or, so much as you wish to establish
:;

5
—the adversary's aim being to negative this. And you should ,

bring into your narrative anything that tends to show your
own worth, or the adversary's worthlessness :

'

Meanwhile, I

was always urging him to the right course,
—not to abandon

his children to danger ;
but he answered that, wherever he

might find himself, there he would find new children';
—as

Herodotus^ says that the Egyptian rebels answered. Any-

thing, too, may be brought in which will please the judges.

6 For the defendant, narrative is less important. His con-

tention is either (i) that the fact has not occurred
;
or (2) that

it was not harmful
;
or (3) that it was not unjust ;

or (4) that

it was not of the importance alleged. He ought not to waste

his time, then, on any admitted fact, unless this has some

bearing on his own contention
;

—as on a contention that,

7 admitting the act, it was not an unjust act. Again, he should

give only a summary of past events, unless an account of them,

as actually passing, tends to move pity or indignation. For

instance, the story of Alkinoos^, when told to Penelope, is

comprised in sixty linesl Such, too, is the treatment of the

Epic Cycle by Phayllos^ and the prologue in the CEneus^.

8 Further, the narrative should have an ethical colour. The
condition of effecting this is to know what gives ethos. One

way, then, is to make the moral purpose of action clear,

the quality of the ethos being determined by the quality of

this purpose, and the quality of the purpose by the end.

Hence mathematical discourses have no moral character, since

they have no moral purpose, for they have no moral end. But

^
ii 30.

- Od. ix-xii.

^
Odyss. xxiii 264-284, 310-343 (fifty-five lines).

'' Of Phayllos nothing whatever is known (Cope).
^ Eur. frag. 558 f Nauck.
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the Sokratic discourses have such a character, since they deal

with moral subjects. Different moral traits go with each 9

character. Thus :
— ' As he was talking, he strode on

'—this

suggests the type of rowdy and boor. Then, one should speak,

not (as it were) from the intellect, as is the fashion now, but

from the moral purpose :
—'

However, I wished it to be
'

;

— 

'

Yes, it was my deliberate intention
'

;

'

Well, though I gained

nothing by it, it is better thus.' One course would have

shown a prudent man
;
the other shows a good man : the

prudent man shows himself in the pursuit of advantage, the

good man in that of honour. And, if any such trait seems in-

credible, then add the reason, as Sophokles does :
—for instance

in the Antigojie^ where she says that she cared more for her

brother than she could have cared for husband or children.

The latter, if lost, could have been replaced ;

'

But, now that sire and mother are with Death,

No brother's life could bloom for me, again.'
^

Or, if you have no reason to give, show at least that you are

conscious of the statement being hard to believe
;

— '

Such,

however, is my nature':—for the world does find it hard to

believe in any motive except self-interest.

Use, too, in your narrative the traits of emotion,—the 10

symptoms of it which are familiar to all, or which are

peculiarly characteristic of yourself or of your adversary.
' He

left me with a scowl
'

; or,
—as vEschines'^ said of Kratylos 1417 b—

'hissing and shaking his fists.' These touches are per-

suasive, because the things which the hearers know become
tokens to them of things which they do 7iot know. Many
similar touches may be borrowed from Homer :

—
' So she spake, and the old woman covered her face with her hands '

:
— *

(expressive), since people who are on the point of weeping

put their hands to their eyes.

Present yourself in a definite character from the very
•

outset, in order that the hearers may view you, as contrasted

with your opponent, in this light ; only, hide your art. How
^ Ant. 911 f, where the Mss have KeK€v66Toiv for Aristotle's §e^r]K6Tuv, 'a mere

slip of memory'; cp. note on xiv lo, p. 184 n. 2 supra.
^
Supposed by Victorius to be .^Eschines Socraticus. • Od. xix 361.
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easy it is to do this, may be seen from the case of people

bringing us news^ :
—though we have no idea what the tidings

are, we get a foreboding.
—The narrative should be distributed

over the speech ;
and in some cases there should be none at

the beginning.

II In Deliberative Rhetoric there is least room for narra-

tive, for no one can narrate the future. When, however,
there is a narrative, its object will be merely to refresh the

hearer's memory of the past, in order that he may judge
better of the future. Or the object may be to excite a

prejudice, or to praise. But, in narrating, the deliberative

speaker is not doing his own work.

If a statement is incredible, the speaker must make
himself responsible for the fact, and give the explanation at

the outset, and marshal his reasons in a way acceptable to the

hearers^. Thus, the lokaste of Karkinos, in his CEdipus, goes
on giving her word in answer to the inquiries of the man who
is seeking her son

;
and so the Hsemon of Sophoclesl

1 How much the drama of modern life has lost in the extinction of the

messenger! (R. C. J.)
^
Reading diaTdrreiv tos ^ovKovrai, for haTarrav ols ^ovXovTat, which is

probably corrupt. The application of the examples in the text appears to be as

follows :— (i) lokaste tells the inquirer things about her son which he finds it hard

to believe. She meets his unbelief hy pledging her word for the facts, (ii) Kreon
knows that Haemon is in love with Antigone, and Hsemon thinks her sentence

unjust. Kreon finds it 'incredible' that Hsemon should be at the same time dutiful

to himself, but Hsemon explains the reason {Ant. 701-4). Cope {Introd. 354), who

(like the scholiast) would omit re after vTricrxvelffdai, appears to understand it

thus:—'if the statement is incredible, the speaker must promise both to assign the

cause, and to set forth his reasons in the terms his hearers desire.' He thinks

that vTnaxveiTai, said of lokaste, means 'promising to satisfy the questioner'; and

he holds that At/xoov is corrupt (similarly in Cotnm. iii 197). I object

(i) to his omission of re, and to his way of taking v-in<Txve'i<Tda.i,

and (ii) to his version of oh ^ovXavrai.. .

Victorius' explanation (as quoted by Cope) is :

' the speaker must promise to

assign the reason, and to refer the matter (diardrTeiv) to those whom the hearers

approve.' But SiardTreLv cannot mean committere
;

nor do I understand his
;

explanation about Hsemon, unless he means (i) the thing 'incredible' to be
Hsemon's defence of Antigone; (2) the 'promise,' his promise of obedience

(R. C. J.).

SiardrTeiy oh ^ovXovTai is translated vadiare quibiis volunt, which suggests
diaiTaadai. or diaiTrjTah (as observed by Roemer), or, possibly, diaiTr/Tah

eiriTpiireiv oh, ^otjXovrai.
^
Antigone, 701-4.
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xvii. Our proofs must be demonstrative. There are four

possible issues
;
our demonstration must have

reference to the issue. Thus, (i) if one disputes

a fact, this negative is the first thing which one has to prove
in court

; (2) if one says,
'

I have done no harm,' that must be

proved ; (3) if one says
'

I have not done so much harm,' or

(4)
'

I have done it justly,' then the truth of tJiis becomes the

issue.

It must not be forgotten that the issue of the fact is the 2

only one, under which it may happen that one of the two

parties is necessarily a knave. It may be impossible to plead

ignorance,
— as it is possible, when the justice of an act is the

point at issue. Hence, m this case^, we should dwell (on this

topic)- ; but not so in the other cases'.

In Epideiktic speaking, the greater part of the argument 3

(as that certain things are honourable or advantageous) is

amplification ;
the facts must be taken upon trust

;
it is but

rarely that the speaker attempts demonstration of the facts

themselves, only when they are incredible, or when he has

some other special reason.

In Deliberative speaking, one may contend either (i) that 4

certain things will not happen, or (2) that these things will result

from our adversary's policy, but are unjust, (3) inexpedient,
or (4) will result in a less degree than he says. We must see,

too, whether he makes any false statement outside his imme-
diate subject; for such statements seem to justify the inference

that he is misrepresenting his subject itself Examples are 5

better suited to Deliberative speaking, Enthymemes to 1418 a
Forensic speaking :

—Deliberative Rhetoric is concerned with

the future, and so we must have examples from the past ;

Forensic Rhetoric is concerned with the existence or non-

existence of facts, and here rigorous demonstration is more

possible ;
for the past has precision. Our enthymemes ought 6

not to be given in a string, but worked in here and there
;

^
i.e. -whtxQfact is in question (R. C. J.).

^ viz. that the adversary is necessarily a knave (R. C J.).
^
Or, as Spengel, p. 444 : Hence the speaker ought to dwell on this point (ilia

iudicalione: does Spengel mean the question o{ fact, or the argument that the

adversary is necessarily a knave?), not on the others (R. C. J.).
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otherwise they hurt each other's effect. There is a limit of

quantity :

'

Friend, since thou hast said as much as a prudent man would say
— ' ^

7 'as much as'—not ^

S2ich things as.' Nor ought we to look for

enthymemes on all subjects, else we shall do what some of the

philosophers do, who apply demonstration to things which are

better known, and more easily taken on trust, than their

8 premisses. When you are trying to move feeling, use no

enthymeme ;
it will either expel the feeling, or will have been

used in vain
;
for simultaneous motions tend to expel each

other
;
and either each destroys the other, or one overpowers

the other. Nor should an enthymeme be sought, when you
are seeking to make your speech ethical

;
for there is neither

9 ithos nor moral purpose in a demonstration. Maxims, however,
should be used both in narrative and in proof; for a maxim is

ethical. Thus :
—"

I have given him this, and have given it,

though I know the maxim, 'Trust no man.'" Or, if it is to be

pathetic :
— ' Nor do I repent, though I have been injured :

—
the gain accrues to him, the sense of just conduct to me.'

10 Deliberative speaking is naturally more difficult than

Forensic, since it concerns the future
;
the other concerns the

past, which is already known, even to soothsayers, as Epime-
nides of Crete said. His divinations used not to concern the

future, but only the dark things of the past. Again, in forensic

speaking, we have the law for our theme; and, given a starting-

point, it is easier to find our demonstration. Then, Delibera-

tive speaking offers few topics, on which we can pause by the

way, such as that of attack upon the adversary, discourse about

oneself, or appeals to feeling ;
it admits these less than any

branch of Rhetoric, unless the speaker leaves his proper ground.

If, then, one is at a loss for topics, one must do like the

Athenian orators and Isokrates
;
Isokrates brings accusation

into his deliberative speeches ;
as accusation of the Lacedae-

monians into his Paiiegyriciis-, and accusation of Chares into

11 his Speech about the Social War^. An Epideiktic speech
should be interwoven with laudatory episodes, in the manner

1 Od^iv 204.
2

§§ 110-114.
3 De Pace, § 27.
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of Isokrates, who is always bringing some one in^ This is

what Gorgias meant by saying that matter of discourse never

failed him. When, in speaking of Achilles, he praises Peleus,

and then ^akos, and then the god, and valour, and this or

that,—he is using the device in question.

When you have means of demonstration, you should use 12

both the ethical and the demonstrative styles ;
if you have no

enthymemes, the ethical style only ; and, indeed, it better befits 1418 b

an estimable man that his character should appear in a good

light than that his speech should be closely reasoned. Refu- 13

tative enthymemes are more popular than Demonstrative,
because in all refutative processes, the strictness of the

conclusion is more evident, since opposites are more striking

when set side by side.

Refutation of the adversary is not a distinct department 14

of proof; his arguments are to be broken down, either by

objection, or by counter-syllogism. Both in Deliberative and

in Forensic speaking we should begin by bringing our own

proofs, and then meet the arguments on the other side,

refuting them and pulling them to pieces by anticipation. If,

however, the adversary's case has a great number of points, we
should begin with these, as Kallistratos did in the Messenian

assembly, when he first disposed of the arguments about to be

used against him, before he stated his own. The speaker who 15

is replying should first address himself to his adversary's

speech in the way of refutation and counter-syllogism—
especially if the adverse arguments have gained applause ;

for

the mind rejects a speech, against which it is prepossessed,

just as it rejects a man, supposing the adversary to have made
a good impression. It is necessary, then, to make room in the

hearer's mind for the coming argument. This room will exist,

if you remove the obstacles. Hence you should begin by
combating the adverse arguments—all of them, or the chief,

or the plausible, or those which are easy to refute—and then

establish your own arguments.

^

Episodes on Theseus in the Helena §§ 22-38, and on Paris, ib. 41-48 ;
on

Pythagoras and the Egyptian priests in the Busiris, 1 1-29; on the poets, ib. 38-40;
and on Agamemnon in the Panathenaicus, 72-84 (Spengel).

J- 13
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' First I will come to the defence of the goddess
Now I do not think that Hera...'^

Here he has laid hold first of the weakest point.

16 So much of argumentative proof. As to ethical proofs,

seeing that there are some things, which it is invidious to say
of ourselves, or which expose us to the charge of tediousness

or to contradiction, or which, if said of another, suggest that

we are abusive or ill-bred, we must put these things into the

mouth of some other person,
—as Isokrates does in the

Philippos'^, and in the Antidosis^,—and as Archilochos does in

his satire. Thus it is the father, whom he introduces speaking
of the daughter in the verse :

'

Nothing is beyond hope, against nothing should men make a vow '

;5

and thus he uses Charon the carpenter in the verse beginning
' Not Gyges' wealth '«

Thus, too, in Sophokles, Hsemon pleads for Antigone with

17 his father as it were in the words of others''. Enthymemes

^ Eur. Troades, 969, 971.
^

It will be convenient to recall here the several connexions in which

Aristotle has used ethos in relation to rhetorical persuasion. (1) 'Ethical proofs'

proper are equivalent to 'proofs inherent in the ethos of the speaker' (l ii) ; this is

further explained in 11 i. (2) In II xii 13 the ethi proper to youth, manhood,
old age, noble birth, wealth, power, etc. are described. The advantage of

knowing these is that we shall be able to give our speech the general colour or

tone acceptable to the audience. They are really subservient, then, to the

treatment of patM,—to the exciting of certain feelings in the hearer's mind.

(3) In III vii he says that '

style will have Propriety, if it is, first, pathetic ;

secondly ethical; thirdly, proportional to the subject.' By 'pathetic' he means,
if the speaker appears to be himself affected in a way suitable to the facts -which

he is relating.
' Ethical style

' he defines as
' the representation of facts by means

of appropriate signs,' i.e. the presentation of the persons introduced, as speaking
or acting in a characteristic way—with the marks or traits proper to their age,

condition, etc. This has nothing to do with 'ethical proof proper, i.e. the

production in the hearer's mind of a good impression about the speaker's character.

Nor has it anything to do with the ithe of il xii 13, which help us to come into a

general sympathy with our hearers. It is merely a precept for effectiveness of

style,
—one of the characteristics essential to vivid, graphic description. (4) The

t'thos of III xvii is the 'ethos of the speaker.' The special rule given is meant to

guard us against spoiling our 'ethical proof Vjy seeming egotistic, abusive, or

illbred (R. C. J.).
*
§§4-7-

'
§§ 132-9. 141-9-

5
Fragm. 74, Bergk, ed. 4.

® oH fioi TO, Tijyeii} rod iroKvxp'^o'ov fifKei, Frag. 25, Bergk, ed. 4.

'
Antigone, 688-700.
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should sometimes, too, be thrown into the form of maxims
;

—
for instance,

' Sensible men ought to make up their quarrels

when they are prosperous
—for so they will gain most.'* Put

in the form of an enthymeme, this would be:— '

If men ought
to adjust their differences at the moment when it is most

beneficial and gainful to do so, then they ought to do so when

they are prosperous.'

xviii. As to Interrogation, it is opportune to interrogate,

first of all, when the adversary has already made 1419 a
Interrogation.

one admission, so that, when one more question

has been asked, the absurdity is complete. Thus Perikles

questioned Lampon about the mode of celebrating the rites of

the Saving Goddess
; Lampon said that no uninitiated person

could be told of them; Perikles asked—'Y)o you know them.?'
'

Yes,' said Lampon.— '

How, if you are uninitiated .'"

The second case is when one premiss is already obvious, 2

and it is plain that the conclusion will be granted by the ad-

versary when we put it to him. We ought to put the other

premiss in the form of a question, suppressing the obvious

premiss, and then put our conclusion. Thus Sokrates, when

Meletos accused him of believing in no gods, (asked)— ' Do

you recognise such a thing as the daemonic ?'^ Meletos said

^

Cp. Isokrates, Archidam%is, 50.
-

ftprjKev el 8ain'wi6v n \4yoi., bfj-oKoyqaoiVTOs 5k i^pero is the text of the inferior

MSS and the scholiast, followed in Bekker's third ed. The perfect etprjKev,
' has

said,' cannot be right; we want ijpero, 'asked.' I cannot find any instances of

XeyeLV as equivalent to vofii^eiv or rjyeiadai ;
but it might easily have the .sense

' mention in ordinary conversation,'
' have often on one's lips.'

dp7)K€v ws av 5aifj.6vi.6v ri \4yoi, ijpero is the text of the Paris MS, rendered in

the Latin translation :
—dixit, ac si dcEtnonititn aliquid diceret, interrogabat. This

is retained by Spengel, who adds ' Meletus de Socrate etpr]K€v wx &v 8ai/j.6vi6v rt

\4yoi.' This then must be a quotation: Sokrates (said), 'He (Meletos) has said

that he (Sokrates) believed in a 5ai/x6f:o«'.' This will not do. Clearly the only

corruption is in etprjKev (R. C. J.). Spengel's text is retained by Roemer, while

Kayser omits ttpijKev and alters the ws B.v of the Paris MS into ws 5^. Madvig

proposes: Sw/cpdrij?, MeXrjTov ov <pa.<TK0VT0s avrbv deovs votii^eif €lpr)K6Tos Si wj

8ain6vi.6v Ti X4yoi, rjpero ktX. Meletos had himself charged Sokrates with introducing

^T€pa Kaiva 5a.iiJ.6via, thus implying that Sokrates believed in certain 5ai/ji6via.

Sokrates infers that one who believes in the existence of daifj.6via, must believe in

the existence of Saifioves. The text of the passage in Plato's A/>o/. 2j c runs as

follows :
—^T0' SffTis SaiiJ.6via fxev vo/xi^ei irpayixaT elcat, 5a.lfi.ovai 5i oi) vofiij^ei ;

OvK l<TTiv...ovKOvv Sai/xdvia fiev (prjs /xe Kal vo/xl^eiv Kal 5i5d(XK€iv th' ovv naiva etre

13—2
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'

Yes.' Then Sokrates asked— ' Are not the daemons either

children of the gods, or sharers of some divine nature ?
*

Meletos admitted it.
'

Then, is there anyone,' said Sokrates,
' who beheves in children of the gods, but denies gods }

'^

A third case is when we purpose to show that the argu-
ments of the adversary are inconsistent or paradoxical.

The fourth case is when the adversary cannot refute us,

except by an answer which has a sophistical air. If he answers

in this fashion—'Yes and No'—'In some cases, not in others'

— ' In one sense, not in another'—the hearers think that he is

puzzled', and applaud us.

Under any other circumstances, it is better not to attempt

interrogation :
—for if the adversary brings an objection, a

victory seems to have been gained over us
;

—the infirmity of

the hearer makes it impossible to put a long chain of questions.
For the same reason, our enthymemes ought to be packed as

closely as possible.

In replying, if the adversary's terms are ambiguous, they
should be regularly^ defined, and this not too concisely. If

there is a suspicion that we are contradicting ourselves, our

explanation should be given in our first answer, before the

adversary has put his next question or drawn his conclusion
;— it is not hard to foresee what is the point of his argument.

This, however, and the art of refutation generally, may be

TraXaid ' dXX ovv daiix,6vi(i ye voni^w Kara rov abv \6yov Kal raura Kal 5tw/x6(rw iif

Ty dvTiypa4)y. The text of Aristotle is thus paraphrased in the Fragm. wepl ipwr-rj-

crews :
—

\ey6vTWv yap tuv Karrjyopuf us ^wKparris Oeoiis ov voixi^ei Kal Kaiva dai/x6via

elffayei, dv^pero avroin wepl tQv 5aiiJ.6vtj3v, el fir) Oeovs •^ deuiv ira'idas rjyovvTai
avToijs- (lis de avve<f)7]<Tav,'"E,aTi 5^ 6<xtis deovs ov vopd^ei., 6eu}v iralhas voixl^uv; TrapiXnre

yap TO ai)Tbdev 6/j.o\oyo6/xei>op, otl 6 daifidpia voiil^osv deovs voni^ei.
^ The enthymeme is :

— ' The daemons are children of the gods ; Those who
believe in the existence of the children believe in the existence of the father (this

is (pavepbv, and is not expressed by the questioner) ; therefore, Those who believe

in doemons believe in gods' (R. C. J.).
2
Oopv^ouaiu wj diropovvTos, the correction proposed by Spengel and Schneidewin.

As an alternative, Spengel suggests diropovi/Ta, the Paris MS having aTropouvrai,
The inferior Mss, followed by Bekker, have diropovfTes. It is not the audience,

however, but the person under interrogation, that is perplexed. The Fragm.
KepX ipwT-qaeui has, Tvpbs yap toi)s ovtu> diroKptvaixivovs ol aKpou/jLevoi. dopv^o^aiy
ws diropoOvras Kal ovk ^x<"'Tas dvTenreiv.

*
\6yti>, 'with a full explanation

'

(R. C. J.).

I
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taken as known from the Topics^. Again, when the adversary's 6

conclusion is being drawn, and when this conclusion is in the

form of a question, we should justify our answer. Thus when

Sophokles- was asked by Peisandros whether he had voted for

the same course as the other Probouloi'^—namely for establish-

ing the 'Four Hundred'—he said 'Yes.' 'How,' asked

Peisandros, 'did you not think this a wicked course.-" 'Yes.'
* And so you did this wickedness .''

'
'

Yes,—for there was

nothing better to do.' So, too, the Lacedaemonian, under

examination for his conduct in the ephoralty, was asked

whether he thought that his colleagues had been justly put

to death. 'Yes,' he said. 'And were not you responsible

for the same measures ?
'

' Yes.'
' Then would not you, too,

'

be justly put to death.''' 'No indeed, they acted thus for

money ;
/ did not, but on conviction.' Hence^ it is better

not to put any more questions after drawing our conclusion,

nor to express the conclusion in the form of a question, unless 1419 b

the truth of our case is triumphantly clear.

Jokes seem to be of some service in debate
; Gorgias said 7

that we ought to worst our opponent's earnest with mockery, .

and his mockery with earnest
;
a good saying. The various

kinds of jokes have been analysed in the Poetics. Some of

these befit a free man and others do not : one must take care

then to choose the kind of joke that suits one. Irony is more

liberal than buffoonery ;
the ironical man jokes on his own

account, the buffoon on some one else's^

^ VIII iv. 2 The statesman and orator (not the poet). Cp. i xiv 3.
^ A board of ten, appointed in 413 B.C. to devise measures for the public

safety, after the failure of the Sicilian expedition, Thuc. viii i.

*
i.e. in view of this danger (R. C. J.).

^ Note on the bearing of cc. xvii-xviii. The term iriffTis has two senses :
—

(I) the large sense, including arex«'oi and ^JTex""' Tr/crrets (l ii), the Ivrexvoi being

equivalent to (i) rjdtKrj, (2) traOrjriKri, and (3) Xojikt] tt^otij. (II) The special

sense, =\o7iK7j Trfo-ris, proof effected by direct reasoning, answering to the

dirdSei^is of Dialectic. Now the 17^4^7; and iradrjTLKr) irlffTis do not belong to any
one division of the speech. They may be involved in the Proem, the Narrative,
and the Epilogue, as well as in the Argumentation. All the four parts of the

speech are here successively treated by Aristotle, in connexion with rd^is, and he

marks the narrower sense in which Tr/crrets are dealt with here by saying at the

outset, dirodeiKTiKdi. He is not telling us here the method of such proof ; he has

told us this already. He has explained its two instruments :
—Enthymeme and
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xix. The epilogue has four elements:—(i) the attempt
to dispose the hearer favourably towards our-

y' selves, and unfavourably towards the adversary ;

—
(2) amplification and extenuation

; (3) the attempt to excite

certain feelings in the audience
; (4) recapitulation.

(i) After we have proved our own truthfulness and the

falseness of the adversary, the next thing is naturally to praise

ourselves, vituperate him, and clinch our case. We must aim at

proving either relative or absolute goodness on our part, and

either relative or absolute badness on his part. The means of

presenting people in either light
—the topics, that is, by which

they are to be made out good or bad—have been stated ^

(2) The facts having been proved, the next thing in the

natural order is to make much of them, or to make little of

them. The facts must be admitted before one can discuss their

magnitude; as the growth of the body implies something

preexisting. The topics of amplification and extenuation

have been set forth already^.

(3) Next—the quality and the magnitude of the facts

having been ascertained—we have to inspire the hearer with

Example ;
he has classified the materials to which these instruments have to be

applied in each of the three branches, and (in Book ll) the chief moulds or types

into which the arguments themselves may be thrown. Here he is speaking of the

way to marshal those proofs, which he has already shown us how to construct.

C. xvii is a collection of general rules and remarks on this subject : (i) the Trtorety

must bear, of course, on the point at issue between ourselves and our opponent or

our audience. Those issues are four. (The first of these offers us, he remarks in

passing, this advantage
—that sometimes we can insist on the necessary immorality

of our opponent.) (2) These issues are most distinct in Forensic Rhetoric. But

they can also be distinguished in Deliberative Rhetoric, while, in Epideiktic Rhetoric,

there is seldom any need of dTroSet^ts. (3) It is useful to watch ' whether he

makes any false statement outside his immediate subject.' (4) Enthymemes suit

Forensic Rhetoric best ; Examples, Deliberative. (5) Our Enthymemes 'should

not be given in a string' etc. General rules and remarks of this kind occupy the

chapter to the beginning of § 16 :
— ' So much of argumentative proof.' He then goes

on :
— ' As to ethical proof etc. The particular precept which comes next does not,

however, belong specially to the third division of the speech, 'Ethical proof

may come in anywhere. But it was convenient to give it under this head.

C. xviii, or Interrogation, is specially connected with the subject of 'argumen-
tative proofs,' for it is often a special way of gaining a logical victory. 'Jokes,'

again, considered as a means of overthrowing the adversary, come in here, § 7.

(R.C.J.)
^

I ix.
*

II xix.
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certain feelings;
—namely, with pity or indignation or anger

or hatred or envy or emulation or pugnacity. The topics for

these, too, have been stated before ^

(4) There remains, then, recapitulation. This should be 4

managed Jiere in the way commonly, but wrongly, recom-

mended for the proem ;
we are advised to repeat our points

over and over again, in order that they may be easily seized.

Now, in the proem, we ought to state our subject, in order

that the general issue may not be unknown
;

in the epilogue,

we ought to state summarily the arguments by which our case

has been proved. The starting-point should be the remark, 5

that we have performed our undertaking ;
and then we may

state what we have said, and why. One mode of doing this is

by contrasting our own case with the adversary's ;
either by

comparing what he and you have said on the same point, or

without this direct comparison.
* This was his account of the

matter, here is mme
;
and my reasons are these.' Or ironically: 1420 a

— '

He, you know, spoke thus, and / thus.' Or ' What airs

would he give himself, if he had proved all this, instead of

merely proving this ?
' Or Interrogation may be used :

—
'What has not been proved?' Or ' What has Jie proved?'—
The recapitulation, then, may either take this form of direct 6

contrast, or follow the natural order of the statements,—
taking first our own

; then, if we like, the adversary's separately.

An asyndeton is in place at the end of a speech, making the

ordinary sentence into a true epilogue :

'

I have spoken—you
have heard

; you have them
;
—

^judge.'^

^
II i-xi.

^ This illustration is doubtless a reminiscence of the epilogue of the speech of

Lysias against Eratosthenes, Or. xii, Trai^eroyotat KaTrjyopQv aKrjKoaTf, ewpd/care,

weTrdvOare' ?x^'''f> StKd^ere. 'The speech for the prosecution must now close; I

have appealed to your ears, to your eyes, to your hearts ; the case is in your hands ;

I ask for your verdict.'
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accident, fallacy from the, ii xxiv 6

accumulation or climax, I vii 31 n.

accusation and defence, i x

Achilles, i iii 6; ii ii 6 ; iii 16 ; vi 25 ;

xxii 8, 12 ; xxiv 6 ; III iv i ; xvi 3 ;

xvii II

acting. III i 8

actions, voluntary or involuntary, I x

actors, III i 4; ii 4, 10; xii 2, 3

actuality. III x 6 ; xi i, 10

adversary, topic from things said by
the, II xxiii 7

^gina, II xxii 7 ; ill x 7

^nesidemos, i xii 30
^schines (Socraticus), III xvi 10

^sion, III x 7, p. 170

^Esop, II XX 2, 5, 6

affections, 11 i 8 f
;
iv ; cp. emotiotts

Agathon, quoted, 11 xix 13 ; xxiv 10

age, middle, II xiv ; old, I v 15 ;

11 xiii

Agesipolis, il xxiii 12

agonistic style, iii xii 1-2

Alcaeus, I ix 20
Alexandri encomium, li xxiii 5, 8,

12 ; xxiv 7, 9 ; ill xiv 3

Alexandrum, Rhet. ad, p. xviii f

Alkibiades, 11 xv 3 ; xxiii 22 n.

Alkidamas, i xiii 2; li xxiii i, 11;
III iii 1-4; p. xiii

Alkinoos, the story of, ill xvi 7

Amasis, 11 viii 12

ambiguity, avoidance of, iii v 4;
fallacy of verbal, II xxiv 2

ambiguous terms, argument from, 11

xxiii 9

amplification, I vii 31 ; ix 39 f ; xiv 5 ;

II xix 26; xxvi if; III vi i, 7

analogy, argument from, 11 xix 2 ;

xxiii 5, 17; objection from, li

XXV 6

Anaschetos, iii xi 8

Anaxagoras, II xxiii 1 1

Anaxandrides, ill x 7; xi 8; xii 3

Anaximenes, pp. xviii, xx

Androkles, il xxiii 22

Androtion, in iv 3

anger, 11 11

antecedent and consequent, il xix 6

Antimachos, III vi 7

Antiphon, tragic poet, II ii 19; vi

27 ; xxiii 5 {?), 20

Antisthenes, III iv 3

antithesis. III ix 7-10; x 5

apodosis delayed by dependent clauses,
in V 2

apophthegms, in xi 6

appropriateness of diction, in ii i ;

vii 4
Archelaos, 11 xxiii 8

Archibios, I xv 15

Archilochos, ii xxiii ii; quoted, in
xvii 16

Archytas, in xi 5

Areiopagos, I i 5

Argos, law of, I xiv 4

argument, the universal classes of,

II xviii-xix

Aristeides, 11 xxiii 7 ; in xiv 3

Aristippos, 11 xxiii 12

aristocracy, I viii 4 f

Aristogeiton ;
see Harmodios

Aristophanes, III ii 15

Aristophon, 11 xxiii 7

Aristotle, Analytics, i ii 8, 14, 18
;

Poetics, I xi 29; III i 10; ii 2, 5, 7 ;

xviii 7 ; Politics, i viii 7 ; Topics,
I ii 9, 22; II xxii 10; xxiii 9, 13;
XXV 3 ;

xxvi 4 ; in xviii 5 ; Rhetoric,

pp. xvi-xxii

arrangement, in xiii i

art, independent of result, l i 14 ; to

be disguised, in i 4; ii 6; xvi 10

Artaxerxes the Third, li xx 3 n.

article, use of, in vi 5

assault, I xii 5; II xxiv 11

asyndeta, in xii 2, 4 ; xix 6
Athenian orators, in xvii 10; praising

Athenians at Athens, I ix 30; in
xiv II

Athens and Epidauros, in x 7, p. 169;
Athens and Salamis, i xv 13

Attic orators, in xi 15; an 'Attic

neighbour,' II xxi 13
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audience, three kinds of, l iii 2
;
char-

acter of, II xii 2

authority of distinguished men, II xxv 7

Autokles, II xxiii 12

baker and his customer, the, ill xvi 4
'beam,' 'the man who carries the,'

III xii 3
better course, topic from neglect of

the, II xxiii 26

Bias, II xiii 4; xxi 13 f

birth, good, i v 5; 11 xv 2

Boeotians, in iv 3

boldness, I ix 8 ; ii v 16-21

brutality, I xiv 5

Bryson, III ii 13

calumny, iii xv i, 3, 6, 9

Carpathian and the hare, the. III xi 14

Carthaginians, I xii 18

categories, li vii 6

cause and effect, topic of, il xxiii 18,

25 ;
the causes of human action, 11

xxiii 25
Chabrias, I vii 13; in x 7, p. 171
Chseremon, 11 xxiii 29; in xii 2

change, pleasure produced by, i xi

20 ; argument from change of choice,
II xxiii 19

character, (i) of the audience, II xii

2; youth, II xii; old age, xiii;

middle life, xiv; (2) of the speaker,
II i 13 f; ni xvi 10; xvii 12, 16:

cp. note on Hhos, p. 194
characteristic style, in vii i, 6

Chares, l xv 15; in x 7, pp. 169,

171 ;
xvii 10

Charidemos, li xxiii 17

children, the blessing of, I v 6

Chilon, II xii 14; xxi 13 n. ; xxiii 11

Choerilos, III xiv 4, 6

circle, definition of a, in vi i

classes, style characteristic of differ-

ent, in vii 6

clearness of diction, in ii i f

climax, I vii 31 n.

comedy, diminutives in, in xi 15;

prologue in, in xiv 6

commerce, i iv 11

common-places, universal or particular,
I ii 21 f

comparison of arguments, in xix 5

composition should be easy to read,
or easy to deliver, in v 6

compound words, in iii i

conclusion refuted by a demonstration
or by an objection, n xxvi 3 f

conjunctions, in vi 6

connective particles, in v 2; vi 6

consequence, argument from the, ll xxiii

14 f; fallacy from the, ll xxiv 7

consequents to antecedents, inference

from, II xxiii 18

contracts, i xv 20-25
'contrary' defined, in ii 10; 'con-

trary instance,' 11 xxv 25; argu-
ments from contraries, ll xix i ;

xxiii 23
counsel, the end of, i vi

courage, i ix 8 ; li v 16-21

Croesus, in v 4

cupping-instrument, in ii 12

Darius, li xx 3

decision, inference from previous, n
xxiii 12; objections from previous
decisions, n xxv 7

defect, topic of, ll xxiv 7, 8

defence of one's country, i iv 10

definition, argument from, n xxiii 8

degeneracy, n xv 3

degree, topic of, l vii ; l xiv; II

xxiii 4
deliberative rhetoric, i vi-viii ; ix

35; in xiii 3; proems in, in xiv

12; least room for narrative in, in
xvi 1 1

; deliberative speaking more
difficult than forensic, in xvii 10;

proof in, in xvii 4; style of, in
xii 5

delivery, in i 3 f; xii 2, 3; not to

be carried out in all its details, in
vii 10

Demades, n xxiv 8

democracy, i viii 4
Demokrates, in iv 3
Demokritos of Chios, in ix 6

Demosthenes, n xxiii 3; xxiv 8;

quoted, in iv 3 ; Or. xxxix f,

II xxiii II n. ; p. xvi f

depreciation, 11 xxv i f

description, amplification produced by
detailed description, i vii 31 ; de-

scription used instead of name, in
vi I f

dialectic, i i i, 14 ;
ii 20 ; 11 xxiv 2, 10

diction, in i 2, 7 ; excellences of, in
ii ;

fallacies of, n xxiv 2.n. ; natural

and artificial, in ii 3 ; diction of

prose and of poetry, in i 9. C^). style

dignity of style, in vi

dikast, I iii 2
;
his oath, l xv 12, 17;

II xxv 10

dilemma, li xxiii 15
diminutive terminations, ill ii 15

Diogenes, in x 7, p. 170
Diomed6s, II xxii 12; xxiii 20; in
XV 10

Dion, I xii 29

Dionysios, (for 'anybody'), ll xxiv 5;
Dionysios the elder, I ii 19; II xv 3;
'the brazen,' in ii 11
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Diopeithes, 11 viii it

dispositions, style characteristic of differ-

ent, III vii 6

dithyrambic poets, III xii 2 ; prelude
of, III xiv j

dithyrambs, III iii 3

division, argument from, II xxiii 10;
divisions of the speech, III xiii i

dog, the encomiast of a, li xxiv ^

Dorieus, I ii 13

Draco, 11 xxiii 29

'earth and water,'
'

giving,' il xxiii 18

emotion of power, 1 xi 14 ; emotions,
excitement of the, ill xix i ; see also

affections

Empedokles, i xiii 2 ; ill v 4
emulation, II xi

encomium, i ix 33

enigmatic sayings, II xxi 8

enmity, 11 iv 30 f

enthymeme, 'a sort of syllogism,' I 1

11; II xxiv i; 'a rhetorical syllo-

gism,' 1 ii 8n.; ii 9-11, 13 f, 20;
ix 40; II XX 9; xxi 2, 6; III i r;
x 4; xvii 5-8, 13, 17; xviii 4;
general precepts on enthymemes, li

xxii ; demonstrative or refutative

enthymemes, li xxii, xxiii
; topics of

apparent enthymemes, II xxiv ; ma-
terials of enthymemes, 11 xxv 8 f ;

destructive or constructive enthy-
memes, II xxvi 3

envy, 11 x

ephoralty, Lacedfemonian's conduct in

the. III xviii 6

epic cycle, ill xvi 7

epic poems, opening lines of, in xiv

Epicharmos, i vii 31 ; 11 xxi 5 n., 6n. ;

quoted, iii ix 10

Epidauros, ill x 7, p. 169
epideiktic rhetoric, i ix 40; ill xiii 3;

materials for, I ix ; style of. III xii 6 ;

proem in, xiv i; 2-4, 11 ; narrative

in, xvi I ; laudatory episodes in,

xvii II ; proof rare in, xvii 3

epilogue, iii xiii 3 ; xix

Epimenides, iii xvii 10

episodes, laudatory, in xvii 11

epithets, in ii 9, 14; iii 3; vi 3; 'in-

ordinate,' iii 3 ;

'

negative
'

or '
limit-

ing,' vi 7 ; xi 1 1

equity and justice, I xiii 13-19; xv 10

equivocal terms, iil ii 6

equivocation, topic of, li xxiv 2
{(>)

eristic, il xxiv 10

ethical proof, il i-xviii ; in xvii 16 n.;
ethical character given to the speech,
II i 5 ; ethical colour given to narrative,
III xvi 8; ethical style, ni vii i, 6

ethos in relation to rhetorical persua-
sion, III xvii 16 n.

Eubulos, I XV 15

Euenos, quoted, i xi 4

euphemisms, I ix 28 f ; in ii 10

Euripides and the Syracusans, n vi 20;
his lawsuit with Hygiajnon, in xv 8 ;

his style, in ii 5 ; his prologues, ill

xiv 6 ; Euripides, quoted, i xi 8, 20,
28 ; II vi 18 n. ; xxi 2, 5-7 ; xxii 3 ;

xxiii I, 14 n., 29; xxiv 9n. ; in ii

10, 14 ;
vi 4 ; ix 4 n. ; xi 2

;
xiv 10 ;

XV 8 ; xvi 7 n. ; xvii 15

Euthydemos, n xxiv 3

Evagoras, II xxiii 12

exaggeration, fallacy of, li xxiv 4

example, i ii 8, 10, 19; examples, ll

XX 2-9; in xvii 4; enthymemes of

example, n xxv 13

eye, the seat of shame, love, &c., ll vi

18; setting things before the eyes,
in xi ; the

'

eyes
'

of Greece, x 7 p. 168

fables, II XX 5-8
fact, past and future, topic of, 11 xix

16-25
fallacies, il xxiii 26 ; xxiv ; ni vii 4
fallacious inference of the audience. III

vii 4
favour, n vii

fear, n v 1-15
features, in vii 10

feelings, see affections and emotions

foreign air given to style, in ii 6
forensic rhetoric, i x-xv; style, in xii

i> 5) 6 ; speaking, in xiii 3 ; proems,
xiv 5 ; proof, xvii 1-2

fortiori, argument a, II xix 3, 4
fortune, good, i v 17; 11 xvii 5f
foul language, in ii 13
fox and hedgehog, fable of the, il xx 6

friendship, I v 16 ;
II iv

; xii 3
funeral oration, anonymous, in x 7,

p. 170

Gelon, I xii 30

genders, ni v 5

generalisation, illicit, li xxi 10

genus and species, l ii 21

Glaukon of Teos, ni i 3

good, the first principles of, l vi 2-30
good fortune, i v 17; character of, il

xvii 5 f

Gorgias, III i 4, 9 ; iii i, 4 ; vii 11 ;

xiv 2, 12; xvii II ; xviii 7; p. xii

government, forms of, I viii

gratitude, li vii

greater to less, argument from, il xxiii 4
Greece, the grief of, in x 7, p. 170;

the '

eyes
'

of, ib. p. 168
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happiness, analysis of, I v 1-18

Harmodios and Aristogeiton, i ix 38 ;

II xxiii 6, 8 ; xxiv 5

hatred, 11 iv 30 f

health, i v 10-14
hearer, appeals to the, III xiv 7

Herakleidae, 11 xxii 6

Herakleitos, in v 6

Herakles, the pillars of, il x 5

Hermes, il xxiv 2

Herodikos, I v 10; II xxiii 29
Herodotos, il viii 12 n.; xxiv 6 n.

;

quoted, in ix 2 ; xvi 5

Hesiod, quoted, il iv 21
;
x 6; in ix

6n.
hexameters, writers of, in i 9 ; hexa-

meter rhythm, viii 4

history, I iv 13
historical examples, li xx 3

Homer, allusions to, i iii 6 ; xi 9 ;

III xi 3 ; XV 11; xvi 7 ; Homer and
the Chians, II xxiii 1 1

; on Salamis
and Athens, I xv 13 ; his metaphors,
III xi 3 ; quotations from, i vi 20,

22 ; vii 31, 33; xi 8 f, 12; xy 13 ;

II ii 2, 6, 7 ; iii 6 n. ; iii 16 ; ix 11;
xxi II ; xxiii ii ; in ii 13 ; iv i ; ix

9 ; X 2 ; xi 3, 4, 16 ; xii 4 ; xiv 6,

II ; xvi 7, 10 ;
xvii 6 ; the Odyssey,

' a fair mirror of human life,' III iii 4

honour, i v 9
horse and deer, fable of the, ll xx 5

hyperbole, in xi 15

iambic measure, in i 9 ; rhythm, viii 4
Idrieus, in iv 3

imagination, I xi 6, 14, 17

improbability, antecedent, n xxiii 22

inconsistency, argument from, il xxiii

16, 19, 23, 27
incredible, argument from things, li

xxiii 22

indignant assertion, argument from, il

xxiv 4

indignation, n ix

induction, argument from, n xx 2
;

xxiii 1 1

inflexions, argument from, ll xxiii 2

injustice, I x-xiv

insinuation, hostile. III xiv 7

interrogation, in xviii

Iphikrates, l vii 32 ;
ix 31 ; ll xxi 2 ;

xxiii 6, 7, 8, 17; III ii 10 ; x 7,

pp. 169 f; XV 2

irony, in xviii 7 ; xix 5

Ismenias, II xxiii 11

Isokrates, I ix 38 ;
II xix 14 ; xx 7 n. ;

xxiii 12, 18; III vii 7 n. ; xiv i ;

xvii II, 16; quoted, I ix 36 {Evag.
45); II xxiv 2; in vii II {Paneg.);
ix 7 {Paneg.)\ x 5, 7, p. 170 f; xi

2, 5, 7; xvii 17 (Archid. 50?) ; xiv

1,2; xvii 10 ; pp. XV f, xx

issues, legal, i i 6 ; iii 6 ; xiii 9 ; III

XV 2 ; xvi 6 ; xvii 1-2

Italiots, the, II xxiii 11

Jason, the Thessalian, i xii 31

jokes. III xviii 7

judges, l\iii
2 ; II xviii i

juror's oafh, I xv 12, 17; II xxv 10

justice, I ix 7 ;
II xxii 9

Kallias, ni ii 10; (2) 'anybody,' I ii 12 ;

n iv 31
'

Kalliope,' 'the scream of,' III ii 11

KallippoE, (i) friend of Dion, I xii 29;
(2) rhetorician, n xxiii 14, 21

Kallisthenes, n iii 13
Kallistratos, I vii 13 ; xiv i ; III xvii 14
Karkinos, il xxiii 28; in xvi 11
' Kaunian love,' n xxv 4

Kephisodotos, in iv 3 ;
x 7, pp. 168-

170
key-note, in xiv i, 4

Kimon, descendants of, ll xv 3

kingdom, i viii 4 f

Kleon, 'anybody,' II ii 2 ; in v 2;
viii I n.

Kleophon, I xv 13 ; in vii 2

Konon, n xxiii 12, 19
Korax, 11 xxiv 11 ; p. x f

Kottabos, I xii 30
Kritias, i xv 13 ; in xvi 3

Kydias, n vi 24

Lacedsemon, i v 6; ix 26; ll xxiii ii

Laconian apophthegms, n xxi 8

language of daily life, Euripides and
the, in ii 5; expressive language,
III vii 3; fallacy of, il xxiv 2

laudatory branch of rhetoric, I ix
; op.

epideiktic

laughter, I xi 29; III xiv 7; xviii 7

law, special or general, 1x3; par-
ticular or universal, I xiii 2 ; laws,
I XV 3-12 ; unwritten, 1x3; xiii 2,

II f; xiv 7 ;
XV 8

legal issues, i i 6; iii 6; xiii 9; ill

xvi 6; xvii i, 2

legislation, i iv 12 f

Leodamas, i vii 13; il xxiii 25

Leptines, in x 7, p. 168

Leukothea, il xxiii 27

liberality, I ix 10

Libyan fables, II xx 2

like for like, fondness of, i xi 25

Likymnios, in ii 13 ;
xii 2 ; xiii 5 ; p. xiii

literary style, III xii 1-2

ludicrous, the, I xi 29; III xviii 7

Lykoleon, III x 7, p. 171

Lykophron, in iii i, 2 ; ix 7
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Lykurgos, 11 xxiii 11

lyric poet, anon., in xiv 5

Lysias, 11 xxiii 19 n. ; reminiscence of,

III xix 6; pseudo-Lysias, Funeral

Oration, in x 7, p. ijon.

Macaulay, III vii 7 n.

madness, quick wit allied to, il xv 3

magnanimity, I ix 11

magnificence in expenditure, I ix 12

Mantias, n xxiii 1 1

Marathon, il xxii 6
' mathematical discourses have no moral

character,' III xvi 8

maxims, n xxi; in xvii 9, 17

Medea, 11 xxiii 28

Melanippides, iii ix 6

Melanopos, l xiv i

messenger, in xvi 10, p. 190 n.

Messeniakos of Alkidamas, l xiii 2

Messenian assembly, Kallistratos in

the, in xvii 14

metaphor, in ii 6, 7-15; iii 4; iv

I f, 3 ult.; x 2, 7; xi 5, 6; 'pro-

portional,' III iv 4 n.
;

vi 3

mildness, n iii

Miltiades, in x 7

mistakes, argument from, II xxiii 28

Moerokles, in x 7

monarchy, I viii 4 f

morality, popular, i vii 22
;

xiii 12;
II V 8

more and less, topic of, II xix 26

motives for wrong-doing, 1x5; III

XV II

mule-race, in ii 14
mutual relation of notions, argument

from, II xxiii 3

'Mysian spoil,' I xii 20

mysteries, the mouse and the, 11 xxiv

^(b)

name used instead of description, in
vi I f ; inference from play on names,
II xxiii 29

narrative, in xvi

negations, amplification by means of,

in vi 7

Nikanor, il xxiii 3

Nikeratos, rhapsode, in xi 13

Nireus, in xii 4
noble birth, I v 5; characteristics of,

II XV 2

nouns and verbs, in ii 5

number, iii v 6

oaths, I XV 27-33; juror's oath, l

XV 12, 17 ; II XXV 10

obscurity of style, a cause of, in v 7

offences, definition of, I xiii 9

offspring, goodly and numerous, I v 6

old age, characteristics of, 11 xiii

oligarchy, i viii 4 f

Olynthian war, in x 7

opposites, argument from, li xxiii i,

15; objection arising from an oppo-
site case, II xxiv 5

oracles, ambiguous, in v 4

Orestes, in ii 14

paean, in viii 4-6
Pamphilos, rhetorician, il xxiii 21

paradox, il xxiii 16; paradoxical
declamations, li xxiv 6

parallelisms of expression, in ix 9
Paralos, in x 7

parenthesis, ill v 7
Paris or Alexandros, II xxiii 5, 8, 12;

xxiv 7, 9 ; III xiv 3

parisosis, ill ix 9

parliamentary style, in xii i

paromoiosis, III ix 9

particles, connecting, ill v 2

parts to whole, argument from, 11

xxiii 13

passion, expression of, III vii 3

passionate speaker, sympathy with a,

III vii 4

'pastime,' in iii 3

pathetic style, in vii i, 3

pathos, III i 7

patience or mildness, 11 iii

'

Peace,' the
'

Common,' il xxiii 18

Peisandros, in xviii 6

Peisistratos, i ii 19

Peitholaos, III ix 7 ; x 7

Pentheus, 11 xxiii 9

Peparethos, woman of, II xxiii 11

Periander, I xv 13

Perikles, i vii 34; il xv 3; in iv 3;
X 7 bis; xviii i

period, the, in ix 3-7

peroration or epilogue, in xiii 3; xix

Phalaris, il xx 5

Phayllos, ill xvi 7

Philammon, in xi 13 n.

Philemon, the actor, in xii 3

Philip, II xxiii 6

Philokrates, n iii 13

Phiioktetes, in xi 13

Philomela, in iii 4

philosophy,
'

literary knowledge,' II

xx 7

Pindar, quoted, I vii 14; 11 xxiv 2

pirates call themselves 'purveyors,' ill

ii 10

Pittakos, II xii 6; xxv 7

pity, 11 viii

Plato, (i) the comic poet (?), I xv 15;

(2) the philosopher, Aristippos and

Plato, II xxiii 12; Apol. il xxiii 8;
III xviii 2; Menex. I ix 30; III xiv
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II ; Phaedrus, III vii ii ; Rep. Ill iv

3 ; the 'Sokratic discourses,' iii xvi 8;
Phaedrus and Gorgias, p. xvii

pleasure, analysis of, I xi; pleasure of

learning, i xi 23 ; III ix 8

poetic style of early prose, ill i 9
poets, style improved by, in i 8

Polos, II xxiii 29
Polyeuktos, in x 7

Polykrates, II xxiii 50., 8 n.; xxiv 3,

6, 7 n.

possible and impossible, topic of the,
II xix 1-15

post, ergo propter, topic of, II xxiv 8

Potidsea, 11 xxii 7

poverty, encomiums on, 11 xxiv 6, 7

power, characteristics of, II xvii 1-4
praise, i ix 32 f

prejudice or calumny, iii xiv 12; xv
I. 3> 6, 9

prelude in flute-playing, ill xiv i

probability, argument from, 11 xix 23 ;

fallacy from confusion of particular
with absolute, 11 xxiv 10 ; impression
of, aided by appropriate language,
III vii 4; probabilities, I ii 14; xv
17; enthymemes from, II xxv 8-1 1

Prodikos, I v lo', III xiv 9; p. xiv

proem, 11 1 xiv, xv

prologue. III xiv i, 5

proof,
' universal

' modes of rhetorical,
II XX ; proofs. III xvii

; various kinds

of. III xviii 7n.
propriety of style, in vii i, 8

prose and poetry, diction of, in iii 3

Protagoras, n xxiv 11 ; in v 5 ; p. xiv

proverbs, i vi 20, 22
;

xi 25 ; xii 20,

23; xv 14; II iv 21 ; vi 5, 18; X 5,
6 ; xxi II, 12 ; xxiii 15, 22 ; xxiv 2;
XXV 4; III xi 14 ; xii 3

punctuation, in v 6 ; viii 6

puns, II xxiii 29 ; in xi 6-8

purity of style, in v

Pythagoras, II xxiii 11

rare words, in iii 3
reason for paradox or prejudice, argu-
ment from, n xxiii 24 ; argument from
a conceivable reason, ib. 20 ; reasons
for doing or avoiding an action,
ib. 21

recitation, in i 8
; epic or tragic, i 3

recrimination, in xv 7

refutation, n xxv; in xvii 14 f

reply, in xviii 5, 6

retort, ii xxiii 7 ;
in xviii i

Rhetoric, an art, i i 2
;

its relation to

dialectic, I i i
; ii 7 ; its essentials

neglected, I i 3 f; the deliberative
branch neglected, id. 10 ; use of

rhetoric, ib. 12
; rhetoric defined,

I i 14; ii I
; its subjects contingent,

I ii 12 ; its three species, i iii 1-9 ;

topics of deliberative rhetoric, I iv

1-13; rhetoric aims at appearance,
III i 5

rhetorical artifices, I xiv 5 ; rhetorical
definition of friendship, i v 16; three-
fold division of rhetorical proofs, I

ii 3 ; three departments of rhetorical

inquiry, n xxvi 5

rhythm in prose. III viii

riddles, in ii 1 1 ; xi 6

ridicule, i xi 29 ;
in xviii 7

Salamis, i xv 13 ; n xxii 6

Samians, III iv 3

Samos, II vi 24 ;
xx 6

Sappho, I ix 20; II xxiii 11, 12

sayings, sources of smart or pointed,
III X

self-censure, in vii 9
self-control, i ix 9
self-love, universality of, I xi 26

septenary theory of the stages of human
life, II xiv 4n.

Sestos, III X 7

shame, n vi

shamelessness, 11 vi 27

significant names, n xxiii 29
signs, I ii 16-18; fallacy from a sign,
n xxiv 5 ; enthymemes from fallible

or infallible signs, H xxv 12-14
similars, objection from, 11 xxv 6
similes, in iv ; x 3; xi 11-13
Simonides, n xvi 2

; quoted, i vi 24 ;

vii 32 ;
ix 31 ; in ii 14 ; viii 6 ; xi 2

Skiron, in iii 2

Sokrates, i ix 30 ; 11 xv 3 ; xx 4 ;

xxiii 8, 12, 13; III xiv 11; his

Apologia, II xxiii 8 ; III xviii 2
'

Sokratic discourses,' the, in xvi 8

solecism, in v 7

Solon, II xxi 13 n.; xxiii 11; quoted,
I XV 13

solution of rhetorical fallacies, n xxv

soothsayers, in v 4

sophist, III ii 7

sophistical answer, in xviii 4
Sophokles, (i) the poet, n xxiii 7 n. ;

xxiv 6n. ; 11IXV3; xvii 16; quoted,
I xiii 2 ; XV 6 ; il xxiii 29 ; in xiv 6,

10; XV 9 ;
xvi 9, II

; ix 4 (really

Euripides)

(2) the statesman and orator, i xiv

3 ;
in xviii 6

speakers, noisy, in vii 5

special terms to be preferred to general,
in V3

speech, parts of a, in xiii, xiv-xix ;

speeches of the literary class, lir i

7 ; xii I
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speech-writers, il xi 6n.; in vii 7;
xii 2

Speusippos, III X 7

'spring,' 'the year has lost its,' I vii

34; III X 7

Stasinus, l xv 14 n. ;
II xxi 11

statements, topic from joining separate
or dividing composite, II xxiv 3

Stesichoros, 11 xx 5; xxi 8; ill xi 6

stock-subjects of Athenian declaimers,
II xxii 6

Strabax, 11 xxiii 17

strange words, III iii 2

style, III i 5 f ; points of excellence in,

ii ; purity, v ; dignity, vi ; propriety,

vii; smartness, xi 6, 14; sweetness,
xii 6; characteristic style, vii i, 6;

pathetic, vii i, 3; proportionate, vii

I f; two kinds of style. III ix 1-3;

general types of style, xii 1-6 ; faults

of style. III iii. Cp. actuality and
diction

surprise, point given by a touch of. III

xi 6

suspicion, removal of, ll xxiii 24

symmetry of results, topic from, II

xxiii 1 7 ; neglect of symmetry in

style. III V 7

synonyms, iii ii 7

taste, faults of, in iii i

tetrameters, trochaic, in i 9 ;
viii 4

Teumessos, in vi 7

Theagenes of Megara, i ii 19
Thebes, il xxiii 6, 11

Themistokles, i xv 14

Theodekteia, in ix 9 ult. ; p. xviii

Theodektes, ll xxiii 3, 11, 13, 17,

20, 24 ; xxiv 3

Theodoros, (i) the actor, III ii 4 ;

(2) the rhetorician, li xxiii 28 ; in
xi 6 ; xiii 5 ; p. xiv

Thirty, the, n xxiii 23, 25 ; Thirty

Tyrants, 11 xxiv 3

Thracian, in xi 6

Thrasybulos, II xxiii 25, 29 ; xxiv 3

Thrasymachos of Chalkedon, n xxiii

29; III 1 7 ; vui 4; XI 13; p. xiv

time, argument from considerations of,

II xxiii 6

Timotheos, the dithyrambic poet, in
iv 4 n.

; xi 11

topics, universal or special, i ii 22 ;

topic of degree, in xix 2 ; topics of

the emotions, xix 3 ; Appendix on

'topics,' pp. 142-144
torture i xv 26

tragedies once acted by their authors,
III i 3

tragic poet anon., quoted, ll x 5; xxi

6; xxiii 5, 20; in vi 4; xiv 9
travel, books of, I iv 13
trochaic tetrameters, in i 9; viii 4
'two sides to every question,' n viii 4

tyranny, i viii 4 f

tyrants and body-guards, I ii 19

universal classes of argument, II xviii f;

arguments from universal consent,
II xxiii 12

virtue and vice, analysis of, i ix 1-3 1 ;

virtues, 11 i 7

vivacity of style, in xi i, 10

voice, in i 4 ; vii 10

war and peace, l iv 9
ways and means, i iv 8

wealth, I V 7 ; n xvi

wealthy, characteristics of the, II xvi

well-born, character of the, II xv

wines, doctored, in ii 4
wisdom, practical, I ix 13

witnesses, i xv 13-19
wonder, the origin of learning, i xi 21

word, topic from various senses of a,

II xxiii 8 ; beauty of words, in ii ;

compound words, in iii i ; rare

words, ib. 3

wrong-doers and their \ictims, char-

acters of, I xii

wrong-doing, i x, xi, xii, xiii, xiv ; III

XV 3

Xenophanes, i xv 29 f; II xxiii 18, 27

Xenophon, Hellen., n xxiii 3 n., 12 n. ;

Mem., II XX 4n.
Xerxes, n xx 3 ; in iii 2

youth, characteristics of, ll xii 3-16

Zeno (of Elea?), i xii 10
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